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Foreword

The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) is a national
information system operated by the Office of Educational Research and
Improvement (OERI) of the U.S. Department of Education. It provides
ready access to descriptions of exemplary programs, research and
development efforts, and releed information useful in developing effec-

tive educational programs.
Through its network of specialized centers or clearinghouses, each of
which is responsib!e for a particular educational area, ERIC acquires,
evaluates, abstracts, and indexes current significant information and lists
this information in its reference publications.
ERIC/RCS, the ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication
Skills, disseminates educational information related to research, instruction, and professional preparation at all levels and in all institutions. The
scope of interest of the clearinghouse includes relevant research reports,
literature reviews, curriculum guides and descriptions, conference papers,
project or program reviews, and other print materials related to reading,
English, educational journalism, mid speech communication.
The ERIC system has already made availablethrough the ERIC
Document Reproduction Servicemuch informative data. However, if
the findings of specific educational research are to be intelligible to
teachers and applicable to teaching, considerable amounts of data must
be reevaluated, focused, and translated into a different context. Rather
than resting at the point of makhig research reports readily accessible,
OERI has directed the c.earinghouses to work with professional organizations in developing information analysis papers in specific areas within
the scope of the clearinghouses.
ERIC is pleased tc cooperate with the National Conference on
Research in English in making The Dynamics of Language Learning:
Research in Reading and English available.
Charles Suhor
Director, ERIC/RCS
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Preface

These papers on the dynamics of language learning were prepared for
the invitational Mid-Decade Seminar called by the National Conference
on Research in English in 1985 to explore the future direction of research
in English and reading. For three days, thirty researcherssome new to
the field, some well-established--examined learning, teaching, and the

complex interplay of skills, processes, and classroom conditions that
influences the development of children's competence in reading, writing,
and the related language arts.

This volume presents the papers commissioned in advance of the
seminar to stimulate thought and reflection along with commentary on
these papers by members of the assembled seminar of researchers. An
analysis of the deliberations by the convener of the conference concludes
the presentation. The gist of seminar discussions has been compiled
separately and is available through the ERIC system.*
For the purpose of reviewing the current state of research and its
future direction, the seminar was organized along the lines of six topics,
each of which stressed Mterrelationships among the language arts. Two
individuals were invited to prepare papers on each topic; two others, to
respond to the papers. An effort was made to secure contrasting,
complementary analysis on each topic from individuals associated with
various research traditions: experimental, ethnographic, elementary
scliool, secondary school, linguistic, literary, reading, writing, oral
language.

L:mited only by topic, the researchers were permitted freedom to
develop the ideas as they wished. Some attempted a comprehensive
review of all extant studies. Others chose to generalize from their present
research experience. Many developed ideas along particularly promislag
areas. The result offers a perspective on the current state of knowledge
with respect to the learning and teaching of language and literacy.
As general editor and chair for the conference, I am grateful not only
for the high degree of involvement of all participants but for the strong
support for these deliberations from the Executive Comm:ttee of NCRE,
the Trustees of the Research Foundation of NCTE, and my colleagues at
Squire, J. R., ed. (1985). Discussions at the Mid-Decade Seminar on the Teaching of

Reading and E .ig1ish. ED 274 967. (See note on ERIC documents on the next page.)
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Preface

Silver Burdett & Ginn. Robert Gundlach contributed substantially to the
conference by overseeing facilities.
I appreciate further the assistance in editing received from readers of

the manuscript and from the staff of the ERIC/RCS Clearinghouse, as
well as the assistance in manuscript typing frcm Sandra Smith.
James R. Squire
February 1987

Note on bibliographies: Most papers and commentaries in this text are followed
by a list of references. In those lists, documents indexed in Resources in Education
(RiE) are denoted by a 6-digit ED (ERIC Document) number. The majority of

ERIC documents are reproduced on microfiche and may be viewed at ERIC
collections in libraries and other institutions or can be ordered from the ERIC
Document Reproduction Service (EDRS) in either paper copy or microfiche. For
ordering information and price schedules, write or call EDRS, 3900 Wheeler
Avenue, Alexandria, VA 22304. 1-800-227-3742.
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Introduction

The National Conference on Research in English came into being because
of a common belief among its founders that the National Council of
Teachers of English was not sufficiently interested in, nor committed to,
research. Two of NCRE's early leaders were William S. Gray and Harry

Greene, each of whom later became preident of AERA. NCRE, then,
began more than fifty years ago as an organization commited to research
in English. We continue that comrnitm, lit today, and it is fitting *.hat this

seminar, bringing together today's premier researchers in reading and
English. has been organized by Jim Squire under the primary sponsorship

of NCRE. The names have changedHarry Greene, Emmett Betts,
C. C. Certain, E. W. Do lch, Mildred Dawson, Maude Mc Broom,
William S. Gray, and their colleagues have been replaced by a new set of

contributorsout the beat goes on. This seminar strikes me as a

throwback to the halcyon days of NCRE when small groups of scholars
discussed at length with undisguised fervor research issues a: the day.
The deliberations constitute a most appropriate milestone in the early
days of NCRE's second half-century of serving the profession.
Another carryover from the early days of NCRE is the tendency of its

members to retain membership in such organizations as NCTE and
AERA. Since the founding of IRA in 1956, moreover, many of us also
have shared and continue to share membei ship with that organization.
In this regard I should call attention to the contribution towar: this
seminar made by the NCTE Research Foundation. (Parenthetically, but
not ungraciously. I would also like to acknowledge the support of this
conference by Ginn and Company.)
There is considerable precedent for a seminar such as this as an NCRE
event. Early meetings were give-and-take sessions at which researchers
presented their research agendas, opening the way for frank and honest
differing points of view. Ea:ly bulletins summarized and interpreted
research in reading, composition, vocabulary, language, and grammar.
The second annual bulletin, published in 1934, reported seventy-three
problems needing to be studied in a systematic fashion (I wonder how
many of these proNems still beg for resolution). Mnch later, during the
late 1950s and early 1960s, NCRE leadership was primarily responsible
1
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for the U.S. Office of Education's sponsorship of the First Gra(3e Studies.
Regardless of how one may feel about the studies themselves, it is difficult

not to be impressed with the spirit of cooperation exhibited by the
research leaders of that time (who were probably the mentors of
contributors to this seminar, or the mentors' mentors). These researchers
gave up considerable autonomy in order to work cooperatively toward
advancing knowledge in the teaching of reading.
Partially as an outgrowth of the First Grade Studies, the next major
research thrust of NCRE was its attempt to stimulate research on teacher
effectiveness. Although this cooperative research program fell short of
reaching the goals set by its proponents, it is interesting to conjecture

the extent to which this effort served as a stimulus to the significant
research in teaching effectiveness which has been carried out during the

past fifteen years. NCRE has throughout its history been a leader in
setting the research agenda for reading and English, and the present
seminar certainly has the potential to continue this tradition.
The nagging concern of many of us who attend gatherings like this is
tha': +he educational implications resulting from our deliberations, regardless of the weight of research evidences supporting them, may never

reach the classroom teacher, principal, or curriculum coordinatorlet
alone the children whom we expect to be the primary beneficiaries of our
work. The proverbial gap between theory and practice appears to be as
wide as ever. In what proportion of our nation's classrooms, for example,
do children experience the satisfaction of composing as reflected in the
work of Donald Graves and others? Despite fifty years of commitment

to the NCRE goal of emphasizing the relationships among listening,
speaking, reading, and writing, moreover, how many of the teacher
education programs at our home institutions continue to offer separate
methods courses in reading and the other language arts? How many
American schoolchildren use separate unrelated textbooks and workbooks for instruction in reading, language arts, and spelling? In how
many classrooms do children have the opportunity to read a book of
their own choosing? How much formal grammar practice continues to
compete for valuable instructional time on the assumption that such
practice will improve the composition skills of childrea? The message is
obvious. Our deliberations here matter little unless we improve the way
in which we influence classroom practice.
How can this be done? I wish I knew. Certainly our publications reach
many teacher educators and some teachers. Publication of the present
proceedings may help. The movement involving the teacher as researcher
has also been positive, although necessarily limited in its impact. We also
hope, of course, to influence the publishers of instructional materials.

13
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We are all too familiar with the power of published materials in influencing

classroom practices. But the ultimate policymakers determining what
gets attention in the classroom are, in my judgment, (1) the test makers
and (2) the test selectors. Consider the popularity of phonics drills, skills
management systems, punctuation and spelling instruction, and the
teaching of grammatical terminology. Doesn't their popularity primarily
result from the ease with which student "progress" can be evaluated?

And isn't much of the content of published instructional materials
included because it can be easily tested? Can there be any doubt that the
best way to implement curricular change in our schools is to change the
testing program?
We all have our favorite examples of this phenomenon in action. Let

me provide just twoa modern-day example and one from 'ancient
history":

1. The Minneapolis Public Schools recently adopted a benchmark
testing program. Failure to meet minimal standards of performance,
even in kindergarten, results in nonpromotion. You can well imagine

the serious teaching to the test that goes on in Minneapolis
classrooms today. There is nothing wrong with that, of course, if
the tests really test the important things to be learned. How often
does that happen?

2. I went to a one-room school through eighth grade. We had
countywide examinations, the purpose of which I am not quite
sure. What I do recall is that it was a real feather in a teacher's cap
to have his or her eighth-grade pupils score at or near the top of
this list. At any rate, the other eighth-grdde students and I spent
every afternoon of the last two months of the school year in the

entryway asking each other questions from every standardized
achievement test that the teachers could get their hands on. I have
no doubt that every other entry to every other one-room school was
similarly occupied by eighth graders hot in pursuit of the knowledge
embedded in standardized tests.

These illustrations raise the kinds of issues that must be considered,

and in the organization of this conference, Jim Squire has done a
marvelous job of addressing these and other issues, pulling together a
seminar focusing on a broad spectrum of similar issues spanning research

in basic processes, classroom practice, materials, technology, and
assessment.

Robert Dykstra
President, National Conference on Research in English, 1985
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I Interrelating the Processes
of Reading and Writing,
Composing and
Comprehending

Introduction
At no time in our recent history have researchers been so concern: and
practitioners so interested in the connections between reading and writing.
And the growth in resew L.h-based knowledge about the interrelationships

has been increasing since cognitive psychologists rediscovered human
learning twel-Ity-five years ago. In the first paper James Flood and Diane
Lapp review much of this current thinking arid the studies that have given

rise to it. Steven Kucer then probes beyond present conditions to
formulate seven generalizations that appear applicable to any communication process. In his commentary, Alan Purves suggests that the
relationship may be more at the activity level than in relation to basic
process, and Julie Jensen relates the present seminar's search for answers

to the continuing "troubled dream- of the researcher in English
education.
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W.'ading and Writing Relations:
Assumptions and Directions

James Flood and Diane Lapp
San Diego State University
Ever since I was first read to, then started readi tg to myself, there
has never been a line read that I didn't hear. As my eyes followed
the sentence, a voice was saying it silently to me. It isn't my mother's
voice, or the voice of any person I can Identify, certainly not my own.

It is human, but inward, and it is inwardly that I listen to it. It is to
me the voice of the story o!- the poem itse:i. The c4de,,ce, whatever
it is that asks you to believe, the feeling that resides in the printed
word, reaches me through the reader-voice. I have supposed, but

never found out, that this is the case with all readersto read as
listenersand with all writen, to write as listeners. It may be part
of the desire to write. The sound of what falls on the page begins
the process of testing it for truth, for me. Whether I am right to trust
so far I don't know. By now I don't know whether I could do either
one, reading or writing, without the othei.
Eudora Welty, One Writer's Beginnings

Like Eudora Welty, most competent language uscrs cannot engage in
either activity, reading or writing, without the other or without the skills
of listening and speaking. While the primary focus of this paper will be
a description of the relations between reading and writing, both reading
and writing will be discussed in relation to oral language skills, e, mpha-

sizing the interrelationships among the language arts. Britton (1970)

spoke directly to this point when he stated, "What is important in
language study is the marriage of the process of composing in written
language to that of reading, and the relating of both to the learner's
spoken language resources" (p. 159).
In recent years, leading educators have acknowledged the irnricate
rdations between reading ano writing, describing the two activities in
the following ways: as two sides of the same process (Squire 1983); as the

dud. governors of inner speech that change how we talk to ourselves,
how we feel, and how we think (1%/Idfett 1984); as similar dynamic
processes of meaning construction (Tierney and Pearson 1984); as cyclical,
9
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mutually facilitative entities that support one another (Morris 1981); as

L,enerative cognitive processes that enable us to create meaning by
building relations between texts and what we know, believe, and experience (Wittrock 1983); as similar language processes that produce and
structure print (Farnan 1983); and as reciprocal acts of comprehending
and composing (Moffett and Wagner 1983).

Composing and Comprehending

Many educators have espoused the view that reading and writing are
both acts of composing and comprehending (e.g., Indrisano 1984, Squire

1983, Tierney and Pearson 1984). The complexity of the relations,
however, has only begun to be explained. What we do know at this point

is that comprehension is a composing process in the full sense of the
term, just as composing is a comprehending process. Texts can be thought

of as building blocks: letters, words, sentences, paragraphs, chapters,
sections, and units. In preparing texts, writers arrange these elements
into patterns designed to communicate messages. The reader gains
understanding by using the text as a model for guiding construction of an
image in the mind. Good writers aie not totally explicit; as competent
pattern-makers they bridge spaces for economy and aesthetics. Similarly,
competent readers probably Io not examine all of the building blocks;

some blocks are recognized as chunks, while others are judged to be
superfluous and are ignored.
In comprehending texts, competent readers use the knowledge that
they have acquired from school and from home; skilled writers work

from a similar knowledge base. To the extent that both readers and
writers work from the same base, all is well. Readers can analyze textual
information in a planned way guidcd by their knowledge of the overall

structure of the text and awareness of

eckpoints that itelp them to

remain on the right path.
Comprehension and composition are also interactive processes; they

include both the analysis of text structure and the examination of
preexisting memory structures (Purves 1979, Spivey 1983, Calfee and

Curley 1984, Rumelhart 1984). Human memory is a repository for
substantive knowledge; some of this knowledge is experiential (naturally

occurring and not fully examined), and some is abstract (academic,
vicarious, or rational). Most of what we remembel is retained according
to some organized scheme, prototype, network, trierarchy, or matrix.
(This generalization is less true for those fleeting e:.periences that permit
recognition but not reproduction). A distinctive ekrnent in the comprehension/construction unity is the mapping of s....gments of text onto

18
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preexisting substantive knowledge and the constructing of segments of
text from preexisting knowledge. Although it is possible to carry out the
formal structural analysis of a text and fail to relate the information to
the structure of what is already known, and while it is possible to generate
a xt without fully relating it to preexisting knowledge structures,
competent readers/writers unde; stand the mutually supportive nature of
the processes and use their understanding of this phenomenon to gufde
their reading and writing.

Similarities between Reading and Writing: What We Know
While it is obvious that reading and writing are dissimilar in myriad ways,

especially in te overt behaviors of the reader and writer, it is equally
apparent that these two language functions share certain linguistic and
cognitivo similarities. Many of the similarities that have been explained
to date have been based on assumptions, best guesses, and data from
studies that focused on reading or writing individually; few theories have
been derived from studies that specifically examined the 7elations between
reading and writing.
In synthesizing the research on reading/writing relations, Stotsky

(1984) found that most studies were correlational and examined the

influence of writing on the Oevelopment of reading or vice versa. These
studies consistently indicated that (a) "better writers tend to be better
readers," (b) "better writers tend to read more than poorer writers," and
(c) "better readers tend to produce more syntactically mature writing
than poorer readers" (p. 16).
In examining studies specifically designed to improve writing by
providing reading experiences instead of grammar study or additional
writing practice, Stotsky found that reading experiences were more
beneficial than either grammar study or extra writing practice. She also
found that studies using literary models as examples of good writing
proved effective in writing growth. As a result of her investigations, she
concluded that "from both the correlational studies and the experimental
studies, we find that reading experience seems to be a consistent correlate
of, or influence on, writing ability" (pp. 16-17). Several limitations were
noted in these studies: most were conducted with older students, and few
researchers actually tested hypotheses about the ways in which reading

and writing were linked. Rather, only through correlation did the
demonstrate that reading and writing were consistently related to one

another.
The findings from five key areas in which educators have examined
reading and writing connections are summarized in Table 1.

JJ

Table I
Research Studies in Reading/ Writing Connections

The Role of
the Learner

The Role of
the Tea:her

Reading and
writing are:

4ssessment and
'eaching of reading
For the reader I
and writing must:
emtwrrwm..*writer, texts:

lnformktion processmg, cognitive and
linguistic phenomena
in which successful
readers and writers
are able to monitor
their own progress
and change their
own directions by
means of their prior
knowledge and their
metacognitive and
metalinguistic
abilities.

O

§e comprehensive, if
it is to be instructit n-

al; provide directive'
and examples; provide c..perience with
multiple formats;
alleviate fear of failure; encourage an
atmosphere of
experimentation.

memory feats requir-

be process-oriented;
engage students in
experiences which
provide monitored
practice. Feedback

ing orpnizing,

lust provide basis

accessing, and
retrieving ab;lities.

I or sequential experience; activities must
encourage students
to take experimental
risks.

perspective4aking
activities that require an understanding of purpose and
require appropriate
affective states
(motivatiod,
attitude).
acts of composition
and comprehension;
both are mutually
enhancing and both
require:
1. plannin?
2, composing
3, revising
4. editing

include multiple
measures and multiple interventions
over time. Reader/
writer must be made
aware of continuous
growth.

be tailored to mdividual child; successful experiences; end
goal literacy. Specific
competencies are
realistic and known.
be evaluated continually. Product
specifications must
be clarified; time line
must be realistic.

The Role of
the Text

# can be considerate or
inconsiderate. It is
the responsibility of
the writer to attempt
to make texts
considerate.
may contain somewhat fuzzy distincLions between form
and content.

should have a clear
purpose createL by
the writer and discernible to the reader.
have a life of their
own, capable of several levels and types
of interpretation
depending upon
purpose and match

bonen reader and
writer.

The Role of the
School Curriculum

The Role of
the Researcher

Reading/ writing
should be viewed in
a larger literacy
context. Literacy:

Research in
reading/ writing:

requires context
clotfinif'on (Whose

literacy? For what
purpose?).
begins at birth,
home, and in the
child's environment,
extends beyond
school, both during
and after the school
years.
is sometimes confused or eclipsed by
literary skill education rather than literacy education.
develops in social
contexts and has
social functions.

O

extends beyond
empirical studies and
beyond a single time
period.
includes ethnographic studies in
w
literacy in
context is ;nvesti-

t includes case studies
and observations of
students' learning to
read and write.
needs to bc conicted in every
c ;assroom,

must be broad-based
and comprehensive
before results can be
verified/certified.
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Generalizations about Reading/Writing Relations
Three generalizations drawn from reading/writing studies will be the core

of this paper. Before each of the generalizations is discussed, a cavztat
needs to be made. Like all generalizations, these are abstraction,_ of

commonalities. In actuality, every act of reading/writing is contzxt-bound.
Each is affected by many factors: students' individual differences (age,
ability, culture, tc.); the text to be read or written; the reading/writing
task; the purpose and perspective of the reader/writer; the situation and
context in which reading and writing occur; and the type, nature, and
extent of the instruction that was received by the individual student.
The three generalizations are:

1. Both reading and writing are related to and extend oral language
abilities; the relations between oral language and written language
are fundamental and reciprocal.
2. Both reading and writing are cognitive and metacognitive activities
requi: ing analysis and synthesis; both require appropriate mot:vation and attitude.

3. Both reading and writing are developmental abilities, and the
relations between them change over time.

Reading, Writing, and Oral Language

The interrelations between oral language and written language are as

important to our understanding of how language works as are the relations
between reading and writing. As Jensen (1984) notes, Loban's studies
(1976) offer compelling evidence that all language processes are related
and share common origins. While researchers are still not totally clear on

the intricacies of the dependency relations, there has been a growing
uneasiness with simplistic notions that written language is totally dependent upon oral language. As Flood and Menyuk (1983) explain, there are
three ways in which the relation between oral language processing and
development and written language processing and development has been
traditionally viewed These are (a) that written language processing is
dependent upon oral language development, or (b) that both types of
processing and development are dependent on the same superordinate
cognitive abilities, or (c) that written language is initially dependent on
oral language knowledge and then becomes independent in de, lopmental
stages that reflect changes in the level of acquisition of orax and written

language knowledge.
The iast position is the most explanatory, and evidence for it has been
established in many language studies of young children. At the beginning
of the reading/writing process, translation of written material into oral
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language categories and relations is required. This translation requires
awareness of appropriate categories and relations. As structural oral
language knowledge is established, the process becomes more automatic

(or so rapid that it appears to be automatic). Such a possibility of
automatic processing has also been suggested by La Berge and Samuels
(1974) in the acquisition stage lf reading. As Vygetsky (1978) suggests,

"Gradually the intermediate link, spoken language, disappears and
written language is cenverted inte a system of signs that directly symbolize
the entities and relations between them" (p. 106).
This view is upporte d by research findings which indicate that the
level of knowledge of particular linguistic structures affects the ease with

which certain structures are read (Ryan 1980) and written (Flood,
Menyuk, and Gordon 1981). Bowey (1980) also founa tint sentences
containing structures that are known :o be ?arly acquisitions were read
more quickly and with fewer cirors by third-, k urth-, and fifth-grade
children than sentences containing structures that a.e. known to be later
acquisitions. Variations in the stru-tural complexity of well-learned
structures did not affect oral reading performance in any way, whereas
the relative complexity of less well-learned structures had a marked
effect. Goldsmith (1977) found neat-pe.-fect performance by nine- to
eleven-year-old children in listening to and reading simple types of
relative clauses, which is an early acquisition.
These findings seem to indicate the following: (a) that children have
great difficulty in reading sentences and passages which contain structures

that they have not acquired (i.e., they cannot generate these sentences/
passages in writing), (b) tLat they have some difficulty :n reading/writing
sentences and passages containing structures that they are in the process
of acquiring, and (c) that they read/write automatically those ctructures
that are well-learned (once they're able to recognize or write the words
that make up those structures).
Although many researchers have suggested that oral lnguage knowl-

edge in general and metalinguistic abilities in particular are critical to
reading and writing success (Mattingly 1972, Flood and Menyuk 1981,
Ryan 1980), the relation of these processes to one another beyond the
morpho-phonemic level is only beginning to be thoroughly researched.
Researchers are beginning to generate convincing data on the specific
aspects of metalinguistic awareness that appear to be crucial to reading
and writing success. (This research will be discussed in the section on
reading and writing as developmental phenomena.)
Reading and Writing as Similar Cognitive Abilities

Reading and writing require similar cognitive processing; both develop
and extend thinking skills. Squire (1983) emphasized this when he stated,
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"Composing and comprehending seem basic reflections of the same
cognitive process" (p. 582), and Jensen (1984) maintains that "both
reading and writing processes require similar abilities, similar analysis
and synthesiscomparing and contrasting, connecting and reevduatingthe same weighting and judging of ideas" (p. 4). Wittrock (1983)
explained reading and writing as cognitive processes in his model of
generative reading comprehension, suggesting that both good reading
and effective writing involve generative cognitive processes; he also
suggested that readers and writers create meaning by building relationships between the text and what they know and believe.
Vygotsky (1962) explained that language development and concept

development are interrelated processes: both are marifestztions of
cognitive and linguistic development. Similarly, Henry (1974) cogently
explained reading as a concept-formatien phenomenon that inchides two
basic modes of thinkinganalysis and synthesis. He contended that
traditional views, which suggest that readitr, is only an analytic process
and writing solely a synthetic process, are faulty and limited because they
neglect synthetic processing in reading and analytic processing in writing.
He explained,
One of these operations [analysis and synthesis] can never go IA ithout
the other, but one of them is always in the ascendency only because

of our purpose. Logica purpose is an organizing drive. Analysis
(separating) encases synthesis (joining) when we want (purpose) to

get at the nature of something.

.

. On the other hand, synthesis

supercedes and embodies analysis when we want to put together into
a whole several separate parts or separate relations of a work (poems

or stories). (p 7)

Both reading and writing demand analysis and synthesis as they are
occurring. In reading, analysis precedes synthesis, but comprehcnsion
will not occur at any level (word, sentence, or passage) until synthesis
has been completed. For example, even after children segment cat into
/k/ /x/ /V, they must still synthesize the three phonemes into a single
lexical item, mapping the new sound onto a single concept. Conversely,
in writing, synthesis precedes analysis (separation); i.e., in most traditional writing systems words are represented by strings of letters which
are transcribed individually (this is not to suggest that whole words,
sentences, or paragraphs cannot be generated as a single unit through
computerized systems).
Reading and Writing as Developmental Phenomena

The development of reading and writing abilities in young children has
always been an issue of interest to educators and parents throughout
history (cf. Deese's [1970] account ofJames VI of Scotland's experiment,
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in which two infants were abandoned on an uninhabited island in the
care of a deaf adult to determine the true origins of language).
Individual language development in children has parallels to the
historical development of ' aguage in civilization. Primitive peoples had
no notion of writing or reading (as we currently know it), and even today
there are many humans who have no need for it (Flood and Salus 19841.

Various aboriginal peoples today seldom venture beyond their tribal
territory; voice, gesture, drum, whistle, and I,orn are used for communicative pui poses.

In the past, without writing, it was incumbent upon the wise men or

women of the tribe, chosen for their well-developed memories, to
remember the tribe's past, its rules, is rites, and the times of the year
for sowing, herding from one pasture to another, and harvesting. The
development of civilization from small bands to larger groups and from
the hunter-gatherer stage tc the agricultural stage meant that some kinds
of information had to be recorded and that aids to memory had to be
devised. The earliest recoals of attempts to preserve material appear in
inventories and trade lists. The earliest precursors of writing are actual
physical tokens of the things taey represented. Such a systean was quickly

determined to be both cumbersome and limited in the scope of things
that it could represent.
Many countries today use alphabetic systems that evolved from the
earliest writing systems, but which, unlike early systems, encode sounds
rather than ideas. Two existing writing systems that encode sounds rather
than ick.as, syllabaries and alphabets, have survived. While our alphabetic
system is much more efficient for English than a syllabary would be (it
can deal with the unique phonetic features of English, such as consonant
clusters), it is a difficult system to learn.
Our writing system is acquired in predictable stages (Baghban 1984,
Clay 1975, Henderson and Beers 1980, and Read 1975). As Harste (1984)
suggests, young children acquire their knowledge of reading and writing
through participation in real-life literacy events: "That participation . . .

is its own readiness and that experience, rather than age, is the key to
understanding" literacy acquisition and development (p. vi). Harste
further contends that "young children know more about reading and
writing than any of us ever dared imagined" (p. v). This knowledge
seems to be the result of trial and experimentation with language in both
oral and written forms. Many young children who become competent
readers/writers begin their writtcn language development through a
combination of drawing and estimating the conventions of their written
language system. (See Figure 1 for an example of drawing that contains
figures as well as letters. Note Maria's name on the right-hand side of the
drawing).
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Figure I . Child's drawing incorporating figures and letters.
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Young children often initially encode orthography from the sounds
they know; e.g., in Figure 2 the child initially writes doll as "D" or with

letters corresponding to the phonemes within the word, "DL." (This
does not suggest that children do not hear all of the sounds w;thin the
word; rather, they transcribe selected sounds.) For young children, cral
and written language are closely related; in fact, the differences are
sometimes inseparable.
As children progress in their understanding of st.andard orthography,

their writings more closely match written language conventions and
contain examples of words in which spelling and sounu are not consistent.

Figure 3 is an example of a humorous, well-formed story in which the
child is relying on previous oral language knowledge as well as newly
acquired knowledge of written language. Both the auditory system and
the visual system are at work in this composition.
The growth of literacy in children is not an inexplicabl ,:. phenomenon;
rather, it results from attentive adults in the child's en7ironment (Durkin
1966, Flood 1977, Wiseman 1980, Flood and Lapp 1981, Baghban 1984).
All of these researchers note that children N,/ho read early have been
exposed to many books (especially storybooks) from their earliest years;
they have had their questions answered, and they have been asked probing
questions. Children who write early also nave received instruction froni
the aclults in their environment; they wcre g;ven materials (paper, writing
instruments) and shown how to write letters and words (Baghban 1984,

Figure 2.

itial encoding a orthography: single-letter spelling (left) and phonetic. spelling
right).
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Clay 1975, Read 1975). After children begin to write letters, inferring in
a limited way that graphemes can represent phonemic elements, they
attempt to construct the relationship between these elements. This is an

important step in the instructional process; children need time and
opportunity to experiment with letter-sound (grapheme-phoneme)
correspondences.
In Morris's (1981) paper on young children, he iamented the fact that
most researchers who have examined the stages of reading acquisition
and writing acquisition have examined each language process without

looking at the other. He tested his contention that "there is a developmental relationship between children's performance on the reading task
and the writing task" (p. 659) by looking at primary-grade children's

understanding of the concept of word in both reading and writing
abilities.
In reading, he investigated finger-pointing reading of memorized print
and col relate word identification strategies as well as word-rhyming. He

noted that while these "measures are highly indirect (i.e., understanding
is inferred from behavior) . . . they are highly sensitive to young children's
ability to map spoken language *o written language at the word" (p.
661). In writing, he investigated the child's ability to represent phonetic/
orthographic elements in print. He found a significant correlation between
first-graders' performance on word-rhyme reading tasks and their ability

to represent words phonetically. From the data, he concluded that
"growth in one conceptual area (reading) is reflected in and reinforced
b,. growth in the other area (writing)" (p. 666).
The difference between children's reading and writing abilities be-

comes magnified as they progress through their school years. In an
attempt to understand the developmental nature of reading and writing
growth and their relations to oral language, Flood and Menyuk (1983)
examined some of the relations between metalinguistic abilities and
reading, writing, and oral language achievement at four different age
levels. They studied high- and low-achieving students' abilities at the
fourth, seventh, and tenth grades and high- and low-achieving adults'
abilities to paraphrase and/or correct anomalous, nongrammatical, and
ambiguous sentences and passages in three modes of language processing:

oral (listening/speaking), reading, and writing. The critical issue in this
study was the question of development. It was assumed that all three
language-processing abilities change in time; however, what was not
known was the manner in which the interaction; among these processes
changed in time and how patterns of interactions varied between high
and low achievers.
The results indicated that high- and low-achievi::g students did best in
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reading, then listening, and least well in writing. Performance in writing
and listening improved with age for the high achievers, but not for the
low achievers.

It can be argued that poor writing performance as compared with oral
language processing and reading may be the result of a lack of writing
instruction during school years. Most children receive far less instruction
in writing than they do in reading.
The lack of significant differences between oral language processing
and reading is also intriguing. If the high achievers had performed better
on the oral dresentation mode, it could have been argued that metalinguistic abilities existed for low achievers in general but not in a svcific
mode (in this case, reading). However, the lack of significant modal
differences between oral language and reading ?rocessing precludes the
possibility of the presence of metalinguistic abilities in any mode (at least
in the age range of this study).
From these limited data, it appears that the current school curriculum
is working for students who are language-aware by fourth grade. These
students' continual progress in oral language and writing skilis matches
their reading skills by adulthood. However, the cur.icuturn is working far
less well for low-achieving students. For these students, nothing seems to

happen from fourth grade to adulthood; in general, the scores that
students receive in fourth grade are the same scores that their adult
counterparts receive. Continued research is needed in this area to more
fully understand the ways in which able and loss able students develop
their abilities and their awareness of the ways in which reading and
writing are related.

Direction for the Future: Instructional Research
The direction for future research in language learning is dear: research
must focus on teaching. And the studies that will proviJe the needed
data must involve collaboration between curriculum researchers and
curriculum developers.
Research in Basic Prccesses versus Research in Instr.:at:on

While some basic research findings have enlightened instructional practices, it may be nnwise at this time to directly apply findings from
research conducted for the purpose of understanding basic processes in
reading and writing to classroom teaching without direct and comprehensive research in instruction.
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Instruction must be our next consuming focus of re.,earch. Issues in

literacy instruction and subsequent learning need to be isolated for
intense .crutiny and structured inquiry in the same way that the relations
between reading and writing have been examined in the past few years.

The teacher's role, the learner's role, the school's role, and the role of
tire home need extensive investigation before effective instructional
practices can be recommended.
In the last few decades, interaction theorists in the fields of reading

and writing have maintained that readers and writers mobilize their
resources according to their purposes and the demands of the task
(Holmes and Singer 1966, Singer 1983, Hayes and Flower 1980, Rumelhart
1984). Yet few theorists have generated knowledge about the role played

by the teacher in enhancing the interactions between the text and the
reader (which lead to the construction and storage of meaning), and
about the role of the teacher in enhancing the interaction between the
writer's knowledge and the construction of text. Interaction theorists in
reading cznd writing are incapaWe of explaining effective classroom
instruction because they do not include the teacher as a critical component
in the initial research design.
To date, well-formulated theories of reading comprehension instruction

do not exist (Tierney and Cunningham 1984), and few theories are
capable of explaining effective writing instruction. Although a great deal
of research has been conducted that points the way toward an inclusive
theory of instruction (Armbruster and Brown 1984, Flood et al. 1987,
Hayes and Flower 1980, Herber and Riley 1979, Rothkopf 1982), the

research to date is incomplete and will remain incomplete until the
teacher's role is clearly and coherently described and une1,2! stood. Mot e
and varied studies of teachers instructing students in reading and writing
need to be conducted by unobtrusive ethnographic observation of teachers

and students. After observations are conducted and analyzed, highly
controlled manipulation of the behaviors that seem to affect student
learning must be conducted and analyzed to determine the characteristics

of effective instruction as well as the methods that ensure effective
writing/reading instruction for multiethnic, culturally diverse learners.
In designing effective instructional practices, it is import?nt not to
assume that what the competent learner does can be done by the novice
or disabled learner. Frequently, the competent behaviors of able learners
are turned into instructional sequences before they have been determined
to be the actual steps that were taken in learning to read and write. it is

possible thai these behaviors are the filiely tuned end-product of the
process wz hope to replicate. What may be necessary is to document the
steps of the competent learner's development in order to create oppor-
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tunities for novices and disabled readers/writers to expc

with

different sequences, modifying them to meet individual needs.
The Teacher, me Learner, and the School

Unfortunately, rosearch designed to analyze effective strategies for
teaching reading, writing is not extensively conducted because of the
difficulty rf controlling and manipulating variables. Too often researchers
who are interested in instructiona l. research find themselves in c1assro3m
situations with intact populations that cannot be changed because of size,

space. and time constraints. The results from studies conducted within
the boundaries of these limitLtions reflect significant occurrences. Consequently, a great deal of time can be spent with limited results.

In order to alleviate these problems, curriculum researchers and
developers must wort( together to provide environments in which castudy can be conducted for determining effective instructional pra( Lcs.

Future studies of reading and writing need to examine I:,
curriculum, attending to Harste's (1984) suggestion that the best language
learning c.urriculum is not nearly as tidy as is the one we currently plan
for children in schools. We need to implement and test curriculum that

has as its core the tenet that functional language learning is rooted in
what real language users do with language. We need to design and test
an insti irtional curriculum with theoretically sound teaching procedures
that enables students to be involve c. in reai language operations and not
the "dummy runs" that Britton (1970) feared. As he suggested, a sound
curriculum would be one in which students use language to make sense
of the world:
They must practise language in the sense in which a doctor "practises"
medicine . . . , and not in the sense in which a juggler "practises" a
new trick before he performs it. This way of working does not make

difficult things easy: what it does is make them worth the struggle.
(p. 130)
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The Cognitive Base
of Reading and Writing

Stephen B. Kucer
University of Southern California

During the last several years a renewed interest in the relationships
between the reading and writing processes has emerged withia a number
of academic disciplines. Cognitive psychologists, linguists, and educatorswho in the past limited their study to only one of the two processes
have widened their focus to include the examination of both literacy acts.

What led to this expanded focus was not the sudden realization that

reading and writing are related in some manner but tather that they may
be linked in ways not previously considered.
Until recently, our theoretical orientation toward reading and writing
limited the extent to which relationships were possible. Discussions of
text processing frequently employed the notions of decoding and encoding
to explain the operations involved in comprehending and composing.
Within this framework, reading was viewed as a bottom-up, linear, and
word-by-word phenomenon (Gough 1976, Gray and Rogers 1956, Holmes
1976, Kavanagh and Mattingly 1972, La Berge and Samuels 1976, Singer
1976). Readers abstracted the author's intended message from print by
passively identifying or decoding each word on the page and then linking
the words syntactically. Through this sequence of events, the reader was

able to "crack" the surface stracture of the text and obtain its inner

meaning.
In contrast, writing tended to be defined in more constructivethough

also somewhat linearterms (Britton et al. 1975; Emig 1971; Graves
1973; Young, Becker, and Pike 1970). In this apparently top-down process,

the writer was the source and creator of meaning, generating and
structuring ideas which became encoded into a text. Such activity was
thought to require a greater use of cognitive resources than did reading,
as the writer had to formulate both the inner meaning of the text and its
accompanying surface structure.
Given this theoretical orientation, it is understandable that attempts
to build conceptual links between reading and writing were limited at
27
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best. The relationship most frequently put forth, though seldom in detail,
was that of a mirror image or reverse process (Beaugrande 1979, Marshall
and Glock 1978, Page 1974, Ruddell 1969, Sticht et al. 1974). It was
proposed that reading as a bottom-up process utilized the same procedures involved in the top-down process of writing, but in reverse order.
That is, the process of reading was driven by the input of graphics, with

abstracted meaning serving as the output; in writing, the process was
reversed, with the generation of ideas preceding the production of print.
Despite this prevailing paradigm, not all researchers felt comfortable
with such distinctions. Throughout the last fifty years numerous investigators continued to seek common roots for the two processes (Bagley
1937; Barton 1930; Christiansen 1965; Clark 1935; Diederich 1957; Evans

1979; Evanechko, 01 lila, atm Armstiong 1974; Loban 1963; Maloney
1968; Monk 1958; Scnonell 1942; Stotsky 1975). For
't part, tht.
exolorations focused on correlations between reafling acm. vement
writing ability or examined the influence of one process on the her
(Stotsky 1983). Hcwever, the significance of these studies remained
limited until there was a substantial paradigm shift in how the readuag
process was conceptualized, and until writing was further delineated as
an interactive process.

Beginning in the 1960s with the miscue studies (Allen and Watson
1976; K. Goodman 1965, 1969, 1972; K. Goodman and Burke 19'73; Y.
Goodman 1967; Menosky 1971; Rousch 1972), and continuing through
the seventies and eighties with numerous investigations of text conipre-

hension (Adams and Collins 1977; Anderson et al. 1976; Anderson,
Spiro, and Montague 1977; Iser 1978; Kintsch 1974; Kintsch and van Dik:
1978; Neisser 1976; Ortony 1980; Pichert and Anderson 1977; Rosenblatt
1978; Rumelhart 1975; Smith 1982; Spiro, Bruce. and Brewer 1980; Stein
1978; van Dijk 1980), researchers began to develop an alternate perspective toward the reading process. Basic to this perspective was the active
role of the reader, the interactive and constructive nature of comprehension, and the reader's use of nonvisual information or schemata during

text processing. In essence, and in sharp contrast to the traditional
paradigm, reading came to be seen as an act of meaning making.
Accompanying the paradigm shift in reading were advances in writing
research which further captured the recursive and nonsequential nature
of the process (Atwell 1981; Beaugrande 1979, 1982; Flower and Hayes
1981; Matsuhashi 1980; Perl 1979; Pianko 1979; Sommers 1979). Though
previous investigators had attempted to conceptualize writing as a process

rather than a product, they frequently used sequential stagemodel
terminology such as prewriting, writing, and revision to explain the
process. To a large extent these attempts at depicting writing as u:i
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evolving event simply divided the product into a series of subproducts.

Furthermore, much of the terminology failed to fully represent the
probability that a number of cognitive operations co-occur during the act
of writing. In contrast, the in-process research during the late 1970s and
early 1980s provided the data necessary for more interactive theories of
writing to emerge.
By the beginning of the 1980s, theories of reading and writing began
to interface. Researchers in both fields had reached the point at which
their conceptualizations of the two processes were becoming nearly
synonymous. Readers as well as writers were depicted as being actively
engaged in a search for meaning, attempting to build a cognitive text
world through the employment of a variety of mental processes. It was
this similarity in perspectives which ultimately led to the realization that

alternative connections between reading and writing needed to be

considered.
Perhaps one of the most speculative connections to be considered has
been the notion that c .nprehending and composing share key cognitive
mechanisms. Thou,' , this is not
,ivs explicated in !etail, readers and
writers are frequLlitly depict('
ving fro,'
pool r
"cognitive basics" during tex,
at lea
nen
,ting
mental representation of a text. As numerous investigatu, nave noteu
(Birnbaum 1982; Bracewell 1980; Be at-,=1,
de 19e,o, 1982 Harste, Burke,
and Woodward 1982; Kucer 1983
hanklin
2; Sp:
:983;
Squire 1983; Tierney and Pearson 198. an Dijk 19198c
Dijk

and Kintsch 1983), given that both reading and writing require the
building of an internal configuration of meaning, language users are
unlikely to have completely separate and independent mechanisms for
the two processes. Rather, cognitive efficiency demands a sharing of
procedures, with the same basic mechanisms being operable in both
reading and writing.

Advantages to a "Cognit,

Basics"

of Reading ar Writing

The development and eventual acceptonce of a set of cognitive t
or
universals has direct implications for theory development, research, and
literacy instruction. As Beaugrande (1982) has proposed, the formulation
of literacy universals would begin to establish the interdisciplinary nature
of the linguistic and cognitive sciences. Those presently working exclusively within a particular field could no longer afford to operate in a
vacuum, content to ignore advances and accomplishments made by others
in related areas. Gains made in one domain would afford the potential
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for similar gains within the others, making it pro5table to build communicative bridges among all parties interested in written language
processing.

In particular, the existence of literacy uoiversals might result in the
validation, modification, or rejection of existing theories in reading and
writing. If theories of text comprehension and of text production were
conceived as using some of the same basic processes, each would need

to account for key aspects of the other, at least in general ways. For
example, both readers and writers utilize information stored in their
cognitive structures, make use of the same short-term memory system,
and operate within a contextual situation. Given these commonalities,
theories of reading and writing should describe in similar or complementary ways such things , information storage and retrieval, short-term
memory operations, and the influence of the commimicative situation on
text processing. Through triangulating theories of reading and writing,
purely artificial findings dictated by one belief system would be eliminated
since they would not be transferable from one domain to another.

Through triangulating the acts of reading and writing we can also
begin to formulate a general theory of written language processing which
utilizes the same procedures for comprehension and production. Shank lin
(1982), Tierney and Pearson (1983), Tierney (1983), and Kucer (1983,
1985) have already begun to generate such theories. Not only will theories

of this nature contribute to a fuller understanding of reading/writing
relationships, they also will provide the conceptual base for interpreting
both past and present research findings. Theories of text processing might
more fully explain the positive correlation between reading and writing
)hilities, or how and why growth in one process affects growth in the
othc Iii turn, research findings which cannot be explained by or predicted
from these theories would result in new conceptualizations of reading
and writing connections. It is through this interaction and tension between
theory and research that our understanding of the common bonds between
reading and writing will be advanced.
For classroom teachers, the discovery of common operating mechanisms would support the development of literacy programs that fully
integrate reading and writing instruction. While at best our students are
exposed to activities in both areas, each process is usually presented as
if it were cognitively and linguistically unrelated to the other (Birnbaum
and Emig 1983; Petrosky 1982; Tierney, Leys, and Rogers 1984). However,

given a set of cognitive basics, it would be possible to generate
instructional activities which highlight key strategies in both literacy
events. In these "conceptually related activities" (Kucer and Rhodes
1986), the manner in which language is used in the reading lesson would
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parallel or be a counterpart to the use of language in the writing lesson.
Each activity would fine-tune the use of language in the other and support
increased control of 1-ipth literacy expressions. In this way, literacy
curricula would maximize the interrelationships between reading and
writing and facilitate student growth in the true basics of literacy (K icer
and Rhodes 1983; Squire 1983).

Processing Universals in Reading and Writing
Given the effects which literacy universals might have on theory, research,

and pedagogy, the rernoinder of this paper will be used to develop four
universals which appear to undergird the processes of reading awl
writing. The universals to be developed represent a synthesis of the
current reading/writing literature. No attempt has been made, however,
to analyze separate studies of reading and writing; such an analysis is
beyond the scope of this paper. It should also be noted that the universals

are not distinct and unrelated in nature. Rather, each affects and is
affected by the others.
Um:versa! One: Readers and writers construct text-world meanings through
utilizing the prior knowledge which they bring to the literag
event.

Almost all receit investigations of reading/writing relationships have
addressed, at least in general terms, the role of prior knowledge or
schemata in text processing. Simply defined, schemata are complex
structures of information which represent the individual's past encounters
with the world. They contain the language user's knowledge of objects,
situations, and events as well as knowledge of procedures for retrieving.
organizing, and interpreting information. The availability of schemata
which are relevant to the text under construction and the ability of the

language user to mobilize or access the information are perceived as
crucial to effective and efficient reading and writing.
Berthoff (1983), Petrosky (1982), Squire (1983), and Wittrock (1983)
have all emphasized that the creation of meaning requires the reader and
writer to generate relationships or connections between available background knowledge and text. The language user mu3t direct his or her

attention to those schemata which are relevant and pertinent to the
literacy event and link them with the discourse being processed. The
existence of relevant schemata is, therefore, a prerequisite to successful
reading and writing. According to Petrosky, this "putting together" of
prior knowledge and text is not simply a linear act of information retrieval,
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of matching each segment of text with a particular schema. Rather, it
involves an act of interpretation which Berthoff defines as a process of
form-finding and form-creating, or "a matter of seeing what goes with
what, how this goes with that" (p. 168).
Tierney and Pearson (1983), Pearson and Tierney (1984), and Tierney
(1983) have discussed the role of available background knowledge during
reading and writing in terms of the symbiotic relationship which it forms
with plans and goals. They propose that to a large extent prior knowledge
determines the initial goalF and plans which the individual brings to
either literacy act. Both readers and writers vary their goals and plar.s
based on what they currently know about the topic. Once text processing
is initiated, these goals and plans gu'de what, how, and when background
knowledge is used in the creation of meaning. Through this interplay

between background and intentions, schemata are both selected and
refined during the process of reading or writing. However, while stating
that it is well substantiated that individuals with more background
knowledge tend to read with greater comprehension and write more
coherently, Tierney and Pearson also note that the individual must access
the "right" background knowledge. Goals and plans help assure that the
right knowledge is mobilized.
Drawing from the work of schema theorists, Kucer (1983, 1985) has
defined the parallel roles which schema location and activation, evaluation, and instantiation play in reading and writing. He suggests that the

quest for meaning which permeates all acts of literacy requires the

language user to locate background knowledge which is relevant to the
communicative situation. In both reading and writing, the location of
prior knowledge is accomplished through bottom-up as well as top-down
processes. Local meanings which have been generated may trigger the
discovery of more global schemata, or previously instantiated schemata
may determine which local schemata are available. In either case, as the
individual locates schemata during reading or writing, the most salient

concepts and relationships within each structure are explored and
evalnated. Structures which are found to contain the required information
are then instantiated. The leader or writer accepts, if only temporarily,
the information within the structure as being appropriate to the situation.

Instantiated schemata form a global framework of information from

which data are di awn during the construction of the text world.
Shank lin (1982), in her transactional view of text processing, focuses
particular attention on the nature of schemata as they are employed in
the rrocesses of reading and writing. Using constructs set forth by Neisser
(1976) and Iran-Nejad (1980), she characterizes schemata as functional
rather than structural systems. As such, schemata do not exist apart from
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a particular context. Therefore, readers and writers have only potential
world knowledge from which they can construct their text worlds. The
knowledge structures which are actually created for text processing are
the result of an interaction between the language user's potential world
knowledge and the environment in which the literacy act evolves. Shank lin

also suggests that, based on the context, background is located through
schemata activation, instantiation, and refinement, a process she terms
"transactional." The information contained within instantiated schemata

exists on global and local levels and is used to make, as well as to
constrain, global and local predictions about the content of the text world.

Extending comprehension principles set forth by Beaugrande (1980),
Shank lin develops five theses to explain the operation of transactions in
both reading and writing: (1) transactions are privileged if they closely
match stored world-knowledge patterns, (2) transactions are privileged

if they can be attached to major nodes of applicable schemata,
(3) transactions become conflated or confused if they are closely related

in world knowledge, (4) transactions are altered to produce a better
match with world knowledge, and (5) transactions decay and become
unrecoverable if they are neutral or accidental in world knowledge.
Finally, Shank lin notes that when readers or writers have little background
knowledge, It is difficult for them to simultaneously perform transactions
on several levels. This difficulty results in missed transactions or errors.
Van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) have also suggested that the fundamental

role of the language user's world knowledge in the comprehension and
production of discourse must be recognized. Though not developing
parallels between reading and writing to any great extent, they propose
that the text world is the result of a "marriage" between prior knowledge
and text. Sucl: a marriage requires that the language user continuously
consult his or her stock of world knowledge for information appropriate

to text-world construction. In this process, the reader and writer are
perceived as having recourse to the same or similar procedures for
accessing prior knowledge. According to van Dijk and Kintsch, these
procedures allow the language user to locate global as well as local
information. It is the use of global information which provides the basis
for active, top-down processing in both reading and writing. In fact, they
suggest that readers and writers might have a global bias in locating world
knowledge since it would limit the number of schemata which must be

located and explored. Finally, in a discussion of the nature of world
knowledge, van Dijk and Kintsch propose that in most cases, preestablished-knowledge schemata will not fit the requirements of the reader
or writer. Rather, existing schemata "provide a basis or a background for
comprehension (or production), but not more" (p. 304).
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Universal Two: The wrttten language system operates by feeding into a
common data pool from which the language user draws
when constructing the text world.

An essential part of the language user's world knowledge is an understanding of how wi itten language operates as a communicative system.
Readers and writers have knowledge of the uses or functions which
written language serves, as well as the organizational patterns to which
texts must conform. They possess, in addition, an awareness of the
semantic, syntactic, and orthographic features within the written language

system. As the text world is constructed, the individual cmploys this
knowledge to give form to the evolving meanings. Much ot the current
reading/writing research has examined the contributions which various
literacy encounters make to the individual's schemata for written language
processing.
Harste, Burke, and Woodward (1982) and Harste. Woodward, and
Burke (1984) have hypothesized that all knowledge of the written language
system, be it gained through reading or writing, feeds irno a common
linguistic data pool. Rather than having separate schemata for written
languageone set for reading and one set for writingthe language user

possesses a unified understanding of how written language operates. In
the piocess of building such an understanding, the individual uses what
is learned about written language in one literacy expression as available
data for anticipating the form in which language will be cast in the other
expression. This sharing of available linguistic data is cyclic and allows
for growth in, and use of, one language expression to support and finetune the other.
It is also through engaging in both reading and writing processes that
language users come to understand their rights and responsibilities within
each communicative system. Tierney and LaZansky (1980) have proposed
that there exists an implicit allowability contract between the reader and
writer "which defines that which is allowable vis-a-vis the role of each in
relation to the text" (p. 2). When either the reader or writer violates this
communicative contract, meaning will be lost. In reading, the individual

has the right to explore the text for his or her own purposes and to

mobilize background knowledge which will support an interpretation of
the text. In addition, the reader has the right to employ strategies which
will enhance learning from the text and the right to evaluate the author's
message. At the same time, the reader must not distort or abandon the
author's message and must be sensitive to the author's purpose. Similarly,

the writer has the right to communicate his or her meanings to the
audience and to mobilize prior knowledge in doing so. The writer also
has the responsibility to be sincere and relevant, and to establish points
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of contact with the reader's background. Because readers and writers are
aware of the rights and responsibilities of both parties in this communicative process, they construct their text worlds accordingly.

In attempting to understand the development of schemata for the
written language system, a number of reserachers have focused on the
particular contributions of each process. DeFord (1981) and Eckhoff
(1983) examined th e. influence which instructional reading material had
on the writing development of primary school children. Both found that

the children's writing reflected features of the materials read in the
classroom. Children who encountered reading materials with constrained
graphophonic and syntactic patterns produced writing displaying similar
patterns. Similarly, children exposed to materials containing more elaborate syntactic structures, complex verbs, and a greater number of words
per T-unit tended to include these characteristics in their own writing.

Reading has also been shown to contribute to the language user's
schemata for rhetorical stiactures. A number of researchers have proposed that an awareness of these structures results in their employment
during comprehending and composing. Blackburn (1982), Geva and
Tierney (1984), and Tierney and Leys (1986) have found that young
children will spontaneously incorporate certain textual patterns into their
writing after they have encountered the patterns in their reading. This is
especially true if the stories read contain predictable organizational
sequences. According to Blackburn, the use of such sequences is initiated
only after the child's conception of storiness has begun to develop. That
is, the beginnings of schemata for story structure in reading precede the
use of the structures in writing. The subsequent use of these structures
in writ:rig allows the child to "move forward without a lot of organizational
decision-making" (p. 3). Finally, Blackburn notes that when children first
use a particular story pattern in their- writing, they will frequently include

meanings from the story so as to help them control the pattern.
Bereiter and Scardamalia (1984) and Gordon and Braun (1982) have
also investigated the influence of reading on the construction of schemata
for the rhetorical aspects of written language. Bereiter and Scardamalia
had students in grades 3 through 7 write in a number of genres, including
suspense stories and restaurant reviews, then read one piece of material
reflecting the genre, and finally make revisions in their writings. They
found that students from all ages were able to abstract some rhetorical

knowledge from the readings and use it to improve aspects of their
writing. Improvement, however, tended to be oriented toward content
rather than toward more global aspects of the rhetorical structure.
Similarly, Gordon and Braun found that children were able to improve
theii- writing of stories if the structural aspects of the narratives being
read were highlighted.
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Frank Smith (1983, 1984) has discussed the role which reading plays
in the child's understanding of written language conventions. He asserts
that writing requires specialized knowledge of spelling, punctuation,
capitalization, and syntax which cannot be learned through writing alone.
Hypothesis generating and testing require enormous amounts of information and feedback, and the schools simply do not provide enough
writing experiences to support such a process. Instead, children must
learn the conventions of written language through the texts which they
read. Because all existing texts display the relevant conventions, it is
through reading these texts with the eye of a writer that children come
to control the conventions.
A second line of research has examined the contribution of writing to

the language user's scheinata for written language processing. In a
number of school-based studies with young children, Graves and Hansen
(1983) and Hansen (1983a, 1983b) have found that a developing sense of
authorship influenced the stances which children took toward published
texts. As the children grew in their ability to reflect on what they had
written, they began to reflect on what they read. As they learned to

generate options in their production of written language and to make
revisions, the children also began to read and reread with a sense of
options. According to Graves and Hansen, the children initially approached the reading of a text with a sense of distance and accepted the
author's meanings as stated. however, as the children learned to question
the meanings in their own texts, they also began to question the meanings
in those which they read. Through first engaging in the activity during
writing, the children began to read for layered meanings and to look for
part-whole relationships in text content.
Newkirk (1982) and Boutwell (1983) have also examined how young
children learn to distance themselves from their writing and the effect of
this abiiity on children's ability to distance themselves from what they
read. Paralleling the findings of Graves and Hansen, the children in these
studies usually had difficulty disembedding the text they wrote from their
experiences. Experience and text were fused, and evaluations of the text
became evaluations of the experience. Through writing conferences,

however, the children learned to distance themselves from what they
wrote, and the bonds between experience and text loosened. They
learned to become strategic readers of their own texts, rereading to
evaluate the sense of what they had written, and rewording, deleting,
and adding new information to clarify their meanings. This same sense
of strategic reading also became apparent in the children's reading of
published texts. They became critical readers and used the same strategies
to generate meanings from what they were reading.
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Somewhat in contrast to Frank Smith, Bissex (1980), Clay (1975),
Dyson (1982), Ferreiro and Teberosky (1982), and Ferreiro (1984) have
suggested that writing may play a complementary role to reading in that
it helps children discover the alphabetic nature of written language. Clay
has proposed that beginning readers rely heavily on their knowledge of

the structural aspects of language. If this is the case, the hypotheses
which children generate about the inner workings of words may fail to

capture the alphabetic nature of words. For example, according tc
Ferreiro and Teberosky, children initially hypothesize a concrete relationsLip between words and referents, with a great number of referents being

represented by a greater number of letters. When writing, childrer put
into action such conceptualizations, and "in attempting to read or to
have others read their writing, they must face the inevitable contradictions

between what they thought they were doing and what they in fact did"
(in Dyson 1982, p. 833).

Universal Three: Readers and writers utilize common procedures for
transforming prior knowledge into a text world.

As well as hypothesizing that schemata are mobilized in similar ways
during comprehending and composing, several researchers have suggested
that common procedures are employed to transform this knowledge into

a text world. Typically, the delineation of these procedures has been
accomplished in a metaphoric or abductive fashion: procedures which
are known to exist in one process are used as a framework to set forth
similar procedures in the other.

Based on their work in text comprehension, van Dijk and Kintsch
(1983) have proposed that readers and writers may utilize some of the
same global strategies during text processing. Strategies, as dei;ned by

van Dijk and Kintsch, are the actions which an individual takes to
transform an existing state of affairs into another state of affairs. Strategies

are goal-oriented and provide the avenue through which intentions can
be realized in the most effective and efficient way possible. In reading
and writing, strategies allow the reader or writer to transform background
knowledge into an internal representation of meaning. While noting the
existence of strategies which are specific to each process van Dijk and
Kintsch hypothesize that top-down processing requires the employment
of global strategies in both reading and writing. These global strategies
are responsible for generating macropropositions and organizing them
into a macrostructure. The macrostructure represents the global content

of the textsimilar to that of a gist or summaryand assists the reader
and writer in going beyond the immediate local information of the
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discourse. Without the evolvement of a macrostructure during the text
processing, the language user would have difficulty in controlling large
sequences of semantic content. Therefore, macrostructures are particularly important in reading and writing because they support the creation
of coherent meaning, which creation, according to van Dijk and Kintsch,
drives all tanguage processing.
Also drawing upon her own research in text comprehension, Meyer
(1982) has hypothesized that the text-processing strategies in reading and
writing are guided by macro plans. A macro plan serves as a set of
directions for how meanings are to be represented within the text. As
meanings are generated during reading or writing, the plan facilitates the
creation of an overall organizational pattern for the semantic content.
Similar to the position taken by van Dijk and Kintsch, Meyer perceives
the organization of meaning as crucial to effective reading and writing.
In supporting the organization of meaning, plans serve three functions:
topical, highlighting, and informing. The topical function provides a
hierarchy within which meanings can be embedded, such as antecedent/
consequent, comparison, or time-ordered. The highlighting function
creates dependencies among subtopics through subordination and signals
how blocks of content are to be related. The inform'ng function guides
the presentation of new content in relation to the meanings which have
already been stated. It would appear likely that van Dijk and Kintsch's
macropropositions might be placed at the top of the hierarchy, and in a
superordinate position, during the construction of the text world.
Though not discussing the building of coherence in propositional
terms, a number of other researchers have also emphasized that reading
and writing require the strategic organization of meaning. Salvatori
(1983), Moxley (1984), and Wittrock (1983) have noted that a critical
procedure in both literacy acts is that of consistency building. Readers
and writers must seek to relate elements of meaning to one another so
that they form a consistent whole. Moffett (1983) has characterized both
reading and writing as mediating processes, as avenues through which
inner speech can be modified or transformed. In the attempt to create
meaning, the language user must strive for coherence in, and continuity
of, content. This requires an intervention in the flow of consciousness,
with the reader or writer imposing a structure on inner speech so that a
unified meaning can be created.
In their composing model of reading, Tierney and Pearson (1983; also
Pearson and Tierney 1984) elaborate on the critical role which coherence
plays in text processing. In the process of building a coherent model of
meaning, they have proposed that the language user engages in planning,
drafting, aligning, revising, and monitoring. During planning, the language user decides (a) how the topic will be approached, (b) the purpose
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which the reading or writing will serve, and (c) what meanings need to

be constructed. These plans are represented at different levels of
specificity, are embedded in one another, and become fine-tuned during
reading or writing. Drafting is the process of refining meaning as it is
encountered on the page. Drawing upon prior knowledge which has been
activated and instantiated, and guided by current plans, the language

user strives to build a model of meaning. The model which is built,
according to Tierney and Pearson, is greatly influenced by the alignments

taken by the reader or writer. Alignments represent both the stance
which the language user assumes in relation to the author or audience
and the role which the stance requires. Alignments influence the content
of the text world by providing the reader or writer with a foothold from
which meaning ,:an be negotiated. Permeating the entire process of text-

world construction is the reision of meaning. As the language user
attempts to draft meanings into a coherent whole, it will be necessary for
revisions to be made. All meanings constructed are tentative in nature
and frequently require fine-tuning or wholesale revision as the text world

evolves. Tierney and Pearson suggest that "the driving force behind
revision is a sense of emphasis and proportion" (1983, p. 576). Finally,
the reader or writer must monitor the balance of power among the
procedures of planning, aligning, drafting, and revising. Monitoring
allows the language user to distance him- or herself from the text and to
decide which procedures should dominate at given points during text
processing.
Birnbaum and Emig (1983), however, have added a note of caution to
these attempts at generating common procedures for reading and writing.
While acknowledging that both are characterized by the orchestration of
certain shared subprocesses, they observe that readirg and writing are
markedly different as well. In reading, the language user is interacting
with a visible text, a text which exists independent of the reader. It is the

task of the reader to re-create meaning in the form of a "poem." In
contrast to the text, a poem has no independent life of its own; rather, it
is each reader's unique response to the text. Writing, on the other hand,
involves the generation of an evolving or unfolding text which the writer
initiates. In this process, the writer predicts forthcoming meaning and
then is required to enact the predictions. During reading, the language
user predicts what has already been done.
Universal Four: Readers and writers display common processing patterns
or abilities when constructing text worlds.

A number of reseatehers have also examined the common processing
patterns or abilities which individuals display as they read and write. If
in fact readers and writers draw from a common pool of data as they
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process text, it may also be the case tnat their behavior patterns will be
similar in reading and writing Studies of this type have usually looked
for shared behaviors of proficient readers and writers and compared them
with the behaviors of individuals who are less proficient.
To a large extent, this line of research arises from Loban's (1963)
extensive longitudinal study of children's language development. In
general, Loban found that children who were proficient in one language
process tended to be proficient in the others, and that this relationship
increased as the children grew older. Stotsky (1983), in her review of
correlational studies which examined the relationship between reading
and writing abilities, also notes that most researchers found reading and
writing abilities to be positively correlated. Such a relationship would
suggest that processing abilities in reading and writing may emerge from
a common source. Current studies in this area have attempted to more
fully explore and explain this phenomenon.
Birnbaum (1982) examined the behavioral patterns in the reading and
writing of proficient and less proficient fourth- and seventh-grade students.
In the study, Birnbaum gathered and triangulated data from a variety of
perspectives am- then generated hypotheses about processing behaviors
common to reading and writing. Each group of students orally and

silently read reality-based fiction, fantasy, and factual material, and
composed in expressive, poetic, and transactional modes. In addition,
all students were observed in the classroom and other school settings.
Her findings indicated that there was consistency among individuals in
processing behaviors across reading and writing, and that these parallels
existed regardless of the mode. Also, while there were some age-related
differences, Birnbaum found that students who were proficient in reading
and writing "shared a set of characteristics and behaviors that distinguished them from the less proficient" (p. 253). In summary, the behaviors
of the proficient language users were grounded in their intent to generate
meaning to themselves and to others. They continually monitored the
generation of meaning and were able to control the strategies which they
employed in each process. Furthermore, the more proficient readers and

writers (a) had access to a wide range of strategies to support the
construction of meaning, (b) were sensitive to varying situational demands, and (c) reflected on what they read or wrote. In contrast, the

students who were less proficient focused their attention on the surface
features of the text. They had difficulty monitoring their own processing
and tended to rely on graphophonic strategies. These students also
demonstrated little concern for the context in which their reading and
writing occurred and were oblivious to the overall coherence of the
meanings which they generated. In effect, both groups of students which
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Birnbaum studied appeared to hold common processing schemata for
reathng and writing, though the schemata varied with the degree of
proficiency.

The processing behaviors found by Birnbaum, however, may not
applicable to all readers and writers. While Loban (1963) found a positive
correlation between reading and writing abilities, there were students for

whom this relation did not apply. In each grade level which Lob?n
examined, at least 17 percent of the students were ranked as good or
superior in one process and below average in the other. Tierney and Leys
(1986) have cited similar findings from their own reading/writing research
with third graders. Approximately 20 percent of the students whom they
studied displayed significant differences in their Lontrol of the reading
and writing processes. Tierney and Leys suggest that a variety of other
factors may influence processing patterns, such as the child's instructional
history, the reading and writing opportunities which the school provides,

and the ex.ent to which the teacher coordinates reading and writing
activities.

Bracewell (1980), in a synthesis of a number of studies (Bereiter and
Scardamalia 1982; Bereiter, Scardamalia, and Bracewell 1979; Bereiter,
Scardamalia, and Turkish 1980; Scardamalia and Bereiter 1983; Scardamalia and Bracewell 1979), has suggested that not only may abilities in

one process not be positively related to abilities in the other, but that
initial processing schemata for reading may actually interfere with the
development of v.. riting ability. According to Bracewell, children's initial

schemata for written language processing are strongly influenced by
reading encounters, as well as encounters with oral language. Children
therefore have a sophisticated understanding of story and sentence
structure, which they use in their comprehension of text. The use of this
knowledge, however, tends not to be under the conscious control of thc
reader. Rather, the perceptual-cognitive processes mediating surface
structure and meaning are highly routinized. In contrast, writing requires

the child to choose deliberately from among linguistic forms and
meanings, and to put together extended sequences of text in a coherent
manner. The research cited by Bracewell found that children aged nine
to eleven had difficulty employing strategies which gave them access to
their knowledge of language forms. The necessary knowledge existed,

but the children had not acquired the skills necessary for using the
knowledge. Even when they had the ability to talk consciously about
discourse forms, or could read and understand certain syntactic structures,
they were unable to produce such patterns in their own writing. Bracewell
states that this inability is due to the children's attempt to employ reading
routines in their writing.
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Compiementing the research which has explored processing patterns
in reading and writing, several studies have examined the relationship of
structural components in the two processes. Chall and Jacobs (1983) and

Chall et al. (1982) investigated developmental trends in reading and
writing among low-socioeconomic-status elementary school children.
These students were in the second, fourth, and sixth grades and had
above- or below-average reading abilities. Their reading abilities were
measured in terms of word recognition, phonics, oral reading, word
meaning, silent reading comprehension, and spelling. In the measurement
of writing ability, the children were first asked to write for ten minutes in
a narrative and expository mode. Writing samples were then evaluated
in four general ways: (1) overall: holistic score and rank; (2) syntacticorganizational: organization rating, T-unit length, and sentence length;
(3) content rating; and (4) precision in form, handwriting, and spelling.
All children were retested in the same manner a year later when they

were in grades 3, 5, and 7. Chall and Jacubs found parallels between
reading and writing in both ability and in developmental trends. Except
for grade 3, in which the writing scores of above- and below-average
groups were similar, the above-average readers had better scores on all
four writing measures. The biggest contributor to the difference in scores
at the upper grades was precision in form. While the content ratings were
similar between above- and below-average groups at all grade levels, the
below-average readers had more difficulty with spelling, punctuation,
and capitalization. However, as Chall and Jacobs note, all students tended

"to have 'better ideas' than ways of expressing them" (p. 622). Developmentally, both groups of students made the greatest gains in reading
and writing during grade 2; during grades 4 and 6 there was a deceleration
of growth ,n both processes. In reading, the strongest and most consistent
growth was in oral and silent reading. Word meaning, spelling, and word
recognition showed strong development in grade 2 but decelerated in the

later grades. In writing, content ratings showed growth throughout the

grades, accompanied by a deczleration in aspects of form, such as
grammar and mechanics.
Shanahan (1984) examined the relationship of structural components

in reading and writing using multivariate procedures. The procedures
allowed for the relationships of several factors in the two processes to be
considered simultaneously. Reading and writing abilities of a heterogeneous sample of second and fifth graders were assessed using a variety

of instruments. Reading ability was measured in terms of phonetic
analysis, comprehension, vocabulary, and doze. In writing, the students
were required to write two narrative-descriptive pieces, which were then
evaluated for mean T-unit length, vocabulary diversity, and organizational
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structure. Finally, a spelling test was administered and analyzed for words
spelled correctly, phonemic accuracy, and visual accuracy. Based on these
analyses, Shanahan also identified the least and most proficient readers

from the s'xond- and fifth-grade samples. In all cohorts, except for the
most proficient readers, the overlap between reading and writing was
greatest among phonic and spelling measureswhat Shanahan described

as a "word recognition-word production relationship." For the fifth
graders, the importance of vocabulary to the reading/writing relationship
was also significant, while the importance of grammatical complexity and
a number of idea units in writing decreased. For the proficient readers,
however, the overlap between reading and writing factors differed from
the other cohorts. The reading comprehension variable was a significant
contributor to the relationship, and the importance of phonics declined.

In writing, vocabulary diversity increased in importance, as did the
ability to structure prose in a variety of ways. Given this changing
relationship between reading and writing as proficiency increased,
Shanahan proposed that the relationship between reading and writing is
not a straightforward one. Rather, "as students learn to read, what can
be learned about reading from writing instruction, and vice versa, changes
also" (p, 23).

Future Reading/Writing Research: Extending the Connection

During the last five years we have made tremendous gains in our
understanding of reading/writing connections. However, because many
of us have not been trained in an interdisciplinary manner, we frequently
approach the subject with either a reading perspective or a writing
perspective. Such bias may limit in unseen ways our ability to discern
certain kinds of connections or interactions between the two processes.
This may be especially true when we examine the effects which grcwth
in one process has on growth in the other. There may in fact be a more
dynamic relationship between reading and writing which has gone
unnoticed. To avoid such biases, we need to begin to see ourselves as
researchers of literacy rather than as researchers of reading or writing.
This alternative perspective can be facilitated if researchers in both fields
will collaborate in studies of the reading/writing process.

Furthermore, given the separate lines of inquiry which the reading
and writing communities have conducted over the years, there is no
reason that each line of inquiry should not be extended to the other
discipline. For example, the reading community has made substantial
gains in its understanding of the role which prior knowledge plays in text
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comprehension. Similarly, the writing community has documented the
effects which mode and audience have on the production of text. It would
now be fruitful for researchers to examine more fully the role of mode
and purpose in text comprehension and to then triangulate their findings
with those of the writing community. In the same fashion, the role of
background knowledge in the writing process should be explored and
triangulated with text-comprehension findings. To a certain extent this
has been done in the general theories of text processing which Tierney
and Pearson (1983), Shank lin (1982), and Kucer (1985) have developed.
Langer (1984) has also engaged in this process by examining the role of
prior knowledge in the writing process.
Another avenue for extending the lines of research would be to conduct
parallel reading/writing studies with the same populations. Rather than
triangulating findings from a number of separate reading and writing
investigations, researchers would explore the influence of certain variables
on both processes within the same study. The role of prior knowledge in
reading and writing could be examined with the same group of students,

as could the effects of mode or purpose. Studies of this type, especially
if conducted jointly by reading and writing researchers, might facilitate
the ease with which reading/writing connections could be explored.
There also would be advantages to combining the use of process-

oriented procedures, such as those used by Birnbaum (1982), with
analyses of structural components as employed by Chall and Jacobs
(1983) and Shanahan (1984). The ability of the language user to control

-ertain structural aspects of the reading and writing processes might
begin to more fully explain certain in-process behaviors. Key processing

patterns might also be related to the individual's control of certain
structural aspects. This type of research would be particularly powerful
if it examined developmental trends as well as individuals who were
proficient and less proficient in their control of the two processes.
Finally, as Tierney, Leys, and Rogers (1984) have recently noted,
reading and writing are acts of social negotiation as well as cognition. In
both their use and their development, reading and writing are influenced
by the social context in which they evolve. The classroom teacher, in
conjunction with the curriculum, largely determines the social negotiations which children experience during reading and writing activities.
There needs to be a closer examination of these learning environments
and the effects which they have on reading/writing development and

processing. Investigations of this type would not only extend our
understanding of reading/writing connections, but also connect researchers with teachers.
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Commentary

Alan C. Purves
State University of New York at Albany

What strikes me as particularly felicitous in the Flood and Lapp and
Kucer papers is that neither title uses what to me is the most problematic
aspect of the assigned topic, the word processes. I would like to suggest
that their avoidance of the term in their titles should be a caution to us
all. The probkm with process iS that it implies a linearity, a finiteness,

and a rule-governed structure that many researchers have suggested
simply does not exist. Reading and writing are not to be seen as analogous
to the digestive process.

I would suggest that reading and writing be considered activities, a
term suggested by the Russian psychologists Vygotsky and Galparin, and
applied to language by Leontiev. An activity consists of a number of acts,

which in turn consist of operations about which the individual is not
necessarily conscious. The individual may or may not be conscious of an
act. The acts comprising an activity may not necessarily occur in a fixed

sequence or order, but operations often occur as sequences. Leontiev
suggests that in language learning what becomes an operation may have
begun as an activity. For a young child, letter formation is an activity, but
for an adult it is clearly an operation. The process by which activities
become operations is what George Miller calls chunking. Leontiev goes
on to suggest that a person who is adept at operations has developed a
habit; a person who is adept at an act is skilled.

I believe that this set of terms is useful for research in reading and
writing, because it clarifies the unease that Kucer and Flood and Lapp
suggest about reading and writing relationships. As activities, reading
and writing are distinct in that they have different aims. However, they
may have certain acts and operations in common. And as both papers
suggest, what they have in common are certainly not the psychomotor

acts and operations butpossiblythe mental ones.
The two activities share the fact that they have goals, but as Kucer
suggests, these goals are not the same. The goal of a writer writing a
letter is not the same as the goal of a reader reading a letter. The letter52
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writer's goal may be to persuade, but the reader does not have as a goal
to be persuaded. Both writers and readers select from a range of goals,
but as I. A. Richards and other reader-response theorists have suggested,
the two groups make quite different selections.
When we compare the acts and operations of readers and writers,
then, I think we must look carefully at their similarities and differences.
I do not think it is enough to say, as Kucer does, that "for the classroom
teacher, the discovery of common operating mechanisms would support
the development of literacy programs that fully integrate reading and
writing instruction." I think I see the two activities as complementing
one another, but I am unsure of their integration. They may be analogous,
as Flood and Lapp, I believe, correctly suggest, and an analogy may
prove enlightening.
Kucer's "universals" and Flood and Lapp's "generalizations" have
much in common. Reading and writing are comparable in that both
involve the individual's use of prior knowledge, both involve language
and thereby a knowledge of language, both involve some general
procedures and ends, both involve monitoring as they prr .ed, and both
have some relation to other uses of language, particular the oral ones
of speaking and listening. To a certain extent the three major pieces of
news for researca in this list are that knowledge is an important antecedent
of reading and writing, that when people read and write they monitor
their acts, and that language knowledge goes beyond words and sentences.
Each of these suggests a major change in focus for research in both
reading and writing.
As I read through the detailed review of the studies that support these
universals and generalizations, I found myself pausing less at the
generalizations than at the particulars cited to relate reading and writing.
Two persistent items give pause. The first is that there is little evidence
of parallelism at the operational level: the parallels occur at the level of
intention (e.g., to make meaning) and strategy or at such a high level of
abstraction, such as that dealing with prior knowledge and schemata or

that dealing with the language pool, that the studies appear to be

belaboring the obvious.

The second item that the studies cited give rise to is an issue of
measurement. The studies that look at readers and writers (Chall et al.,

Shanahan) use sets of measures to establish relationships, but on
inspection the logical connections between supposedly parallel or complementary measures are tenuous at best, and the modest correlations
support that tenuousness. On the face of it, the closest correspondence
can be found in the measures of vocabulary, but even there studies have
suggested differences between word recognition and word use.
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In summary, I heartily agree with the caution expressed in both papers
and in the call for reading researchers to talk to writing researchers and
vice versa and to stop the over-compartmentalization of research. I would
urge great caution in doing so by a reductionist approach. Just as language
research did a number of years ago, I think educational research shouid

adopt the metaphor of competence and performance, or langue and
parole, to see that there are many activities that involve language as a
representation of meaning. Though the activities share this general
characteristic, their other similatities and their differences need to be
systematically examined.

Commentary

Julie M. Jensen
University of Texas at Austin

The last time I was invited to a research conference planned by Jim
Squire was in 1972. We numbered sixty thentwice the number here.
At that conference, six papersnot a hefty collection of twelveserved
as the basis for discussion. Along with the papers of an anthropologist,
a psychometrist a philosopher, a technologist, and a Swede was only one

from an American researcher in English education. At the present
conference, the most common job description is "professor of education."
My fellow discussant then, as today, was Alan Purves. But we were joined

by Jimmy Britton. I wish he could add some of his good sense to the
topic at hand as he did thirteen years ago when we discussed Swedish researcher Gunnar Hansen's work on response to literature. We
have no "working parties" here; there were seven then, dealing with
(1) language development, (2) interdisciplinary studies, (3) literature,
(4) method and curriculum, (5) composing and speech, (6) reading, and
(7) sociolinguistics, psycholinguistics, and reading.
From the diverse roles of the papers' authorsanthropologist, psycho-

metrist, philosopher, technologist, and English educatorwe built interdisciplinary bridges, as has been suggested at this conference, and we
learned that the very definition of research differs according to one's
professional vantage point. We also learned about available perspectives
on research, and about extending the boundaries of research in English
education. More than one conferee observed that it wasn't the papers at
all that became our content; it was the people theretheir actions, their
opinions, the effect of their responses on one another. I expect the same
at this seminar.

I have reminisced at length neither to deceive you about the quality
of my memoryfor I revived that long-ago conference by using the Fall
1973 issue of Research in the Teaching of English (Purves 1973)nor
because I envisioned in the early seventies the current intensity of the
search for relationships between reading and writing. Remember, this
55
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was the era of a revolutionary new study by Janet Emig (1971) on writers
while they were writing, using case-study methods. And it was the era of

Frank O'Hare's NCTE best-seller (1973) on sentence combining. The
link between reading and writing was hardly a conference theme in 1972.
That would have to wait at least a decade.

I bring up the past because of that single American researcher in
English education, Dwight Burton, and a haunting memory of his paper,
"Research in the Teaching of English: The Troubled Dream" (1973). I
will argue that today's research on composing and comprehending is, in
some respects, an appropriate referent for Burton's "troubled dream."

Let me begin with the "dream" part by deferring to four respected
colleagues:
On the long, hard, never-ending trail to the improvement of education, research does play an important role. (James Squire, 1976,
p. 63)

Why all this reliance on research in the improvement of English
teaching . . . ? Education, like politics or religion or economics,
must have recourse to some form of authority to lend stability to it
as an institution. Education at present has no Supreme Court, no
Vatican Council. (George Henry, 1966, p. 230)
One of the benefits expected from educational research is unimpeach-

able evidence for or against the usefulness of this or that school
practice. (Harry Broudy, 1973, p. 240)

We have great hopes for what research can do for us in the teach:ng
of English. Though at the moment, we acknowledge that research
has had little to do with curriculum structure and teaching methods

in English, we have the feeling that answers are just around the
corner if we could but design the right studies. (Dwight Burton,
1973, p. 160)

Conferences like this one tell me that the "dream" is not illusory.
But, on to the word troubled in Burton's "troubled dream." I take my

cue this time from James Moffett (1984), who said recently, "We're
preoccupied with research as a way to improve practice. But lack of
knowledge is not what blocks curricular improvement. In the last twenty
years knowledge has moved forward while practice has moved backward."

None of us would dispute the premise that knowledge has moved
forward in the past twenty years. For example, we can't ignore growth in
knowledge about writing. I enjoyed Donald Murray's observation that

during the last two decades there has come to be "a new discipline of
composition theory with its own theoretical base, its own research
methods, its own academic groups and journals, its own academic leaders,
its own jargon, its own arrogance and snobbery" (1984, p. 21). Murray
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went on to call the reintegration of reading and writing "the most
important development in the field of English in the last five years"
(p. 21). I want, though, to call attention, as did Kucer and Flood and
Lapp, to the re before integration. Interest in reading and writing
relationships is renewed, not new; continuing, not beginning; and, in
most instances, reaffirmed and popularized, not rece itly discovered or
invented. Those who have always maintained an integrative spirit are
now having a day in the sun, along with countiess newcomers.
As in 1972, n;searchers with diverse traditions have come together to
learn more about what unifies listening, speaking, reading, and writing
as meaning-making experiences. The reading theorists at this conference
can enrich our understanding of how readers and writers comprehend
text; the writing theorists can describe how texts are made and how we
learn to read our own texts. That is all to the good, but back to Moffett's
"practice has moved backward." The explanation here is lees clear-cut.
It has been said that zippers, television sets, and heart pacemakers took
fifty years from invention to mass use. How, then, can we expect anything
as complex as classroom teaching to keep pace with educational theory
and research? Dismissing the state of current practice so easily is not an

approach taken by dreamers, howeverregardless of whether you think
practice is moving backward, holding its own, or moving ahead; whether
you think it is doing so because of, in spite of, or apart from advances in
knowledge over the past twenty years; or whether you think that a sound
determination can't be made on such a global scale and that even if it

could we should attend at this conference to the perceptions of the
Moffetts among us. We might consider how we could respond to forces

not only outside the research community but outside the profession
political, social, and economic influences on the potential of research to
affect the quality of classroom practice. More centrally, we might discuss
forces within our ranks that diminish our impact on practice. I'll conclude
with two of these internal challenges.
E_;t, I wish we could encourage a redefinition of the word researcher.
To the ranks of thesis and dissertation writers, assistant professors seeking
tenure, and the small crowd that we represent, let's recruit anyone who
has a question and a disciplined approach to finding an answer. The gap
between theory and practice is fed by many other gaps: to name but a

few, there are researchers who aren't readers, researchers who don't
value clear writing, researchers who don't know children or how they
learn, researchers who have not experienced life in classrooms, teachers
who don't do research, and teachers who are neither readers nor writers.
Membership in the club of reading/writing researchers needs to be broad
enough to encompass those who read, who write, who know children,
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and who know classrooms. Anyone who encourages or collaborates with
a classroom teacher gets extra points.
Second, I wish we could encourage a redefinition of the term research
report. Research reports with even a slim chance of affecting classroom

practice are in the minority. Granted, it is at times appropriate for
researchers to address their work to other researchers, but most often it
is essential that we speak to teachers. If research has had little effect on
practice, it may be because researchers forget that classrooms are practical
places where teachers make countless decisions daily. Studies of minute

aspects of language clothed in complex prose and undertaken by
researchers removed from all the complexities of teaching a particular
classroom of students are unlikely to have import for teaLhers, no matter
how much we might wish that instructional decisions were influenced by
research findings.
Several years ago a colleague asked me to substitute-teach her graduate

course k-ntitled "Secondary School Reading." My job was to listen to
each of a dozen or so students as they reported on a piece of reading
research, to join in follow-up discussions about the research, and to take

notes on each student's performance for the benefit of the course
instructor.

During those weeks I learned less about reading and about research

than I did about the interaction between a small group of students,
mostly inservice teachers, and a small body of research drawn from the
most respected journals and textbooks in the field. My memory is vivid,
not of the skills those teachers brought to the reading of reading research,
but of their attitudes toward that research.
The teachers' presentations, coupled with their responses to follow-up
questions, led me to this profile of their view of published research in
reading:

It's in print; it must be important.
It appeared in [such and such publication]; it must be good.
[So and so] said it; it must be right.
Who am I to criticize [so and so]; he/she is a researcher and I'm
just a teacher.
These ideas must be very complex because the language is so difficult
to read.

This article must be profound because I can't understand it.
I get so bored trying to read this.
I don't understand what this has to do with my classroom.
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While a self-effacing attitude has its charms, it does little to serve a
teacher's cause or returning to graduate school sl that secondary school
studer..s may become better readers. Well, we translated and we groped
for meaning. And I asked them to reconsider the focus of their confusion

and condemnation, believing that more important than knowing the
attr;butes of a few reading studies was their understanding that it is the
writer's responsibility to communicate with the reader, that research
articles need not be either dull or difficult, that complex prose is not the

mark of a superior mind, that every word should be written to build
meaning for the teader, and that no one should know that better than a
reading researcher.
If we hope to improve the teaching of reading arid writing, we bear

the burden of understanding, if not having insight into, classroom
teaching; further, we must demonstrate skill, if not artistry, in the use of
language. The obvious and prevalent alternative is failure to communicate
with Mose who can give our work life.
Clearly we do not yet know the precise nature of the relationships
among oral language, reading, and writing. But the gaps in our knowiedge
distress me less than the false dichotomy between "those who teach" and
"those who research." My "dream" is sustained by growing interest and
knowledge about links among the language arts, and by educators of all
stripes who are designing and evaluating programs that support growth

of all the language arts. It is "troubled" because the vast majority of
language learners in schools remains untouched.
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Introduction
Recent years have seen growing interest in studying the relationship
between thought structures and language structure in discourse. Both
linguistic/rhetorical and cognitive dimensions have received attention,
the more so as interest in viewing reading and writing as interactve
activities has grown. The two papers presented here focus on contrasting
concerns. Schallert concerns herself largely with response to texts. She
reveals not only present knowledge of domain-specific textsincluding

specific patterns of generalizations as well as linguistic structuresbut
also knowledge of how socio-personal factors influence reader perceptions. Ca lfee, in contrast, focuses mainly on the design of texts which in
popular parlance are "user-friendly" End contribute to comprehensibility.
He suggests important linkages between current studies of readability
and modern rhetorical analyses of English prose. Indeed, Ca lfee suggests
that lack of consideration of text may be at the root of current problems
in tracking higher-order skills and processes in comprehension. He finds
in such rhetoric suggestions for teaching children to comprehend texts.
Both authors and both respondents note that present knowledge concerning the teaching and learning of narrative is far more widespread than
knowledge of the teaching and learning of expository text.
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All of the important problems associated with communication seem to
be the result of an unalterable fact of human nature: we live alone inside
our skin, with our 'houghts, wishes, and feelings coursing through the
shimmering mass of neural matter locked inside our skulls. When we
formulate messages that we wish to express or actions that we need others
to perform, we often choose to fashion our thoughts into language. The
texts we produce act as road maps or recipes that others like us can use
to reconstruct what they believe we intended. Thus we say that composing
and comprehending are interpretive-constructive processes by which the
inherently private thoaghts that humans entertain can be recovered and
shared (though the recovery is never perfect).

In this paper, I want to analyze the multidimensional relationship
between content and structure in any communication act involving
language. I will proceed by attempting to clarify what is meant by content and structure before discussing research findings that help elucidate
how the two influence composition and comprehension. I will then close

with my response to the charge that we identify critical gaps in our
current understanding that we believe would benefit from systematic
co..sideration.

Before dealing with the topic prope-, I want to make explicit the
theoretical propositions (or prejudices if you will) that underlie my
understanding. I will take as givens the following principles reflected in
the current psychological and educational literature:
1. Reading is an activity that involves the coordination of interactive

perceptual and cognitive processes, sharing the resources of a
limited-capacity processor, with the goal of making sense of a
message (e.g., Goodman 1967, Lesgold and Perfetti 1981, Roser and
Schallert 1983, Rumelhart 1977).
2. Reading comprehension in particular is a meaning-making activity,
a purposeful process by which a reader takes the print as clues for
65
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reconstructing the author's message. Included in this view is the
reader's apprehension of not only the sense but also the significance

of the message (e.g., Anderson 1984, Goodman and Goodman
1979, Roser and Schallert 1983, Tierney and Pearson 1983).

3. Writing is on the one hand the reverse of readingi.e., a process
by which an author makes ideas explicit and renders them into text

formand, on the other hand, the same as reading---involving as
it does the construction of meaning influenced by existing knowledge
and salient goak for communication (e.g., Eckhoff 1983; Nystrand

1982; Olson, Mack, and Duffy 1981; Squire 1983; Tierney and
Pearson 1983; Wittrock 1983).

4. For both reading and writing, theorists have been most interested
in describing the underlying processes involvedexactly how we
coordinate the subprocesses and respond to the constraints inherent
in meaning making (e.g., Flower and Hayes 1981, 1984; Just and
Carpenter 1984; Kintsch and van Dijk 1978; Matsuhashi 1982;
McCutchen 1984; Scardamalia, Bereiter, and Goelman 1982).
5. The above interest has accompanied a new vicw of text. Texts are
no longer taken as having single stable, correct meanings. Nor is
the term tcxt reserved only for external realizations of language

extending beyond a sentence in length. Instead, text refers to
language in use, printed or spoken, by an author with an authentic
purpose. Texts can be of any length ranging from single words to
whole volumes (e.g., Beaugrande 1982, Beaugrande and Dressler
1981, Nystrand 1982).

6. Reading and writing, like other communicative acts, are influenced

profoundly by the social situation in which they occur. Thus,
context, purpose, task, and social function are all relevant variables
that will determine how composition and comprehension proceed
and what form of text results (e.g., Bransford 1979; Faigley 1986;
Gundlach 1932; Odell and Goswami 1984; Schallert, Alexander,
and Goetz 1984; Wilkinson 1982).

Having made clear the theoretical approach I take to the processes of
comprehension and composition, I am now ready to address the topic of
structure and content in text.

Toward a Definition of Content and Structure

My goal in this section is to make clear how unclear is the distinction
between content and structure and how intertwined are the two concepts.
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My hope is that from such an appreciation we might develop better
descriptions of how language participates in composition and comprehension processes.
The Content of Text

When we are talking about the content of a text, we are in fact using a
shorthand phrase for referring to the topics, concepts, and relations in
the minds of authors and readers as they meet each other through print.
The "content of the text" refers both to the meaning that the author
hoped to expres.; and to the meaning that the reader will construct from

the print. Thus there are at least two contents to any textone in the
sender's mind and one in each recipient's internal constructions of the
text. Particular word choices and word orders, insofar as they act to invite

the instantiation of particular concepts in the language users, become
surface representatives of the text content.
There are a number of constructs that can be useful in characterizing
further what we mean by content. For example, Nystrand's (1982) idea
of "textual space" refers to the realized communication that is possible
between a reader and an author. A text has meaning only insofar as it
allows two people to communicate. "To speak of texts coming to life is
to note that the) ..fe meaningfulnot mere objects in the world as for
nonreaders. They are intention-filled expressions of others in the world.

To read is to dwell in textual space, to transcend the material text
seeing through this text to the 'expression of others' " (p. 82). As
Nystrand adds, textual space is accessible to the degree that the language
chosen by the author is transparent. Truly opaque texts remain objects

that are unintelligible; that is, they do not allow us to make sense of
them. In terms of our current consideration of the content of text,
"textual space" refers to the field of constructs that an author wishes to
explore. As with any terrain, the field is characterized by focus-ground
distinctions. As the author focuses on some constructs, others recede in
a continuous gradation to ground. Furthest from focus they melt into the
sea of tacit knowlease from which explicated intentions and conceptions
are formed.
Such a metaphor '.or the content of a text is also evident in current
conceptions of coherence. As Beaugrande and Dressler (1981) define it,
coherence "concerns the ways in which the components of the textual
world, i.e., the configuration of concepts and relations which underlie
the surface texts, are mutually accessible and relevant" (p. 4). A coherent
text is one that allows us to build a sensible textual space, furnishing it
with conceptual objects in particular configurations that make sense to
us. So far, so good. The content of a text seems to be clearly distinct
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from its structure and comprises generally the concepts and relations
between concepts that are the topic or point of the text. A first hint of
trouble is evident when we begin to describe further what we mean by
concepts. One popular notion (Anderson 1977, Rumelhart and Ortony
1977, Schallert 1982) is that explicit knowledge is made up of schemata:
abstract structures that are interreiated and made up of subschemata.
The subschemata represent variables that have different degrees of
importance for instantiating the schema and that are themselves each
associated with a range of typical values. (For example, one type of
schema typically called a script has an important variable related to the
order of events to be expected.) Further, nearly all schemata require
particular configurations of instantiated variabk Two wheels, a tubular
frame, pedals, and a seat must be in a particular relationship to each
other before one is comfortable in calling the object a bicycle.
Thus, concepts are said to have form, which means that they are made
up of elements in particular relationships to one another. Such configurations may influence the order or structure of attempts to communicate
a particular conception. That this is so is evident in writers' reports of
struggles to make texts follow one line of development when the topics
seem instead to follow their own patterns. It is difficult to imagine a
coherent text that is intended to describe a bicycle that would jump from
spokes to handlebar covers to gear ratios. We know that such a text would
be difficult to unde and (Bransford and Johnson 1972).
The problem becomes immensely more complex when the topic of a
text is some concept more complicated and abstract than a physical
object. An example is the variety of informative texts students read in
content-area classrooms. Though the knowledge the authors possess can
still be described in terms of schemata, the whole complex of schemata
that each domain expert can call upon is specifically shaped by the types
of concepts and relations central to that domain. Thus in history, patterns
of events that predict the rise and fall of nations are quite salient, and it
is very difficult to find a history text that doesn't follow a chronology

(i.e., later events being influenced by earlier events) and that doesn't
mention wars (frequent proximal c:.u, of rises and falls). At the same
time it is easy to identify history texts that seem less successful than
others in letting the reader understand the basic multidimensional
causality that is the point of the discipline (Anderson and Armbruster
1984). Good historians have a chance of being good writers of history.
Poor historians are doomed to write poor history.
The above description of the domain-specific organization shared by
domain experts might encourage us to describe the structure of disciplines
and to prescribe that texts be written accordingly. I do not believe that
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this would be fruitful. Though it may be true that domain experts agrezt
on certain patterns of concepts, these seldom hold for more than rather
circumscribed "areas," corresponding to no more than a subunit in a
college-level textbook. This is what I found when looking through geology,
history, biology, and psychology textbooks.

The variety among experts makes sense when one realizes that
schemata are said to represent the momentary construction one has
chosen from one's tacit knowledge. This idea is confirmed by the results
of an intriguing study reported by Bazerman (1985). Physicists were
observed and interviewed so as to reveal what influenced them in selecting
what to read in their field. Though they were all lik;Ay to follow the same
general rule (i.e., "I read articles that have titles that refer to constructs
or that have authors I am currently interested in"), the particular words

in titles that would trigger an individual to read further were very
different. Bazerman describes their comments in words very similar to
those describing the textual space introduced earlier: "The working
physicist's map applied to his or her reading is a dynamic exploratory one
built on the problems on which the field is working, the way the problems
are being worked, and which individuals are working on what. . . . This

map, moreover, is seen through the perspective of the reader's own set
of problems and estimate of the best ways to solve these problems, so
that the map changes as the reader's own problems and guesses about
the best approach or technique change" (p. 10). Experts in a field,

particularly those who are immersed in developing the field, vary
tremendously in how they organize the field.
Instead of attempting to identify domain-specific patterns of organization to serve as the basis of new, improved textbooks, I recommend
exploring a suggestion put forth by Bruner (1960). In talking about the

structure of different subject matters, Bruner describes fundamental
principles or ideas that allow one to relate many different phenomena
within a discipline. In a sense, the structure he is describing is in fact a
higher-le'vel concept that represents a generalization of other concepts.
Bruner recommends that experts identify a relatively small set of these
fundamental ideas in their field and use them explicitly, clearly, and
frequently when instructing nonexperts. Thus the lifelessness of textbooks
that Crismore (1983) reports might disappear, as well as the sense that
textbooks are more lists of facts compiled by committee rather than the
excited messages of experts sharing a coherent view of their field.
Let us see where we are in our discussion of the content of text. We
started out by considering what was meant by text content and determined
that the label referred to the meanings authors and readers construct
when involved in using language. Such meanings are often described as

7
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having structure. We then explored the issue of discipline-specific
structure (note the singular form) and drew the conclusion that such a
view used to prescribe the writing of content-area textbooks might not
be as useful as Bruner's notion of fundamental ideas (concepts, once
again) that represent important generalizations in a field. We are neely
ready to move on to a consideration ot sti ,:ture. There is one mDre
ct.afounding of structure with content that we need to mention first,
however.

Not only does knowledge have structure, but authors and readers are
said to have knowledge of structure. One example is the story schema
that has been shown to predict the quality and quantity of comprehension

of simple stories (Mandler and Goodman 1982, Stein and Policastro
1984). Another example comes from the Flower and Hayes (1981, 1984)
models of the writing process. One important kind of knowledge authors
are said to invoke is knowledge of writing plans. Another is knowledge
of audience, by which is meant knowledge of what the intended audience
knows and feels about the topic, as well as knowledge of the language
that will work for that audience. Thus, in distinguishing structure from

content, we must keep in mind the hybrid construct of knowledge of
structureof structural information now represented as content.
The Structure of Text

Generally when researchers from a psychological tradition refer to the
structure of text, they mean the discourse-level plan or overall organization of ideas. Until fairly recently, and with some exceptions, views of
these discourse-level plans were rather underdeveloped. If one were to
characterize the early views, one would say that organization of text was
seen as resembling the hierarchical structures of word-list experiments of
the early fifties and sixties (e.g., Bousfield 1953, Tulving 1962), now
extrapolated to the discrete concepts represented by sentences in texts.
That such views were held makes sense when one considers the explicit
interests, empirical tradition, and implicit theories of language held by
many psychologists up until at least 1975. First, the focus was much more

on memory and on the psychological consequences of information
processing than on language per se. Language was of secondary interest,
serving as a frequent but not special vehicle for presenting information

to human processors. Second, a tradition existed of (a) rigorously
controlling input materials used in experiments to prevent the influence
of unaccountable individual differences and (6) unitizing the input to
allow one to count discrete responses that could then be subjected to
parametric statistical tests. Thus, materials were lists of sentences or very
short artificial passages. Third, psychologists held an implicit theory of
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language that reflected vestiges of Chomsky's influence. Though the
Chomskian focus on competence at the expense of performance was not
in favor, still psychologists were suspiciously interested in the processing
of sentences,
'onger texts, and in informal features of the language,
,ional features.
not in its pi ,i, ic socio

And so, conceptions of text structure were at first very simple in
psychological literature. As I mentioned, there were exceptions. One
example was the prolific work of individuals involved in developing a
story grammar. As Kintsch (1982) recounts, psychologists were influenced
by the work of linguists and anthropologists dealing with folk tales. What

captured their interest was the thesis that a grammar complete with
rewrite rules and transformations could be developed for stories just as
had been done for sentences (Johnson and Mandler 1980, Mandler and
Goodman 1982, Mandler and Johnson 1977, Rutnelhart 1975, Stein and
Glenn 1979, Thorndyke 1977). The crucial consequence of such a thesis
was that the story grammar or structure was said to have psychological
importance in guiding comprehension and production.
What happened next in the development of this idea is relevant to my
point that structure and content are difficult to distinguish. A number of
theorists such as Black and Wilensky (1979) and Black and Bower (1980)
have argued that the idea of a story structure is superfluous in explaining

how people understand stories. As they demonstrate, people must
understand a story, i.e., determine the semantic relations that hold
between the concepts mentioned, before they can identify parts of the
story as examples of components of the story grammar. In order to

understand the structural role that little Sambo's act of placing his
grandmother's butter on his head plays in the story, one must know what
is likely to happen to butter in the hot sun. Bruce (1980) has shown how
crucial is knowledge of human goals, motives, and actions in explaining
how we understand stories. Finally, there is a provocative study by Bisanz

and Voss (1981) which demonstrates that young children who lack
experience with certain motives construct much more simple narratives
than older children reading the same story. Yet the narratives of both

groups exhibit characteristics of good story form. Thus it seems that
unless one can see that certain concepts being alluded to can fit into a
story organization, they are not included in one's constructed understanding. It is concepts, then, that underlie the structure of stories.

Before leaving story structure, I want to mention one last point of
view that I find particularly valuable in understanding how structure
participates in language use. Kintsch (1982) presents a third position one

can take in the controversy over the usefulness of the idea of story
grammars. This is that a comprehender who held such a concept for the
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,*ion of a story would use it as he or she would any other schema
to make predict +m about the story being processed. K.
acknowledges the importance of knowledge of goals, plans, ano 1,, as. But, be
adds, knowledge that one is dealing with a story "makes available to tit,
comprehender (or producer of stories) an important set of story-specific

prc''n-solvij strategies.

.

.

. Knowing what to expect helps in locating

impoi

't pieces of information in the text. Knowing
what sort of relations to look for in a story helps finding them" (p. 96).
Thus story structure is not a characteristic of the text per se but is a
concept that a language user possesses about the typical relationship
between elements in a story.
One other example of psychological explanations of overall text types
is represented by the work of Meyer (1975, 1977, 1984, 1985), who has
extended conceptions of text structure beyond simple stories. Based on

an adaptation of Grimes's idea of rhetorical predicates (1975), Meyer
(e.g., 1985) classifies texts into five major categories: description,
collection, causation, response, and comparison. These text types have
been found to influence comprehension and production, as demonstrated
by the degree to which the decomposed versions or unpacked hierarchies
of each structure predict the recall of subjects. Though Meyer's work is
generally considered seminal in the psychological literature, it is never-

theless criticized on the grounds that the texts subject to analysis are
artificial. In particular, studies in which an attempt was made to hold
content (topic) constant while structure was varied probably distorted
typical language use to such a degree that their results should be
considered cautiously. (I have, however, noticed that Meyer's latest textstructure manipulations leave the text much more natural.)
I have described what psychologists were generally doing with text
structure up until very recently. In the meantime, what were reading
researchers and educators saying? TWo points need to be made. The first
is derived from a comprehensive paper by Moore, Readence, and
Rickelman (1983) on the history of content-area reading instruction. One
main concern of reading educators over the years has been the balance
to be struck between informational and literary passages when choosing
materials for instruction. Though there have been many fluctuations,
young readers have generally been provided literary passages (of more
or less authentic literary value!), even though most of their reading then
and later is of an informative sort. Second, a look at research studies
that allude to different types of text reveals a simple binary classification
scheme: texts are either narrative or expository. The major conclusions
drawn from the implied comparison are not usually that people deal with
the two types of text differently because of text structure elements.
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Rather, the overriding conclusion is that readers learn less from, and do
less well with, expository texts than with narratives. Quantity is stressed
over quality. Similar variables such as background krowledge are said to
influence the processing of the two kinds of text.
The conclusion I draw about the reading field's view of text structure
is that it is remarkably sir ar to that of the psychology field. Though a
transactional view of rcading and of mprehension and production is
espoused, and though the process is .)udly touted to be influenced by
the reader's and writer's contributions, the view of structure is m
)ften
insidiously reactionary. Structure is represented as beine, a characteristic

of texts that exists apart from the people imuived in producing and
comprehending them. Furthermore, a relatively small nit er of variations are deemed important.
A more useful view of text structure, I argue, is avail,
' .rn
rhetoric. As Faigley and Meyer (1983) tell us, the concern with text types

in rhetoric has a 2,400-year history. Though there have been many
fluctuations in how text types are portrayed, the major swings have gone
from an emphasis on modes or forms to an emphasis on aims or purposes
(Connors 1984, 1985). Modeswhich traditionally distinguish between

narration, description, exposition, and argumentationrepresent the
less helpful classification system. "The major objections to these four
traditional 'modes' center on the confusion of the purpose of discourse
with text type" (Faigley and Meyer 1983, p. 308). For example, argumentation might easily make use of narration, description, and exposition in
order to serve the pragmatic aim of persuaeing the reader.
The emphasis on aims, by contrast, offt rs an intriguing view of text

structure, one that fits better with our transactional description of
language use. The best example is Kinneavy's (1971) system of discourse
structure, which differentiates between texts in terms of their functions.
These functions are based on the theoretical components of communication: the speaker/writer, the audience, the subject matter, and the text
itself. On any occasion of communication, all four components exist,

though one component is usually emphasized over the others. Thus,
expressive text emphasizes the author; persuasive text emphasizes the
audience; referential text emphasizes subject matter; and literary text
emphasizes the text itself. In terms of influencing text production, it is
the aim or purpose of the author that determines which concepts will be
mentioned; how they will be tied together; what words will actually be
used in the discourse; and how narration, description, classification, at d
evaluation will be combined. Most of all, it is the author's purpose that

determines the point of the communication, the function that it
supposed to serve.
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Thus, from rhetoric we have a view of structure that is based squarely
ack inside the heads of authors and speakers. Structure is represented
not simply as concepts with parameters to be filled, but rather as guiding
pl Ins that determine the selection of concepts and of words to express

Gaps in Our Current Understanding and Future Directions
for Filling Them

Based on my current understanding of how structure and concepts
interact in composition and comprehension processes, I have three
suggestions to make about the questions future work should address.

1. What are the fundamental understandings and conceptions of reality
worth learning and writing about?
Let me admit from the start that I am not about to provide my own list
of the grea thoughts of human culture, or even of the fundamental
concepts of the psychology of language use. I do believe that researchers
:r.terested in the language-cognitioa connection and, even more so,
.

educators of all kinds, need to be concenied with getting discipline
experts to identify important generalizations in their fields. It is interesting
to rue that as adults, when we have the freedom to choose, we typically
read texts that say interesting things to us, that give us new insights and
conceptions of our world. This is true even when we are not reading
explanatory text. Similarly when we write, we choose what we struggle
with to make clear a point we feel needs communicating. Students, on
the other hand, particularly young ones, not only are told what to read
and what to write about but they must suffer through texts and topics
that are often bland compilations of ideas, devoid of significance and
purpose. How much more careful should we be about choosing what
people read and compose when they are "forced- to obey us!

2. How exactly does language get mapped onto thought, and most
particularly, how do the actual words and swface orderings get chosen
to render meaning?
Here I am asking about the lexicalization process. This particular problem

is one I have alluded to but perhaps not directly enough. When we
describe communication, we are referring to a four-part phenomenon.
One component is the socio-functional system within which the communicants exist and which filters communication through the purposes and
goals of the participants. The next three components are the author
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(speaker), the text, and the reader (listener). The problem with these
components is that while two are quite similar (author and reader), the
link between the two (the text) is of a different sort. A person has a point

to make, a conception to express. That point or concept is a complex,
multidimensional, nonlinear structure of ideas, colored by feelings and
r.,oved by intent. Now the person wants another person to entertain a
similar conception, similar in its complex, multidimensional structure
and "color." If the person chooses to communicate through spoken or
written language, the conception must be squeezed into a sequential,
one-unit-at-a-time system. Words must be expressed one after the other.
The ideas of the author can never be presented holistically, capturing at
once the complex web of their interconnections. The success of the

transaction depends in large part on the particular words chosenin
other words, on the titought-language connections.
What is surprising to me is how little researchers have to say about

how these choices are made. For example, the translating box in the
model of the writing process of Flower and Hayes (1984) is uniquely
empty. Another example is Kintsch's (Kintsch and van Dijk 1978) system
of micro- and macro-propositions, which stops short of explaining how
surface forms get turned into propositions in comprehension. A rare
exception is McCutchen (1984), who argues that views of writing as a

problem-solving activity have led to an emphasis on the planning

component of the process. As she says, "Planning is certainly important
in writing, but a well-planned text is not necessarily a well-written one"
(p. 226). She recommends that we pursue writing as a linguistic activity,
not solely as a cognitive one:
Only so much planning of a composition . . . can be done in the
abstract, even by skilled writers. Relatively early the writer is forced
to define variables (i.e., to actually write a sentence or a few words),
and this often occurs before every paragraph is fully planned. With
such early constraints on variables, the writer loses the power of the
hierarchical planners. The writer is forced, at some point in the
actual generation of sentences, to follow the linearity assumption
typical of nonhierarchical planners, choosing to begin with something
and follc.wing it, sometimes to a preplanned next idea, sometimes to

a newly discovered thought, and sometimes to a dead end.
(p. 228)

McCutchen thus illustrates what she means by analyzing the protocols of
writers in terms of the linguistic problems they express.
Though McCutchen is one person addressing herself exactly to my
second question, I believe we need much more work in this area. One
result I envision is a clearer idea of how surface language forms and the
rules for their proper use are represented.
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3. What do we mean by the "functional aspect of cemmunication," and
how do people's purposes and goals influence language use?
After all, language is a primary way for humans to locate themselves in

social space. Here our analyses of language use might benefit from
making clearer how people interpret their tasks as they communicate
through language (Faigley 1986; Schallert, Alexander, and Goetz 1984).

Bourid up with context/task variables are ideas related to audience
awareness and social cognition (Rubin 1984). And so, theoretical
considerations of language use connect with the broader issues of
personal-- vareness, and the nature of the human condition.
As I see it, I have come full circle back to my first statement concerning
our inherent aloneness and individuality. Before closing, I would like to
say one more thing about thc tension between n-dimensional thought and
one-dimensional language. There is one great advantage to a system such

as I have described. If we could communicate through a system that
captured vertically the full conception we wanted to express, we could
then transfer directly our thoughts into each other's heads. Gone then
would be the problems of misunderstandings. Communicating would be
like the copying of files in a word processor. Instead, we communicate
through a system that forces us to make a myriad of choices both as we

beat our conceptions into the linear rendering of language and as we
construct conceptions from a linear-sequential recipe. The room for error

in such a system is tremendous, and that is certainly not its great
advantage. Rather, what satisfies my existential soul is the idea of the
freedom and creativity that such a system necessitates.
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In Goodbye, Darkness, William Manchester (1979) gives us the memoirs

of his experiences as a Marine platoon sergeant in the South Pacific
during the Second World War. At one level, the book is an engaging
narrative, intense in its description of Manchester's experiences, terrifying

in its portrayal of the insanity of war. At another level, it is a weaving
together of history and autobiography, as the author places his individual
experience within the broader context of global events. From yet another
perspective, the book is a psychological exploration. The twenty-year-old

Marinenaive, frightened, burdened with unexpected and unwanted
leadership against forces unfamiliar and overwhelming, driven by the

passionate idealisms of that time in American societyis drawn in
contrast with the sixty-year-old authorhaunted by memories that will
not fade, distraught by a world under the threat of nuclear war (no "war
to end wars" this time), feeling the onset of old age and the loss of hope.
So much for the content of the book. For Manchester, there was the
technical chore of composing an essay that engages the reader at all of
these levels. His goal was not only the working through of a personal
need (the book was explicitly therapeutic in its intent) but the creation
of an exposition that would communicate, that would share, and that
would sell! Manchester uses a variety of devices to accomplish this task
for instance, in the juxtaposition of past, present, and future, one is
reminded of A Christmas Carol.
Consider next the reader's response. On the one hand the text can be

understood as an adventure story, grist perhaps for the screenwriter's
1. This essay is part of a longer paper that was prepared for the seminar. I have selected
the portions of the original document that provide the theoretical foundation for studying
the comprehensibility of a text. The original document also contained examples of the
analysis sketched in this essay. A parallel paper provides a review of the literature on text

comprehension. The lengthier treatment is available on request. In keeping with the
purpose for which this paper is intended I have kept references to a bare minimum.
80
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mill (Roots, Shogun, Thornbirds, Winds of War). It also provides a
vicarious thrill, an entertaining collection of anecdotes, a diversion during
the flight home. Or again, it might be assigned to a high school or college
student for a book report"summarize the main ideas, and prepare a
critique."

I suspect none of these reactions is a good match with the author's
intentions. Here we have a carefully constructed text, a complex intermingling of content and structure that, when thoroughly analyzed and

reconstructed by the reader, leads to an experience paralleling the
author's. By standing in his shoes (or boots) for a few hours, the reader
gains a new perspective on the world. It is as though Manchester had
learned from Mr. Spock how to "meld minds."
One can also examine Manchester's workand the response of the
readerfrom various psychological perspectives. For example, how would
the behaviorist describe "what Manchester has done, and the reactions of
different readers? Sor
ehaviors are certainly observable, but it strikes
me that to limit one's analysis to these is to leave the most interesting
psychological questions untouched.
What about the information-processing psychologist? The model of
the reader's experience would begin with the entry of letters into a shortterm memary register, and would end (presumably) in the contact with
larger schemata in long-term memory. Here the description of Manchester's activities might be a bit more problematic.
Finally, what about the curriculum expert? There appears to be notable

variation in this field at present, so the response is a bit difficult to
predict. On the one hand, terms like main idea, inference, fact-versusopinion, and character description would probably be invoked. On the
other hand, the book might wind up on California's list of "one hundred
important literary works" which are to be read "in depth" (California
State Department of Education 1985). Pursuing the comprehension of
these works includes such activities as "comparing-contrasting, summarizing, drawing inferences, and making judgment:_ " In any event, the
focus would probably be on student activities rather than the nature of
the text and the work of the author.
The Comprehension Problem

What I have been mulling over thus far is an approach to the topic of
comprehension. By beginning with a "qualitative" account of my personal
experience with a particular text, I have departed from the more popular
contemporary approaches to research on comprehension, with the goal
of laying a foundation for the material that follows.
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Before getting to my main point, one more digression. As the heading
suggests, we appear to have a comprehension prothem today. To be sure,
the water is rather muddy. Some experts (e.g., Farr
Fay 1982) have
argued that reading achievement has not declined in this country, and
may actually be on the rise. But others claim that America has too many

illiterates. The causes for the problem are debated with great fervor.
Some experts would handle the situation by a greater emphasis on phonics

instructionteach students to crack the code, arid all will be well. Other
experts see this "solution" as part of the problemtoo much emphasis
on "skills" has rendered reading a boring, meaningless, and unlearnable
task.
Reports from the National Assessment of Educational Progress provide
one of the few gauges we have to assess reading nationally. The picture
from summary reports (NAEP 1981) is relative rather than absolute, but
the picture emerging over the past decade or so is of a steady improvement
in multiple-choice test scores in the primary grades for the most basic
skills, coupled with a decline at the upper grades that is most pronounced
in the more demanding tasks of comprehension and interpretation.

Durkin's (1979) classroom observations revealed little systematic
instruction in anything that she could identify as comprehension. Durkin

admitted to a problem of definitionwhat should she be looking for?
Indeed, Hodges's (1980) critique of Durkin's work ._rgued that she
underestimated the amount of time spent in compinhension because she
failed to include all relevant activities in her definition.
So we may have a problem. The difficulty in gaining a consensus from
experts about the nature of the problem is rather disturbing. It may be
that poor student performance reflects the uncertainty about what is to

be taught, and that for this and other reasons students do not receive
sufficient instruction in comprehension.

I will argue in this paper that we do have a problemand a rather
serious one. Moreover, I think that the lack of a clear definition may be

largely at fault. But before rushing to recommend more time on
comprehension objectives (or more comprehension questions on tests, or
more staff development on comprehension objectives), I want to explore
a facet of this topic that receives remarkably little consideration in the

various debatestht tRzt.
Research on text analysis has grown exponentially during the past
decade or so (Meyer and Rice 1984). Several methods for inalyzing texts
now exist, for both narrative writing (Stein and Glenn 1979) and

expository writing (Britton and Black 1985). Empirical fesearch has
begun to point to the textual factors that influence the comprehensibility
of a passage, and we may even be approaching the time when text design
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can be grounded in both theory and data in pursuing this goal, I will
combine something old (the rhetoric), something new (cognitive psychology), and something borrowed (principles of experimental design). I
have yet to find something blue.

Design and the Rhetoric
The primary purpose of this essay is to sketch a theoretical framework
for thinking about the design of textsmore specifically, the design of
texts intended for instruction. I will begin by considering what is entailed
in creating a coherent design of any sort. Next I will discuss the application
of the principles of the rhetoric as a basis for the design of school texts.
This foundation will allow me to make some suggestions for creating

narrative and expository passages for more effective comprehension
instruction. It also generates a methodology for evaluating the passages
in school texts. To the degree that these methods are persuasive, they
have relevance for the design of texts in the future and for the training of
teachers in text analysis. The paper ends with some speculations about
these possibilities.
Principles of Design

According to Webster's, a design is "a mental project or scheme in which
means to an end are laid down"; to design is "to conceive and plan out
in the mind." As Simon (1981) notes, the preparation of a design is one

of the key distinctions between the natural and the artificial, between
those things that "just happen" and the artifices of humankind.
As I reflect on my past experiences, I see many ways in which design
has intrudedsometimes without announcement (in childhood, erector
sets, model airplanes, and crocheting), and sometimes quite explicitly
(working with the builder on my first house, and the courses on
experimental design in graduate school). What binds these experiences?
What is the underlying concept? The dictionary definition is probably
right as far as it goes, but it does not go very far. Simon is articulate and
laudatory, and gives son' helpful clues, but he does not attempt to
conceptualize the term. Neither do the instructions to the erector sets
nor the texts on experimental design make any such effort. Perhaps if I
had become an architect . . .
In any event, during the past few years I have continued to grapple
with the question "What is a design?" It now seems to me that all designs
have three essential ingredients. First, you need a set of fairly distinctive
elements. Simon refers to these as "nearly decomposable" components.
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The elements may not be as separable as the parts of an erector set, but
you can't prepare a design if the pieces are comprised of mush. Second,
you need something to li.k the elements, something to hold the pieces
together. Nuts and bolts do the job in the erector set; knots handle the
task in crocheting. Third, there must be an overall theme. The young

child hooking Lego blocks together at random is not working out a
design.

A couple of parenthetic remarks: First, might not the theme itself
comprise "the design"? I think not. Certainly we can find constructions
that appear to lack any unifying theme, with results that are especially
troubling to our aesthetic reasoning. The individual who begins a project
without a theme is like the child linking a set of play blocks at random.
On the other hand, a child may have a clear thematic vision and yet fail
in the project because of a failure at the implementation stage, which
relies on design principles to guide the transformation of a dream into a
reality. Second, my examples have tended to be fairly physical. The
fundamental tools of desigr (the elements and the methods of linking)

need not be "concrete," however, and it makes sense to speak of a
mathematician designing the proof of a theorem.
I have found this conception of design personally helpful over a range
of situations, from Tinkertoys to factorial experiments. For example, one
problem with courses in experimental design (based on the notes that I
have taken and the courses I have taught) may be that they typically focus
on the details of bolting one piece to another but have seldom tackled
the more fundamental question "How do you design a research study?"
The technical side is important, but technique without knowledge of the
underlying mechanisms can lead to sininess.
The preceding remarks are primarily to set the stage for the discussion
of text design that followsthey certainly do not provide a comprehensive
exploration of the topic of design. One final conjecture merits comment,
however, even in this limited treatment. Good designs are simple. Simon

(1981) speaks to this point: any apparently complex entity can be
represented by a small number of relatively separable elements, linked
by sturdy (i.e., thematic) threads into a structure that is coherent.
It is interesting to speculate about the importance of simplicity in this
context. Perhaps an evolutionary advantage accrues to the simple design
(Simon v-tems to suggest as much at some places in his essay). Whether
this coi:.ecture is true, parsimony seems essential in many human
enterprises (Peters and Waterman 1982); the limited capacity of our
attentional focus ensures that any "complication" that cannot be represented (the key word) in a simple and parsimonious fashion will elude us.
That is, if anything is represented to a human being in a truly complicated
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way, it will prove incomprehensive because of our limited capacity to deal
with complexity (Ca !fee 1981).

The Rhetoric as a Basis for lext Design

It may seem strange to talk about "designing a text." Indeed, in none of
the books on text research that are readily within my grasp do I find any
reference to design (nor do most include rhetoric in the index). Designing,
however, is a formal activity, requiring intention and forethought. If it is
not talked about and made explicit, it is unlikely to happen.
I would argue that design is essential for composing textbooks, because

the overriding goal in reading instruction is to help students acquire
command of language as a formal system for thinking and communicating
(Freedman and Ca !fee 1984). Natural language serves these purposes,
but in ways that are uncertain and idiosyncratic, and which depend on
local context and shared experiences to be effective. The natural tendency
is to organize experiences; from repeated experiences in any situation

comes the development of a prototype or schema Visit a restaurant
enough times and you will create an implicit mental structure that
contains the basic features of the institution.

While these naturally formed images meet individual needs by
organizing new experiences (through analogy and metaphor), they lack
generality and they cannot be articulated (in current jargon, they have
not attained a letacognitive level). This observation is not to depreciate
the value of natural language capacities. To the contrary, these capacities
make the difference between humans and other animals, and they retain
their significance even when overlaid by more formal capabilities, As
Kinneavy (1980) says, "No use of language is considered superior to any
other. . . . Each achieves a different and valid purpose. . . . Persuasion
is bad science, but good rhetoric; and science may be good reference
discourse but bad literature" (p. 66). Indeed, the fully literate person not

only has controlboth natural and formalover language, but has the
good sense to know when each kind of control is appropriate. Don't
lecture a friend when relaxing at a bar. . .
If students are to be taught to use language as a tool, so my argument
goes, then it will be important to design a set of language experiences
that highlight the dimensions of this technology. Presenting the material
in the form of printed passages is a convenience for storing the information. In principle, there is nothing unique about the printed form, and a
teacher could use properly designed experiences with spoken language to
accomplish the same end. In fact, I would argue that, in comprehension
instruction, well-designed discussion is an essential accompaniment to
.
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well-designed text. The medium can be important: the physical stability
of the printed text makes possible analytic work that is difficult to parallel
with more ephemeral speech. Likewise the message: what is being talked
or written about does make a difference, especially in the later years of
schooling.
What may be most critical in literacy, however, is neither the medium

nor the message, but the methodthe process used to analyze language.
In natural language, these processes occur by happenstance. In formal
language, they reflect methods shared by the literate community, methods
that exemplify good design and a significant enhancement in intellectual
power.
The foundational principles for the technical analysis of language are
generally referred to as the rhetoric. This term, though it is most likely to

show up as a term in freshman composition courses in college, has its
etymological roots in the Greek art of oratory. Webster's gives as a
ineaning "the art of speaking or writing effectively." Brooks and Warren
(1972) stress the same point:

What is this course [on rhetoricj about? Is it concerned with
punctuation, figures of speech, and participial phrases? Does it have

to do with outlining themes, constructing topic sentences, and
studying the principles of unity, coherence, and emphasis? Obviously
the answer to these questions is yes. But such matters ar not studied

for their own sake. They are studied because they contribute to the
effective use of language. (p. 5)

What is the substance of the rhetoric, and how does it provide a basis
for text design? The history is fascinating. Rhetors, as they were called
by the Greeks, were professional persuaders, trained in the principles of
oratory. Corax, who produced one of the earliest rhetorics to survive

(472 B.C.), divided the subject into five segmentspoem, narrative,
arguments, additional remarks, and perorationthat in combination
yielded an appropriate speech. Aristotle later brought together the
knowledge of his time, expanded it, and published the results in 322 B.C.
His analysis, highly "scientific" in tenor, divided the rhetorical domain
into three parts: deliberative, forensic, and epidictic. The first part had

to do with the analysis of the object of presentation (invention), the
second with the organization of the presentation, and the third with the
character of the delivery (style). Aristotle's work superceded Corax and
is viewed by many scholars as the basis for present-day treatments (and
for psychological research on text; see Meyer and Rice 1984). Interestingly,
Aristotle's highly analytic and formal approach was opposed in his own

time by a large camp of orators who decried "scientific principles" and
relied instead on intuition and "practice."
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One of the handiest sources for studying modern rhetoric is a good
text for the freshman course in composition. I cannot claim to have
examined this entire genre, but I have relied on several texts recommended to me by colleagues. In Table TOC (see next page), I have placed
the contents of three of these texts side by side to allow comparison. At
first it may appear that they have little in common. Can the rhetoric serve
as the basis for text design when it is apparently without any framework
itself?

The fact that commonalities do not leap out from Table TOC, does
not mean that there is no design. A design is a representation. I Ised to
create an entity, it may or may not be obvious to the senses (just as the
plumbing and air conditioning in a building may or may not be visible).
Used to perceive an entity, it may or may not reflect the intentions of the
creator. For instance, we can't be sure who or what was responsible for
making turkeys. Nonetheless, if one is to handle the carving chores on
Thanksgiving, it is important for the person handling the knife to have
an adequate mental representation of the bird. The carver must, as it
were, impose a design on the turkey.
Likewise, just because a design is not apparent in Table TOC does not
mean that the authors did not have one in mind, nor does the appearance
signs.
of variability mean that the different authors used differen
Rather, it means that the reader must search for a representation meeting
the criteria given earlier, one that brings order out of the apparent chaos.
This point has broad applicability. Here I am using it in an analysis of
the rhetorical foundations of text design. It applies with equal force to
analysis of the design for a particular text. Because the design of a text
is not immediately obvious does not mean that no design exists. In a
sense, the essence of comprehension is the search for a design. In some
instances, the author will have created a structure that is clear-cut, in
which case the informed reader has relatively little to do. (An important

aside: just because the structure is clear-cut does not mean that all
readers have the technical knowledge needed to handle the material.) In
othei instances, the design may be obscured, intentionally or otherwise.
The reader then has a bigger job. Finally, there are instances in which a
text may not possess any coherent design; some texts are simply badly

written. The reader's task in such cases is difficult and may entail a
virtual rewriting of the text, taking whatever cues may be available.
(Some of my experiences with instructions for assembling computer
hardware fall into this latter category.)

The Elements
In Table TOC, I do not find the task of representation especially difficult.
What elements are available to the writer for composing a text? Certainly
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Table TOC

Table of Contents from Three College Texts on the Rhetoric

Brooks and Warren

Baker

Perrin

(1972)

(1977)

(1950)

PART ONE: MAKING
A BEGINNING

THESIS

Language, thinking,
feeling, and rhetoric

STRUCTURE
(Beginning, middle, end)

The problem of making
a beginning
(The subject;
the divisions)
Organizing the
composition

THE ACTIVITY OF
WRITING

PARAGRAPHS

VARIETIES OF
ENGLISH
(Formal vs. colloquial)

DESCRIPTION,
NARRATION,
PROCESS

PROBLEMS IN
ENGLISH
GRAMMAR

EVIDENCE

GOOD ENGLISH
(Appropriateness to
situation and audience)

PART TWO:
THE FORMS OF
DISCOURSE

WRITING GOOD
SENTENCES

The main intention
(form and function)

CORRECTING
WORDY SENTENCES

Methods of exposition
(identification,
comparison, etc.)

WORDS

PUNCTUATION
AND OTHER
CONVENTIONS
OF WRITING

RESEARCH

SPELLING

THE HANDBOOK
(Grammar, verbs,
pronouns, modifiers,
punctuation, usage)

WRITING
PARAGRAPHS

Argument
Persuasion
Description

Narration

PART THREE:
SPECIAL PROBLEMS
OF DISCOURSE
The paragraph and

KINDS AND
QUALITIES
OF PARAGRAPHS
SENTENCE FORM

QUALITIES OF
SENTENCES

the sentence

Diction (Words:
general and specific,
formal and informal)

THE MEANINGS
OF WORDS

Metaphor
Tone and other aspects

QUALITIES OF
WORDS

of style

THE REFERENCE
PAPER

PART FOUR: THE
RESEARCH PAPER
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the most fundamental answer to this question is words, the topic of one
or more chapters in each of the textbooks. A second elemental basis is
the sentence, again found in one or more chapters. The third building
block is the paragraph, which I think has some characteristics in common
with the sentence, though it is generally treated as a separate topic.
Finally, there is the text itself. It may seem strange to talk about "the
text" as a building block for composing, but texts of any significant length
generally prove to be combinations of more basic subtexts.
Each of these elements is separable from the others, in the sense that
they comprise unique sets of subcategories and analytic tools. These
properties are the key to understanding the advantages of separability.
Consider the domain of texts, for example. Each textbook addresses
this issue at some point, and the taxonomy is reasonably similar over the
three. Brooks and Warren are "out front" in their presentation. Under
"Forms of Discourse" they list four main types of texts, with emphasis

on the classical areas of argument and persuasion. Baker is equally
obvious, listing description and narration in common with Brooks and
Warren, adding the category of process, and leaving out argumentation.

Perrin "hides" the topic under the heading "Kinds and Qualities of
Paragraphs," where he discusses narration and description (which are
more typically considered texts rather than paragraphs), along with
supporting and climax paragraphs (which are more paragraphic in
function).

For better or worse, these textbooks (and most others) leave some
work for their readers in organizing the concept of text genre. I have
argued elsewhere (Calfee and Curley 1984) that there are three basic
genresdescription, sequence, and argument-persuasion--each of which
can assume a more or less natural or formal appearance. Thus, many
narratives can be viewed as a relatively natural sequential portrayal,
whereas the operation of a four-cycle engine requires a more formal
treatment of sequence.
To view text genre in this way is to emphasize the design aspects of the
topic. I realize that this is not the perspective of many textbook writers,

but it may serve a useful purpose for those who are interested in
schooling. As an aside, let me suggest that this perspective may mflect
movement toward an integration of cognitive psychology and the elements
of curriculum and instruction (Calfee 1981).

Problems for the reader also arise when the writer intermingles
subcategories from different domainswhether in the pursuit of understanding the design of a composition textbook or in understanding a text
on some other topic. Perrin "intermingles" when he treats text types
under the heading of paragraphs. To be sure, a text may occasionally
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comprise a single paragraph, for example, the writer introduces a brief

description or characterization in the midst of a larger text, or the
elementary student writes a one-paragraph story. Nonetheless, good
design probably separates form and function, in the sense of not confusing

one for the other. The paragraph is a formai entity in writing: my
dictionary suggests that it is a division of a composition that expresses a

thought relevant to the whole but which is complete in itself.

It is,

however, distinct from the text as a whole.
Linkage

Each of the textbooks in Table TOC also addresses the issue of linkage.

For the text as a whole, the most fundamental issue is the serial
arrangemen*.how to begin, the "middle game," and how to conclude.
In one of the simplest constructionsthe "five-paragraph" system often
taught in high schoolthe structure consists of an opening, three main
points, and a closing. In more complex passages, the writer is still advised

to begin with an overall arrangement comprising a relatively small
umber of discernible topics, each of which may then be subdivided into
a relatively small number of subtopics, and so on.
The writer is directed next to the paragraph level. Here the textbooks
discuss a variety of paragraph types, each designed to serve particular
functions within the larger structure of the text. Some paragraphs are
desigaed to give an overview, others to summarize; transitional paragraphs help the reader move from one segment to the next in a passage.
Within a paragraph, the linkages depend in part on the function of the

paragraph. Most composition textbooks deal with this matter quite
explicitly, presenting examples of how to begin and end the paragraph
and describing the use of devices such as "signal words" that help the
reader move from segment to segment within the paragraph.
The basic element for creating a paragraph is the sentence. Natural
sentences differ in several ways from those in formal writing. The latter
are also built of words, to be sure, but there is extensive use of clauses
and phrases to modify and to show relations. In a sense, one of the most
important features in the design of written sentences is again the use of
linking devicesprepositions, relative pronouns, conjunctions, and
punctuation.
The Then,2

Finally, each textbook gives considerable attention to the thematic
substance of a composition. Brooks and Warren talk about "making a
beginning," in which they discuss the importance of framing a topic that
makes sense to the writer. Baker also introduces the notion of a thesis:
find your thesis, sharpen your thesis, believe
your thesis.
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You can usually blame a bad essay on a bad beginning. If your essay
falls apart, it probably has no primary idea to hold it together.
.

.

.

The central idea, or thesis, is your essay's life arid spirit. If your
thesis is sufficiently firm and clear, it may tell you immediately how
to organize your supporting material.
. If you do not find a thesis,
your essay will be a tour through the miscellaneous. (p. 2)
.

.

Perrin speaks to this issue under "The Activity of Writing," in which he
discusses how to focus on a subject.

There is no substitute for "the beef" in writing. In composition
instruction, numerou3 observers have commented about the emphasis on
the technical side of writing (grammar and punctuation) to the neglect

of methods for thinking about the topic. Students may need explicit
instruction in the tools of thought. As Kinneavy has rioted, "The
segregation of thought from expression by the exile of logic, dialectic,
and rhetoric from the field of English is probably the most serious defect

of the present composition situation in both college and high school"
(1980, p. 32). I am tempted to address this issue at greater length, but
will leave it for another time. Suffice it to say that without a substantive
and reflective thematic core, rhetorical methods come to naught. This
problem appears most pressing in the so-called content areas of social
studies and science, where students are typically presented with large

quantities of unadorned and unorganized facts. A thematic core is
generally hard to identify. The problem appears in a different guise in
materials for the elementary grades.
None of the composition textbooks gives much attention to a matter
that many of us would consider a significant part of the development of a
themea sense of audience. To be sure, there is some truth to the notion

that the writer is his or her most important audience (Zinsser 1980). If
you, the composer, do not feel interest in the topic, then the result is
likely to be hackneyed and dull for most audiences. Nevertheless, the
writer is well advised to consider the readers: what is their background,
why Fhould they want to read the passage, what are their literary skills?
Application of Rhetorical Principles to Text Design

In this section, I will explore how the rhetorical analysis of passages that
is described 2bove can yield strategic approaches for use in comprehension
instruction. In this task, the goal is more than a set of prescriptions for

"good writing." Rather, the aim is to consider the nature of materials

that will help the student to move from the natural processes of
understanding to the formal techniques of comprehension.
This section covers four topics. First are consideration3 of simple texts
and more complex combinations of the basic building blocks. Next is a
discussion of the canonical structures that comprise the "middle" portion
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of a complex text. Finally is a presentation of methods for the rhetorical
analysis of a text; these methods, admittedly still in preliminary form,
have nonetheless proven ustful to me as frameworks for training teachers
in text analysis and for aiding students in handling complex passages.
Simple Texts

It is important at the beginning to distinguish between simple and complex
text structures. A simple text will be defined as one with a single generic
structure, whereas a complex structure is one that combines two or more
text components.
A simple narrative, fo instance, consists of the bare bones of a- story-

grammar structure: a setting, one or more episodes, and a resolution.

Bare bones though it may be, the structure should nonetheless be
complete and coherent. Experts may disagree about certain details of
proper story grammar, but for the tale without ending or resolution,
where the problem or reactions are missing or scrambled, one need not
be an expert to sense that something is wrong with the overall structure.
Story fragments, for instance, generally strike the reader as unsound.
The listener's response in natural settings is straightforward enough.
Suppose you enter during the middle of a personal tale; you may be
confused, but you can usually ask for context. In writing, and more
generally in the formal texts used for teaching comprehension, the passage
should be sufficient to carry the message in the absence of interactions
with the author. It is the essence of formal language (whether as utterance

or text) that the presentation is sufficiently explicit to carry its own
weight, given the author's assumptions about the audience. The young
student's introduction to the comprehension of formal texts, usually in
the form of narratives, should presumably be based on passages of
transparent clarity, completeness, and coherence.
Present itality is unfortunately not up to this standard. Primary grade

texts, because of assumptions about the limited decoding skills of
students, often provide only shadowy glimpses of the total discourse,
relying on the accompanying pictures to support understanding. Also in
the effort to reduce the decoding demands, these passages often use
sentence structures that challenge the b,=;ginning reader because f their
incompleteuess and unfamiliarity.
As the teacher of beginning readers, I would expect to find in a simple
narrative a bare-bones structure with clear signals in the paragraphs and

sentences about the major elements of the text, with complete and
appropriate sentences, and with simple but proper word choices. Given
that my concern is to help a child learn techniques for comprehending the

text, then decoding difficulty and sentence length will be a minor
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consideration. Rather, I want a story in which the structure is simple and
obvious, so that extracting the basic plot is an easy task. The content of
the narrative should be familiar, interesting, and "comfortable." These
characteristics of the tale allow me to concentrate my attention (and that
of my students) on processes for analyzing the text and on the structure
revealed by the application of these processes.
I would make a similar request for simple types of text other than the

narrative. At first glance this r-Nuest might seem unreasonablethe
number of "models" might be too great. In fact, if my analysis of the
rhetoric is valid, the number of distinctive text genres is not great. The
division by Ca !fee and Curley (1984) into sequential, descriptive, and
argumentative provides a basic framework. Each of these genres contains
in turn a relatively small number of subcategories. Descriptive writing,

for instance, appears to include the following distinctive subtypes:
definition, illustration, comparison and contrast, classification, and analy-

sis. One might argue about how to refine these categories (each is
described in the composition textbooks listed earlier), and one or two
additions might prove desirable. Nonetheless, the list does not boggle the

mind by its extent or complexity. Incidentally, although the literature
suggests that there is a single "grammar" for narratives, I suspect that
there are actually a small number of distinctive subtypes within this genre
(e.g., the adventure, the fairy story, the fable).
A simple descriptive text features a structure that clearly exemplifies

one subtype. Writing within such tight structural constraints requires
care, but we have identified models that show it can be done. To begin
with, the reader should be given clues during the introduction of the
passage about the structural approach being taken:
Comets are among the more unusual of heavenly bodies.
Mermaids appear in legends from around the world.

Chicks and ducklingshow are they the same and how are they
different?

The introduction should be followed by a small number of elements that
fulfill the introductory statement. The finale should restate the original
theme. This organization comprises the essence of exposition: "Tell what
you are going to say, say it, then tell what you have said." The model for
tbe primary grades may not excite the creative writer, but it can serve au
important function for comprehension instruction:

Today we traveled. First we rode in a van. Then we went in a truck.
After that we got on a train. We had a 'tot of rides.

9
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In recommending simple, streamlined texts, I am not arguing that
they necessarily comprise the best writing fc ail occasions. Rather, the
point is that they can serve an important role in introducing the reader
to the basic rhetorical building blocks used to create more complicated
passages.
Complex Texts

Most writing (and talking) is structurally complex. The reason is that
most of the topics that interest us are multifaceted. Structure follows
purpose. The person who constructs a model of the Empire State Building
from a Lego set must deal with a complicated topic; the building blocks
are nonetheless individually simple. (The analogy is actually misleading.

What is relevant is the ability of the constructor to divide the Empire
State Building into a set of subcomponents that can in turn be subdivided
into sub-subcomponems, down finally to the level of the block).
Goodbye, Darkness illustrates the point. Manchester's opening (labeled "Preamble") is a prototypical narrative setting:
Our Boeing 747 has been fleeing westward from darkened California,

racing across the Pacific toward the sun, the incandescent eye of
God, but slowly, three hours later than West Coast time, twilight
gathers outside, veil upon lilac veil.

The construction of the sentence and the choice of words show numerous
instances of rhetoric at work. My present purpose is to note the "once
upon a time" character of the lines. We are off on an adventure.
In the next two sentences, without a break in the pa -agraph,
Manchester switches style:
This is what the French can l'heure bleue. Aquamarine becomes
turquoise; turquoise, lavendar; lavendar, violet; violet, magenta;
magenta, mulberry.

This handful of words shifts the informed reader to an expository palette;
agaia, sentence structure and word choice mesn to the purpose, a steady
progression of color, with other senses (lavendar and mulberry) adding
to the intensity. Is this text a happy accident of free association? Probably
not.

As the page unfurls before the reader, Manchester continues to
reminisce: "Old memories, phantoms repressed for more than a third of
a century . . " Some seem pleasant, as "the rhythm of surf on distant
snow-white beaches." But, without a break in the paragraph, our
passenger-author moves to "one of my worst recollections . . . back with
a clarity so blinding that I surge forward against the seat belt. . . . "
.
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Against this shifting and moody backdrop, Manchester frames his
second paragraph: a single stark line:
I am remembering the first man I slew.

And so the tale is on its way. The several hundred pages that follow
continue with a mixture of styles and devices. To the reader who can
track the movements, the writing is marvelously constructed. For Manchester to have restricted himself to a "plain" autobiography would have

probably failed his purpose. Complexity intrigues and attracts partly
through novelty, but ew n more so when the viewer can trace the design
underlying the text.
And therein lies the key to the comprehension of complex passages.
Students need to learn to read not only the simple texts that model the
basic building blocks of the rhetoric. They also need to study the more
complex texts that do full justice to more complex topics. For instruction,
however, the, passages should be well-designed to illustrate the way that
the author u- 's the various eiements and links them together, such that
when the whole is comprehended the student can grasp the theme as it
was construed by the author. There is a big difference between a complex
but well-crafted text and a passage that is simply messy.
What does one look for during an analysis of the structure of text? To
remind you, my test in this chapter is from the student's perspective: can

I as a beginning reader easily "unpack" the text into chunks that are
topically and structurally distinctive? My focus here is on structural clarity
and coherence, a subject-matter specialist would have to confirm that the
topic of the passage has also been appropriately represented.
In examining a passage, I have found that a relatively simple approach
works with certain passages. These are the ones tuat I would recommend
for comprehension instruction. First, the opening segment of the passage
gives a clear message about the main topic and overall structure. Second,

the ending segment provides an equally clear resolution or summary.
Between the opening and the closing, the reader can easily divide the

text into a small number of chunks that are, again, topically and
structurally distinctive. The main work of comprehension comes in the
"middle game," to which I turn in the segment below.
Before proceeding, however, let mc reemphasize the importance of
establishing the overall structural form at the outset of a passage, whether
the text be simple or complex. The beginning reader should not bc left
uncertain about the genre. Most of the reading selections that I have
examined are reasonably direct when presenting the n ,rrative form: the
"Once upon a time" introduction of a setting is readily apparent in such
texts, at least those from the second grade and afterward. Similarly, the
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"happy ending" expected by most students is in fact chz

eristic of
virtually all stories in basal series. Problems are more likely to occur in
expository passages, both in reading series and in content-area texts.
These passages often begin and end in a confusing manner, with a variety
of genres in between, and sometimes even varying from sentence to

sentence within a paragraph. The result is almost certain to pose a
challenge in interpretation for both students and teacher.
The comment above about topical and structural distinctiveness seems
important to mt given my review of textbook passages. A witch in text
genre is seldom an accidental matter. In most instances, the author wants
to address a subtopic, expand a point that is incidental to the main theme,

or illustrate a concept that would otherwise remain abstract. For
maximum effectiveness, the text should provide clear signals about these

departures from the main theme. Even so, one must assume that the
reader knows how to use these signaN or is in an instructional situation
where guidance is provided to help the reader in detecting and applying
the cues. Most of this action takes place between the beginning and the
end of the passage.
Structure in the Middle of a Text
Writing, like a speech, is inherently linear. Word follows word in sequence,

and likewise sentences, paragraphs, chapters, and so on. Hence the
emphasis in composition books on beginning, middle, and end. Unlike
speech, however, print allows both the writer and the reader to escape
from a strictly straight-line progression. The author does not even have
to present the introduction first nor the conclusion last, though that is lily
recommendation about texts designed for the early stages of comprehension instruction.
What about structural considerations for the middle of a text? The
answer depends to a degree on the primary genre. For a narrative, the
series of episodes is the primary determinant of the middle structure. In
The Three Billy Goats Gruff, for instance, the division into the tnree
crossings can be identified by most first graders. In many trade book
versions of this tale, this division is supported by other textual devices:
each crossing occupies one or two separate pages with accompanying
pictures. The stories in basal series are sometimes "marked" in this
fashion, but not always. Thus, one may find the first sentence or two of a
new episode tagged onto the bottom of a page; it appears that typographic

considerations may outweigh the need to give definite clues about tie
partitioning of the text along structural lines. Basal texts seldom direct
the student's attention to the structural features of a passage, and so the
absence of marking devices is consistent with the pedagogyunfortunately so.
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Within the narrative form, the author may switch to another genre for
elaborative purposes. Such switches are often marked by paragraphing.
Thus, the writer may pause in the midst of a story to paint a descriptive
picture of the surroundings, or to enter a character's mind to show the
working out of a problem or reflections on a situation. For comprehension
instruction, it is helpfu: if such digressions are clearly identified, and if
the genre within a given paragraph is consistent. To be sure, this advice

is often "broken" in literary works: in the E ,,mple from Manchester
presented earlier, the first paragraph was a mixture of stylespartly
narrative, partly descriptive, partly historical, tentative as to tone. The
mixture serves Manchester's purpose, but it puts a burden on the reader
and is not a passage suitable for the beginner.
In expository writing, the author has a much freer palette, which can
be either blessing or curse. In my examinations of textbook examples, I
find that most non-narrative passages comprise a melange of styles and

topics, varying from paragraph to paragraph, and withoat any clear
markers to guide the reader. The result is that the reader winds up with
a structureless list of items, which overwhelms short-term memory and
provides little guidance for retrieval of the information.
The structural considerations in the middle of a text are determined

to some degree by the author's decisions about the basic rhetorical
structuredefinition, illustration, comparison, process, and so on. These
in turn may be shaped by the topic under consideration. The latter is
often of secondary importance in passages in basal readers, but may be
critical in content-area texts.
Beyond the standard rhetorical structures, I think that four primary
arrangements of infaimation can account for most cases. Figure STR
(see next page) shows these four in diagrammatic form. Two of them

the topical net and the linear stringare fairly primitive. The natural
tendency to cluster frequently co-occurring associations is the basis for

the topical net. Suppose you ask a person to think about the words/
images that come to mind in response to a term like dog; the task can be
easily performed if the word is commonplace, and with a high degree of
predictability in the associations. In particular, most of the words will be
"first-order" associations, fairly directly linked to the original stimulus
word.

The linear string is also a familiar structure. Perhaps because time is
such an important dimension in our lives, we have little trouble remembering a temporal sequenceas long as there is a meaningful link from
one item to the next and the list is not too long. The narrative form can
be thought of as having a list structure, in most instances. If meaningful
links do not exis, then repeated experience or practice on the sequence
is essential: it takes quite a few repetitions of the "ABC" song before
the child masters the order.
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Dr:. matrix and the hierarchy are the structures most formali:lic in
character, and they require instructional guidance. These two arrangements may be less natural, but it appears that they are critical tools for
topical analysis in most of the content areas: again and again in the social
and physical sciences, one finds instances in which the products of analysis

are expressed in one or the other of these two forms, or in various
combinations thereof.

Here again the notion of design comes to bear. The easiest way to
construe the structures in Figure STR is as patterns for linking elements
to serve some thematic purpose. They are building blocks that can be

hooked to one another to generate larger structures of unlimited
complexity. For the designer and for the comprthender of a design, it
continues to be important that the complexity be separable at each level
into a small rumber of relatively independent components. Small in this
instance probably means Miller's (1956) "magical number 7 +/ 2."
Hence my recommendations for creating the middle portion of a text
designed for comprehension instruction. First, the author should clearly
establish the overall structural form of the passage. The number of
distinctive elements in this structure should be limitedno more than
five to nine segments, depending on the familiarity of the topic. The text
should be organized around this structure, with departures clearly marked
and for an obvious purpose.
At several points I have talked about "marking." It seems to me that

textbook passages are especially flawed in this respect. In the "real
world," most writing makes extensive use of markers to the structure.
Long narratives are divided into chapters, often with a chapter title.
Within a chapter, episodes are often marked by extra spaces or a "super
capital" letter at the beginning of a paragraph.

In expository writing, the technical character of the topic and the
variety of structures available to the writer increase the need for clear
markers to the. structurc. Headings are especially important for this
purpose. In some domafas of technical writing, the basic headings are
determined by longstanding convention; reports of empirical research in
the behavioral sciences illustrat.; this point. More often, it is up to the
author to decide on a skeletal frarnework for the passage. Unfortunately,
headings are absent in many of the expository passages found in basal
series, and the headings in content-arca texts often present a confused
and idiosyncratic characte? --reflecting an underlying incoherence in the
material.
Technical writing can also be supported by a variety of other marking
devices, including "boxes," figures, tables, and graphs. The importance
of cogent overviews and summaries should not be underestimated. The
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goal is, in a sense, to help the rer "see" as well as "read." This aim
is most easily realized when the top; - is simply represented and ciearly
marked.

A Methodology for Text Analysis

Theory is a good starting point for solving problems, but translation into
nrictice is also important. How can the ideas sketched in the preceding
sections be r at into a practical format? I have wrestled with this question
over the past several years, and while much work remains ahead, I think
we are converging on a set of techniques that can be implemented in a

variety of settings while preserving the underlying principles of the
rhetoric.

Before proceeding, let me set this activity in juxtaposi tion to other
ongoing work in text analysis. In doing so, I will rely on Rumelhart's
(1977) distinction between bottom-up and top-down processes in comprehension. Bottom-up processes emphasize working from details to overall

structure, whereas top-down models impose ..werall structure as a
framework for organizing details. Both processes are indoubtedly

important to the tIader, each in its own proper place.
Most current work on text analysis by psychologists focuses on the
bottom-up aspects of comprehension, aspects that I would identify as
i nportant for the comprehensbn of sentences and paragraphs, hut of
less utility in the comprehension of complete texts. For instance, in
Britton and Black (1985) all of the ana'ortic systems presented for
explanatory (i.e., expository) text take the prc ,sition as their point of
departure (a proposition is an idea unit, usually sentence or less). These
systems have their origin in the 'work of Crothers (1972), Frederiksen
(1972) and Kintsch and van Dijk (1978), among others. All begin with
analysis of the microstructure of a passage, and then work toward a
macrostructural representation. Without making any claims about the

relative merits of diArent approaches, let me simply note that the

approach in the present paper begins with a search for a macrostructural
representation, based on an analysis of introduction, summary, and
headings, and followed by an examination of paragraphs. Seldom do I
resort to looking at sentence or subsentence units.
My presentation to the Mid-Decade Seminar included a number of
examples of such a top-down analysis of passages from basal readers and
content-area textbooks. I will comment only that these examples represented a first effort to look at a variety of texts from the primary through
the secondary grades using a macrostructural perspective, working mostly
with the paragraph as the smallest unit of analysis. This analysis revealed
a wide variety of stfies and a predominance of complex textssome for
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the better and some for the worse. Narratives tended to come off
reasonably well; exposition was notable for its lack of coherence.
In a project with a local high school, I have taken a different tack

toward rhetorical analysis. The focus for the remedial students with
whom I am working begins with their book reports. One task assigned
to these students is to prepare a book report once a month. They begin
by selecting a book from the libraryalmost always a paperback
narrative. After reading the book, they write a report. We found that the

students tended to read the text in a "natural fashion"; lacking any
analytic tools, they began at the beginning and continued to the end. At
that point, they were then suddenly faced with the cheenge of organizing
a report.
To aid them in this effort, we designed the Story Notes form shown in

Figure SN (see next page). This form, which is built upon the major
elements that comprise a book-length narrative, is for the purpose of

guiding the student during the reading of the text to organize the
information along lines suggested earlier. Setting (where, when, condi-

trms, thc overall problem), characters, plot, and resolution are the
structural elements highlighted in this method.
The process is fairly straightforward. The students are given direct
instriction in the basic elements; they analyze sample stories according

to this framework; and then are encouraged and supported to use the
format when reading other narrative texts. The importance of limiting
the number of significant events is stressed: not everything that happens
in a story is equally important.
The Story Notes Nere designed with a specific goal in mind, but the
approach has broader applicability. In particular, it provides a methodology for critical analysis of a wide variety of narrative passages. The
process requires some modification if the goal, for example, is to assess
the opportunities for instruction provided by a particular passage. A
teacher might be interested not only in the general structural characteristics of the narrative, but also in the digressions (a particularly well-

written descriptive segment, or samples of word usage that merit

attention).
The process, as we have used it, operates in the following fashion. We
begin with the assumption that the reader (student, teacher, or researcher)
has a structural model in mind; the individual knows what he or she is
looking for. In addition, we assume that if the setting, major characiers,
and primary problem are not immediately apparent at the outset of a

story, thc.n something is wrong with the passage. Once these basic
elements are established, the leader looks for the big chunks: storygrammar concepts suggest that the reader should examine each episode
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STORY NO FES
How does the story begin? (setting, time)
Who are the main characters? (br efly describe)

What is/ art the main problems or conflicts to be solved?

The Plc,: (use abbreviations to label information: p =
a = action/ o = outcome)

How does the story end? (resolution)
Other remarks? (e.g., use of description)

Figure SN. Form for text analysis of a narrative passage.
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for a problem, a response by the protagonist, and an outcome. The
resolution is generally rather obvious; the critical reader may also inquire
into the point of the tale. Some stories are for entertainment only; others
entail a moral.
Examination of an expository passage proceeds in a similar fashion,

with a few significant variations. A form for analysis of an expository
passage is shown in Figure EXP (see next page). As can be seen, the
categories of analysis are different from those for stories. In addition, the
sequence is different. One does not ordinarily leap to the end of a story;
it spoils the fun. On the other hand, checking the end of an exposition
makes a great deal of sense. Headings in a narrative are uncommon; in
an exposition, they should be available to guide the reader in organizing
the material. Pictures for a narrative are more often decorative; figures
and tables can be critical elements of an exposition, however, without
which the text may be incomprehensible.

The method of expository analysis thus proceeds more el less as
follows. First establish that you are dealing with an exposition. Since
expository m? terial is not uncommcnly embedded in a narrative frame,
this decision may not be a simple one. Second, check the beginning and
the end of the text for hints about ,cpic and structure. Third, look for
headings and other markers of the primary elements of the middle of the
text. Finally, proceed through each paragraph of the text, searching for
the major point of the paragraph and the relation of the paragraph to
what precedes and to the overall structure of the text (digressions do
occur in expository writing). The form in Figure EXP is designed to
facilitate recording the analysisassuming the text is well-written and
coherent. It is hard for me to imagine a process or a form that will handle
the task of analyzing a poorly crafted text.

Implications

As noted at the beginning of this essay, the work described herein is
preliminary. Nonetheless, I think that some fairly straightforward suggestions spring from the analysis. I have not made much effort to relate the
material to the empirical research on comprehension, but the investigation
does build on a tradition of trustworthy scholarship.
At the same time, the recommendations are subject to some caveats.
First, it would be informative to have a broader empirical research base
on (a) the effect of text structure on comprehension and (b) the effect of
training in rhetorical techniques on comprehension. We have the beginnings of such a research base, but the texts and the training have tended
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EXPOSITORY TEXT ANALYSIS NOTES
What does the title indicate about the content and the text structure?

Is there an introductory section9

yes

no

If yes, please comment on the content and structure indicated:

Is there a conclusion section9

no

yes

If yes, please comment on the content and structure indicated:

What type of expository text does the passage seem to be?
(descriptive, sequential, argument-persuasion)

Are there headings or other markers9

yes

no

If yes, give a brief sketch

Figure EXP. Form for text analysis of an expository passage.

to be microcosms of the "real thing." Second, the emphasis in this paper

has been on text stricture. The complete rhetoric covers a broader
domain: word usage and the parsing of sentences and paragraphs are
among the significant areas neglected in the present paper.
Textbook Design

The materials available for instruction in today's schools tend to be
content-orieoted. For reading and language arts, the content is referred
to as "skills." Most of these are fairly low-level detailsspecifiL lettersound correspondences, the meaning of the "new words" in a passage,
word compounds, comma usage, and so on. Comprehension is covered
by terms like main idea, literal details, inference, and fact versus opinion.
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Figure EXP. (continued)

Divide the text into seven OT fewer chunks, wing any markers available. Write
paragraph numbers for each segment, indicate function using legend at bottom
of page, and write synopsis of content.

Paragraphs
#

Function.

# _ Function:

#

Function.

#

Function.

#

Function:

#

Furxtion.

# _ Function-

Legend: i = introduction/ s = summary/ t = transition/ d = definition/

c = comparison/ p = proolem + solution/ e = explanation

1 it
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While these terms can be interpreted with reference to rhetorical
principles, the parallels are strained and something is lost in translation.
When the topic is Engfish, social studies, or science, th-:. content is
determined by prevailing topics in the field. English has been subject to

wide variations in recent years. Social studies has a set of classic
dimensionshistcry, geography, economics, political sciencebut is also
beset by doubts as to the proper foci for public education. In the phyical
and biological sciences, the disciplines are weli-established; problems
arise in translating the rapidly evolving content and methods of modern
science into a form suitable for the schools.
Neither in the reading curriculum nor in the content areas Lio I find
much mention to rhetorical principles. In ianguage arts, some consideration is given to relatively low-level concepts of formal language usage,
mostly in connection vtith "proper usage." Discussion of text forms,
whether for reading or writing, is rare.
The shortcomings, from my perspective, exist at two distinctive levels.
First, the concentration seems to be on what I have labeled content, with
less consideration of the techniques for text analysis and the structures
that emerge from application of these techniques. In my examinations of
basal readers, I find few instances in which students are led to inquire
into chpracter and plot: they are not instructed in the questions that yield
answers about Clese issues, nor are they shown the well-formed shapes
taken by these answers.
Second, whatever the concerns to ensure the adequacy of the content
of modern textbooks, less attention seems to be given to the rhetorical
quality of the materials. To put it bluntly, many of these materials are not
well-written (Anderson, Armbruster, and Kantor 1980). Previous analyses
have intermingled problems of content and structure. The purpose of this
paper has been to highlight the latter.
Textbook publishers must deal with a multitude of constraints in the
design of a series. Many of these constraints reflect the conventions of
the marketplace. Others spring from concerns about valuesfor example,
proper respect for individuals from all parts of the society. Some appear

rathe: silly, such as the restrictions on readability. A few verge on
censorship.
Nonetheless, it seems a reasonable request that texts provide rhetorical
models that, if not ideal, are at least adequate. In addition, I would argue
that reading series should include a variety of simple models of the various

genres that teachers can use to instruct students in the techniques of
comprehension. My investigations of basal readers suggest that, while
many of the contemporary series contain good literature, samples of
"clean" expository writing are harder to identify.
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Textbook Selection

A few states stand as the primary gatekeepers in the designation of those
textbook series that will thrive in the marketplace. I have participated as
a member of several groups responsibe for selecting reading series. My
experience suggests that these decisions are generally negligent with

regard to writing quality. The background and qualifications of the
committees generally do not emphasize this dimension: committee
members are often talented in their own fields, and the groups have men
diligent. However, I cannot remember a discussion that systematically
focused on the writing quality of the teNts.
This difficulty can be solved partly by considering the matter in the

appointment of groups responsible for textbook selection. I car also
imagine alternations in the ubiquitous rper form that serves to tally
opinions during this process. Changes in the methodology, however, are
likely to matter only if the people understand the issues.
Teacher Training

Elementary teachers generally have to take one or two courses on "how

to teach reading." In some states, all teachers must submit to this
requirement. In examining a dozen or so books of the sort used for these
courses, I have yet to find any that include any references to rhetorical

principles. None of the examples in my library even draws the basic
distinction between narrative and expository forms. Text comprehension
is describA according to the terms used in test construction and in scope-

and-sequence chartsmain idea and so on.
I would suggest that we have a problem, in that many of the teachers
in elementary classrooms and most of those at the secondary level may
lark knowledge of some fundamental principles in the technical use of
language. To be sure, many of these individuals may have encountered a
freshman English course in which these principles were reviewed. I am
not greatiy reassured by this possibility. First, the content and impact of

such courses vary widely. Second, we should make explicit the link
between these principles and the young student's ability to read and
write. The tendency is to iew rhetorical concepts as the province of the
elite, whereas in fact, every one of us has to wrestle with the 1040 tax
form and other afflictions of the modern world.
Formal language, the language of the rhetoric, provides the foundation

for dealing with the modern world. Thinking, problem solving, and
communication are the basic skills for survival today. Learning the tools
for handling these tasks is the job of our schools. I see no reason wny we
cannot ensure that all students possess these tools at the end of thirteen
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years of schooling. We must be clear in our purpose, and explicit in the
message we present to students. The essential elements for designing a
curriculum to achieve this goal are available. The job ahead is to make
the hest use of what we airead: know.
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Commentary

Judith A. Langer
Stanford University
The papers are interesting and very different. Essentially they represent
the tensions in our field between form and function, and how these relate
to readability and well-written text. Each author has interpreted "text"
in a different way: Schallert deals with textual discourse in general, while

Calfee has focused on constructed texts, particularly those used for
reading instruction. He seems to see texts as essentially constructed,
while she secms to view them as essentially interpersonal and discursive.
While Calfee goes on to explore ways in which text can be manipulated
to improve readability, Schallert would likely look toward changes in the

social context or functional intent that invokes the writing in the first
place. These obvious differences aside, my reaction focuses on (1) their
papers in general, (2) some apparent points of agreement and disagreement, and (3) some general issues their papers raise for the field to
consider.
Both Schallert and Calfee indicate that a text is an interactive enterprise

between reader and author which requires an awareness of the other as

well as the topic, and that it is function-drivenits creation driven by
guiding purpose. Further, they see text structure as being guided by these

factors. Schallert develops the notion of function-driven text in some
detail, while Calfee goes on to other things.
Schallert argues for an interpersonal and socio-communicative view of

text, while Calfee focuses on the design of the texton the logically
predictable and generalizable structures associated with particular genres

and discourse modes. Schallert describes text in terms of an abstract
framework that grows out of how things are perceived and organized in
a particular domain, and hence sees text as an amalgam of content and
structurethe blueprint and its ideas, with an understandable message
to an intended audience.
Schallert shows how the purposes and underlying rules of the message

help shape the text, and she calls for a diminution of focus away from
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domain-specific texts and toward a focus on fundamental principles or
ideas. While on the whole I find the argument she develops in this paper
to be strong, and I agree with most of what she has said, I sense one
issue concerning domain-specific texts. She argues against the use of such

texts because "even experts cannot agree on a certain pattern of
concepts," so how can they be used to guide text patterns? I think we
can look at the same issue another way--not on the pattern of concepts
but on ways in which people approach problems and seek evidence in a

,

particular field. It may be that the set of underlying principles of logic or
rules of evidence people use to make sense of ideas and judge concepts
is domain-specific, and an inderstanding of these domain-specific approaches to knowledge may make texts more comprehensible to readers
who understand these approaches.
Schallert has presented the complexity of the interrelationships between content and structure within socio-functional underpinnings, and
aptly argues that beyond topic familiarity, even well-written and logically
"rule-abiding" texts are less comprehensible to someone who is unfamiliar
with that particular discourse form or rule of logic. However, in developing
this social-interpersonal notion of meaningful text, she loses her focus on
its relationship to structure.

Calfee, on the other hand, while stating that each text must have a
guiding purpose , does not develop this notion but focuses instead on

what he calls the essence of comprehensionthe text design. He has
shared his work-in-progresshis beginnings ot a design for readable
textand in doing this has given me a chance to impose my own design
upon it.

I see Calfee as working toward a broader definition of what wellreadable, and therefore well-written, approaches to text should be. le
seems to use a text-semantic approach by taking into account what wellwritten text must include and the way it is processed by the reader. In
doing this he sees writing, like Schallert, as an interactive (as well as
functional) exchange between writer and audience.
Calfee's text types inay not be so different from the traditional types,
if you think of the traditional categories as strategies in the service of
some larger communicative goal. In particular, his simple/complex text
notion may be a very helpful distinction. However, the distinction may be
a bit more complicated than is described in his ix, ler. The strategies he
speaks of may seldom be pure, even in their simplest forms.

In his conclusion, Calfee asks why teacheis don't complain about
badly written texts. Perhaps I can begin to answer that. For the past four
years, Arthur Applebee and I have been studying writing in secondary
school classrooms. To do this, we spend a few days a week in particular
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subj,xt-area classes. The teachers we worked with have all but given up

on texts. They teach the concepts first, in their lectures, and use the
textbooks as a supplement, afterwards. Comprehension becomes the
focus of discussions; reading is for review and evtension of ideas.

Some Questions for the Field
I. Although Schallert and Ca !fee both focus on readable texts, to some
degree each seems to approach the issue from the viewpoint of the
atr.hor reaching toward the reader and manipulating something in an
effort to be understood. However, neither really questions the extent
to which "well-formed" texts make a difference from the point of view
of the reader, or under what circumstances this does or does not make
a d:fference. Before the field engages in widespread text reform, such
questions need to be explored.

2. Given well-structured text (and Ca !fee has made a nice step in
identifying functionally well-structured text), we need to address one
other issue important for purposes of readability of text: how important
is it to teach children those structures?

3. Both Schallert and Ca !fee begin with a sena of the importance of
interweaving notions of function and structure in their views of text.

However, the relationships between the two get lost; each authur
moved on to develop one or the other of the pair. Just as with process/
product distinctions, socio-functional and structural relationships may

not yet be sufficiently conceptualized. It may take time to develop
models of how they work toge:her in the development of more readable
texts.

4. My last question is one that isn't really addressed by eittier Schtllert
or Ca !fee, but one that I think needs asking. And that has to do with
now the orchestration of structure and purpose changes with such

variables as topic, task, and agewithin and across individuals.
Although it is necessary to develop a model indicating the general
interplay of purpose and structure, more useful for the field would be
descriptions of the roles that purpose and structure play in the service
of producing different kinds of texts.
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In the first half of the eighties, attempts to account for reading comprehension in terms of text structure fell into ill repute as a result of the
theoretical criticisms of Morgan and Se liner (1980) and the empirical
work of Brewer and others (Brewer and Lichtenstein 1981, Jose and
Brewer 1983, Flay and Brewer 1983, Tierney ,And Mosenthal 1983). In the
past year, we have seen some thoughtful responses to these criticisms in

the discussions of the role of text structure by Trabasso, Secco, and Van
Den Broek (1984), Stein and Policastro (1984), and Meyer (1984). As
these researchers move away from what proved to be purely structural
accounts of understP.nding text, we are seeing the emergence of new
insights. The papers by Calfee rJ Schallert are an attempt to begin to
apply these new views to text or, at least, to raise our consciousness to
them. Their attempts to apply these views do not occur without the
emergence of some tensions. It i a few of these tensions which I wish to
articulate in my discussion of their papers.

One tension relates to a reader's purpose. Sometimes Calfee and
Schallert give the impression that readers should be viewed as learners
whose charge in life is to match the author's representation of meaning.
At other points Calfee and Schalleit refer to notions such as Nystrand's
textual space, the overriding influences of context, and the generalization
that "no text has a single stable correct meaning." The latter point of
view is apparent in Schallert's conclusion (veiled in cautious optimism)
that texts have "open" rather than "closd" meaning potentials. Unfortunately, both authors tend to retreat from the view that text is more
"open" than "closed." And, as a result, they base their comments about
comprehension and the "ideal" text upon the notion that text should be
read with the goal of gleaning a representation of the author's ideas.
A second tension involves how Schallert and Calfee view the structure
of knowledge. In both papers, but especially Calfee's, there is a tendency
to assume that expository text is best structured in accordance with how
113
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ideas are logically outlined or organized hierarchically. At other points
ir discussion of structure, Calfee and Schallert defer to Aristotle's
,des. At still other points, both Calfee and Schallert cite researeti by
cognitivists who have dealt with issues such as limited capacity, schema

activism, etc. Unfortunately, the authors never draw together these
considerations. For example, they never relate the findings of schema
theorists to the discussion on how texts might be structured. Nor do they
address Miller's 7 + / 2 research on imagery, perspective taking, but
instead retreat to models of knowledge which emphasize structural
considerations and tend toward an advocacy of a linear model of discourse

processing. I would posit that readers are not tied to the text in such a
manner. Readers can skip around, take time out, refer to other sources
that is, they can control the rhythm and nature of their approach to text.
A third tension follows from the attempt to model meaning by easting
arguments about form which disregard function. Calfee mentions that as
a result of thinking about his courses in experimental design he is very
sensitive to the need for emphasizing design. My experience dif:ers from

Calfee's. I find I have students who have more difficulty specifying
research questions after taL ing such courses, and part of their difficulty
arises as a result of placing a design before their purposes. I feel Calfee's
rtference to architecture is plagued with an appreciation of form which
disregards issues of function. Despite the homage given rhetoricians,

both Calfee and Schallert appear to place more credence in the text
frame or mode as an end rather than a possible means.
The struggle between fiinction and form should not be viewed as a

minor area of concern nor an issue which will be resolved in simple
terms. If we are to understand tem-, we must grappie with issues of the
intentionality of authors and readers. In discussions of what makes a text

considerate or what purposes a text are intended to serve, we often
unwittingly and naively approach text with a view to function and form
which ignores the complexities involved in form's alignment with function.

Oftentimes, as teachers, we may attribute intentions to authors with the
reckless abandon of an officious editor and require students to be held
accountable to our interpretations.
I close where Robert Calfee began his paper. Calfee presented a rich
and enlightening cUscussion of the multidimensional nature of his encounter with Goodbye, Darkness. I jotted down a note to myself: "I love this

excursion into the reality of his own reading experience. Too often our
analyses of text reflect disembodiments due to our lack of appreciation
of the multifaceted and personal nature of such encounters."I believe it
is from an appreciation of reading as involving such phenomena that our
understanding of the role played by structure will be defined. It is then
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that we will understand the delicate balancing act which takes place
between form, concepts, points of view, characters' beliefs, narrator's
view, author's intentions, readers' purposes, and text potentials. Maybe
such analyses will enable us to appreciate the politics underlying our view

of the world through text. Maybe it will force us to reconsider our
metaphorspipelines to knowledge, process, information . etrievaland

generate others which capture the reader's varied experiences with the
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III Oral Language: its
Relation to Writing,
Reading, and Response
to Literature

Introduction
Speaking and listening are important strands of the language arts
curriculum even if sometimes overlooked in the current zeal for connecting

reading and writing. The two papers presented here remind us of
important research too often overlooked in planning school programs,
and they point to critical avenues of inquiry yet to be undertaken. Miles
Myers presents a valuable historical perspective and a clear analysis of
the shared features of oral and written language. One intriguing dimension of his paper is the suggestion that experiences with speech events
lead to inevitable consequences with written language.
David Dickinson summarizes studies in interactive learning, particularly studies in early childhood education, and explains wh} kindergarten
and first grade teachers attend more to oral language than those who
follow. Because the two papers tap diverse fields of study, they complement
one another.

In her commentary, Roselmina Indrisano stresses the importance of
oral language to disabled learners and vigorously argues for the future

interaction of researchers and teachers, a theme that aroused many
participants at the seminar. David Dillon, also, seeks a reorientation of
research efforts, and, in focusing on purpose and meaning, he issues a
clarion call for change, a change mandatory in many ways if studies of
learning beyond the primary school level are to come to grips with the
importance of oral language in learning.
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The Shared Structure of Oral
and Written*Language and the
Implications for Teaching Writing,
Reading, and Literature
Miles Myers
University of Californizi at Berkeley

Humans are primarily, over and above theit biological needs, makers and
users of symbols (Wh'ehead 1927, Langer 1942, Cassirer 1944), and it is
through oral and written language that humans most frequently interpose
a netwc k of signs betweeh the world and themselves and then use those
signs to construct and master their world (Gusdorf 1965). For example,

mathematical (6,7), visual (0,0), and action (n) signs can all be
translated into oral and written language (six, seven, circle, square, ana
pointing), thus making oral and written language the primary mediums
for using sign systems and for knowing the world. One question to be
addressed is whether oral and written language are themselves different
ways of knowinga different consciousness. The answer to this question
can have important implications for the way oral and written language
are taught in the classroom.

A Historical Perspective on Oral and Written Language
Plato answers the question with both a yes and a no. On the one haixl,
in the Phaedrus and in the Seventh Letter he draws a sharp distinction
between ofal and written language and attacks writing in terms quite
similar to those sometimes used today against computers: writing destroys

the memory; it is a thing pretending to do outside the mind what can
only be done inside the mind; and it is an unresponsive, garbage-in/
garbage-out device (Ong 1982).

On the other hand, Plato, who formulated his ideas in writing, also
attacked t 2 old oral tradition (excluding poets from his Republic) and
praised alphabetic writing as analytic, abstract, and visual (Ong 1982,
Havelock 1963). Plato's inconsistency is not a simple issue. Havelock and
Ong bflieve that Plato's oral/ .vritten ambivalence results from the fact
that oral and written language represent different types of consciousness:
the oral is additive, cumulative, situational, and participatory; the written
121
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is subordinate, analytic, detached, and objectively distanced. Plato cannot
decide whether he favors the pai:icipatory consciousness of oral language
or the analytic objectivity of wriLten language.

Myron Tuman finds some of this same ambivalence in Ong's work
(Tuman 1983). On the one hand, Ong argues that in writing and print
literacy, we gain a "phenomenological sense of existence [that] is richer
in its conscious and articulate reflection than anything that preceded it"
(Ong 1982, p. 155). On the other hand, he observes, "By removing words
from the world of sound where they had fil.st had their origin in active
human interchange and relegating them definitively to visual surface . . .
print encouraged human beings to think of their own interior conscious
and unconscious resources as more a ad more thing-like, impersonal and
religiously neutral" (pp. 131-32). For Ong, ultimately, oral language is
primary: "The interiorizing force of the oral word relates in a special way
to the sacral, to the ultimate concerns of existence" (p. 74).
Plato's problems with oral/written differences continue in the writing
of information-processing theorists, who also give a mixed response to
the oral/written question, depending upon whether the theory emphas'zes
assimilation and early acquisition or accommodation and later acquisit.on.

From a gradualist perspective, which emphasizes assimilation. oral
language is primal y because it is the bridge to writing. Learners learn by
reducing new problems, such as writing, to problems pieviously solved,

such as oral language. From the stages, and structuralist perspective,
which emphasizes accommodation, oral and written language represent
two radically different structures in the mind of the competent user of
language. In other words, learning to write requires a fundamental
cl.ange in internal mental schemes for language so that mental structures
are available to fit the new realities of writing.
These two themes, the gradualist and structuralist, appear in a number
of studies of interactive language development in children (Harrell 1957;
O'Donnell, Griffin, and Norris 1967; (rolub 1969; Emig 1971; O'Donnell
1974; Graves 1975; Loban 1976: Falk 1979; Flower and Hayes 1970; and

Peri 1979). Dyson (1983), taking a gradualist perspective, found that
kindergarten children initially use talk to invest written gi aphics with
meaning and eventually view talk as the substance of written language.
As Vygotsky and others have indicated, in the eat ly stages of acquiring
writ:ng skills, oral/written correspondence is crucial:
In speaking, he is hardly conscious of the sot;nds he prenounces and
quite unconscious of the mental operations he performs. In writing,
he must take cognizance of the sound structure of each word, dissect
it, and reproduce it. . . (1962, p. 99)
.
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Bereiter (1980), taking a structuralist perspective an.' emphasizing the
differeuces between oral ianguage and written language, found in writing
acquisition that the "incorporation of a new skill requires reorganization"
cf the men':al process, creating stages of development (p 154). Loban
has a dual perspective, describing how at first oral language appears to
be the source of structure for writing and then later writing appears to
be structurally different:
From grades one through seven the oral aver age words per unit tends
to be slightly higher than the written average. In grades seven through

nine a rapprochement seems to be occurring, and in grades ten
through twelve longer units ocr ur in writing. (1976, p. 34)

The gradualist perspective, emphasizing developmental histo:y, sometimes gives a primary status to oral language. De Saussure argued that

writing exists "for the sole purpose of representing" oral language
because the basis of written language is the "associative" bond between

an oral sound and a concept ([1916] 1966), and Bloomfield argued,
"Writing is not language, but merely a way of recording language by
means of visible marks" (1933, p. 21). For both de Saussure and
Bloomfield, the oral is language, and writing a mere reflection of the
oral.

The structuralist perspective, emphasizing differences, sometime,
gives priority to written language. Olson first argues that oral and written
language have fundamentally different ways of defining meaning:
Chomsky provides a theory of sentence meaning in which the meaning

of the sentence is independent of its function or context. Chafe, in
contrast, offers a theory of intended meaning that encompasses both

the intentions of the speaker and the interpretations the hearer
constructs on the basis of the sentence, its perceived context, and its
assumed function. . . . Chomsky's assumption is that language is

best represented by written texts; Chafe's is that language is best
represented by oral cetwersational utterances. (1977, p. 260)

He then argues that learning to write is a process of learning to
decontextualize information and that because modern literacy puts a high
value on decontextualizing information, writing is of primary importance.

Olson's description of the cultural relationships of oral and written
language follows closely the description proposed by Emig. For her,
writing is learned, talk natural; writiug is a technological device, but talk
is organic (Emig 1977). The separatist arguments of Emig, Olson, and
others seem w have three main pmblems. First, these arguments igno,.e
the fact that there is nothing inherently "natural" about oral language.
Both oral and written language are learned sign syster.is which mediate
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experience and which put forth masks for both speakers and writers.
Ong, arguing that the writer's audience is a fiction, says, "Masks are
inevitaole in all human communication, even oral" (1977, p. 80), and
Derrida takes i.he argument one more step in his claim that oral ianguage,

in the sense that it recieates texts (roles for speakers and listeners) and
uses signs, is a kind of writing (Derrida 19 76).

Second, many of the separatist arguments assume one direction of
influence, from oral to written. But Good: challenges this assumption:
"Is it not likely that as speech is the major determinant of writing, so

writing to a lesser degree will iniluence speech and the associated
cognitive processes?" (1977, p. 76). This question calls attention to the
fact that much of the oral language that contemporary students hear and
bring to classrooms as background information is what Ong calls
"secondary orality"--TV news, plays, discussions, lectures, and documentaries which all began as planned and written prose and then

secondarily became oral language on radio or television (Ong 1982). This
shift of direction, from written to oral, means that the primary differences
between one kind of language and another become matters of context,
not oral/written differences.
Third, many of the separatists' arguments have a Piagetian perspective
which ignores context and culture. Information-processing researchers
like Flower and Hayes (1970) usually include a box for context in their

flow charts, but they do not specify its details. However, Margaret
Donaldson (1978), among others, has shown persuasively that when the
context of a Piagetian task is changed, the children's response changes:
The way a siWation is described will have an effect on how the child

construes it.

.

. We do not in ordinary cr nversations with one

another attend to "pure linguistic meaning."

. .

. We have repeatedly

seen that younz children's interpretations of language may be
powerfully influenced by context. (pp. 69, 71)

Donaldson argues that the primary problem for children may not be an
understanding of conservation but an understanding of the differences

among speech situations: "The child has not learned to distinguish
between situations where he is supposed to give primacy to the langauge
and situations where he is not" (1978, p. 70).
In other words, the way one solves a problem is determined by context;
the context is mediated or shaped by the language or sign system; and
the child must be able to "read" the language Of sign system in order to
know what kinds of contexts are signified and thus what kinds of answers
are appropriate. Vygotsky has explained how contexts get internalized
and how oral-language versions of these contexts aye turned into written
versions. In doing so, he provides an important modification of Piagetian
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theory. Piaget (1926) argued that a child's talking-aloud-to-self behavior
was an instance of egocentricism and that this ki
raI language
disappeared as the child became less egocentric and ,
'k to others.
Vygotsky (1978), on the other hand, argued that this extern& ,gocentric
speech is a step in the process of internalizing language and contexts. In
the first step of internalizing contexts, according to Vygotsky, the learner

begins with the help and assistance of another, usually through oral
language exchanges (E:uner 1979, Snow 1977) in which the learner's
partner in the exchange is someone who structures the language of the
exchange at a level slightly ahead of the l,-arner's level of development.

Dialogues between children at a similar stage of development fail to
produce improvement in performance (Herber 1979, Sonstroem 1966,
Wood 1980).

Later, as the learner attempts to use a sign system without the help of
others, the learner "starts conversing with himself as he has been doing
with others" (Vygotsky 1962, p. 19) and uses talking,)-self or
egocentric speech as a scaffold or supporting aid to rem..
what to do (Vygotsky 1962, Graves 1975). "At three," says Vygo
"the difference between egocentric and social speech equals zero" (,
p. 134).
Next, between the ages of three and seven, this external talking-aloudto-self k slowly internalized and changed into inner speech, a new speech

form which is semantically abbreviated and which contains the basic
forms of social interaction in which the language occurs. Thus, the learner
transfers "social, collaborative forms of behavior to the sphere of innerpersonal psychic functions" (Vygotsky 1962, p. 19). These internalized

forms of social interaction represent quite different contextsconversations, lectures, sermons, graduation speeches. In other words, language
learners learn to converse with themselves, to give themselves lectures
and sermons, and even to present to themselves graduation speeches and
ceremonies. Once the context is internalized through language signs,
whether oral or written, the signs become analogous to a tool which is
manipulated within some functional activity, being used for internal and
external problem solving and for the control of self and others (Vygotsky
1978). Vygotsky has diagramed this relationship as in Figure 1.

Mediated activity

Sign
Figure I. (From L. S. Vygotsky, Mind in Society, p. 54. Cambridge: Harvard University Press.
Reprinted by permission.)
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This position of a fundamental oral/written similarity in underlying
forms is supported by evidence from a number of sources. Studies of the

written language of deaf children seem to have established rather
conclusively that there is an important functional connection between
hearing and using oral language and learning to write (Temp lin 1950,
Ruddell 1966, Kyle 1981, Charrow 1981). Tannen argues that "features
that have been associated exclusively with spoken or written language are
often found in discourse of the other mode" (1982, p. x), and Cooper
finds that the "fundamental communicative process" is the same in both
oral and written language (1982, p. la)).
The essential difference, then, is not the oral/written contrast but the
contrasts of different contexts or styles. l3lankenship concluded that her
study "indicates that syntactic structure is determined by an individual's
style" rather than the oral/written distinction (1962, pp. 419-22), and
Chafe (1982) found that spoken ritual, as observed among Senecan
Indians, shares many features with written language, suggesting that the
essentiai distinction is between ritual and colloquial contexts within the
same societies, not oral/written differences. Exploring a similar problem,
Olson compared written textbooks in literate societies to ritualized
speech in oral societies, and concluded that the two forms served the
same purpose in the different societies (1980b). What Olson did not do
is to examine how the ritualized speech of oral societies was also replaced

in the ritualized speech of literate societies. In other words, do the
written texts of literate societies have analogous forms in the oral language

of these literate societies? The argument I am making is that these oral/
written analogies exist and are functional (Myers 1982).
But not all researchers agree that the oral and the written are similar
forms used to signify such different contexts as rituals and conversations.
Drieman (1962), Gruner et al. (1967), Kroll (1977), and Higgins (1978)

are examples of studies which emphasize the structural differences
between oral and written language. But Kroll provides no statistical tests

of her counts of subordinators and coordinators in oral and written
discourse, and Drieman's analysis of vocabulary differences suffers from
a small n, eight subjects, and a graphics analysis in which frequency was
not based on dividing a given word count by total words.
The Gruner and Higgins studies present different problems. Gruner's
oral/written contrast is based on differences between an assigned essay
and an assigned "extemporaneous" speech. The fact that the speech had

to be extemporaneous and the essay did not creates an important
difference of context that was not controlled for. The question is whether
extemporaneous contexts for writing and extemporaneous contexts for

speaking require significantly different language. Keenan (1977) has
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examined this question and found that the distinction between planned
and unplanned contexts is critical in both writing and oral language.
Murphy (1981) notes that the Higgins oral/written contrast is based on
oral and written samples from students in grades 4, 5, 6, and 8, without

any controls for developmental differencesraising the question of
whether the study was examining trends in the acquisition of oral and
written skills, not differences between the oral and written forms per se
among accomplished performers. One would rertainh xpect significant
oral/written differences in the language of students just ocgini,mg to
write.

At least two researchers have changed their minds about oral/written
differences. In an early study. Collins and Williamson argued that the
semantic abbreviation of the inner language could not be adequately
elaborated in writing by writers in grades 4, 8, and 12 because these

writers depended too heavily en their oral experiences and did not
recognize the fundamental structural differences of writing (1981). But
in a follow-up study of writers in grades 8 and 17, these two reseaichers
arrived at a different conclusion, modifying the findings of their 1981
study: weak writers are not charc.cterized by a higher rate of semantic
abbreviation but by an inability to vary the use of semantic abbreviation
for d.fferent contexts (Collins and Williamson 1984).
Collins and Williamson's finding that the difference of fundamenta'

importance is the difference among different forms of inner speech,
capturing differences in social interaction, is the position taken by this
paper. Oral and written language, although having obvious differences
which must be overcome in acquisition, share fundamental mental sign
systems which internalize different rhetorical forms from culture. It is the
differences of context within oral and written versions that must be
understood. The critical quelion is "What is the cultural unit which gets
internalized and shapes both oral and written language?" This question
has been at the center of frame semantics (Fillmore 1976), speech act
theory (Searle 1969), anthropology (Bateson 1972), and sociolinguistics
(Berger 1963). Hymes (1974) and Ricoeur (1979) have given the most
perceptive responses to this question.
Hymes has distinguished between the speech act (such as a joke), the
speech event (such as a conversation or lecture), and the speech situation
(such as eating, political gatherings, and weddings). Hymes says that
speech acts are rule-governed and are embedded in spcech events. Speech

events are the maximum set of speech activities "directly governed by
rules or norms for the use of speech." And speech situations, "in contrast
to speech events . . . are not themselves governed by . . . one set of rules
throughout" (1974, pp. 51-52).
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In Ricoeur, this speech event is the "discourse" which underlies both
speaking and writing: "It is as discourse that language is either spoken or

written" (1979, p. 74). For Ricoeur (and Hymes), discourse has four
traits text or instance of discourse, speaker, subject, and audience. Says

Ricoeur, "These four traits taken together constitute speech as an event"
(1979, p. 75). The speech event is shaped out of language, which has as
its basic unit the sign, the basic "construct between socially organized
persons in the process of interactioa" (Volosinov 1973, p. 21).

For Ricoeur, a speech event or discourse underlies both oral and
written language, dew the fact that oral and written language have
differences. This position is similar to uoody's, in which "language" is
related to both speech and writing (1977, p. 77), as shown in Figure 2.
The Nature of the Speech Event

Within the speech event, there are three relationshipsspeaker-audience,
speaker-subject, and speaker-textall organized around the sgn (or
word). These three relationships are explicit or implicit in studies of
audience and subject (Moffett 1968, Himley 1980, Kantor and Rubin
1981); poetic and transactional writing (Britton et al. 1975, Applebee
1977); the social and logical (Olson 1980a); the interpersonal, ideational,
and textual (Halliday and Hasan 1976); and the continuum from telephone
calls to prayers and lectures (R. Lakoff 1982).
In this analysis, the three relationships are co-occurring features, not
separate features. The division of the speech event into separate features
such as audience and function in Britton et al. (1975) and even audience

alone in Rubin (1984) runs counter to the empirical evidence on how
people classify things in natural language. Neither writers nor speakers
separate audience from subject or other matters when actually engaged

F-7 Langue (language)

Parole (speech)

Ecriture (writing)

Figure 2. (From J. Goody, The Domestication of the Savage Mind. CI) 1977 Cambridge
University Press. Reprinted by permission.)
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in the act of speaking or writing. Rosch (1977) reports that people use
common prototypes with central tendencies and co-occurring features to
anchor classificatiorr, not a list of separate features, and tha , people

group things as more Or less distant from the imagined prototype
providing a fuzzy, more-or-less distinction between classifications, not an
either/or distinction.

The separation of audience and function does not workeven in the
data of Britton et al. (1975). They report "the overriding association of
'pupil to examiner' with transactional writing," "a strong association of
the 'child to trusted adult' audience with expressive writing," and "the
strong association of all informative categories (taken together) with the
'pupil to examiner audience' " (p. 184). These strong associations suggest
that audience and subject or function are co-occurring features within a
larger speech-event frameworknot separate, isolated features.

The tLree co-occurring relationshipsshown in Figure 3 (see next
page)are (a) distancing: between speaker and audience, from personal
to impersonal, involving both personal relations and subject matter,
signaled by such signs as first, second, and a third person; (b) processing:
between speaker and subject, from participant to spectator, signaled by
such signs as "alot," "kinda," and, "however," "although," and "consequently:" and (c) modeling: between speaker and text, from transitory to

permanent texts, signaled by presence or absence of titles, abstracts,
institutional identification, and types of conclusions.
Moffett's use of co-occurring features, speaker-audience relations, and
speaker-subject relations is the correct direction (Moffett 1968), but his

failure to organize these features around a few stable intermediate
prototypes resulted in a project with a proliferation of disconnected
forms, whieh in turn resulted in an enormous management and explanation problem for teachers when the project reached the classroom. The
need for a few stable intermediate forms is not just a matter of simpiifying
classroom management. Herbert A. Simon has argued that these forms
are essential for development: "We have shown thus far that complex
systems will evolve from simple systems much more rapidly if there are
stable intermediate forms than if there are not" (1981, p. 209).

In the model proposed here (see again Figure 3), there are four
fundamental prototypes of contexts, each with a set of co-occurring
features around which are organized four distinctive speech events
acquisition events, conversations, presentations (lectures, sermons), and
rituals (oaths of office, presentations of academic papers at conferences)
(Myers 1983). According to Goffman, the critical distinction among all
forms is between talk (acquisition events and conversations) and lectures
(presentations and rituals) (1981).
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Figure 3. Distancing, processing, and modeling within the speech -event framework.
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It is important to note that this approach to culture is in terms of

speech events, not social classes. An exarnpk of the latter is Bernstein's
study of restricted language in lower classes and elaborated language in
middle classes (Bernstein 1971), and an example of the former is Richard
Ohmann's study of rhetorical situations (1982). Ohmann sees Bernstein's
position as an argument for static social continuity, sorting people into
class and code users, and sees his own position as allowing "choice at
every point" among a variety of roles: "The participants create the social

relations of each encounter, in addition to inheriting them" (p. 17).
Speech events are the forms that speakers and writers use to create
contexts and, in the process, create new roles for themselves in their
culture. Cultural events are embedded within the larger framework of
sign systems and participator-:, observational, and analytic practices,

including different writing, reading, and literature activities, as shown in
Figure 4.

Mediated Activity
Structures
Writing
Reading
Literature

Conversations

Presentations
A

Acquisition L
A

LDiscourse
Figure 4.
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In this cultural framework, individual conscious experience is made

possible by the symbol systems or semiotics of various collectives

(Durkheim 1954), societies (Shibutani 1955), interpretive communities
(Fish 1972), and cultural institutions (Culler 1975). In other words, there
is no strict inherent correspondence between words and things. The
correspondence that exists is established by each culture for different
contexts, and within our culture different speech events estabiish different
rules of correspondence.
Signs of various types (linguistic, mathematical, visual) mediate and
shape our understanding and insight in at least three ways: First,
understanding consists of reducing or translating one type of reality or
sign system into anothersay, from visual signs to words (Marx 1911,
Freud 1943, Levi-Strauss 1963). Second, understanding consists of using

signs for a continual interplaypossibly through dreamsbetween an

inner, isolated self, which remains unconscious and does not communicate
with the world, and an outer self, which is conscious and does communicate with the world (Winnicott 1965; Klein 1960; Guntrip 1961; Pradl,
n.d.). Third, understanding often consists of translating from one mode
to another within a sign systemsay, from one speech event to another.

In summary, the integration of oral and written language puts at the

center of English studies an interest in semiotics and culture.

The Importance of Speech Events in the Teaching of Writing
What is proposed here is that texts be analyzed as speech events in which
writing shares with oral language three sets Df rhetorical relationships

established through the conventions of distancing, processing, and
modeling, and in which the differences among conversations, presenta-

tions, and ritualswhether oral or written--are more important than

the differences between oral and written language. For English educators,
this emphasis on oral/written similarities is consistent with studies of
how
children learn to write (Dyson 1983). The same is ale of adults. Williams,
in examining the writing processes of university freshmen, has reported

an increase in covert verbalization as the writing task becomes more

abstract (1983). Williams's finding seems to be the opposite of what one

would expect if one were to believe those theorists who argue that
abstract texts are decontextualized, separated from oral language experiences. Even Bereiter, who sees writing as a separate symbol system,
recognizes that oral language exchanges are an important step in the
writing process, linking new symbols with old experiences (Bereiter and
Scardamalia 1982).
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Some observers, of course, believe that oral experiences interfere with
learning to write: "Unaware of .he ways in which writing is different from

speaking, he [the basic writer] imposes the conditions of speech on
writing" (Shaughnessy 1977, p. 79). But researchers also emphasize the
collaborative relationship of oral and written language:
The findings of this study indicate that some analogues and parallels
do appear to exist between the two modes of discourse, particularly
when the writer has not yet fully achieved mastery of skills needed
to generate written language effectively. . . .
Tentative as the findings of the present study must be regarded,
they do indicate somc evidence of the adult basic writer's reliance on
the oral repertoire when communicating in the written mode. (Cayer
and Sacks 1979, pp. 126-27)

The collaborative relationship between oral and written language is
outlined in many pedagogical studies. Zoe liner has called for a "vocal.
scribal" weld (1969, p. 307), and Radcliffe (1972) has argued that saying
things aloud and then writing them helps students write better. Barthoomae (1980) has argued that writing and then reading one's text aloud

helps students correct their mistakes. In fact, students who do not
recognize errors in their papers correct these errors while reading their
papers aloud. As an explanation for this, Bartholomae makes a critical
distinction between students' reading of someone else's text and "students' oral reconstruction of their texts":
Since fluent readers are reading for meaning, they are actively
predicting what will come ard processing large chunks of graphic
information at a time. They do not read individual words, and they
miscue because they speak what they expect to see rathe: than what
is actually on the page. . . .
The situation is different when a student reads his own text, since
this reader already knows what the passage means and attention is

drawn, then, to the representation of that meaning. Reading also
frees a writer from the constraints of transcription, which for many
basic writers is an awkward, laborious process, putting excessive
demands on both patience and short-term memory. (1980, p. 267)

Ir other words, students have in their heads a model of discourse
easily translatable between oral and wrilen forms. What interferes is not
the differences between the forms but the memory overload of unpracticed
transcription. Bartholomae, however, in another part of his study appears
to want to separate ora! and written forms in the teaching of writing:
rhw of ilw mnst inleresting results of the comparisons of the
spoken and written versions of John's texts is his inability to

see

the

difference between "frew" and "few" or "dementic" and "demerit."

.

.

.

When I put frew and few on the blackboard, John read
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them both as "few." The lexical item "few" is represented for John

by eithei orthographic array. He is not, then, reading or writing
phonetically, which is a sign

.

.

. of a high level of fluency, since the

activity is automatic and not mediated by the more primitive
operation of translating speech into print or print into speech. When

John was writing, he did not produce "frew" or "dementic" by
searching for sound/letter correspondences.
. He went to stored
print forms and did not take the slower route of translating speech
into writing. (1980, p. 263)
.

.

It is not clear to me why Bartholomae in the passage above argues
that speech and writing can only be interacting when there is evidence of
phonetic analysis, particularly given the success of his read-aloud approach in other areas. There is, after all, evidence of a whole-word
sound, the learner knowing the whole-word sound without attending to
the phonetic units of a word. If one were guessing words, why not retrieve
whole-word sounds based on an opening sound? Phonetic analysis may
be evidence of sound-to-letter sequences in learners struggling with a
problem of acquisition, but performers may chunk speech-writing relationships as co-occurring, automatic relationships. In other words, what
Bartholomae calls "stored print forms" may be for the student "stored
oral-print" forms.

My own study of the writing of ninth graders in a school district
proficiency exam found evidence of both underlying conversational events

and presentational events, with conversational features having their
highest frequency in the bottom-half papers and preentational features
having their highest frequency in the upper-half papers (Myers 1982).
Fufthermore, the lowest-scoring students in the two-year sample averaged

more words on letters than they did on essays. However, all the other
score groups averaged more words on essays than on letters. The point
is that students at the beginning stages of writing acquisition need the
dose audiences and personal subjects of letters in order to develop the
necessary fluencya situation very much like. Bruner's joint-action format
(19'9) or Dore's proto-conversation (1979), both stages of early acquisition in oral language.

My own examination of the writing of many students who fall just
below minimum competency in writing is that these students have
misinterpreted the speech event called for in a proficiency exam. They
think that a conversational event is the required underlying structure,
not realizing that a presentational event is required. Sometimes teachers

and researchers point to the topic as "misleading" these students, but
the fact is that the students who know better are not misled. In fact, the
successful students know that the conventions of the proficiency exam
are signaled by more than simply the topic.
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I believe that a spe,:ch-event analysis of writing has the distinct
advantage of connecting the writing taxonomy with language structures
in everyday life, thereby naturalizing the text and avoiding the invalid
separation of audience and subject. A speech-event defini ion of taxonomies in writing also brings to composition courses the possibility of a
critiquesomething now missing. Conversations, which serve a social
function, call for ciose speaker-audience relations, approximations and
coordinations in information, and transitory texts. On the other hand,
presentations, which serve a logical function, call for distant speaker-

audience relations, definite information with clear thesis sentences,
hierarchical relations in information, and permanent texts.

Clear thesis sentences help produce the politics of presentational
speech events, in which the speaker stands as an authority. Unclear thesis
sentences, such as those required in conversational speech events, can

produce social equality and camaraderie among participants, and al:o
turn information into approximations and social entertainment. Conversational taik is not neutral, despite the claims of those who proose
teacher-student rap groups for all classes. In iact, there is some evidence
that teacher-student conversational discussions in class contradict the
values of cultures which place teachers always in the position of authority.

I am convinced that this is a central problem for some teachers of
American Indians.
The introduction of contrasting speech events with contrasting "rules"
is a way to bring to wi-iting classrooms some :nsight into the pleasure of
words and style. Says Lanham:
What we have now is a tedious, repetitive, unoriginal body of
dogmaclarity, sincerity, plainness, dutystarted up every
week. .

.

. The dogma of clarity, as we shall see, is based on a false

theory of knowledge; its scorn of ornament, on a misleading taxonomy

of style; the frequent exhortations to sincerity, on a naive theory of
the self. . . (1974, p. 19)
.

Speech events are a way to explain how knowledge, style, and self are
constructed out of the conventions we use to organize our discourse and
thus our social relations with others. Oral language events can provide
powerful analogues for illustrating what is happening in written texts.
The Influence of Speech Events on Teaching Reading

In reading, Harste and his associates (1984) have outlined many of the

teaching approaches associated with differem attitudes toward the
relationship of oral and written language. In the behaviorist oral-
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language-is-supreme-and-separate approach, the assumption is that oral
language is a prerequisite to reading and that neither reading nor writing

should happen in preschool and kindergarten programs until oral

language is fully under control. Even wialin the formal reading programs
of the first grade, oral activities are given the initial prior4 and "some

teachers delay writing until the second half of first grade" (Hill 1980,
cited in Harste et al. 1984, p. 98).
Ili oral language supremacy argument often appears to be based on
the simple fact that oral language occurs first. A number of studies have
found that the lag from oral to written language is also present in oral to
reading development. By presenting the same material in both oral and
written forms to students in first through eighth grade, Durrell (1969)
found that sentence-paragraph comprehension in listening surpassed
comprehension in reading in the first grade, but in the eighth grade
reading comprehension was 12 percent superior to listening comprehension. Ruddell, in fact, says, "The research reviewed indicates that oral
language development serves as the underlying base for the development

of reading and writing achievement" (1966, p. .16). The argument
presented in this paper (see Figure 2) is that there are basic speech event
forms which underlie development in both oral and written language and
that although oral experience comes first and provides the basic prototypes
of speech events for writing development, the writer ultimately reaches a
point at which writing experience begins to shape what happens in oral
experience. For this reason it would seem that writing and oral language
should start interacting early.
in the writing-is-primary-and-separate position of the rationalists and
the writing-is-a-separate-stage position of the information processors,

students are not ready for reading or writing as a result of their oral
language experiences. Rather, in these approaches, according to Harste
et al., "The trick in teaching children to read and write is . . to teach

them print cues upon which to depend as opposed to the contextual clues
they used in oral language" (1984, p. 99).
These two approaches, derived as they are from Chomsky and Piaget,
also ignore the pervasive influence of culturai settings on a reader's or

listener's interpretation of meaning. Donaldson, as noted earlier, has
pointed out that when an adult tests a child, the situation tends to be one
in which the reader/listener is supposed to give primacy to language as
an objective entity:

We do not, in our ordinary conversations with one another, attend
to "pure linguistic meaning." Ziff, in a book called Understanding
Understanding, gives a number of examples of this. For instance, if
we heard the following statement made about a game of football:
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"No one got in without a ticket," we would not interpret this with
strict attention to "the meaning" of "no one.' In other words, we
would not be led to conclude that all employees and players had
tickets or else were refused entry. (1978, p. 68)

We are not led to this conclusion in a conversation, but we might be led
to this conclusion in a ritual speech eventthat is, in the formal, stylized
oral exam of the type conductec by Piaget in his experiments. The point
is that students need to learn the different rules of speech events in order
to understand what it is they are being asked to do.
An example of a research project in this general area is Fillmore's
investigation of the response of third and fifth graders to items from the

CTBS, Level 1, Form S, and the Metropolitan Achievement Tests,
Reading Instructional Tests, Form J1, Elementary. Fillmore has found
that the ideal reader of tests must learn an institutionalized genre: "The
testing industry, we have come to realize, has created a new genre for
English written language . . . dictated, I presume, by the intention to

test knowledge of particuiar vocabulary items, the need to produce
something which fits accepted readability formulas [and]

. . . satisfies
copyright laws" (1982, p. 251).
Within a speech event perspective, Fillmore is merely outlining some

of the characteristics of ritual speech events, particularly the way they
are governed by institutional formulas, codes, and intentions. Th.zse

events are not new. They can be found in oaths of office, wedding
ceremonies, graduation ceremonies, and journals of academic disciplines.

What students need to understand is how these events underli many
different kinds of oral and written language. In this way, they can use
what they know from other sources to learn to read tests.
Another example of a speech event orientation to reading problems is

Murphy's (1984) examination of how second graders differ in their
comprehension of diectic terms in oral and written languagepronouns
(I, you), locatives (this, here), and motion verbs (come, go). She finds
that these terms present special reading problems for beginning readers
and suggests that terms marking space and time in context have been
ignored in considerations of the readability of texts.

Speech Events and the Teaching of Literature
The question is "How does a speech event analysis influence the teaching

of literature?" First, as Culler has indicated, a theory of literary
interpretation must overlap with a theory of reading: "A literary
interpretation taxonomy should be grounded on a theory of reading. The
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relevant categories are t, 3se which are required to account for the range
of acceptable meanings which works can have for readers of literature"
(1975, p. 120).
A speech event analysis can help one understand some of the problems
that readers encounter in literature (Myers 1982). For example, the close
distancing and approximations of t:Ie conversational event underlying
Mansfield's "The Garden Party" require a conversational reader who is

cooperative, accepting both the ambiguity of the ending, Laura's
uncertain values, and the transitory nature of the text. The reader of this
story is not to play the role of critic, not to analyze the events too closely.
A different reader role is called for in the history or ritual speech
event. Here the reader must play the role of critic, analyzing points of
view carefully and establishing one's own perspective. Faulkner's "Barn
Burning" is an example of the ritual or history speech event in which the
reader must play the role of critic. The mistake that students sometimes

make with Faulkner's story is an uncritical acceptance of either the
position of the young boy, who defends his father as a brave man who
fought in the War, or the position of the narrator, who argues that the
boy's defense is unjustified. In other words, these students act like
conversational readers in a ritual setting.
Sometimes the literary work is not anchored in one speech event
prototype but in boundary cases between one speech event and another.
Salinger's The Catcher in the Rye and Ring Lardner's "I Can't Breathe"
are both conversational prototypes, requiring cooperative, friendly readers. But The Great Ga:sby is a boundary case between conversation and
presentation, less conversational than the other two stories but not as
strictly presentational as a Hemingway story. Thus, the reader of The
Great Gatsby is required to be more suspicious and uncooperative toward

the narrator than tile reader of either the Salinger or the Lardner story.
Finally, in addition to specifying different roles for the readers, speech
event analysis draws a distinction between the roles played by writer and
narrator in literature (see Figure 5).
This general approach of embedding literature within speech events,

with analogues in oral language, is implicit or explicit in much of the
literary work of Booth (1961), Gibson (1966), Chatman (1975), Pratt
(1977), and Barthes (1968). But some researchers take strong exception
to this approach. Banfield, for example, argues that speech occurs in
time and "is structured by this subservience to time," but that writing
"can free itself from the structure imposed by time, by sequence, and by
order of production" (1982, p. 272). She points to the indirect style as an
example of what she calls "unspeakable sentences."
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CONVERSATIONS
Writer: Stenographer
Recorder

World: Approximate
Loosely constructed

Text:

Narrator: Conversational partner
Sharing burden of
communication and
expression
Reader: Conversational partner
Cooperatively sharing
burden of communication and expression

Transitory and
impermanent
Social taboo against
public sharing of text

REPORTS
Writer: Plays role of narrator
(rray be same or dif
ferent values)
World: Factually certain
Ideologically uncertain
or not immediately
visible to the
uneducated eye
Text: Archive of fact
No storage of ideas
EXPOSITIONS
Writer: Plays role of narrator

World: Rational

Text:
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Logically ordered
Complex
Hierarchical
Hard to know
Archive of ideas supported by facts
A monument to our
eternal rationality

Narrator: Reporter or detective
Fact collector and
distributor
Reader: Accepts facts
Speculates on generalizations and overall
meaning

Narrator: Authority figure
Generalizer about ideas
based on itemized
facts
Reader: Critic of ideas and
estimator of weights
a-ad validity of facts

Figure 5. The projected roles and participants in different speech events.
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Fillmore gives an example of this situation in the following three
sentences (1974, p. 97):

rle iived there many years ago.
He had lived there many years earlier.
He had lived there many years ago.

The last sentence is an example of a sentence that "cannot be contextualized within normal conversational language" (Fillmore 1974, p. 97).
Bet the fact is that this last sentence can be contextualized within a ritual

speech event in which the speaker stands outside a set of events,
generalizes about them, and summarizes in indirect speech the direct
speech from a given community of learning. Thus, "he had lived there
many years ago" means "My research community tells me that Lincoln
said, 'I lived in this place in the 1870s.' " My argument is that legal codes,
articles in academic journals, and various ceremonial forms, in addition

to fictional narratives, make use of this indirect style, and they do so
because they are anchored in an underlying speech event in which an
indirect style is used and sometimes required.
The separation of literature from speakable situations has in general

led to a pervasive separation of composition classes from literature
classes, of transactional studies from poetic studies. Pratt, in her
comments on speech act theory, basically argues that the study of
literature as speech event is a way of integrating the study of literature
and other kinds of discourse:
A speech act approach to literature enables and indeed requires us
to describe and define literature in the same terrns used to describe
and define all other kinds of discourse. . . . Similarities between
literary and nonliterary utterance types . . . can be linked quite
naturally to simiiarities in the linguistic context and the communi-

cative purposes of the participants.

.

.

.

In short, a speech act

approach to literature offers the important possibility of integrating
literary discourse into the same basic model of language as all our
other communicative activities. (1977, p. 88)

Conclusion
This paper has argued that the critical difference occurs not between oral
and written language but among different speech events. This view has

practical benefits for the curriculum. Speech events offer a way of
organizing an integrated curriculum in which problems of comprehending
literature and reading provide helpful insights for language production in
writing. For example, understanding why a conversational reader must
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be cooperative while reading heips the writer understand how to invoke

and create the conversational reader through appropriate distancing,
processing, and modeling in writing.
Much of a student's experience in schools is mediated through some
kind of speech event. One very important question left untouched in this
paper is how these speech events change the ways students think about
problems. Do conversational rules call for one kind of problem-solving

strategy and presentational rules another? Thus, for example, I have
found that teachers who think they are in a test situation will not use
drawing to solve a math problem even though drawing will produce a
good answer. The teachers report that they think drawing does not look
"smart" in a test situation. This question of how speech events influence
problem solving takes us deeper into the structure of sign systems, proving

once again that oral/written issues are among the most important in
contemporar) English education.
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The National Council of Teachers of English has long endorsed the
position that there is a close relationship between oral language, reading,

writing, and response to literature. As we entered the decade of the
980s, this position was bolstered by the emergence of psycholinguistic
models of the reading process and by research on the early, spontaneous

acquisition of reading and writing skills. However, at the same time,
correlational studies cast doubt on the directness of the relationship
between oral language skills and literacy skills, and new thrusts in writing

and reading research emphasized cognitive and strategic aspects of
reading and writing.
Given our increasingly sophisticated knowledge about literacy
it is possible to analyze in a relatively fine-grained fashion the conneL,ions
among these abilities. With greater sophistication comes greater complexity. Global conclusions that apply to all developmental levels and all
processes simply cannot reflect adequately the complexity of the issues.

Two separate clusters of issues car be identified. First, one can ask
whether the cognitive processes and the knowledge structures employed
when speaking, listening, reading, and writing are similar. Secondly, the
acquisition process can be examined, considering similarities in how oral
language and literacy skills are acquired and ways in which these skills
are related at different points in development. These clusters of issues
will provide a backdrop for examining the varied research traditions.
The scope of the issues involved is immense, the length of this paper

limited, and the knowledge of its author finite; therefore, several
restrictions were necessary. I concentrate on early acquisition because it
is here that the parallels are strongest, and therefore the point at which

denial of the intimacy of the oral language/literacy linkages is most
significant. Evidence cited is drawn heavily from major existing reviews,
except for in less well-known areas. Cognitive-process models in reading
will be dealt with in a superficial manner and writing models will not be
147
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discussed. Research on language as the vehicle for education will not be
discussed.

Processing: Reading and Oral Language Relationships

Studies of orthographic systems, models of the reading process. 'irid
good/poc reader differences have all indicated that oral language
provides a base required for reading to occur; that is, reading depends
upon oral language processing capacities.
Orthographic Systems

Orthographic systems are closely tied to the oral language systems they

represent (Tzeng and Hung 1981, Wang 1981). The link to the oral
language system may occur via the sound system, as in alphabetic systems;

via a combination of semantic and phonological information carried by
phonograms, as in the Chinese logographic system (Tzeng and Hung
1981); or directly to the semantic system, as in a pictographic system.
The level at which an orthography connects with a language appears to
depend upon characteristics of that language. Wang (1981) described the
differences between Chinese logographies and two Japanese scripts

(Kanji and Kana) and found that differences in the sciipts could be
attributed to differences in the spoken languages. If, as Wang claims
about written systems, "their development (and probably their emergence
as well) is largely based on speech" (p. 223), then we should find similar
intimate relationships in the processing of oral and written language.
Reading Models

Cognitive models of the reading process attempt to describe how graphic
images are miraculously transformed into meaningful propositions and
entire texts. Initial receptive stages of reading and listening obviously
differ because the transducer systems are not the same. Receptor system
differences may have important implications for the processing of printed
and written language, because the ear may be innately programmed to

discriminate speech segments and assign them to discrete categories
(Fowler 1981, Nickerson 1981) The problems some children have matching

phonemes to graphemes may result from the use of vision to process
speech (Gleitman and Rozin 1977). Modality-related differences also
arise as a result of the concrete nature of print. During later stages of
reading development (Chall 1983), print allows skilled readers to sample
information in any order and to adopt differential strategies (Nickerson
1981).
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A matter of great controversy among modelers of the reading process
is the role of auditory images in the retrieval of meaning. One position is
that reading is "parasitic" upon oral language (Gough 1972, Liberman
and Shankweiler 1979). Print first is decoded into internal speech (I use
this phrase to avoid issues surrounding the exact nature of the representation) which accesses lexical and syntactic representations. An iptermediate position is that, in the reading of text, speech-code representations
are retrieved after words have been accessed (Banks, Oka, and Shugarman 1981). Finally, some believe that speech-code representations can
be bypassed by accessing entire words directly (Johnson 1981) or by using

orthographic cues (Taft 1979). Currently most theorists believe that
multiple techniques are used to construct meaning, that internal speech
is employed at some point (Banks, Oka, and Shugarman 1981; Fowler
1981), and that oral language and reading processes share lexical,
syntactiL, and discourse knowledge and the world knowledge used for
making inferences (Nickerson 1981).

GoodlPoor Reader Research

The largest body of research on language processing bearing directly on
the question of a link between reading and oral language skills is that
describing differences between good and poor readers. Poor readers are
usually poor decoders, and this problem generally has been attributed to
difficulties constructing speech-codct representations (for reviews, see
Perfetti and Lesgold 1979, Liberman and Shankweiler 1979, Vellutino
1977, Wolf and Dickinson 1984). Even as they improve their reading,

disabled readers continue to be troubled by difficulties constructing
speech-code representations. Snow ling (1980) compared the ability of
dyslexic readers from four reading levels to read pronounceable fourletter nonsense words and found no improvement on this demanding
decoding task. Normal readers improved significantly.
Evidence also is accumulating that poor readers are slow to retrieve
speech-code information (Backman 1984, Barron 1981, De Soto and
De Soto 1983, Jackson and McClelland 1981, Lesgold and Curtis 1981,
Perfetti and Roth 1981). Wolf (1982, 1984) has found high correlations
among reading abilities, speed of alternately naming letters and numbers,
and performance on a task requiring children to think of words beginning
with f (requiring speech-code information). Of most immediate interest,
she found her results (1982) were almost identical to those found by
Goodglass and Kaplan (1972) in an aphasic population, indicating that
the retrieval problems of poor readers reflect a language-based problem.
Being able quickly to retrieve and employ an internal speech code is
important for several reasons: first, automatic retrieval limits the cognitive
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load imposed on the child, reducing the chances of a cognitive "bottleneck" developing (Perfetti and Lesgold 1979); second, it increases the
precision of the retrieval process (Barron 1981); third, it helps one to
retain information in memory until the information gets recoded into
deeper representations, resulting in improved comprehension (Barron
1981, Liberman and Shankweiler 1979, Perfetti and Lesgold 1979). Finally,
the speech code may help one sense intonation and prosody, thus helping

one disambiguate meanings, construct syntactic representations, and
appreciate style (Banks, Oka, and Shugarman 1981).
Poor readers also have difficulty constructing complex representations
of text. Weak syntactic skills are associated with poor reading in deaf
readers (Quigley and Paul 1984) and hearing children (for revims, see
Huggins and Adams 1980, Ryan 1981, Vellutino 1977), and these problems

seem not to be simply the result of difficulties using phonological
representations (Byrne 1981). Poor readers also have problems integrating
information beyond the se .tence level. They tend not to mark the ends

of sentences and phrases when reading aloud, indicating they are not
adequately processing the syntax (Clay and Imlach 1971, Huggins and
Adams 1980). When retelling stories, compared with normal readers,
dyslexic readers are prone to omit temporal or causal markers (e.g.,
because, next), whereas good readers tend to add these markers (Weaver
and Dickinson 1982). Poor readers' difficulties in recognizing what is

important in a text (Smiley 'et al. 1917) and r.3clucing concise and
appropriate summaries (Winograd 1984) also suggest that they are
constructing less adequate textual representations of stories than normal
readers.
Summary: Process and Knowledge Factors

Models of the reading process indicate that once past the acoustic level,
the process employs the same krowledge structures as oral language.
However, among skilled readers the processes used for meaning construction may be less like those employed with spoken language because ot
increasing use of reading strategies. Research on good and poor readers
shows that reading is a language-based process: weakness in normal oral
language functioning results in reaIng :,roblems.
Inefficient processing of print and language accounts for many reading
problems, but knowledge factors also affect reading. Reading ability is
related to vocabulary size in deaf children (Quigley and Paul 1984) and
hearing children (Anderson and Freebody 1981; Johnson, Toms-Bronowski, and Pittelman 1981), and also to familiarity with discourse structure
(Fitzgerald 1984, Langer 1982, Taylor and Beach 1984) and background
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knowledge (Anderson 1977, Lipson 1983, Reynolds et al. 1982). Process-

ing problems or limitations in language-related knowledge result in
impaired reading, but we are only beginning to be able to identify which
children suffer from different types of reading problems. Equally impor-

tant, we do not yet know what can be done to remedy processing
rroblems, and we are only beginning to develop techniques for fostering
the deve'lprnent of needed knowledge structures.

Correlational Evidence from Normal Readers

Recent studies have raised questions as well as reported data on the
relationships between oral language and other iinguistic skills.
Raising Questions

Despite the apparent dependence of reading upon oral language process-

ing and knowledge structures, questions have been raised about the
significance of this relationship in children with normal languageprocessing abilities. Lundsteen (1977) described nine respects in which
learning to read is different from learning to speak, including social and
affective factors such as anxiety about learning and cognitive factors such
as differences in the need for conscious control and in the comprehensibility of the different activities. Hammill and McNutt (1980) synthesized
the results of eighty-nine studies done between 1950 and 1978 that gave
correlations beimeen measures of listening comprehension, speaking
(grammatical usage, sentence imitation, oral vocabulary), and writing
(spelling, mechanics). They hund a strong relationship between reading

and writing varialles but limited relationships between reading and
language measures. Recently another correlational study has found that
global measures of oral language proficiency in young children predict
academic success less well than IC) (Gray et al. 1980). These findings
raise questions about the directness of the oral language/literacy relation-

ship, but caution is advisable. The grammatical measures used were
diverse and global, and ages, social classes, reader groups, 2nd ethnic
Fours were all merged in the analysis.
Groff (1978a) reviewed literature linking oral language to writing and

also concluded that the relationships are tenuous. He supported the
commonly reported observation (e.g., Gundlach 1982, Loh.n 1976,
Stotsky 1983) that oral language complexity is greater than that of written

language until the middle grades or junior high, and noted that by the
middle grades, dialect-related and second languagerelated writing errors
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decrease. They do not necessarily disappear because they still are el, ident
in the writing of dialect-speaking adults (Whiteman 1981). Groff concluded that by the middle grades children do not "write as they speak."
Groff also noted that children do not always use speech when writing,
and when used it is not always helpful in planning or proofreading.
A New Look at the DrallWritten Distinction

Relationships between spoken and written language are more complex
than had previously been supposed. Numerous linguists, sociolinguists,
and psychologists have begun to study the nature of spoken and written
language. One general conclusion is that there is a continuum of forms
extending from essayist written language to forms that show little influence

of written language. The poles of the continuum are not defined by
modality, but by the forms and communicative strategies usually associated with formal writing (literate-style) or casual face-to-face conversation
(oral-style). These poles also are associated with a focus on conveying

decontextualized information as opposed to a Imre rhetorical and
interpersonal focus.

Oral styles are found in the most pure form in cultures with no or
little history of literacy, such as the early Greeks (Coody 1977) and
Athabaskan Eskimos (Scollon and Scollon 1979). Heavy use of oral-style
strategies when telling stories also is common among groups in Western
societies having histories of limited access to literai. y (Erickson 1984,
Michaels 1981), though oral-style strategies also ere found among highly

literate groups such as Jewish Americans in New York City (Tannen
1985).

Clusters of features have been found that characterize speech from
opposite ends of the continuum. Among these clusters are the following:
1. Literate-style narratives tend to have a single, explicitly identified
topic; such narratives may be called "topic-centered" stories (Green
and Morgan 1981, Michaels 1981). Oral-style narratives tend to have
an implicit theme that is illustrated using concrete examples; these

narratives may be called "topic-chaining" stories (Erickson 1984,
Michaels 1981).

2. Literate-style discourse uses lexical resources and syntax to signal
shifts in perspective, to indicate the speaker's opinion about the
material being conveyed, to mark thematic progressions, and to
clarify the referents to pronouns; oral-style narratives, in contrast,
rely heavily on prosody for these functions (Cook-Gumperz and
Gumperz 1981; Erickson 1984; Gumperz 1982; Gumperz, Kaltman,
and O'Connor 1984; Michaels and Collins 1984).
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3. Literate-style discourse relies minimally on shared knowledge,
leaves little to be inferred by the audience, and concentrates on
factual accuracy; oral-style narrative encourages collaboration by
the audience (Olson 1977; Scollon and Scollon 1979, 1984; Tannen
1982).

4. Literate-style narrators tend to stand apart from their story, treating
it in a more impersonal manner; oral-style narrators tend to become
more personally involved and are more concerned with interpreting
the personal significance of reported events (Tannen 1982).
5. Literate-style discourse is more carefully planned and packs more

information into fewer words than oral-style language by using
syntactic devices such as different kinds of subordinate clauses and
information-bearing relative clauses (Beaman 1984, Chafe 1982,
Redeker 1984).
In general, literate-style discourse reflects its origins: it can be understood

out of the context in which it is produced; it does not assume mutual
negotiation of meaning; and it conveys information 'n as concise a manner
as possible.
Acquisition of Literate-Style Strategies

Work on oral and literate styles has shown that essayist-style literacy
(i.e., that used for communicating decontextualized information) within
a culture results in the development of specialized uses of oral language
among at least some members of that culture. The literate nature of
speech in even very young children was first noted by Scollon and Scollon

(1979, 1984), who found that their two-year-old used language in ways
unlike her Chippewyan Eskimo frienas. For example, she was comfortable

answering test questions; her stories had internal cohesion and did not
presume audience response; and she took a distanced third-person stance
toward her own life when recounting her own adventures (fictionalization
of self).
Preschool children develop considerable awareness of the differences

between oral and literate styles of language use. One important development leading toward literacy is the ability of nonreaders to "pretend
read" (emergent reading) in ways that closely approximate the style and
content of a story (e.g., Holdaway 1979; Schickedanz 1981; Sulzby 1981,
1983). This development can be seen as movement from interactive
discussion or first-person enactment of texts toward disengaged construction of a self-contained text. Children who rate high on Sulzby's (1985)
emergent reading classification scheme distinguish between using Ian-
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guage for conversing and using it to construct literate-style texts. They
restrict conversational features to stories they tell (1982), give evidence
of planning what they will say before producing a monologue (Cox and
Sulzby 1981), vary the type of prosody and the lexical density they use,
and prosodically mark places where commas and periods would appear
if the text were written (Sulzby 1986a, 1986b). Scores on emergent
reading scales predict later reading success (Clay 1979, Sulzby 1983).
Differences between oral and literate styles of storytelling appear in

"Sharing Time" narratives. Some first gradersespecially black girls
tell topic-chaining stories (i.e., illustrate an implicit theme with concrete
instances) and use rhetorical styles containing many oral-style strategies

(Michaels 1981). These children often are misunderstood by their
teachers, who are more able to help children who tell literate-style, topiccentered stories. Topic-chaining narratives are appreciated more by black
adults than by whites, supporting the suggestion that these stories reflect
a culturally accepLed way of telling stories (Cazden, Michaels, and Tabors
1985).

Implications for Writing

Differences between oral and literate styles have special importance for

writing. Michaels and Collins (1984) analyzed written and spoken
narratives of black and white first and fourth graders and found that the
oral-style narrators had difficulties with wri.ing in precisely those places
where their rhetorical styles meshed poorly with the demands of writing.
For example, where prosodic cues would disambiguate multiple characters
in oral stories, in written versions these were points where stories were
confusing. Also, the child with the most oral-style features in his speech
failed to use complex syntax in his writing, signaled transitions poorly,

had difficulty with paragraphing, and used a limited lexicon. Other
researchers (Cayer and Sacks 1979; Gumperz, Kaltman, and O'Connor
1984; Meier and Cazden 1982; Wolf and Dickinson 1984) have also
reported examples of importation of oral-style strategies into children's
writing.
Developmental study of children's writing shows a movement toward

creating more decontextualized texts (King and Rentel 1981). Between
kindergarten and second grade, children from different classes and racial
backgrounds begin producing more cohesive texts, increase their use of
complex conjunctions, use more text-referring pronouns (endophora),
and decrease their use of pronouns referring to things outside the text
(exophora). Middle-class children create substantially more cohesive
texts than lower-class children, possibly reflecting differences in control

of literate-style strategies. Other researchers have also found that
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children's writing becomes progressively more cohesive, syntactically
complex, and explicit (e.g., Collins 1984; Pellegrini, Galda, and Rubin
1984; Rutter and Raban 1982), approximating the decontextualized
essayist ideal.
Ambiguities are a common source of problems in children's writing,

and pronouns are a primary source of ambiguities. Such problems are
particularly likely to bother children who do not control literate-style
strategies, because in speech pronominal reference can be signaled
prosodically. Use of pronouns is probably acquired slowly in spoken
language (Webber 1980), and it causes many problems in writing. Bartlett
and Scribner found that the majority of third to seventh graders failed to
disambiguate two same-sex characters when writing stories (Bartlett and

Scribner 1981, Bartlett 1984). Even if they do detect the presence of a
problem, children often fail to correct it, probably because they do not
adequately understand how spoken or written text works (Bartlett 1982).
Implications for Reading

Recently two groups of researchers have begun probing the relationships
between oral language skills and early reading success. Wells (1979, 1981,
1985) followed a group of children from different socioeconomic classes

from preschool years into the third year of schooling. Measures of
spontaneous oral language ability during the preschool years revealed
few class-related differences (only in oral comprehension and the variety
of auxiliary verbs used). However, teacher assessments of oral language
and tests of language comprehension, vocabulary, and knowledge of
literacy administered during the first term of school and at age seven
revealed strong social class differences. These tests and assessments
predicted reading and math achievement at age seven. Overall academic
success was most strongly related to children's knowledge of literacy
measured using Clay's (1979) Concepts About Print Test, and with
parental responses to questions about children's exposure to and enjoyment of reading. Questionnaire responses also correlated highly with
social class. Finally, children's reading comprehension at age seven
correlated with the frequency of having a story read or told to them when
they were younger. Book experiences were also strongly related to reading
success in data from another study (Moon and Wells 1979).
Wells noted that lover-class children had particular difficulty responding to teacher questions requiring them to demonstrate knowledge about

a school-related topic. These difficulties came, he believes, not from
children's discomfort in answering test questions, as Mehan has suggested

(1979), but from difficulty using talk that does not relate to their own
experiences. At home these children frequently named pictures in books
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on request, but they were not accustomed to responding to questions
unrelated to continuing ;:tivities or personally relevant experiences.
Wells concluded that children learn to deal with decontextualized, literate-

style language before entering sLhool by being read to and discussing
stories.

Torrance and Olson followed a group of working-class and middleclass children from kindergarten to third grade. They administered a
variety of tests measuring oral language ability and reading skill (Torrance
and Olson 1984a, 1984b), and devised measures of conversational ability.
These measures included the ability of a speaker to pick up and extend
a prior speaker's meaning (a turnabout), the number of turns a child had
speaking, and the types of topics introduced. The strongest correlate of

reading was the number of cognitive psychological verbs (e.g., think,
know, believe) the children used. Also correlated with reading were the
mean length of utterance for independent clauses and the frequency of
use of dependent clauses. Measures of conversational ability revealed
two clusters of skills. One set included measures such as the number of
turns, interpreted as reflecting interpersonal aspects of conversational
ability. A second type of conversational ability emerged from indices
such as the types of topics introduced and the number of turnabouts.
These logical-structural characteristics were more often used by children
who also used a number of cognitive psychological verbs, but there were
no direct correlations between conversational ability and reading.
Olson (1984) concludes that the use of cognitive psychological verbs
suggests that children of highly literate parents learn to stand apart from
language and view it as an artifact. Literate parents assume they need to
make special efforts to "teach" their children to talk. Although these
efforts are not necessary, they may inculcate an attitude that language
can be objectified, thus preparing children for dealing with the objectification of language required in early reading instruction.
Reading to Children

A major difference between learning to speak and learning to read is the
fact that reading requires children to use language that allows others not
present to construct the message being conveyed. Such ;anguage, called
decontextualized language (e.g., Snow 1983), allows listeners or readers
to use language to recreate the interpersonal and intellectual contexts
needed to understand the speaker's intended meaning. Reading and
talking about books is an excellent way for children to begin developing
language skills needed for success in school. Snow (1983) and Wells
(1985) believe that it is the interaction that occurs while books are being
read that is critical, because parents adopt different styles of book reading
which may not be equally successful in preparing children for reading.
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Variations in book reading are best documented in Heath's ethnographic study (1983) of three groups in the Piedmont of the Carolinas.
Heath found that middle-class parents prepare their children for the type
of question answering and decontextualized-language use expected in
schools, but poor white parents engage in little elaboration of the text.
Poor blacks do not regularly read to their children, and when one mother
did try to begin reading to her child she needed considerable external
support (Heath and Thomas 1984). Heath found that how parents read
to children is consistent with their uses of Pnd attitudes toward language
in general; therefore, changes require more than simply learning a new

"technique" for talking to children (see Philips 1975 for a similar
observation).
While maximal benefit may come from parent-child interaction around
books, considerable benefit can also be derived from school programs
that expose children to large numbers of books. Chomsky (1972) showed
the beneficial effects of reading on language development, and several
subsequent studies also have found gains in vocabulary level and reading
achievement from reading children large numbers of books (reviewed by
Johns 1984, Goldfield and Snow 1984, Tea le 1984). In an experimental
study, El ley and Mangubhai (1983) examined Fijiian children's learning

of English using different approaches. They compared the effect of
Holdaway's (1979) Shared Book technique, silent sustained reading (SSR)

of many high-interest books, and a traditional structured approach to
teaching English to Fijiian children. The two literature-based programs
resulted in greater learning of English structures and greater gains in
reading comprehension than the structured drill program both at the end
of the program and one year later. These results are probably more
dramatic than one would expect from children who have available good
models of standard English, but they do highlir-ht the extent to which
children can learn language from books.

When children are read to by parents who help them extend the
meaning of the story, they may learn ways of taking meaning from books.
Regardless of the social interaction, school-age children also may benefit
because they gain sensitivity to literate-style language, control of more
vocabulary, knowledge of different discourse styles, and broadened world
knowledge.
Summary

Clearer descriptions of the nature of the language associated with literacy
reduce reliance upon global reference to modality when considering how
spoken competence lc related to reading and writing skills. The correlational evidence of Wells, Tor:ance, and Olson suggests there may be only
special aspects of oral language competence that are related to reading
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success, possibly explaining why Hamill and McNutt found low correlations when global measures were used. Also, we see that Groff's finding
of progressive divergence between spoken and written forms merely
reveals a growing ability to shift style, not a basic discontinuity between
spoken and written language. This divergence highlights the influence of
print experiences on language development.
While the claims about the importance of decontextualized language
are provocative, we need consensus on what is being referred tospecific
structural featurr!s and special strategies? Particular knowledge about
language? A general orientation to language? Also we need much more
precise descriptions of how decontextualized language skills affect early
reat.lii:g, where the emphasis is on decoding and stories often deal with
familiar topics (Chall 1983). Michaels and Collins's work established
somewhat more clearly the importance of oral language strategies for
writing, but we need many more descriptions of how oral and literate
styles do and do not transfer into writing, as well as studies of instructional
techniques for dealing with these transfer problems. Finally, the importance of exposure to books is clear, but we still know little about how
teachers read to children or about the benefits different children derive
from varied styles of oral reading by teachers.

Acquisition: Parallels and Interdependencies

Close relationships among oral language, reading, and writing are
apparent during initial phases of acquisition. Parallels in how acquisition
occurs in the different modalities suggests that the same competencies
and learning mechanisms are employed. Such parallels include examples
of spontaneous development of literacy skills, the importance of function
to early use, and development and spontaneous creation and refinement
of rule systems. A seL;ond type of relationship is that of support of
literacy activities by speech. As children learn to read and write, they
depvid on oral language for communication and for self-direction.
Spontaneous Acquisition

Many who believe that there is an intimate relationship between oral
language and learning to read and write claim that acquisition of literate
skills is as natural (or nearly so) as learning to speak (Clark 1984, K.
Goodman 1982, Goodman and Goodman 1982, Hoskisson 1979, Smith
1984, Snow 1983, Tea le 1982). Some preschool-age children have surprisingly sophisticated knowledge about print (Harste, Burke, and Woodward
1981), and they move into reading and writing without concentrated or
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direct parental tuition (e.g., Bissex 1980, Schickedanz and Sullivan 1984,
Taylor 1983). For example, Harste, Burke, and Woodward (1981) found

that regardless of race or social class children as young as three could
distinguish between writing and drawing.' These children had attempted
to convey meaning with print, had developed conventions of their own,
could give pragmatically relevant responses to environmental print presented in context (e.g., labels, signs), and had a variety of strategies for
responding to print.
Function and Early Writing

Since the mid-1970s many child-language researchers have stressed the

importance of the social context in which oral language develops.
Especially important has been the functionalist claim that linguistic forms
are acquired to perform previously available communicative functions
(e.g., Bates and MacWhinney 1982). Research on early literacy devel-

opment has picked up the spirit of these approaches, emphasizing the
social context ot literacy acquisition. For example, Smith (1984) has
argued that young children can learn to read because reading poses
communication problems similar to those encountered in learning to talk,
and that problems in acquiring facility with print result from its functional
differences from oral language.
Descriptions of children's initial attempts .1 write show that they want
to communicate to a specific audience. Frequently notes and letters are
among children's first written productions (Bissex 1980, Gundlach 1981).

Studying preschool writers, Lamme and Childers (1983) found that
children's work was more mature when they wrote cards than when they
wrote small books. Having a specific audience seems to have been the

critical variable. In the past year, teachers in Tufts' Eliot-Pearson
Children's School have begun encouraging writing among their kindergartners and have found card writing to be the most successful activity
(Beardsley, Kennedy, and Wachler, class presentation 11/28/84).
For young children, writing also is attractive because its permanence
enables it to do things that speech cannot do. For example, notes can be
slipped to parents who are ignoring you, letters sent to absent friends
and relatives, warnings left for intrusive siblings, lists of possessions
compiled, and reminders left to jog one's own memory (Bissex 1980,
Taylor 1983).

Children remain sensitive to the function of writing after they enter
school. Ede !sky and Smith (1984) found major differences between what
1. Others would disagrt c; cf. Donaldson 1984 and Dyson 1982.
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they called "authentic writing" and "inauthentic writing." Ir contrast to
assignments, writing tl-at had a real purpose for children Lowed easily
and included a broad array of functions such as flattery and promises.
Function also is a crucial determinant of the t)pe of speech acts encoded
in writing (Staton 1982) and of chillren's enthusiasm for writing (Florio
1979, Florio and Clark 1982). Function actually may define the activity;
Dyson (1984b) has found that children approach tasks involving varied
types of writing such as copying and free writing differently and do not
see them as related. Bissex (1980) even found that her son, a precocious
writer, used entirely different sentence structures, spelling, and content
at home from that used at school.
Oral Language as a Support for Writing

During the early stages of learning to ,vrite, oral language often supports
the child's initial attempts. Many children talk to themselves while they
write, and this speech has been found to serve varied functions. Young
writers initially introduce voice into their writing by speaking expressively
as they write; later they use punctuation such as exclamation points and
underlining to represent graphically their intonation (Graves 1982). Selfdirected talk also has been found to be used for self monitoring and idea

generating, and for analyzing spoken language and written products
(Dyson 1981, Graves 1979).

There are developmental patterns in how children use self-directed
language while writing. Scardarnalia, Bereiter, and Goelman (1982)
found that second and tlird graders tend to dictate to themselves as they
write, btt fourth graders tend to do more mouthing of words during
pauses. Gra-es (1979) also found a decline in vocalizing as children
develop facility. However, speech does not disappear entirely, and
subvocalizing is positively related to the quality of compositions among
fourth graders (Scardamalia et al. 1982) and adults (Williams 1983).
Overt interpersonal talk also is common during writing times; talk

surrounds writing and helps children figure out how to write (Dyson
1981). Some children use oral language as a tool to get information, and
some use it to give information (Dyson and Genishi 1982). Dickinson
(1985) has found that when first and second graders write collaboratively
at a computer, the amount of language dealing with monitoring, planning,
and evaluating is greater than when they write alone. Such collaborative
writing might help children develop a sense of planning and audience.

Structured talk in groups in the form of writing "Sharing Time" also
provides important opportunities for children to develop their writing
skills and their understanding of the process (Graves and Hansen 1983).
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Finally, talk between adults and children provides assistance to young
writers. As they tell stories, children practice conventions necessary for
writing narratives, such as how to distance themselves from the action of
the story and how to keep different characters distinct (Rubin and Wolf
1979). Writing instruction in the form of conferences between teachers
and children is, of course, another important influence on writing
development (Cordeiro, Giacobbe, and Cazden 1983; Estabrook 1982;
Graves 1982).
Spelling and Punctuo.tion: Evolving Rule Systems

Children rely on knowledge of spoken language as they try to spell, and
they construct rules in ways similar to rule construction during language
acquisition. Chomsky (1970) and Read (1971, 1975) demonstrated that
there is consistency in young children's invented spellings, partly because
they attend to the articulatory features of words. Subsequent work on

spelling development has revealed that development moves through
regular stages, beginning with analysis of articulatory features of spoken
language and slowly incorporating regularities of written English (Beers

1980, Beers and Henderson 1977). The generality cf. this finding is
illustrated by Stever's (1980) finding that, despite coming from different
classes and speaking different dialects of English, all the second graders
she tested used the same spelling strategies.
Child' en aiso develop their own systems for punctuation, which reveal
implicit knowledge of language structures. If young children divide words

at all, they may use spaces as well as dots, strips of paper, or dashes
(Bissex 1980, 1984; Sulzby 1981), and these segmentations reflect use of

phonological, morphological, or syntactic structures (Edelsky 1983).
Edelsky found that, without instruction, the segments delineated by
spaces became smarier while the units marked by other punctuation
became larger. revealing simultaneous growth in understanding of multiple levels of language structure. Although there was little within-child
consistency in strategy use, Edelsky (1982) did find that the segmentation

of work written in English (the children's second language) was more
conventional than that of work written in Spanish. Proportionately more
of the English input to these children was in written form, indicating that
exposure to conventional forms results in learning that is at least initially
restricted to the language in which it is learned. Cordeiro, Giacobbe,
and Cazden (1983) also found that the learning of punctuation reflects
children's analysis of language. They compared two different types of
punctuation, those with a semantic base (e.g., quotations, possessive)
and those delimiting formal linguistic units, and found that those that
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segment words into formal units (e.g., periods) are hardest to learn.
They suggest that to learn to use these ty pes children must become
sensitive to the structures of their language.
Punctuation and spelling research shows that children construct rule
systems that draw upon knowledge of language structures. An interesting
and more exact parallel in acquisition has emerged. In both modalities
children avoid taking advantage of the plurifunctionality of language.
King and Rentel (1981) identified a point at which children over-mark

cohesion to avoid having the same woras serve multiple functions.
Similarly, Ferreiro (1984) describes a three-year-old who refused to
believe that the letter m could appear in more than one word. This
resistance to accepting the plurifunctional nature of language has also
been observed in oral language, when children fail to understand the
multiple meanings carried by determiners (Karmiloff-Smith 1979).
Summary

Under ideal supportive conditions, reading and writing may emerge
spontaneously as children use them to serve valued functions. In an
accepting classroom, children develop progressively more mature rule
systems for spelling and punctuation in ways similar to those observed
during speech acquisition. Oral language also can provide valuable
support to developing competencies in reading and writing. The excitement of these examples of naturally developing competencies is that they
suggest that children's powerful language-acquisition mechanisms can be
activated to assist the learning of reading and writing. What we understand
far too poorly is whether all or most children can learn in this manner,
and how writing systems evolve and function in classrooms (but see
Cazden, Michaels, and Watson-Gegeo 1984 for discussion). It is especially
important to discover how well children acquire the modality-specific
knowledge needed for reading and writing.

What is Special about Learning to Read and Write
Few would dispute that reading and writing are language-based processes,

but teachers are concerned with what accounts for variations among
children. Several lines of research suggest that it is the special knowledge
and cognitive-processing requirements of reading and writing that present
the stumbling block to the acquisition and perfection of literacy skills.
Reading and writing differ from oral language in the need to learn soundsymbol correspondences and orthographic regularities and in the importance of language awareness.
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Learning How Print Works

Growing up in an environment filled with print enables some children to

move seemingly effortlessly into reading and writing. But in literate
societies, most homes of all classes and ethnicities have some printed
matter in them (Anderson and Stokes 1984, Harste et al. 1981, Wells
1985). Families also engage in activities influenced by literacy, and
children see signs and labels everywhere. Nonetheless, only a small
percentage of children learn to read conventionally before they enter
school. One reason tor this failure may be that writing is an unnatural
representational system for children. They may think of letters as other
objects (Y. Goodman 1984), and tend to associate a letter with a single
word or object (Ferreiro 1984). Donaldson (1984) also suggests that
children find it natural graphically to represent objects, but have great
difficulty representing events such as addition, subtraction, and speech.
Beginning Reading

Since Chall's review (1967), many publishers and school systems have
concluded that children need to be taught sound-symbol correspondences
directly. This position is bolstered by the previously reviewed evidence
that poor readers are weak at decoding. But if learning to read is like
learning to talk, simple exposure to environmental print should result in
children learning to map sounds to discrete symbols. This is not always
the case; rather there seems to be a discontinuity between being able to
respond to environmental print and having flexible knowledge of soundsymbol correspondences.
Mason (1980) found three stages in the development of knowledge
about early print: (a) recognition of print when situated in its environmental context (context dependency), (b) ability to recognize the entire
word (visual recognition), and (c) letter-sound analysis of words. She

also found the oft-reported result that there is a strong correlation
between knowledge of the alphabet and level of reading. Similar results
were obtained by Ehri and Wilce (1985). These researchers taught new
words to three groups ranging from "prereaders" to "veterans" (those
who could read several words) and found that prereaders relied more
heavily upon visual cues; novices and veterans relied more on phonetic

cues. Those unable to read environmental signs often even failed to
notice when the first letters in words were altered. Similar results were
reported by Masonheirner, Drum, and Ehri (1984), suggesting that initial
reading requires children to shift how they approach print. This may not
happen simply as a result of being exposed to environmental print.
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Spelling

The importance of sensitivity to graphic characteristics for early reading
is supported by the finding that spelling skills at the beginning and in the
middle of first grade strongly predict word-recognition scores in the
spring (Morris and Perney 1984). Schwartz (1983) also found strong

correlations between spelling of nonsense words and reading ability
between the ages of eight and ten.

As ,:hildren learn to read and write, they move away from reliance
upon spoken language for spelling because they begin learning with the
orthographic regularities of their written language. Research with dialect
speakers makes this point most clearly. At second grade, relationships
have been found between pronunciation and spelling among dialect
speakers, but considerable speech-spelling variation is also evident. For
example, Cronnell (1979) found that dialect speakers varied in deletion
of final consonants depending upon whether or not deletion would create
a homophone. In spelling, no such variation was noted. Similar results

were obtained on a reading task in which first-grade dialect speakers
were asked to say whether or not the word they were looking at was the
same as what an experimenter read them (Hart, Guthrie, and Winfield
1980). No dialect-related differences in accuracy were found, suggesting

that recognition of the special nature of print-speech relationships

emerges quite early. By the later elementary school years, spelling is only
minimally associated with features of spoken dialect (Groff 1978b).
Language Awareness and Learning to Read

As children learn to speak, they focus on accomplishing things with
language. They are concerned about the success of their attempts and
oblivious to the vehicle conveying their message. When learning to write

and read, children must at least temporarily turn their attention from
establishing communication to considering the sounds used for speaking.
This distinction between speaking and writing was first noted by Vygotsky

(1962) and more recently has been important to research on language
awareness. I will focus on later manifestations of language awareness and

will assume that it is conscious awareness that is important for arly
reading (Downing 1984, Valtin 1984a).

Early Reading and Language Awareness

Since Mattingly's influential paper (1972), many have assumed that
language awareness is a prerequisite to learning to read: in order to learn

to read, children must be able to turn their attention to the speech
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stream, segment it into phonemes, and understand that these units are
related to letters. If language awareness is needed in order to learn to
read and if it requires special knowledge or instruction, then it introduces
a major difference between oral language and literacy skills. In the mid1970s a flurry of correlational research provided overwhelming evidence
that poor readers have limited language awareness. Using a variety of
techniques, researchers repeatedly demonstrated that poor readers have
difficulty focusing on the phonemic structure of words (Valtin 1984b) and
the syntactic structwe of phrases and sentences (Hirsch-Pasek, Gleitman,
and Gleitman 1978; Menyuk and Flood 1981; Ryan and Ledger 1984).
Despite the correlational evidence and the strong conceptual support for

the claim that language awareness is required for learning to read, no
one has successfully shown a causal relationship. For example, a recent
study of early spontaneous readers (Backman 1983) failed to find that
these children were particularly advanced in their ability to attend to the
sound structure of words.

The lack of causal relationships between measures of language
awareness and reading could be interpreted as indicating that language
awareness is unnecessary for early reading, or as suggesting that language awareness is a product of learning to read. In either case, increases

in language awareness appear as children begin to read, and this
improvement is correlated with successful reading.
Knowledge and Language Awareness

Language awareness has sometimes been assumed to emerge naturally
as a more or less general ability unaffected by experiential factors (see
Valtin's 1984a review of current French work ). Such a developmental
course would link it closely with language development, seeing it as a
natural extension of the child's linguistic curiosity and language learning.
But evidence suggests that knowledge about language structures such as
phonemes, words, and sentences results from experiences with print. For
example, learning spellings of words influences how children hear the
sounds, how they segment words, and how they prmounce and recall
words (Ehri 1979, 1984). Ehri claims that providing a concrete representation of sound objectifies spoken language, making it easier to reflect
upon and construct concepts about language. Similany, Templeton (1980)
found that seeing the spelling of words increases children's understanding
of the relationships between derived versions of the same word (e.g.,
profane, profanity). Added evidence of the importance of literacy to the
development of language awareness comes from the finding that an
illiterate neolithic tribe in New Guinea, the Eipo, have no terms for
language structures such as word or sentence (Heeschen 1978).
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While language awareness is fostered by experiences with print, at
least some language awareness may be important as children begin
reading instruction. Downing (1984) has proposed that beginning readers
need a degree of cognitive clarity about language (especially structural
terms such as word) and about the nature of reading. Children who lack
this clarity may become overwhelmed in the early stages and give up.
Support for this hypothesis comes from the previously cited correlational
evidence linking early language awareness with later reading.
Cognitive Control and Language Awareness

A two-factor approach to language awareress is emerging, with knowl-

edge factors being separated from more general cognitive factors.
Although no conclusive proof of the separability of knowledge and
cognitive factors has been advanced, several researchers have found
relationships between measures of cognitive development and measures
of language awareness (Downing 1984, Ryan and Ledger 1984, Watson
1984). Some evidence also suggests that the spelling of elementary school
children is related to cognitive development (Hiebert 1980, Zutell 1980).
The relationships found between cognitive development, language awareness, and reading suggest that general cognitive abilities facilitate the
emergence of language awareness by providing the operational capacities
needed to focus on language.
Summary
Many children fail to learn to read or write without great difficulty. These
problems usually are attributed to failures to acquire modality-specific
knowledge, especially knowledge of sound-symbol correspondences. One
often-cited reason for problems learning to dccode is that some children
lack the necessary language awareness. Tantalizing correlations between
language awareness and reading acquisition have been found, but we are
not yet certain whether language awareness is necessary for learning to

read. Even less is known about the relationship between early writing
and language awareness. Certain concepts of language appear to be
important to early reading, but we do not know vhether these draw upon
knowledge already available to competent language users, whether they
require special instruction or information, or whether they require the
prior development of general cognitive capacities. Equally important, we
do not know whether they can emerge or be constructed by average
children without the aid of direct instruction.
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Oral Language and Responding to Literature
Literacy appears in many forms and serves diverse functions in the lives
of adults and children (Anderson and Stokes 1984, Heath 1983, Schickedanz and Sullivan 1984), but teachers of English have special interest in
the uses children make of literature. A strong motive for learning to read
is the opportunity books provide for children to move beyond the her::
and now by entering into many different possible worlds (Bruner 1984).

Early writing also holds special appeal because it offers children an
opportunity to control imaginary worlds (Britton 1982). Unfortunately
we know very little about developmental progressions in children's
response to stories and even less about how language abilities influence

children's response to literature; Applebee (1977) found only a few
unpublished dissertations linking ability or comprehension factors to
literary response and none examining oral language competence and
literary response.
We do know that elementary school children have limited understanding of literature. For example, there is a regular increase between ages

six and nine in the realization that stories are "made up" (Applebee
1976). Even fifth graders from private schools do not necessarily understand that events in a story are under the control of the author (Galda
1982). The ability to stand back from stories, taking a spectator stance
(Britton 1982), is a hallmark of a mature approach to literature. In fifth
graders such an attitude is not always present even in girl, from advantaged
(out of a group
backgrounds. For example, Galda (1982) found one
of three) who evaluated story characters by comparing them to her own

experiences and was quite bothered by events that did not fit her
conception of the world. Children in Galda's study also gave evidence of
knowing terms such as style and theme, but to the children these were
essentially empty terms. Facile but empty use of such words characterizes
children in discussion of literature throughout the school years, according
to the .979-1980 National Assessment of Educational Progress (Langer
1982),

AL. ugh many classrooms probably do little to foster the ability to
view 1erature aesthetically, some elementary classrooms stand as examples of what is possible. In a rare ethnographic study of mixed-atz,e
classrooms, Hickman (1980) found great variety in the pilsical and
verbal responses of children to books. At times children would make
brief comments to each other and at other times they would read to each
other, pointing out what they especially liked. These verbal interaction:,
were important to maintaining the children's enthusiasm for reading, and
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they illustrate that oral language is a natural part of children's response
to literature ("Y. Goodman 1984).
Probably the most exciting approach to building respect for literature

is through group discussions about children's writing, in classrooms
where children write frequently and share their work in meetings, they
can assume the author and critic roles regulaly (Hansen 1983). In such
rooms children learn that, as authors, they control events in their stories
and choose how to recount their narratives. As audience members, they
learn to listen appreciatively, to relate personal experiences to the work
being presented, and to consider written pieces as imperfect, mutable
artifacts representing the effort of individuals. In such rooms children
begin learning to assume a spectator stance toward the writing of peers
and adult authors as they learn to take that stance toward their own
writing.

We know relatively little about how children learn to appreciate
literature and nearly nothing about links between oral language and
literary appreciation. It is somewhat ironic that research on children's
responsiveness to literature ignores the relationship between oral language and literary appreciation. As was pointed out earlier, oral-style
strategies are rhetorically based and are well suited to aesthetic uses of
language (see especially Bennett 1983, Gee 1985). I suspect that teachers
and researchers unintentionally have been seduced into viewing literature
in too literate a manner, ignoring the power of the spoken word that is
the bedrock of literature. Considerable benefit could come from better
appreciating the literary capacities of childrenespecially those children
from homes where parents do not give intensive early training in the use
of literate-style language.
A Typology of Language/Literacy Relationships
Four kinds of relationships between oral language and reading, writing,

and response to literature can be identified: (a) dependence upon
language-processing capacities, (b) interdependence of knowledge struc-

tures, (c) support of acquisition of literacy with speech, and (d) independence of the different modalities.

Dependence on Language-Processing Abilities

Literacy skills are dependent upon the language system used to process
ideas. This dependence is described by reading models and research with

disabled readers which shows that inefficiencies or breakdowns in
language processing result in reading problems. A relationship of
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dependence might also characterize the mechanisms that enable children

to learn to read and write spontaneously. Although controversy still
surrounds the question of whether special-purpose abilities enable
children to learn language, I assume that not all language learning can
be accounted for in terms of general cognitive abilities (Gleitman and
Wanner 1982). To the extent that special abilities for language learning
are involved in acquiring oral language, those same abilities might be
recruited for literacy acquisitions, with the possible exception of auditory
mechanisms. Examples of similar rule-construction abilities in acquisition
support this suggestion (see also Mattingly 1984).
Interdependence of Knowledge Structures

Oral language and literacy skills also are interdependent in certain
respects; abilities required for one activity are drawn upon by another
and experiences in one modality influence performance in other modalities. Most knowledge structures required for reading and writing fall

under this heading. We have seen that literacy experiences shape
children's vocabularies, syntax, and knowledge of discourse forms, and
that control of these knowledge structures is necessary for reading and

writing. A more subtle form of interdependence can be seen in the
influence of reading and writing experiences on children's language
awareness. A certain amount of cognitive clarity probably is necessary

for children to begin learning to read, but the experience of reading
greatly facilitates the development of language awareness, which then
facilitates reading and writing.

There are developmental shifts in the balance of importance of the
contribution of the different modalities, with young children being more
dependent upon oral language experiences for constructing knowledge
structures and older children more dependent upon i;!eracy experiences.
Phonological rules provide the most extreme exampl.; of such shifting.
Beginning readers and writers are heavily dependent upon knowledge of

the sound system, but as they are exposed to print they become
progressively less reliant upon speech-code representations and more
able to rely upon graphic representations (Barron 1981, Ehri and Wilce
1985).

Support by Oral Language

Oral language also may support development in other modalities. Self-

directed language can be useful for monitoring oneself and guiding
thought and action during writing. Social uses provide an even more
important support to reading and writing. Informal conversations and
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structured group discussions provide children opportunities to learn how
to read and write, to reflect on what they have read, to learn new ways
of approaching reading and writing, and to share their enthusiasm. The
importance of oral language as a support of literacy skills most often has
been demonstrated among young children, but given the diverse uses of
oral language, it is likely that older children would also benefit.
pendence of Modalities

Some processes, knowledge, and skills are modality-specific. For example, pairing graphic symbols to sounds and forming letters correctly
require modality-specific knowledge. Other kinds of modality-specific
knowledge such as reading strategies and techniques for organizing and
presenting ideas in writing become more important with age. Also, at
least in early processing stages, these activities are independent because
they rely upon different receptor systems.
Abilities that are independent of oral language are generally taught
explicitly and consume large amounts of instructional time. Interestingly,
the extent to which skills actually are independent of an oral language
base may vary depending upon how they are fostered. For example, we
noted that children are able to develop their own spelling and punctuation
systems once they have learned some modality-specific information (e.g.,

letters of the alphabet, types of punctuation marks). Teaching that
stresses memorization of conventional forms is not likely to encourage
children to use this knowledge.
Research Directions

Examination of the relationships among oral language, reading, and
writing reveals support for the longstanding assumption that oral language
competence is essential to the acquisition of literacy skills. Many traditions
have been discussed, each of which has its own set of research problems,

but I see two general directions for research examining oral language/
literacy relationships that could be especially worthwhile. We can examine
whether particular language-based competencies (e.g., literate-style language strategies) provide a foundation for development of skills in reading
and writing. Second, we can attempt to understand better whether, within
the institutional restrictions imposed by schools, children can learn to
read and write in ways that approximate how they learn oral language.

We do not know whetherexcept for breakdowns in languageprocessing abilities--any other oral languagerelated problems account
for significant numbers of reading failures. We know even less about what
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accounts for writ

'rns. One hopeful direction for research is to
amino the relw onships between abilit to use decontextualized language and skills
reading and wri'r,
t gow that compared with
good readers, poor readers often have lc , Luntrol u ,r red aspects of
language structure (e.g., Squire 1983, Stotsky 1983, Tierney and Pearson
109), and exposure to books influences language and writing (Britton
1982) development. We do not know whether all of these pieces might fit
tog
r rrflo.'t"" :ompetence with usinf, decontex. alized language. It
couit
thaL cuillutes to readin,
Acate
' nowledge

of the language of books and minimal understanding of tne literate
approach to language. On the other hand, reading problems could result
from many unrelated problems. Separate clusters of problems may be
related to diverse language-related problems, including both processbased problems such as speed of access to verbal information and more
knowledge-related problems such as limited vocabulary and world knowledge, limited control of complex syntax, minimal grasp of high-level
discourse structures, and weak understanding of reading and language.
Undoubtedly there are multiple causes of reading and writing failures,
but at present sufficient evidence suggests the importance of decontextualized language to warrant study of how limited control of literate-style
language does and does not affect a child's reading and writing at different
stages of development. We also need to research-test the hypothesis that

development of literate-style language-using abilities translates into
improved reading and writing. Such research might take the form of
clearer specification of the nature and importance of decontextualized
contact in work on language awareness, research on language use in the
classroom (e.g., Cazden 1986), good/poor reader research, and research
on techniques for improving reading comprehension (e.g., Beck, Omanson , and McKeown 1982).

A second general avenue for research is exploration of whether it is
effective and efficient to foster reading and writing development in ways
that attempt to mimic oral language learning in school environments.
"Spontaneous acquisition" of literacy skills usually refers to acquisition
that occurs seemingly without effort (e.g., that is enjoyable, functional,
and involves little overt study), without didactic instruction imposed upon
the child, without correction of errors of form, and in the context of close

interpersonal relationships. We have case studies of classrooms that
exemplify several of these components in the teaching and learning of
functional writing, and rooms where oral language supports reading and
writing. Approaches becoming popular that also approximate this model
include programs encouraging large amounts of writing using invented

spelling (e.g., Graves 1982) and programs using the Shared Book
technique described by Holdaway (1979).
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Unfortunately we have little generalizable understanding of how
exceptional classrooms function. What teacher and administration attitudes, child behaviors, skill levels, and classroom routines and rules are
needed to create such environments? Equally important, in such rooms

can we observe unusual development in mastery of the skills being
inculcated? For example, in rooms that allow much tine for writing and

discussion, language awareness could be heightened, writing ability
elevated, literacy appreciation and the ability to assume a spectator
stance fostered, and at least normal reading devel( ment maintained.
Careful study of the educational progress of childi en from all Mu" levels
is needed to discover whether all children benefit equally ft n such
nrograms.
'es in theory and shifts in pedagogy enable us to begin examining
t,_
,at
11 language competencies are important to learning to
read and write and also how to create settings that maximize the chances
that children will utilize their language-learning abilities as they learn to

read and write. There is considerable pressure toward fragmented
instruction of discrete skills (Cazden and Dickinson 1981). Research
specifying how oral language competence and literacy skills are related
might help teachers resist this pressure by providing clearer guidance
about what oral language skills should be encouraged.
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Commentary

David Dillon
University of Alberta

Fortunately, these two thorough and careful reviews provide us with
different perspectives on the research topic we are considering. One, I
believe, shows us clearly where (or bow) we have been. The other
provides an alternative vision of where (or how) we might go. Paradoxically, both reviewsone implicitly and the other explicitlylead me to

consider abandoning, or moving beyond, this topic of oral/written
relationships as a major focus for educational research.

First, Dickinson's review reflects what has been the status quo of
language arts research in this area, not merely in content, bur also in the
structure of knowledge in the area. Above all, we see not only a complex
area, but also a fragmented and disjointed one. Dickinson is faithful to
the descriptors and classifications existing in the field, but despite his
effort to pull the many research aspects together into a coherent whole,
we are left with a series of juxtaposed mi ii-ieviews, sitting tentatively
and uncomfortably side by side. I point ink out not necessarily as a
deficiency on the reviewer's part, but as an accurate reflection of research
efforts in this area.

Many of the pieces fail to fit together, I believe, because of deep
structural differences in basic assumptions and starting points embedded

in the reviewed surface structure. For example, parts of Dickinson's
review seem to assume that psycholinguistic processes of use in acquisition

are largely uniform (with the exception of good and poo: reading). Yet,

other work he reviews focuses on the major impact of purpose and
context on the process. Some of the work has a built-in middle-class bias.
Other does not. Much of the reviewed work is based on a deficit

perspective of children and implies a teacher-dominated instructional
model. Other work suggests that resourceful children cPn only implicitly
learn what cannot be taught directly.
Given these differences, Dickinson's review shows us a field preoccu-
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pied largely with psycholinguistic processes as well as stylistic and
structured comparisons between oral and written modes, surrounded by
a constellation of correlational factors which are assumed to affect and
determine in some way the nature of the oral/written relationship. The
field's preoccupation with the how of language use leaves little attention
for its what and why; the processes are treated as if they were acontextual.
Much of the reading research seems based on a text-driven model of

comprehension. My concern, obviously, is that so much of the work
reviewed and the way in which Dickinson has reviewed it fail to be explicit

about implicit, deep-structure assumptions, beliefs, and values upon
which the research is based. It is as if we are seeing only the low-level
details of hierarchical, multidimensional frameworks for viewing this
topic. The oral and written modes which are the primary focus of this
revior strike me as part of the lower level of subheadings, while topics of
purpose, meaning, and context of language would be major, superordinate
determinants. Yet when these high levels of our conceptual and attitudinal

frameworks remain implicit and tacit, it is akin to "flying blind" or
missing forests while attending to the detail of trees. I readily agree with
Dickinson that the oral/written relationship is a complex one. Yet
complexity does not preclude integration and wholeness. Becoming more
critically aware of the underlying, superordinate constructs embedded in
our research may be extremely helpful for us all in yielding clearer insight
into the mass of detail now characterizing the field.

I sense a further problem in operating primarily at such a detailed
surface level with little awareness of deep-structure principles. Dickinson,
remaining within the paradigms he has perceived in the field, hopes for
discovery of ever-further details as the way of creating greater integration
among the research findings. My concern centers on what value the new

details (as well as r .any of the details we already have) would be to
language educators. I am reminded of several examples which James
Britton often uses. One comes from Ed Henderson, who points out that
knowing all the detailed rules or skHls of the process of horseback riding
was of no help to him in learning to ride a horse (indeed, it may even
have been a hindrance). The other example comes from Michael Polanyi
who explains that, while many of us learn to ride a bicycle, the rules by
which we perform this process so successfully are generally unknown. In
a like manner, much oral and written language use occurs successfully
although we know little about how it occurs. And the more detail we
learn about oral and written language processes and their relationship,
the more doubtful I am that the detailed knowledge will help us or others
learn to listen, speak, read, or write well.

1
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As educational researchers, we must ask ourselves, I believe, about
the value of pursuing research focusing primarily on what I've called
lower-level details of the oral/written relationship. (I am surprised by the
small amount of pedagogical research here at this conference.) Would
the results help us become more effective language teachers by helping

us understand the heart or essence of oral and written language useor
would it merely provide a Trivial Pursuit game for other researchers in
this area? Thus, I have inferred from Dickinson's review that we should
abandon or move beyond the oral/written dimension as a research topic
of major importance to use.
Myers's review begins to shift us away from the current orientation by
structuring a perspective around what I perceive to be higher-level and
more basic constructs of sociocultural contexts, thus rendering the oral/
written distinction a minor subheading. Myers argues explicitly for
abandoning or de-en hasizing this research topic. He offers us a more
coherent (yet admittedly more general) vision of language as a shaper of
our experience particularly within social, cultural, and interpersonal
contexts. He is also explicit about deep-level starting points embedded
in a different research and scholarly tradition.
The difference in the two reviews is indicated, I believe, by how well

they door do notreflect current research. I have already indicated
that I believe Dickinson's does. Myers's perspective seems not to be
characteristic of current research in this areaat least within educational
circles. Imagine the kind of research we would be engaged in if it were.
Rather than being preoccupied with how to ride our analogous horse or
bicycle, we would be concerned primarily with the circumstances of the
riding and how those circumstances determine its nature.
Yet, although I feei that Myers has shown us steps in the right direction,
his perspective still falls short of the deep-structure principles I referred

to earlier. While he refers in his review to superordinate headings of
purpose and meaning of language use generally, his framework fails to
engage with them fully and explicitly (to carry my analogy further, that
concern would be with why we are riding the horse or bicycle and where
we want to go or happen to end up on it). Again, this lack is not entirely
on the reviewer's part but reflects a dearth of research in the field with
that orientation. Awareness of the deep, overriding importance of purpose
and meaning for language use and development (both oral and written)
has been with us at least since the Dartmouth Seminar, but has not yet
characterized our research efforts. We have embraced psycholinguistics
as a shape of our research, but Dartmouth's legacy of the philosophical

and social aspects of language use has failed to move us. I offer this
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reflection to you because I think our research should deal explicitly with
these deep-structure headings of purpose and meaning, rather than allow
them to remain implicit and tacit, for they are always present.
I have already tried to point out some of the conflicting ideologies I
perceive in the research Dickinson reviewed, some of which strikes me
as reactionary and even oppressive. I wonder if the underlying ideology
embedded in Myers's review values conforming to intersubjective understanding of circumstances, as well as behaving appropriately in a cultural
context, thus emphasizing the reproductive, conforming aspects of culture
and downolaying the iconoclastic, transforming, and creating potential
on the culture of its individual members.
I am still uncertain myself about the nature of these deep-structure
ultimates, but will offer you a few possibilities to consider. Both reviewers
dealt with literacy but dealt with it largely as if it were neutral. Yet Paulo
Freire, among others, points out that literacy is always used to oppress

or to liberate the human spirit and body, that becoming truly literate
means that a person discow!rs he or she has a voice. Does the research
reviewed by Dickinson and Myers support literate oppression or liberation? J. Krishnamurti suggests that the ultimate purpose of education
should be to free us from fear rather than to create fear. Does the current
research tend to dissipate or create fear for learners, teachers, ourselves?
My own concerns lately about ultimate purposes of language and literacy
center around our lives evolving toward a higher good, discovering and
defining ourselves, and finding meaning in our existence. How do these

concerns fit into our research? I ,:annot help but think of literature, a
topic both reviewers dealt with. Consider how a view of literature kis an
experience to define ourselves, to grow toward a higher good, and to find

meaning in our existence would make us see the details of hearing 07
reading or writing literature differently than would a view of literature as
a process of response or of psycholinguistic strategies built on an oral
language base.
All of our research contains a view of humanity which shapes us ever
so subtly, to enhance or erode our own humanness. In sum, what appears

to be missing in both reviewsat least explicitlyis the treatment of
these ultimates underlying the details, particulaly ultimates which I
would call political and ideological as well as philosophical and epistemological. Our research can never be neutral and pure. If we think it is,
we are like Pilate, insidiously supporting the dominant ideology embedded in an area or a field, an ideology which has much to answer for
in North American schools. I end by suggesting that we try to discover

more the underlying assumptions and beliefswhat I hope I've called

no
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"ultimates"embedded in what Dickinson and Myers have reviewed for
us, for it seems that those are the things we are ultimately and most
pervasively learning.
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Commentary

Rose lmina Indrisano
Boston University

In the tradition of reasoned inquiry, each of the researchers who addresses

the topic "Oral Language: Its Relations to Writing, Reading, and
Response to Literature" reviews and analyzes research evidence and
philosophical perspectives, describes or develops a theoretical base, and
presents conclusions, implications, and/or recommendations. The process
is similar, but the outcomes are quite different. As is so often the case,
it is the differences that give texture to the discussion.
David Dickinson ,:oncentrates on "-arly acquisition because it is here

that the parallels are strongest." In reviewing and interpreting the
literature, he makes clear distinctions between what is known, what can

logically be inferred, and what remains a mystery locked within the
processes and the learners. Dickinson's investigation and insights result
in a typology of language/literature relationships. In his paper, important
questions are raised; thoughtful observations and analyses are generated.
The perspctive of a researcher of child language and learning is evident
in the work.
Miles Myers's primary purpose is "to critique the assumption . . . that
oral and written differences are the key distinctions between one way of

thinking and another and/or between the literate and the illiterate."
Beginning with a historical review of definitions of oracy and literacy,
Myers next reviews the relevant major language and learning theories
and offers a theory of interactive sign systems to explain the relation
between oral and written language. He concludes with suggestions for
applying his theory of shared structure to "new and productive ways for
teaching writing, reading, and literature." An intriguing theory is built;
new instructional approaches are offered. The perspective of a researcher
)f in: teaching process is evident in this work.
i-;jr those who read with pen in hand, Dickirson's text is a document
of evidence. Underlining, mapping, notes in the marginall attint to a
personal view of significance. Notes on the Dickinson paper suggest that
189
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his comprehensive review of literature on the acquisition and early
development of oracy and literacy is a valuable contribution to the field.
The typology of language/literature relationships reflects Dickinson's
interpretation of the evidence gathered in the review and the implications
of the conclusions. The typology is a promising beginning and will provide

a useful structure for discussion and study. Perhaps it will lead to

a

paradigm of reading/writing relationships for development levels beyond
the early stages and ultimately inform evaluative, instructional, and
remedial practices.

Regarding the role of oral language in young students' learning,
Dickinson suggests, "There are developmental shifts in the balance of
importance of the contribution of the different modalities, with young
children being more dependent on oral language experience for constructing knowledge structures and older children more dependent on literary
experiences." Given the research evidence summarized by Anderson and
Pearson (1984), relevant knowledge structures emerge as paramount in
comprehending and composing. For the young learner, it is indeed the

voice of the teacherwhether parent, professional, or peerthat is the
primary medium for joining objects and ideas with language. Ultimately,

it is language that makes it possible for teachers to guide learners in
constructing, organizing, and relating relevant knowledge structures.
While young learners are certainly more dependent on oral language for
developing knowledge structures, older children, and even adults, benefit
from oral explanation and discussion of complex concepts. While older

children are indeed more dependent on literary experiences, young

children benefit from listening to literature that provides opportunities
for discussion of story concepts. (A more complete justification will be
offered later in this discussion.)
Another contribution of oral language to young learners' education is
its power to initiate them into the community of the school. It is the

language of instruction that serves as a code between teachers and
learners. It is the language of instruction, too, that has the potential to
alienate learners whose roots are in a different language community.
In summarizing the impact of oral language on teaching and learning,
Martha King suggests that "langua-,,e plays a complex and crucial role in
schooling because it pervades the entire process. It is much more than
the medium for conveying the message; it helps to form the message"
(1985, p. 20). For the disabled reader/writer, ora! language is medium and
message. In his review of good/poor reader re5earch, Dickinson describes
the acknowledged difficulties experienced by disabled readers: decoding,
memory and retrieval, and language awareness. The newer research on
disabled readers/writers appears to have been influenced by recent
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developments in reading/writing process research. Given the findings of
these studies of disability, it may be concluded that what is known to be
important for effecti ve readers is all the more important for the disabled
reader: background knowiedge, familiarity with discourse structure, and
language-related knowledge.
At Boston University's Assessment Center, students are tested in a
teaching mode and are encouraged to participate actively in the assessment. Oral language is the primary medium for assessing knowledge
structures, vocabulary, language awareness, and understanding of the
processes of reading and writing, including the structure of story and
To assess students' understanding of reajing/writing
informative
processes, they are asked to explain to a young child what to do when

you read and write. The findings suggest that most disabled readers/
writers view reading and writing from the surface structure only, since
they advise students to "sound out the words" or "figure out the letters
to write." Have disabled readers/writers learned what they have been

taught? If the more contemporary approaches to reading instruction were
used, would disabled students learn what they were taught and ultimately
view reading and writing as communication processes rooted in meaning?
If it can be agreed that oral language interaction contributes to the
development of knowledge structures for all types of learners, is there
reason to be concerned with the effects of the pervading visual media in
the lives of children? Estimates of time spent with television, video
systems, and electronic games vary, but each figure is higher than any
estimate of time spent reading or writing. Does the validated effect of
time on task apply in this situation? Would the development of knowledge
structures applicable to comprehending and composing be enhanced by
including time in the school day for students to engage in sustained
reading and writing activities that also offer opportunities to apply what
they have learned in reading and writing instruction?

Related to knowledge structures are the text structures of story or

exposition that serve to organize elements or to reflect thought processes.
Dickinson's review suggests that young learners benefit from listening to
stories brAore they are formally taught to read. Baker and Stein (1981)
indicate that children use what they khow of story s.lructure when they
read stories. Would listening to informational text help learners, young
and older, to become more familiar with the structures of exposition, or
with knowledge structures relevant to the content areas? Would discussing
expository text help older children to perceive the relationship between
knowledge structures and text structures?
In concluding the discussion of Dickinson's paper, it seems appropriate
to consider whether future investigators will discover the same circular
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relationship between imagining and knowing as is now being described
with regard to composing and comprehending. R.L. Gregory, a neuropsychologist, offers this insight:
The success of science shows the power of hypotheses as fictions of
limited truth. The methods of science demonstrate several extremely
effective ways for generating and testing fictional accounts of possible
realities, and applying them to win over the environment.
This in,. y suggest that cognitive psychology might learn even more
from the methods and philosophy of science than from what science
has discovered about objects. Objects are different from us, because
they are all fact: we are works of fiction. (from New Society, 23 May
1974, p. 398; see also Gregory 1978)

This reader's markings on the paper by Miles Myers reflect a former
philosophy student's appreciation for the opportunity to refine familiar
ideas and to reflect on them from a new perspective. This philosophical
base for the concept of a "shared structure" of oracy and literacy brings
to mind the words of Suzanne Langer, who offers this view of relationships
among the forms of language:
Language is much more than a set of symbols. . . . Its forms do not
stand alone, like so many monoliths, each marking its one isolated
grave; but instead, they tend to integrate, to make complex patterns,
and thus to point out equally complex relationships in the world, the
realm of their meanings. (p. 135, 1957)

The case for Myers's theory of shared structure is most convincing
when related to the reading of texts that were specifically written to be
rendered orally: poetry, plays, and the language of humor, jokes, and
puns. In these reading experiences, an awareness of pragmatics is required

for the appropriate oral interpretation of the cognitive and affective
dimensions of meaning. In these instances also, "oral and written
language are used to represent the same underlying contexts within
significantly different sign systems. '
Miles Myers's paper also invites questions. Three issues seem appropriate for discussion: the younger learner, the relationship between the

oral and written modes, and the differences between texts read for

pleasure and those read for information.
In describing the possibilities for translating the theory of shared
structure to instructional practice, Myers cites examples of texts and
teaching ebjectives. Neither the books nor the cognitive demands of the
instruction seem applicable to younger learners, yet refereace is made
throughout the paper to studies of young readers. Can readers who are
still "glued to pfatt" or "reading from a single viewpoint" (Chall 1983)
gain the understanding and the distance to perceive "contrasts of different
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contexts or styles"? Is there a metacognitive demand, as well, when both
process and processing require the learner's attention? Should the theory

and approach be tested with readers to determine whether The Secret
Garden and The Wind in the Willows are more appropriate than "The
Garden Party" and The Catcher in the Rye?
Volumes have been written about the relationships between oral and
written modes of communication. Beginning with Louise Rosenblatt's

premise that "a text, once it leaves its author's hands, is simply paper
and ink until a reader evokes fron. it a literary work" (1978, p. ix), there
has been renewed interest in explaining the nuances of the reader/writer
relationship. The most comprehensive current publication on the topic,
Composing and Comprehending (1984), was cosponsored by the National
Conference on Research in English and edited by Julie Jensen. Several

contributions to the volume offer theories on the relationship between
reading and writing. James Squire suggests that "composing and comprehending are two sides of the same process-; Tierney and Pearson offer

the premise that both processes are acts of composing; and Wittrock
proposes a generative theory of comprehending and composing.
How does the theory of shared structures relate to these theories on

the relationships between comprehending and composing? Does the
process approach to teaching writing and reading (Graves and Hansen
1984) advance the learner's under tanding of the "speech act," affirm the
theory of shared structure?

To conclude this discussion, the matter of the characteristics and
demands of various texts will be considered in relation to response to
literature. It seems appropriate to suggest that response to literature is a
sophisticated act of comprehending and composing. The respondee must
first comprehend the text and then reflect on its meaning to author and
to reader. The ultimate response is a new creation, "composed" by the
reader.
When the response is offered within the context of a group discussion,
the individual is given the opportunity to test Inc validity and depth of
the response. The insights of other members of the group may serve to

verify or alter these impressions. Once again, orai language makes a
significant contribution to the development of the reader. For the young

child or the disabled lcarner, there is an added advantage to oral
discu-sion of responses. When the mode of communication is oral, the
students can usually offer any idea they wish to share, unencumbered by
the challenges of writing and spelling.
One of the text types that offers opportunity for creative response

from the reader is the literature read for the purpose Robert Probst
(19841 cails "self-indulgence." Most often, the author of such a text
invites the reader to create visions and dreams, to become the character,
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to live in a different time and place. Contrast this freedom to "own" the
story with the precision required when the major purpose for reading is
to learn, to be informed. When the reader opens Where the Wild Things
Are (1969), there is an invitation to experience the terrifying nightmares
described by Maurice Sendak, and even to imagine visions mole fearful.

When the reader opens a biography such as Martin Luther King, Jr.
(1969), the fears experienced by this historic figure must be comprehended

within the reality of the events and the times described by the author,
D.H. Mil lender. The reader is invited to imagine the feelings of the hero,
but these feelings are evoked from the facts of the biography.
How does the concept of "speech events" help readers to predict the
author's purpose, relate the purpose to text genre, or determine the most
appropriate approach to reading the text? How does the theory of shared
structure inform theories of literary response in developing readers?

Future Directions
Perhaps there can be no more valuable outcome of this seminar than the
creation of a plan for communication between researchers, who generate

and validate new insights, and teachers, who apply the findings in
instructional settings. fhe plan may hasten the day when s-..udents are
taught by teacher-scholars.
Preliminary evidence gathered by this observer suggest ; that the
teacher-scholar is an active learner and a keen observer. The teacherscholar considers process and pupils before selecting procedures, asks
"why" before deciding "how," and monitors the effectiveness of instruction before making judgments atout the learners. The teacher-scholar is
skilled in ethnography, however informal the design of the experiment.
The behaviors of the teacher-scholar seem to mirror those cited by
Baker and Brown (1984) when they describe the characteristics of the
metacognitive learner. Critical to metacognitionwhether the learner is
student or teacheris the capacity to be aware of process, and thus to
exert control over performance. For the teacher-scholar, the capacity for
metacognitive teaching is likely to be related to knowledge of process,
teaching and learning, and oracy and literacy. The Mid-Decade Seminar
has made available tc researchers a comprehensive review of research
and them on teaching ai.-I learning the language arts. It remains for
participants of this seminar to make the knowledge synthesized here
available to teachers in a form that permits them to test the conclusions
and recommendations in the school setting with the diverse group of
learners that gather in a unit called a "class."
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At mid-point in the decade of the eighties, two si-nificant developments
an unprecedented
are worthy of consideration. First, there continue:,
volume of basic and applied research in the language arts that can serve
to improve teaching and ensure learning in ways not yet realized. At the
same time, there is a plethora of reports on excellence in education which
offer varied perspect(ves on problems, causes, and solutions. The diverse
recommendations serve, at times, to divide rather than to unite the many
constituencies concerned with quality education. Another potential out-

comc of this seminar is to bring together those who seek to improve
education with the knowledge base upon which to make decisions about
enlightened change.
In this place, at this time, it is well to recall that researchers, teachers,
and ail who are learners share a common quest, a journey made possible
by the miracle of common language in both oral and written forms. In
the language of Frank Jennings,

Learning and teaching and study are the triple strands of the
examined life. They are secure against accidental privilege. They
shield solitude against loneliness. They enhance our uniqueness,
defend our differences and place the power of equality at the service
of the individual.
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Introduction
Recent years have seen a substantial increase in our knowiedge of
classroom behaviors. Studies of teaching practices, dassroom interaction,
instructional sequences in schoolbooks, and teacher uses of time have
been examined by researchers witti varied points of view and methodo-

logical approaches. An increased interest in ethnographic studies has
been particularly notable. The two papers reviewing these studies for the

seminar reflect how discrete bodies of research, such as the teachingeffectiveness studies, have emerged during recent years, yet how seldom
results from one body of research have iniOrmed another or even teaching

practice. In a sense Fillion and Brause outline the conflicting open
classroom and structured-teaching views, and Smith-Burke shows how
similar differences permeate discrete research studies. Whether classroom learning should be relatively open, whether language learning
should be studied in relation to function or only to content, whether high
test scores on presenth assessed low-level skills offer an adequate basis
for distinguishing effective teachingthese are among the critical issues.
But perhaps even more critical is awareness that the very diversity of
approaches requires development of a theory of language teaching to
help interpret the theories and practices in language learning. The issue
raised by Applebee in his commenta:y affords Durkin opportunity to
reflect on ethical behavior in conducting and interpreting research in the
language arts.
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Research into Classroom Practices:
What Have We Learned
and Where Are We Going?
Bryant Fil lion and Rita S. Brause
Fordham University at Lincoln Center

Language is learned in virtually all human environments, but none of
these has been investigated as thoroughly as has the classroom. This
paper considers how studies of classroom practices may contribute to the
overriding, long-range purpose of all research in language education: the
improvement of learners' language deve!opment and use.

The Natare and Purposes of Classroom Research

Classroom-process studies are usually intended to serve one of five
purposes: (1) To increase our general understanding of classrooms as
educational environments: e.g., what teachers F 1c1 pupils actually do
during reading, writing, or literature lessons, ur how students spend their
time in classrooms, as in the two Sc /ire and Applebee surveys (1968,
1969) of U.S. and U.K. practices in the ,eaching of English; (2) to identify

and describe clssroom factors likely to influence children's linguistic
development and achievement of other desired outcomes, as in Dyson's
(1984) study of individual primary pupils' response to specific teacher-set
tasks; (3) to determine whether and how predetermined con3tructs, such
as "comprthension instruction" or "composition instruction," are mani-

fested in classrooms, as in Durkin (1979) and Applebee (1981); (4) to
examine the relationship between actual practices and particular outcomes, as in Galton and Simon's (1981) U.K. studies relating teacher
styles to pupil performance in primary schools and Southgate, Arnold,
and Johnson's (1981) study of teaching practices related to improved
reading performance in British junior schools; or (5) to detail language
processes and developments as they occur !n school, as in Graves's (1982)
study of writing developments in grades 1 through 4.

Classroom research includes a wide range of studies, only some of
them specific to language education. Language-education researchers
may not be aware of the large body of obszrvational research on teaching,
often classed as "interaction analysis," though most are probably familiar
201
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with the work of Flanders (1964, 1965, 1970). Other related research,
generally associated with the "teacher accountability" and "competencybased education" movements in the 1970s, dealt with various aspects of
teacher evaluation (see Adams and Biddle, 1979, Borich 1977, and Good
and Brophy 1978). Much of this research involves the study of specific
classroom variables, such as organizational patterns and teacher behaviors, as these relate to instructional outcomes and student achievement.
A third body of research, in many ways antithetical to the other two
(Harste, Woodward, and Burke 1984, Heap 1982), and occasionally
overlapping with language-education research, has grown up around
ethnomethodological approaches to classroom observation. In the U.K.,
there is a growing body of ethnographic classroom research that may be
largely unknown to U.S. researchers (see Chanan and Deiamont 1975,
Delamont 1976, and Sinclair and Coulthard 1975).

A fourth body of literature dealing with classrooms, teaching, and
learning might be excluded on the grounds that it is not conventional
research. Classroom-process studies are among the few types of educational research that have a widely familiar counterpart in classical and
popular fiction, and many popular accounts of actual classrooms 3nd
schools, such as Dennison's The Lives of Children (1969), Lopate's Being
with Children (1975), and Herndon's The Way It Spozed to Be (1968),
approach literary writing in their style and impact. Whattver their status

as research, there can be little question of their potential influence, as
N. L. Gage complained in 1978:
Since Summerhili appeared in 1960, we seem to have been more than

ever at the mercy of powerful and passionate writers who shift
educational thinking ever more erraecally with their manifestos. The

kind of research I have been describing [on classroom practices
related to achievement] is a plodding enterprise, the reports of which
are seldom, I regret to say, as well writ:en as the pronouncements of
authors unburdened by scientific method. But, in the long run, the

improvement of teaching

.

.

.

will come in large part from the

continued search for a scientific basis ft:pi the art of teaching. (p. 235).

Nevertheless, given that a central function of all educational research
must be to inform and improve practice, we perhaps need to weigh the
relative benefits to practi.se of fictional accounts such as Up the Down
Staircase (1966), quasi-journrlistic accounts such as Miriam Wasserman's
The School Fix, NYC, USA (1971), and more conwntional research
reports such ns Goodlad's A Place Called School (1984), or Rutter et al.'s
U.K. study, Fifteen Thousand Hours: Secondary Schools and Their Effects
on Children (1979). What are acceptable data in classroom research, and
how do different kinds of data influence practice? At issue is not whether
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researchers should abandon the classroom to poets. writers or others
"t.nburdened by scientific methorl," but whether researchers should be
more like poets in their approach to and reporting of classroom data.
The Changing Face o' Classroom Research

The bulk of classroom observational research has been conducted since
1960 and has been joindy influenced by development in research technology, such as instruments for interaction analysis and the emergence of
ethnographic approaches, aad by increased understanding of classroom
processes and the nature of learning. The focuses of such research have

also changed. Traditional experiments testing the effects of specific
methods and materials on particWar performance measures have broadened to include the observation and analysis of teaching behaviors related
to more general outcomes. Techniques of meta-analysis have allowed us
to overcome the limitations of design flaws and small samples in individual

studies of similx. phenomena and to benefit from the comh:ned force of
pooled data. Etnnography and discourc analysis have produced a deeper
appreciation of classrooms as dinamic environments in which participants
and processes interact in complex %yaw; to influence both instruction and
learning. In language education, the burgeoning research into cognitive
and linguistic development has shifted attention from the teacher to the
learner, and from learning as the retention of information or performance
of discrete skills to learning as an active, dynamic process.
As recently as twenty-five years ago, few researchers visited classrooms
except to retrieve data, usually consisting of standardized test measures.

The world of educational research and the world of the classroom
operated ;ndependently, despite the frequently voiced belief that there
should be a strong relationship between the two. Classroom research,
often conducted without benefit of direct observation, consisted largely
of hypothesis testing to determine whether particular curriculum or
teaching practices produced measurable improvements in student performance. For instance, Singleton, Diederich, and Hill (1961) identified such
important research questions for English teachers as the following:
Would my pupils make fewer errors in punctuation and capitalization
if they wrott three 100-word themes each week instead of one 300word theme?
WoOd my pupils' handwriting improve faster through five minutes of

practic_ each morning or one 30-minute period once a week? (pp.
34-35)

Pie problems addressed in these studies were important, practical
concerns for classroom teachers, and the practitionecs who participated
in the research probably benefited from a heightened awareness of the
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relationship of practice to outcome. But the narrow focus of the studies
virtually precluded attention to or control of critical variables, such as the
classroom interactions and learner behaviors by which the instructional
techniques influenced learning. After hundreds of such investigations
failed to produce clear, consistent findings, teachers and many teacher

educators began to question whether research could ever produce
sufficiently reliable results to inform educational practice.

Prompted largely by the work of Medley and Mitzel (1963) and
Flanders (1964,1965), various educational researchers began to investigate

teaching and its relationship to student achievement using systematic
observations of claEsroom behavior. Most of these studies were experimental or correlational, using conventional hypothesis-testing designs and
relying on predetermined coding systems to insure the reliability and
comparability of data. However, several re.searchers, such as Berliner and
Tikunoff (1977), used ethnographic approaches in which interpretation
and classification of behaviors and events followed from post hoc anaiysis
of holistic observations. Although this research did draw researchers into

the classroom, te studies focused mainly on teacher behaviors and
teacher-student init., actions as these correlated with summative achieve-

ment measures. 1;ley did not tell us very much about how students
learned.
Much of the observational research on teaching has been concerned
with various dimensions of the progressive/traditional education controversy, comparing the effects of lecture and discussion, student-centered
and teacher-centered instruction, open and informal versus traditional

and format,' and the like. The effects on attitude and achievement of
particular instructional approaches, such as mastery learning and programmed instruction, have been investigated, as have been such organizationni factors as time-on-task and class size, and particular teaching
variables such as clarity, enthusiasm, indirect influence, and levels of
questioning.
Many of the studies investigating these variables have yielded statistically insignificant, contradictory, or inconclusive findings, leading to the

frequent charge that classroom research has produced negligible and
undependable results. Using variations of meta-analysis, permitting the
results of different studies to be pooled and analyzed together, various
research reviewers have argued against this charge of insignificance,
pointing out that when the studies are examined in clusters there are
frequently very consistent directions indicated. For example, Gage (1978)
asserts that through testing the combined results of clusters of studies on
similar factors, statistically significant or nonchance results give definite

support to direct versus open teaching in the early grades, and to the
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following "teacher should" statements: Teachers should (1) establish rules

that allow pupils to proceed independently with their needs and work
without checking with the teacher; (2) move around, monitoring pupils'
work and communicating with them and attending to individual needs;
(3) insure that pupils' independent work is on interesting, worthwhile,
and sufficiently easy tasks; (4) reduce direction giving; (5) call children
by name before asking questions; (6) insure that slower pupils give some
response to a question; and (7) provide fast-paced, drill-typc activities
and brief feedback in reading-group instruction (p. 234).
Using a meta-analysis of recent studies on related variables, Walberg,
Schiller, and Haertel (1979) argue that there is significant research support
for such practices and factors as time on learning, innovative curricula,
smaller classes, personalized systems of instruction, mastery learning,
programmed instruction, adjunct questions, direct instruction, lecture,
student-centered discussion, factual versus conceptual questions, and

open versus traditional education. Certainly one of the most striking
features of the findings presented in Walberg's "Selective. Summary of a
Decade of Educational Research" (p. 180) is the seeming contradiction
evident in the factors presented as having positive results. For instance,
four studies of direct instruction showed a 100 percent positive effect on
learning, and thirty-one studies showed positive effects of lecture over
discussion on achievement, retention, and attitudes. But twenty-six studies
showed a 54.8 percent positive effect of open (versus traditional) education
on student achievement. One explanation for such apparent contradiciAms
may be that in many of the studies the control treatments were disorganized or haphazard instruction rather than well-defined alternative meth-

ods, and in such conditions the carefully modeled and monitored
experimental method would have a natural edge. Similarly, the outcome
measures of achievement in these studies were often biased in favor of
the experimental method.
Glass aad Smith (1978) conducted an exacting meta-analysis of seventysix class-size studies, concluding that pupils in classes of twenty or less
achieve significantly more than pupils in classes larger than twenty, with
the overall differences between a class size of twenty and of forty being
0.3 grade equivalent. However, as a recent NCTE review of class-size
studies by Albritton (1986) points out, the Glass and Smith analysis and
findings have been vigorously questioned and criticized. Albritton's own
review of the literature concludes that although class size has demonstrated
effects on such factors as teacher morale and some aspects of classroom

quality, its effect as an isolated variable on student achievement is
uncertain at best, until class size reaches unrealistically low levels. One
general conclusion of several class-size researchers is that although smaller
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class size makes instructional improvement possible, it does not insure
that such improvement will occur.
Most of the foregoing research could be characterized as "product- or
"hypothesis-testing" studies (Applc bee 1984b; Berliner 1984; Brause,
forthcoming; Macmillan and Garrison 1984), designed to test possible
solutions to particular teaching problems. Very often the learning theories
underlying the hypotheses were derived from behaviorist educational
psychology, suggesting that learning and student achievement were primarily responses to particular educational stimuli. The research often
failed to account or control for the complexity of influences operating in

the classroom, or for the role of the learners in their own learning.
Cognitive and linguistic theory suggest that influences affecting language

development and learning will often be mediated through changes in
students' language, but such changes are seldom examined in conventional
classroom research.

The personal, informal accounts of such writers as Herndon (1968),
Holt (1964, 1967), Kohl (1967), and Kozol (1967) convey convincingly the
complexity of classrooms as living environments, where learning is often

inhibited by a host of important contextual factors ignored in typical
research studies. Although perhaps less systematic and rigorous than the

formal studies of teaching, these accounts and criticisms of life in
classrooms often incorporated the perspectives of the learners and
provided considerable insight into the realities of teaching and learning in
schools. Subsequent confirmation of the importance of context (Bakhtin
1981, Vygotsky 1978), and systematic observation by language theorists
such as Barnes (1976) and ethnographers such as Delamont (1976) have
increased our understanding of those complex realities, as will be discussed
below.

By the late 1960s the behavioral learning theories that had dominated
earlier research were being .eplaced by cognitive learning theories (Bruner
1984), especially in language education. These theories, and the findings
of research into language development and processes, stressed the active
intellectual involvement of the learners in their learning and the need to
understand cognitive processes and strategies. For classroom researchers,
,

these developments suggest a change in focus and methodology. The
learner and learning behaviors are as much in need of attention as are
teacher behaviors. Student language, both oral and written, and in all
parts of the curriculum, becomes as important as teacher or textbook
language in any one subject. Many of the techniques of classroom
observation developed for hypothesis-testing studies are clearly inadequate for the task of investigating these more complex variables and their
interactions in the classroom. However, new approaches to researching

the issues (Goetz and LeCompte 1984) and guidelines for interpreting
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data consistent with the viewpoints of paiticipants in social environments

(Erickson 1979, McDermott, Gospodinoff, and Aron 1978, MorineDershimer and Tenenberg 1981) ha',e contributed to the increased scope
of recent classroom research.
In addition to earlier hypothesis-testing studies, classroom research
now in:Audes hypothesis-generating observational and descriptive studies,

using qualitative as well as quantitative data, and identifying and
interpreting processes and activities in naturally occuriing situations.
Bolster (1983) emphasizes the important potential of hypothesis-generating research for informing educational practice. Figure 1 on page 208
summarizes the differences between the two researe 7onstructs.
Focuses am* Findings of Classror 111 Research

Classroom-process studies have usuall:, focused either on social interactions ("pre-instructional factors"), or on learning ("during-instruction
factors") (Berliner 1984). This distinction is one teachers and administrators suggest when they advise attending first to "discipline" and "management" and then to "learning."
Soual Interactions in Classrooms

Numerous studies on classroom interactions have used variations of
Flanders's (1970) interaction analysis, in which eassroom behaviors are
coded using a predetermined system, often at the time of observation.
Such studies have been criticized by American researchers (Heap 1982
Mehan 1979) and British researchers (Stubbs 1983, Stubbs and Delamont
1976) for overlooking important patterns, events, and student functions
in the classroom. This same criticism has been leveled against the spate
of American reports reviewed in Cazd,tri (1986) and Green (1983), in
which classroom interactions were the intended focus but the teacher's
perspective was the only one reported.
Recent informal and ethnographic studies have attempted to meet
these criticisms by using more intensive observations and a wider range
of data. These studies haNe focused on both small groups (Allington 1983,
McDermott 1978) and whole classes (Brause and Mayher 1984, Cahir and
Kovac 1981, Mehan 1979). Most of the studies have focused on teacherdirected activities in which the students are seated facing the teacher,

discussions are teacher-led and teacher-dominated, and the teacher
orchestrates all movements. Since such classrooms seem to predominate
in American schools (Cuban 1984), they are an appropriate subect of
considerable research attention.
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HYPOTHESISTESTING
Intent

Test validity of pre-

HYPOTHESISGENERATING

hypotheses, theories,
or assumptions using
statistical significance
as the method of
evaluation.

Explore a phenome:lon/process to
understand factors
which influence the
accomplishment of a
task. Explore assumptions. Discover components of a process.

Procedures

Systematically
manipulate hypothesized variablea. Collect
data limited to specif-wally focused, predetermined variables,
Hold constant, or
exclude, extraneous
factors

Systematically and
intensively collect
extensive, contextdriven holistic data tin
process. Numerous
instances with same
participant involved in
the same process over

Analysis

Intensive, predetermined analysis
based on stated
hypotheses. Quantitative reduction of data.
Statistical significance
of data analyzed.

Exploratorybased

determinet4., explicit

Outcomes

Accept or reject
hypotheses. Generalize
to larger populations.

on identification of
significant events from
the participant's perspective. Qualitative
reduction of data.
Describe how a
phenomenon occurs.
Identify potential
variables/factors in
need of continued,
systematic testing.

Presertation of
"aories." Identification of theories that
explain data.
Perspective

Seek similarities
among group
members.

Discover individual
differences.

Figure 1. Comparisons between hypothesis-testing and hypothesis-generating research.
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Various observational studies conducted in American classrooms
(Brause and Mayher 1984, McDer nott 1978, Cahn and Kovac 1981,
Brause 1985) support the following general obKivations:
1. Activities in classrooms are systematically organized.
2. Rules which prevail during each activity are context-sensitive and
implicitly conveyed.
3. Participants often display differing familiarity with the rules.
4. Cooperative principles which organize conversation ako organize
classroom interactions.
5. Teachers and students negotiate rules and help each other save face
with those rules.

The predictable nature of classrooms makes them comfortable places
for those who have inferred the rules. The most adept students identify
ways to use the context-sensitive rules for their own advantage, to obtain
or avoid turns-at-talk at will, to avoid participation as desired, and to
divert the flow of classroom lessons. Most students apparently become
quite adept at avoiding participation, especially with the assistance of the
teacher, who negotiates face saving techniques with them (Dore and

McDermott 1982). Fewer students are aware of the procedures for
successfully competing for turns-at-talk or for diverting the focus of a
lesson. In general, teachers directly control students' behaviors and tell
them what to do , and student compliance and physical passivity are
rewarded. Only the troublesome few deviate from the teacher's explicit

rules, and a smaller subset of these are held accountable for their
intransigence.
McDermott (1978) and Dore and McDermott (1982) present a persuasive ethnographic analysis of how Rosa, a nonreading student, negotiates
her participation with the teacher and other group members. She avoids
turns-at-talk through a complex dance that all participants orchestrate.
The student saves face, and the others avoid the tack of helping her learn
to read. Allington (1983) also analyzed the ploys used by a group of poor

readers to avoid turns-at-talk. All of their acts were acceptel by the
teacher, thus documenting the collaboration among the participants which
allows students to avoid learning while remaining cooperatively involved
in school tasks.

Questions are a staple of classroom discourse and have often been
examined in studies of classroom interactions documenting the "low
level" of teacher questions (Dillon 1983, Sinclair and Coulthard 19, 5).
The productivity of much of this research has been questioned by Cazden
(1986) as being superficial and misleading. Teachers are assumed to make
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educational decisions about student knowledge based on students' answers
to questions, but Buike (1981) reports that teachers' decision making was
less for purposes of instruction than for control and management.
Although classroom organization and management vary considerably

within and among schools, the predominant pattern appears to be the
teacher-directed classroom, in which students are most of the time
expected to work independently and to interact primarily with the teacher

and the instructional materials. Researchers contend that families and
cultures vary considerably in the extent to which they prepat .; children
for snch settings. Children who are accustomed to assisting others in
accomplishing tasks, collaborating on projects and generally working
together, are comfortable in the cooperative classrooms in which these
activities are rewarded, but are ill-at-ease in more typical classrooms.
Hispanic homes are characterized by Tikunoff and Ward (1983) as fitting
into the cooperative format. Similarly. Philips (1982) found that American

Indian children were accustomed to independent activities and were
unaccustomed to the noise ano competition pervasive in American
classrooms. Differences between their home values and classroom values
were so extreme as to alienate the children from their teachers and their
classmatesperhaps explaining why Indian childrcn rarely complete their
formal education.
Further evidence of cultural differences influencing classroom interaction and teacher evaluation is provided by Michaels and Collins (1984),
who document differential treatment of children based on their culturally

influenced narrative styles during "Sharing Time." Students who used
"associative" narrative styles were viewed as not knowing how to tell a
story, whereas those who told "hierarchically organized" stories were
praised and encouraged. These findings are consistent with Rist's (1973)
study of grouping in kindergarten and its effects tilt ee years later.
Classroom-interaction research involving students from various cultural, linguistic, and socioeconomic backgrounds must be a high priority

for the decade ahead, since these "minority" students are very rapidly
becoming the majority in many schools, especially in America's cities.
Learning in Classrooms

Although reports on "the nature of the teaching-learning processes"
(Green 1983) have filled journals and anthologies, the findings generally
tell us far more about teaching than about learning. For example, Travers
(1984) identifies behaviors good poetry teachers display, such as enthusiasm and flexibility, but we do not know how these behaviors influence the
learners and what they Ho. Given the teacher-dominated nature of most
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classrooms, it is far easier to observe and describe what teachers do than
what and how students learn. In many studies, learning appears to be
equated with expected and acceptable student oehaviors, but interaction
studies have demonstrated how students may contrive to appear cooperative while actually avoiding the intended learning. Similarly, Dyson's

(1984) study has demonstrated how the learning of teacher-imposed
literacy tasks may involve "learning to do school" more than learning
language, and may in fact inhibit genuine language de,,,elopment.
Recent classroom studies of readilig and writing instruction indicate
that there is very limited direct instruction or Ecaffoldini, (Bruner 1978)
to assist students in completing or learMng from the acti ities and tasks
set for them. Durkin (1979) cites the practice of "mentioninr as the way
that reading teachers most frequently offer instruction. Once a topic or
term is "mentioned," subsequent uses are considered "review," and there
is little time or assistance for children to develop their unthrstanding of
technical terms the teacher uses in reading activities. Applebee (1981),
studying classroom instruction in writing, also observed limited assistance

to students in ways to approach assigm d tasks, or in the provision of
models which might assist them to develop their own models of writing
process or products. Michaels and Collins (1984) found that although
teachers apparently had definiteif narrowexpectations of narrative
formats to be used by children in oral sharing times, these expectations
and ways to achieve them were never made explicit to the students. There
is little indication in classroom research that teachers either facilitate or
monitor the processes and strategies students use in accomplishing tasks
or in learning.

A central problem in classroom research is that some of the most
important events in educational environments, such as cognitive activity
and the learning process itself, are not directly observable. In classrooms
where student language is narrowly restricted, observable evidence of
cognitive activity and learning is virtually nonexistent, except perhaps on

measures of outcomes (Fillion 1983). Johnston (1984) suggests that
"instead of a concern over response outcomes, right or wrong, there
needs to be greater concern over the reasons behind the responses. The
bottom line is that we need to worry more about the assessment of process
in the individual, and the process of assessment in context" (p. 175).

What is genuine learning behavior? And how is it manifested in
classrooms? What evidence might indicate that students' writing and
reading processes are improving, even if such improvements are not yet
reflected in their finished compositions or reading test results? What
should we accept as evidence that students are in the process of cognitive
growth and the development of reflective, critical thinking'. Although we
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may see the effects of such growth in test results, its consequences and
the process by which it occurs will probably be most evident in students'
discourse, spoken (Barnes 1976) and written (Britton 1970). Following
the leads provided by theory and research in language prock.sses and
development, classroom research needs to focus more carefully on such
factors as the nature and frequency of students' language uses, studentinitiated questions and talk about their reading, students' attempts to
understand and comply with assigned tasks, and the cognitive activity
reflected in their talk and writing.
A related problem for classroom research is that measures of learning
outcomes, especially in language, are themselves controversial. In most
studies relating teacher behaviors to student achievement in reading, for
example, achievement is defined as scores on standardized tests. These
tests have been challenged increasingly as failing to reflect students' actual

reading competence in nontest situations. The rich database used in
language-development and language-process research to assess and describe growth contrasts sharply with the stark data of test scores used to
measure achievement in most classroom research. These differences in
data, and in the meaning given to "achievement," may help to explain the
frequent disparity between the teaching practices advocated by the two
lines of research.
This disparity is one of the more interesting problems in language
education today. For example, despite the continuing flow cf theory and
nonclassroom research findings in support of "natural," student-centered,
progressive methods of early reading and writing development (e.g.,
Bissex 1980; Emig 1983; Harste, Burke, and Woodward 1981; Smith
1983), a large body of classroom correlational and experimental research
continues to support very different approaches, a, least with lower SES
students. Rosenshine (1976), summarizing research on primary-grade
reading and mathematics for low-SES children, concludes that the optimal

pattern for this instruction might be labeled "direct instruction": "In
direct instruction a great deal of time is spent on academic activities, with

predominance of seatwork using structured materials. Teacher and
workbook questions are narrow and direct, usually with a single correct
answer. . . . Students work in groups supervised by the teacher with little

free time or unsupervised activity, resulting in less off-task student
behavior" (pp. 63-64). In direct ;ontradiction to language theorists' stress
on the importance of student talk in learning (Barnes 1976) and of childinitiated interactions in language development (Wells 1981), Rosenshine
notes, "With one exception all types of student-initiated talk, whether
academic or non-academic, yielded negative or low comlations [with
achievement]. . . . [R]esearchers concluded that student-initiated talk
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does not appear to be as important for this type of achievement as once
thought" (1976, p. 63).
Recent interest in the relationships among reading, writing, speaking,
thinking, and learning has begun to stimulate classroom research focused

on those relationships, but most r,.,earch to date has siressed either
reading or writing, separate from each other and from their significant
uses in learning. Given the expense and complexity of such undertakings,
is not surprising that few classroom studies have investigated the
interrelationship of teaching behaviors, learning behaviors, student background, and language-related outcomes. Perhaps the closest we have to
such research have been several large-scale studies conducted in England
involving extensive observation, description, and interpretation of school
practicesfrom studerts' and teachers' perspectivesand the learning
outcomes associated w.th them.
Rutter et al. (1979) conducted an intensive study of twelve inner-city
London secondary schools, attempting to account for marked differences
among the schools in students' attendance, school behavior, examination
performance, and delinquency. The, study provides strong evidence that
school and teaching factors do have a significant influence on students
behavior and academic performanceover and above the effcts of home
background and prior schoolingand elat many of the influential factors
it

were "open to modification by the staff." Positive outcomes were

associated with "the degree of academic emphasis, teacher actions in
lessons, the availability of incentives and rewards, good conditions for
pupils, and the extent to which children were able to take responsibility"
(p. 178). It should also be noted in behalf of such multiple-variable studies
that "the cumulative effect of these various social factors was greater than
the effects of any of the irdividual factors on thc:ir own" (p. 179).
In Extending Beginning Reading (1981), Seuthgate Arnold, and
Johnson report on a four-year study of reading development in U.K.
junior schools, with children aged seven to nine-plus, concluding with an
intensive one-year study of reading instruction and pupil achievement in
twelve schools, with over 1100 pupils, focusing primarily on 104 children
with "average reading proficiency." Two main conclusions with clear
implications for practice were as follows:
The classes which made most reading progress were those in which
the teachers placed the least emphasis on listening to children's oral
reading. Furthermore, in these same most successful classes, a greater
proportion of time was devoted to children's uninterrupted personal
reading and to discussions about the books the children had read. (p.
319)
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One problem associated with the practice of hearing children read aloud

was that children outside the reading group were often not working
productively and independently at assigned tasks, so that "the actual time

devoted by a proportion of the children to the set reading and writing
[was] extremely small" (p. 317). Other issues related to this practice are
discussed by Dore and McDermott (1982, and Allington (1983), as noted
above.
In The Effective Use of Reading (1979), Lunzer and Gardner and their
associates report a three-year U.K. investigation of "how average and
above-average readers [aged ten to fifteen] actually use reading in school,
and what may be done to improve an existing competence" (p. xi). The
study examined the uses of reading across the curriculum rather than the
teaching of reading in English or special reading classes, and included
extensive classroom observations and surveys of current practice, including
the use of reading in homework. The project also included an experimental

study on improving reading through group discussion activities. Two
generai 5ndings were (1) that "the reading ability of average and aboveaverage pupils in the 10-15 yeai age range can be improved" (p. 312),
and (2) that classroom work which proutotes students' "willingness to
reflect," and provides opportunity and encouragement to increase the
quality of their reflection is a key comaderation in developing students'
reading comprehension and their proficiency in using reading to learn
(pp. 300-301).

The conclusions emerging from such large-scale multiple-variable
studies as Southgate and Lunzer and Gardner often seem to conflict with

the findings of limited-variable observation studies conducted in this
country, whch tend to support more structured, teacher-directed approaches. Several explanations suggest themselves. It may 'te, as Harste,
Woodward, and Burke (1984) have argued, that teaching and learning
behaviors look very different when studied together as interactive variables
than when they are studied in isolation. Another explanation may be that
England provides researchers with a greater number of competently run

nontraditional classrooms in which to observe (though Lunzer and
Gardner in fact had to create a situation in which to test their hypotnesis
that reading discussions could improve comprehension and learning). A
third explanation is that the British classroom researchers, unlike many
researchers of teaching in the U.S., were themselves experts in reading
and language education. They began their studies with extensive investigations of the nature of reading, teachers' views about reading, and the
range of classroom practices available for observation. When attempting
to examine the nature of classroom learning and how it is influenced, it

is useful to have a theoretical understanding of the learning to be
investigated.
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Toward an Explicit Theory of Language Pedagogy

A critical problem for language education generally, and especially for
classroom research, is our need for a clear, explicit theory of language
learning and pedagogy. We believe, with Harste, Woodward, and Burke
(1984), that "researchers and teachers must proceed from theory, and,
further, that this theory must constantly be subject to reflection and
change" (p. 86). What theory of language learning and teaching guides
us in the collection and interpretation of classroom data?

At least since the Dartmouth Seminar in 1966 there has been

a

mainstream theoretical stance in language instruction that has dominated
much of the professional literature in English education. The aichitects
of that theory include such figures as Barnes, Britton, Dixon, and Martin,

from the U.K.; Cazden, the Goodmans, Graves, Moffett, Purves,
Rosenblatt, and Squire, from the U.S.; and Frank Smith, from Canada.

Based largely on propositionssome of them matters of deep controversyabout how language develops and is influenced, the pedagogical
aspects of the theory are most clearly and explicitly stated in three
publications: Dixon's report on the Dartmouth Seminar, Growth through
English (1967); Moffett's Teaching the Universe of Discourse (1%8); and
the British state-of-the-art "Bullock Report" on language education, A
Language for Life (1975).
This mainstream theory in language education has resulted in little
classroom research into the teaching of literature. Applebee (1984a) notes

that such research "has stagnated while the profession has turned its
attention to composition and, more recently, 'reasoning' or higher order
thinking' " (p. 229). One reason for this neglect, aside from the priority
accorded to reading and writing in the past two decades, may be the lack
of a compelling theory of literature learning and use to stimulate research
(Fillion 1981). Whatever the reasons, it is certainly true that we know
very little from research about how literature teaching is manifested in
classrooms and how such teaching influences learning (literary or otherwise), or about the role of literary texts in language education. Given
English education's continuing commitment to the teaching of literature,
and the claims made for the influence of literature on students' linguistic,
cognitive, ind personal duelopment, we must insist, with Applebee, that
an adequate agenda for classroom research in language education include
the teaching and learning of :iterature.
Although there is much greater consensus about language development
than about the way schools can and should influence that development,
one mainstream theory of language pedagogy has wide currency among

researchers and teacher educators, even if it has yet to result in an
integrated view of language teaching. It contains several related beliefs,
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the most basic of which is that virtually all children have a natural facility
with langui.ge learning that we have failed to recognize or exploit in our
schools and classrooms. In a culture where written language is prominent
and readily available, basic literacy is a natural extension of an individual's
linguistic development, given adequate environmental conditions. Language facility, written as well as oral, deN dops primarily through personally

meaningful, active uses of language in the service of genuine human
intentions, including the intention to learn, i.e., to build an adequate
cognitive representation of the world. Teachers and 3chools can best
influence students' language development by facilitating their intentional
use of language, oral and written, for a wide range of personal, social,
and academic purposes, rather than by drilling &:udents in predetermined
sequences of discrete skills apart frc n their significant use, or by teaching

information about language. Students' languagevocalized, written, or
as inner speechplays, or should play, a significant part in virtually all
mental activky and school learning, and these language uses not only
promote better learning but linguistic and cognitive dt relopmeat as well.
Following from these beliefs is the contention that the language environment in many existing classrooms is "unnatural," and detrimentally so,
in that students are diverted from participation in meaningful language
acts and events in which they would otherwise normally engage, and are
made to participate instead in a narrow range of structured activities and
situations distinct from purposeful, significant language uses and learning.
This theory of language development has continued to be supported

and elaborated by language theorists (e.g., Emig 1983, Y. Got titan
1980, Smith 1978), by research (e.g., Graves 1982: Harste, Burke, and
Woodward 1981; Wells 1981), by testimonial evidence from teacners (e.g.,

Martin et al. 1976, Medway 1980, Torhe and Medway 1981), and by
occasional correlational studies (e.g., Southgate, Arnold, and Johnson
1981). However, there is still little classroom research evidence to support

its efficacy Various studies suggest that current classroom practice is
patently Gut of line with the theory (Applebee 1981, Fillicn 1979, Graves
1978, Lunzer and Gardner 1979), but there are few studies demonstrating

that the theory can be translated into general practice on a large scale
within present patterns of schooling, or that such practice will in fact
produce the linguistic and cognitive results claimed for it.

It may well be that comprehensive theories can never be fully or
usefully tested in classrooms, and that the ongoing tensions between
theory and practice are the only real means to the long-range improvement

of established institutions. Although there are a few defenders of the
status quo, there are great differences of opinion among theorists,
researct.ers, and teachers about the extent to which present knowledge
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warrants changes in established patterns of schooling. Can improvement
best be achieved through changes at the level of lessons, materials, and
methods, or does it require change a_ more profound levels that would
significantly alter teacher-student relationships and classroom environments? Bereiter and Scardamalia (1982), addressing the issue of instruc-

tion versus natural development in writing pedagogy, express doubts
about depending on profound changes in environmental conditions:
Since we are dealing with a developmental process (i.e., writing) . . . the question naturally arises why it should be necessary to
intervene instructionally at all. If proper conditions fcr developmental

experience were provided, wouldn't things take care of themselves? .

.

.

Let us agree that in a society where a high premium was placed
on written composition skills and where everyone was expected to
display competence in them, natural learning would probably take
care of the problems [in composing skill] we have been wrestling
with. . . . But if such situations could be created freely, there would
be no writiag problem, at ?east not as we know it. It is precisely because
conditions for learning to write are gene.-ally so unfavorable that natural

development stands in n:.:ed of considerable assistance [emphasis
added]. . . .
Feedback to complex processes is usually inadequate and the level
of mastery that the social environment supports is quite a bit short of
what the culture actually seems to need. That is, development do
gc on in comprehension, analytical, and compositional skills, but in
the eld most citizens don't reach anything like the tevel that a liberal
democratic philosophy deems desirable. (pp. 58-59)

Perhaps one of the central issues facing classroom research i n this

decade is the extent to which we believe that established and very
persistent patterns of schools can or should be changed in order to
improve language development and learning. To w.0 at extent should our
research agendas accept present instructional patter, .,s "given," rather
than as potentially variable at very profound ieveis
--.!11 become
2

increasingly acute as we consider the role of cc
in c;a,iooms:
whether they should be used primarily to structurid- instruction ever more efficiently, or to provide expandf-L ?portunities for
students to use written language creatively and for a wider range of
purposes. It now appears possible that in the next few decades technology
will accomplish basic changes in schooling that generations of reformers
were unable to achieve. But the nature and outcomes of those changes

may be quite different from the ones envisioned by the reformers or
warranted by the nature of language development and learning.
Most classroom observational research in the 1960s and 1970s appeared
based on the assumption that any improvements would have to be made
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within the constraints of present patterns of schooling. As Rosenshine
j1977) observes,
If direct instiuction is pervasive, then the research strategy becomes
one of identifying effective and ineffective direct instruction. These
steps would include developing a tentative list of major impiementation variables, identifying discrepancies between the implementation

ideal and actual practice, and most important, identifying which
implementation variables are critical for student achievement and
which can be dropped. Perhaps the important part of future research
on direct instruction is that we would be looking for patterns rather
than single variables. (pp. 119-20)

Research in language education has obviously followed quite a different
agenda, especially in the last decade: first attempting to characterize the
nature of and influences on language development, and then proposing
instructional approaches and environments consistent with those findings.
In primary education, for instance, there has been the frequent contention

that schools should be more like home environments shown 'o be
conducive to language development. Although there may be a strong case
for and possibility of such a change in the primary grades, there is less
research support for and perhaps less possibility of comparably profound
changes in the upper grades.

Home and school research in early language learning has added an
important dimension to primary-school classroom research by providing
credible alternative images of educational settings, even though eventual

school success is often the criterion used to assess homes as learning
envirenments. Similarly, the Squire and Applebee study of English
teaching in the United Kingdom (1969) provided American teachers with
plausible images of practice very different from their own, and often more

consistent with the theory of language education emerging from the
Dartmouth Seminar. If one benefit of classroom research is to provide
teachers with alternatives that prompt them to reflect on and change their
own practice, then sound alternatives need to be created and tested, and
this will involve observational research in a variety of settings and very
likely a program of staff development as well. It is instructive that Donald
Graves's research into early writing development could not have been
conducted in a great many elementary schools because so little writing
was being done, and that Lunzer o ad Gardner had to develop a secondaryschool setting in which to examine the effects of discussion on students'
reading comprehension. In order to provide perspectives for classroom

observation and analysis, we need not only a theory of language
development, but eqidence of how such development may proceed in
different circumsta aces, such as in on-the-job training, nonschool ;earning
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situations, and nontraditional school settings that may have to be cre-ted
before they can be investigated.
The insights provided by multiple studies focusing on similar issues
suggest the beneficial effects of reseal ch projects in which large issues are
addressed tl-.7ough related studies. Such collaborative projects would be
consistent with the NIE's proposcd model for research centers, in which
teachers, basic researchers from diverse disciplines, and students collab-

orate in the investigation and dissemination of findings influencing
educational decisions.
Classroom research in language education can best be conducted in
research into language processes and development, and the
concert
work of teachers-as-researchers, to the mutual benefit of all the research.
In language education, an adequate pedagogical model must reflect the
insight., derived from research into language development and processes,
since. as Bruner (1966) says, "a theory of instruction . . . is in effect a
theory of how growth and development are assisted by diverse means"
(p. 1). Nonschool "basic" research into processes and development should

also consider how the findings may have been determined by school
contextual factors that have influenced virtually all school-age subjects
used in such research. A working model of such interactive basic and
applied research was developed by the Toronto Pedagogy of Writing
Project at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Educadon, in which findings
from basic resealth into writing processes were translated into classroom

practice, and instructional research and field testing of these practices
provided additioral insights to inform the basic research (for an overview
of the basic research, see Bereiter and Scardamalia 1982; for an f:xample

of the project's instructional output, see Scardamalia, Bereiter, and
Fillion 1981). The potential benefits of including a network of teachers
engaged in classroom research have been demonstrated in various Schools

Council studies in the U.K., which typically begin with extensive
discussions among project researchers and school practitioners (see, for

example, the approaches used in Martin et al. 1976 and Southgate,
Arnold, and Johnson 1981). Another useful componen', of such a research

team might be historians, to provide historical perspectRes on the
problems and practices to be investigated, and pet haps some needed
assurance that progress is, in fact, possible (examples of such perspectives
are found in Pearson 1984.)

In our view the highest priority for classroom research in language
education is to determine how our increasing knowledge of language
processes, development, and use can be translated into practice for the
purpose of improving our students' language development and use. If. as
appears likely, this involves basic changes in the way most ciassrooms and
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teachers operate, then pa.t of this agenda must consider the ways that
such changes can be brought about. An agenda for classroom research
must involve more than documenting the inadequacies of the status quo,
compa-ing the effects of clearly specified techniques to ill-defined "traditional" methods used as "controls," or testing individual variables without
regard to their interaction with a complex environment. Rather, it will

involve an ongoing examination of the way that student language-learning
behaviors are manifested and interact with complex classroom variables
to produce qualitative and quantitative improvements in the way students
learn to use language and the way they use language to 1earn.
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Classroom Practices and Classroom
Interaction during Reading
Instruction: What's Going On?
M. Trika Smith-Burke
NeN, York I Tniversity

Research on classroom practices and interactions resembles the story of
the blind men and the 41ephant. Each researcher perceives the elephant

based on the part that he touches. Due to their topics, paradigms,
measures, and analyses, researchers of teacher-effectiveness management,

reading researchers, and researchers of classroom interaction focus on
different aspects of teaching and Laming reading in the classroom.

Reviewing exemplary studies in reading, this papet is divided into
three sections: (1) classroom management and teacher effectiveness,
(2) comprehension instruction and classroom realities, and (3) classroom
interaction during reading instruction. The first section concentrates on
teaching and management characteristics which promote achievement in
reading. The second section describes research on the relation of teachers'
knowledge to instruction, on techniques for teaching comprehension, and
on observed realities of reading instruction during classroom lessons. The
third section reviews the research on interaction in traditional classrooms,
:nteraction in nontraditional classrooms, and home/school and cultural
differences in interaction.
In the final discussion four suggestions are made for future research
and development in the areas of language, learning, research methodology,
and curriculum.

Classroom Management and Teacher Effectiveness

The first research done on classroom practices and interaction was that
on classroom management and teacher effectiveness (see Wittrock 1986).
The purpose of this research was to identify critical process variables that
are part of effecthe teaching by correlating them with achievement.
Experimental studies were to be the final test. Only a few of these studies
were conducted, however, before federal funding was reduced.
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The primary focus of this research was on the teacher and teaching in
relation to achievement. The decisions concerning which classrooms to
study were made based on instructional factors, teacher chararteristics,
or the nature of the funding (e.g., the Follow Through evaluation grants).
Students' cognitive processes during learning and the interaction between
teaching and learning processes were not stressed. Nor were specific
content-area methodologies the object of study. When and if reading was
the topic of instruction in these classrooms, usually a structured reading
program (e.g., basal programs, DISTAR, etc.) or a skills-management
program was used. At the time there were few classrooms with integrated
reading and writing programs available for study, since research on wr:ting
was in its infancy.
Usually at least ten classrooms were selected for each study. Several of
the larger projects concentrated on particular segments of the population,

namely teachers of iow-SES students in Follow Through programs and
beginning teachers (e.g., in the Beginning Teacher Evalm tion Study).
Predetermined observational schedules were used for a set amount of

time to record behaviar across grades. Standardized tests were th
primary outcome measures. Thus success was often achieved by targeting
instruction to focus on low-level, tested sAls.
Findings from the Research on Management

What results have emanated from this research? One major part of being
an effective teacher is maintaining order in the classroom, or classroom
management. Echoing the story of the mule and the farmer, any teacher
can tell you that you've got to maintain the students' attention or little
learning will occur.
In several studies teachers who were effective classroom managers
negotiated order, developed effective routines, and orchestrated activities
so that disruptive behavior was prevented or at least kept to a minimum
(Good 1979, Medley 1979). Activities such as redirecting student behav'or
and managing disruptions (e.g., telling students to stop talking and to
look at their books) negatively correlated with achievement (Anderson,
Evertson, and Brophy 1979).
Doyle (1983) describes one situation in which students were confronted
with the ambiguity of difficult, higher-level cognitive demands (e.g.,
open-ended why and how questions) made by a teacher. As the students
became less secure about what was expected they pushed for specificity

and became less manageable. To maintain order in this situation, the
teacher became so specific that the difficulty level of the task was
significantly lowered. For example, instead of asking a why or how
question requiring a complex causal response, the teacher might ask a
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string of factual questions and then end up drawing the conclusion for the
students.
Reading r searchers (Allington 1983, Duffy and McIntyre 1982) nave
also documented that when teachers are overly concerned about management, they usually sacrifice content. However, Barr (1987) described a
counter-example which showed that this need not be the case. In this
situation, an English teacher modeled the higher-level thinking process
involved in answering questions. By doing this, she avoided task ambiguity,
management problems, and the resulting student need to lower the level
of thinking required by the task.
Doyle (1985) characterizes management as the coordination of the
social and academic/instructional aspects of the classroom to maintain
order. This view replaces the concept of management as simply identifying
and punishing misbehavior, or quelling behavioral disorders. He argues
for five distinct properties which affect teaching: simultaneity, multidimensionality, publicness and history, immediacy or momentum of class
life, and unpredictability. He has also identified and summarized six major
themes from the current management research (pp. 424-25):
1. Classroom management focuses on solving the problem of creating

and maintaining order in th, classroom, not just responding to

'ehavioral problems.
2. Order depends on how weir teachers six v
chestrat
and routines which they must accomplihk,
their stuck. .
3. Sinct programs must be jointly enacted by teach, -s and Audents, a
struggle is likely to arise in maintaining orti,
ttnits lack 61.1 er
the motivation or ability to carry out the ten
intended
4. Rules for social participation interact with the academic demands to
define the basis of classroom activities.
5. Many different context-specific forces and processes affect order in

the classroom. Consequently, routines, recitation, and seatwork
appear more reasonable as means to offset potential problems in

classroom life.
6. Teachers' success seems to depend

their ability to monitor and
"read" what's going on in the cla, oom and then guide activitie
according to this information.

Findings from the Research on Teacher Effectivenen

Using slightly different terminology, researchers of teacher effectiveness
have found that engaged time-on-task, academic emphasis in teaching,
the pacing of the lesson, the content covered, the activeness of instruction,
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the detection of problems, and such items as grouping, monitoring, and
helping during seatwork are important aspects of both management and
effective teaching (Brophy and Evertson 1974, 1976; Evertson, Anderson,
and Brophy 1978; Fisher et al. 1978; McDonald and Elias 1976; Rosenshitr:
1979; Tikunoff, Berliner, and Rist 1975).

The subset of these studies conducted during reading lessons suggests
that students who were academically engaged under teacher direction and
supervision scored higher on reading measures (Anderson, Evertson, and
Brophy 1979; Fisher et al. 1978; Rosenshine 1979; Stallings et al. 1977,
1978). Achievement scores also tended to be higher when teachers used

diagnostic information to place students in reading groups and to plan
lessons (Rupley 1977; Tikunoff, Berliner, and Rist 1975). Data from the
Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study (Fisher et al. 1978) indicate that
time spent practicing skills is facilitative in the early grades but not as
much in the later grades. In the fifth grade, application of skills in readingcomprehension exercises was positively con& occi with achievement.
Patterns of individual differences were also evident. Rate of success,

responses, use of patterned turns (i.e., round robin reading), and use of
praise were differentially related to achievement for low- versus high-SES
simdents (Brophy and Evertson 1974, 1976).

In these studies certain teacher characteristics were correlated with
success in reading. Several studies (e.g., Brophy and Evertson 1976; Soar
1977; Stallings et al. 1977, 1978; Stallings and Kaskowitz 1974, Solomon
and Kendall 1979) showed that successful teachers were strong, businesslike leaders who had an academic emphasis and high expectations in their
teaching. When they organized daily tasks. minimized "housekeeping"
time, and used routines, their classes ran smoothly.
Less successful teachers seemed more child-centered in their approach
and allowed students to select activities and working arrangements (Good
and Beckerman 1978: Soar 1977; Solomon and Kendall 1979; Stallings
and Kaskowitz 1974; StailinPN, Needels, and Stayrook 1979). It is difficult
to ascertain the exact nature of the social and academic contexts or the
edu-:ational intent behind self-selection procedures in these studies. This
obscurity contrasts with the clear descriptions of the purpose behind selfselection and the r )ture of tasks in successful classrooms in which reading
and writing were integrated across the curriculum (Edelsky, Draper, and
Smith 1983; Graves 1983; Hansen, this volume; Platt 1984).

Based on their findings that students who participated in teacherdirected instruction tended to be more engaged in academic tasks, Fisher

et al. (1978) recommended whole-class instruction to provide direct
contact with teachers. Others found that teacher-led instruction in small

groups also was effective, more so than independent seatwork or
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individualized instruction (California State Department of Education
1977, Soar 1977, Stallings and Kaskowitz 1974, Tikunoff et al. 1975).
In 1974 Duncan and Biddle concluded that teacher-centered instruction

was the most effective instruction. After ten more years of research,
Brophy and Good (1986) drew exactly the same conclusion. It is important

to remember that most of these studies were conducted in classes which
contained structured reading programs.
Various components of teacher-directed instruction have also been
examined for their effectiveness. Anderson, Evertson, and Brophy (1979)
found that beginning a lesson with an interview and a demonstration of
the assigned task was highly successful. In contrast, reading researchers
stress the metacognitive aspects of instruction. They (Baket and Brown
1984, Roehler and Duffy 1984) argue that strategy lessons should begin
with an "explanation" of what strategy students are to learn, when and
how they are to use this strategy, and why it is important. The discrepancy
between these approaches needs to be resolved.
In their reviews Brophy and Good (1986) and Rosenshine and Stevens
(1984) conclude that breaking lessons into small sequenced sleps, guided
practice, clear directions for tasks, and teacher-monitored seatwork are
additional instructional techniques related to achievement. The parallels
between this research and the work of Madeleine Hunter developed many

years ago are striking. It is important to remember that there are
successful alternatives which do not follow these patterns (Ede !sky,
Draper, and Smith 1983).

Teachers' use of higher-order questions has been another topic of
investigation. However, there is only mixed evidence from this research
to support the use of such questions (Stallings and Kaskowitz 1974; see
also Brophy and Good 1986 and Rosenshine and Stevens 1984 for
discussion of this important issue). Most of these studies define the level
of the questions without relating them to available oral or written discourse
or to the tres of responses produced by the students.
These findings raise serious research issues. What is meant by "difficulty level," "higher-order level," or "cognitive level" of questions? How
is the function or intent of the questions related to this "level"? Can the
difficulty or cognitive level of a question be assessed without examining
the oral or written discourse on wh;ch it was based and in relaticn to the
student responses? (See Pearson and Johnson 1978 for an alternative
approach.)
By developing a different framewcik which addresses some of these
questions, reading researchers (reported in a later section) have produced
more support for the use of questions which promote inferential thinking.
Their emphasis on comprehension processes raises an additional question:
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is the success I ate of students' responses adequate as the measure of their
achievement?
Researchers in teacher effectiveness have also examined pacing and

content covered. Barr and Dreben (1983) state that pacing was an
excellent predictor of achievement in thelr studies. However, others found
that it interacts with variables (Brophy and Good 1986, Fisher et al. 1978).
Low-ability and low-SES students needed to move more slowly through

material, while high-ability students required a brisk pace. Usually if
content was more difficult or at a higher cognitive level, the pace had to
be slower, the wait time was longer, and less content was covered (Brophy
and Good 1986).
Clearly related to pacing, content covered is measured in a variety of

ways, such as number of words t,nchers tried to teach (Barr 1973-74),
amount of time allocated to reading, number of basal books completed
(Anderson, Evertson, and Brophy 1979), or number of words read per
unit of time (Allington 1984, Gambrel! 1984). For example, the pace of
instruction for lower-ability children was slower and the number of words
read per week was much lower than the numbet for high-ability children.
At the same ability levels, there was a high variability in content covered
and pace across classrooms (Allington 1984).
Although positive relationships exist among pacing, content covered,
and achievement, this work raises important questions: how is content

defined at different grade levels, and which measurement instruments
truly assess relevant aspects of achievement? It is also important not to
infer causality prematurely.
Teacher criticism and praise also have been studied in the instructional

context. Research shows that criticism during academic interactions is
rare (Anderson, Evertson, and Brophy 1979; Stallings et al. 1977, 1978).
Praise seems more effective for low-ability and low-SES students (Evertson, Anderson, and Brophy 1978). After reviewing ihe literature on
praise, Brophy (1981) concludes that it is the quality of the praise which
can make a difference. This is also true of criticism (Brophy and Good
1986).

Effective teaching also involves selection and use of materials, the
choice of which is often influenced, if not determined, by the school or
district. In Anderson, Evertson, and Brophy (1979) and Marliave (1978),
materials which were relatively easy to read and therefore promoted a
higher rate of succesF seemed to lead to higher achievement scores.
However, in another study, in which rate of success interacted with SES,
Brophy =Ind Evertson (1974) discovered that low-SES children needed a
highei rate ot success than high-SES children. A hign success rate was
also related to positive student attitudes (Fisher et al. 1978).
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These results seem inconsistent with the research on cllifd language
development and on reading as a psycholinguistic process. In both fields
making errors and self-correction are considered natural and important
(in language learning, Lindfors 1980; in early reading, Clay 1972).
Goodman (1970) argues that making errors and self-corrections when
meaning is disrupted is a normal facet Of proficient reading.
The inconsistencies between the research model of effective teaching
and that of language learning raise numerous questions. On what type of
materials and under what conditions does success rate vary? What types
of errors are generated? Do these patterns change with different types of
discourse of varying levels of difficulty? Which types of errors are most
facilitative of learning? What rate of success will promote the development
of students' self-monitoring as well as a good sense of accomplishment,
particularly for minority students?
Researchers of teacher effectiveness have realized that their work must
become more differentiated and fine-tuned. Certainly the results suggest
questions that future investigators need to ask: Time on which tasks for
which purposes? Which teacher behaviors? Which group of students (i.e.,
which age, SES, and ability levels)? Given the dramatic contrasts between
the characteristics of the classrooms in teacher-effectiveness research and
those in which the language arts are integrated across the curriculum (see
"Classroom Interaction during Reading Instruction" in this paper), we
need to ask which type of classroom structure and curriculum is preferable
under which conditions and for whom? Which most appropriately stimulates higher-order thinking? Also, which type of language curriculum
produces students who enjoy re3ding and writing and learn to function as
autonomous reader/writers?
Criticism of the observation schedules and standardized outcome
measures in teacher effectiveness studies abound (see Johnston 1983;
Otto, Wolf, and Eldridge. 1984). The observational instruments are based
on frequency counts of distinct behaviors, marked in time segments. The
criteria used to select reading and writing behaviors for them are not
entirely clear, but seem to be based on a discrete-skills approach to
reading. There are many other literacy behaviors which bear watching,
particularly in beginning reading, comprehension, and writing (Commission on Reading 1985; Graves 1983; Harste, burke, and Woodward 1982;
Mason 1984). In addition, sequences of verbal behaviors and the interrelation between verbal and nonverbal behavior need to be analyzed. Heap
(1982) also gives an important rationale for analyzing the multifunctional
nature of utterances in interpreting classroom behavior.
Outcome measures also need to be rethought and revised. Standardized
tests are not sensitive over short periods of time and only test a limited
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domain of skills. As the Commission on Reading (1985) recommends,
the ultimate goals of literacy, such as reading a variety of longer texts and
writing about them, should be included.
Other nonacademic variables such as enjoyment of reading, quantity

of reading in and out of school, social functioning and independent
problem solving in the classroom, and autonomous student functioning
as readers/writers need to be assessed. Care in making generalizations

about current results must aiso be taken since Soar ard Soar (1979)
discovered that curvilinear relationships exist for certain teacher-effectiveness variables such as management behaviors. For exampk., at a

certain point more teacher direction, or drill and practice, had little
payoff. Similar nonlinear relationships have been found for other variables
(Brophy and Good 1986).

Some ethnographic techniques are being added to the pieplanned,
observational frameworks and new outcome measures contin.ve to be

developed. However, much more work is needed in th is area. The
interrelationships of some contextual and individual variables are begin-

ning to be examined. It has become clear ihat the curriculum content
(e.g., reading or math curricula) and the social context also interact with
other variables and therefore must be examined.

Comprehension Instruction and Classroom Realities

The second area of research on classroom practices and interaction
involves the teaching of comprehension and the realities of classroom
reading instruction. Taking a slightly different orientation, reading researchers focus primarily on the cognitive processes underlying comprehension and how these can be fostered through instruction. This research

can be divided into two groups of studies. One group concentrates on
teachers' mental models of the reading process and the development of
techniques for teaching comprehension. The second group documents the
realities of classroom reading instruction.
The methodologies vary significantly. Studies on teachers' models of
reading have tended to rely on self-report techniques or inferences from

observed behaviors. Quasi-experimental designs have frequently been
used in tests of comprehension. These studies usually lasted from one to
six weeks and infrequently tested long-term gains. Conducted primarily
in reading but also in some content-area classes, observational researchers

recorded reading behaviors through the uses of predetermined frameworks. In most of these studies, teachers and students were almost
exclusively from middle-class homes.
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Comprehension Instruction

The following findings from basic research on reading comprehension
(see Pearson 1984 for reviews of this work) provided the foundation for
comprehension instruction research: (1) prior knowledge is an important
component of comprehension and planning instruction, (2) the ability to
make inferences is developmental and related to prior knowledge, (3)

tot

structure is related to comprehension and recall, and (4) active use of
comprehension and monitoring strategies is a characteristic of good
readers.
Prior Knowledge and Comprehension Instruction

Applied work on prior knowledge focuses on two different aspects:
(1) how teachers' knowledge of the reading process relates to their
teaching, and (2) the importance of eliciting or building concepts before
reading to facilitate comprehension.
In order to plan and carry out reading instruction successfully, teachers

must have knowledge about reading. Consequently the relation of
teachers' knowledge of reading to instruction has been explored. For
example, Harste and Burke (1977) and De Ford (1981, 1985) conclude that
teachers' instructional practices reflect their models of the reading process.
Extending this work, other researchers (Barr 1975, 1980; Bawden, Buike,
and Duffy 1979; Borko 1982; Borko, ShavCison, and Stern 1981; Duffy
and Metheny 1979; Metheny 1980a, 1980b; Shannon 1982) report that the
model of reading is just one aspect of teacher knowledge that influences
instruction. Still other researchers include as factors student characteris-

tics, teachers' perceptions of administrative policies, materials, pacing,
time allotted to reading, and other aspects of classroom management. In
the work on genelul teacher planning, teachers have been seen to operate
more like problem solvers (Clark and Yinger 1977) who consider many

types of information: student data (e.g., sex, age, ability, cultural
background), instructional tasks (e.g., materials, goals, procedures), the
classroom environment (e.g., sense of community, the physical layout),
and the school environment (e.g., mandated objectives, materials, scheduling, or the testing program).
In "limiting their problem space" (Newell and Simon 1972), teachers
also conducted different types of planningyearly, term, unit, weekly or

dailyand tended to focus on different aspects of the curriculum and
classroom life at different times in the school year (e.g., social rules and
diagnosing reading ability for reading-group placement in the first weeks
of school or yearly curriculum planning in the summer; see Clark and
Yinger 1978 and Clark and Elmore 1979). There is some evidence that
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teachers at elementary levels versus high school levels order priorities
differently (Clark 1984).

Clearly tne issue of what prior knowledge teachers know and use to
plan and carry out instruction is a highly complex issue which must be
pursued. The use of self-report techniques needs to be cross-validated
with classroom observations, as do the results of studies using hypothetical
situations. Also, :thnographic techniques can add rich information.

Picturing the teacher as thoughtful and rational, the results from
teacher-planning research conflict with those from the research on teacher

decision making. Brophy states (1984) that "most studies of teachers'
interactive decision making portray it as more reactive than reflective,
more intuitive than rational, and more routinized than conscious" (p.
72). Again, research which coordinates examination of teacher planning
with the teacher's actual decision making in the classroom should begin
to resolve this discrepancy.
An example of the second type of applied research on prior knowledge
is that on vocabulary. One way to elicit and/or build background knowledge

before reading is to teach relevant vocabulary. Earlier research (e.g.,
Tuinman and Btady 1974; Jenkins, Pany, and Schreck 1978) did not
support the teaching of vocabulary in relation to comprehension. More
recently, studies which included elaborative activities stressing relationships among sets of words from the text (Beck, Perfecii, and McKeown
1982; Beck and McKeown 1983) have reported increases in both word
knowledge and comprehension.
The research on prior knowledge seems to have neglected some major
questions: How does knowledge develop? How much and what kind of
knowledge is necessary for fully comprehending a text? How can prior

knowledge be assessed (both in students and in terms of knowledge
prerequisite for understanding a text)? Answers to these questions are
essential for teachers who confront them daily.

Inferences and Questions
Many studies have concentrated on the development of inferencing ability
through the use of questions. This research addresses the issue of higher-

order thinking and the difficulty level of questions from a different
framework than does the research on teacher effectiveness. Fcr example,
in a series of studies (Hansen 1981, Hansen and Pearson 1983, Raphael
and Pearson 1982, Raphael 1982), researchers found that children learned

to make inferences through being exposed to a rich diet of inferential
questions and strategies for answering them at all levels of difficulty. Poor
comprehenders benefited the most from this type of instruction.
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In th.- ie studies, "level" of questioning was not determined by looking
at the question alone. Instead, the question, the available discourse, and

the student response were examined in relation to each other. Also,
emphasis was placed or the process of constructing an interpretation, not
just on the correctness of the answer itself. The one aspect of questioning
which still remains to be included is the function(s) of questions during
interaction.
Text Structure and Comprehension

Many studies have documented how text structure facilitates recall for
good readers and the fact that poor readers often fail to use the structure
as an aid to -etention (see Meyer and Rice 1984 for an excellent summary
of this research). In applied studies, students have been taught elements
of narrative and expository structures in an attempt to improve recall.
For example, Whaley (1981) and Fitzgerald and Speigel (1983) taught
students parts of a story in order to nelp them predict and comprehend.
Bartlett (1978) helped poor comprehenders use different expository

structures, such as problem and solution or description, in order to
comprehend. Barnett (1984) has successfully used a similar technique
with college students. In all cases this instruction produced increased
recall of text elements.

Based on the research on story structure, Beck, Omanson, and
McKeown (1982) modified lessons for teaching comprehension of a basal

story. They developed (1) prereading activities based on critical story
concepts, (2) comprehension questions about the critical elements of the
story structure in sequence, and (3) clearly related follow-up activities for
teachers to use. Significant improvement in student comprehension was
the result.

Active Comprehension and Monitoring

Basic research has shown that good readers actively plan purposeful
reading based on their goals. They also predict, monitor, and "fix up"
comprehension problems while reading (see Baker and Brown 1984 for
an excellent summary of this work). Applied research in this area has
focused on teaching students several strategies and monitoring techniques
to improve comprehension.
In a series of studies, Palinscar and Brown (Palinscar 1984, Palinscar
and Brown 1984) developed a routine to teach summarizing, que ;tion
generating, clarifying, and predicting strategies to poor comprehenders.
The students benefited and maintained gains over time in all studies.

There even were transfer effects to reading tasks in contentarea
classrooms.
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Brown and her colleagues stress that students must not only know how

to carry out a strategy but also why and when the strategy should be
used. They add that having students monitor the effectiveness of what
they are doing must be an integral part of strategy instruction (Brown et
al. 1983).

Classroom Realities

Another group of studies was produced by researchers who wanted to
ascertain what really was being taught during reading and social studies
lessons. The realities of classroom life were disappointing. For example,
Durkin (1979), in a frequently cited study, describes middle-grade teachers
as "mentioners, assignment givers and checkers, and interrogators" (p.
523). Teacher guides were used primarily to look up new vocabulary and
comprehension questions for basal stories. Prereading exercises were
brief; comprehension instruction and application exercises were rare.
Students spent most of their time being given assignments (i.e., what to
do, not how to do it) in workbooks or on ditto sheets and completing
them. Neilsen, Rennie, and Connell's results (1982) essentially confirm
Durkin's findings.
In analyzing workbook exercises, Osborn (1984) discovered that many
of them contained confusing directions, did not correlate with the assigned
story, and did not provide adequate or relevant skill practice.
In a follow-up study to assess the match between classroom realities
and what was recommended in the teacher manuals, Durkin (1983) found
that in using the manuals teachers ignored the suggestions for prereading
activities, used the questions for story comprehension, and relied heavily
on the written-practice assignments in workbooks and ditto sets. As in
the first study, she found that teachers across grades did little to prepare
students for reading, asked a myriad of questions, and were more
concerned about correctness of responses than their diagnostic value.
Mason and Osborn (1982) observed third- and fourth-grade teachers
to determine whether a shift from learning to read to reading to learn
occurs between third and fourth grade. Unfortunately their answer was
no! Third-grade teachers carried out more group instruction stressing oral

reading. In contrast, fourth-grade teachers worked individually with
students, while other fourth-graders read trade books or did nonreading
activities. As students moved from third to fourth grade, a decrease in
word recognition and oral reading was evident. There also was more
emphasis on reading trade books and skill exercises on word- and sentencelevel meaning. However, there was no increased emphasis on text-level
comprehension.
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L. Anderson (1984) examined what eight classes actually did during

independent seatwork tasks based on commercially prepared basal
materials. Explanations of what to do were inconsistently given, and in
six of the classes students all did the same assignment, no matter what
their level. The goal was to get the work done, one way or the other. As
they juggled teaching reading groups and monitoring seatwork, teachers
were more concerned with neatness, correctness, and class order than
teaching or learning. They rarely retaught or helped students substantively
on seatwork.
Low achievers expected that seatwork would be too difficult and that

it would be a "meaningless" activity. Consequently they developed
strategies for "getting through" and "looking busy." Dyson's results
(1984a) found similar behaviors. This is all the more disheartening because
Anderson and her colleagues found that from 40 percent to 60 percent of
first graders' time during reading was spent on seatwork.
In social studies lessons, Pearson and Gallagher (1983) discovered that
teachers wanted to make sure students learned the concepts. Consequently

the teaching of comprehension strategies was abandoned. The most
common instructional strategy, used by twenty-six of the forty teachers,
was oral reading of text segments followed by factual quesdons from the
teacher. Only two teachers taught any comprehension or study strategies
which could be used independently by students.
Relatively little observational research has taken place in classrooms
in which alternatives to basal reading programs are in use. Durkin's
research has been a major contribution but has many of the same problems
as the observational research from teacher-effectiveness studies. One

major consideration which needs to be addressed is the function of
utterances during interaction (for critiques of Durkin's work, see Hodges
1980 and Heap 1982).

All of the classroom studies provide a rather negative picture of
classroom realities. A gap exists between the development and testing of
successful instructional strategies and routines and the incorporation of
these strategies in classrooms.
Three major constraints may be preventing the implementation of what
is known from comprehension research. First, perhaps reading researchers
do not spend enough time figuring out how specific reading routines can
be successfully integrated into the total curriculum. They also need to
consider how to constructively create and manage meaningful seatwork

tasks for other students in order to free the teacher for small-group
instruction.
Second, little of the research on comprehension is reflected in some of
the basal reader manuals. Until this is so, there may not be much progress,
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since supervisors use these guides as the basis for training and evaluation.

The fact that teachers use the manuals inconsistently may still prevent
incorporation of these techniques, even if they were to be improved.
A final constraint is that this type of comprehension instruction requires

teachers to cope with unfamiliar situations. It takes long-term inservice
training nid a great deal of support to help teachers begin to revise their
teaching to accept multiple interpretations of a text, to help students
develop the th;riking involved in the construction of an interpretation,

and to facilitatenot dominatediscussion (Smith-Burke and Ring ler
1985).

This research also raises some questions for future research. How is
background knowledge appropriately assessed in the classroom? When

should a teacher attempt to build concepts for reading a text? When
should a specific text be abandoned due to lack of concepts? As the
research on writing has shown (El ley et al. 1979), direct teaching of
grammar and text structure has not improved student composing. How
much comprehension-strategy instruction is really necessary and for
whom? How can strategy iastruction be integrated into the teaching of
subject matter? How are multiple interpretations of text managed by the
teacher? How can seatwork be made more effective? What management
strategies would help free the teacher to work with small groups?
More studies of classrooms in wiiich comprehension strategies are
being taught successfully are needed, particularly when rich descriptions
of events are included to help generate hypotheses. Also, thanks to the
research on writing, there are classrooms in which reading and writing
are integrated across the curriculum. The research on these classrooms,
which is still in its infancy, may provide important insights on the

interrelation between reading and writing and on how this affects
iii.truction.

Classroom Interaction during Reading Instruction

The third area of research centers on classroom interactions during
reading instruction (for a more general review of classroom research, see
Cazden 1986). This research provides rich descriptions about interaction
during specific reading events and the roles that students and teachers
play. Primarily ethnography or ethnographic techniques have guided the
ways in which data were collected. Consequently only a few events and/
or classrooms are usually included in each study. Outcome measures such
as standardized tests are rarely included.
Underlying this research is a model of language based on function.
Dell Hymes (1972) extended the notion of linguistic competence to a new
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view of communicative competence as part of the ethnography of
communication. The main puri.ose of research based on this view is to
document the comniunicative competence of different speech communities. Thus, this research describes the range of linguistic variability and
the social norms of different cultural groups. Such variability and norms
can only be ascertained through observation in real contexts, since it is
assumed that each communicative event is constructed in interaction
(Cook-Gumperz and Gumperz 1982).
Judith Green (1983) extracted six constructs which have guided the
research on classroom interaction so far. These are in stark contrast to
the constructs guiding the teacher-effectiveness research:
1. Face-to-face interaction is a rule-governed process.
2. Contexts are constructed by participants in interaction, verbally and
nonverbally.

3. Meaning is context-specific.
4. Comprehension of conversation involves inferencing.
5. Classrooms are considered communicative environments.
6. The teacher play.; multiple roles in the classroom.

Cook-Gumperz and Gumperz (1982) stress the need to also consider

the social transmission of knowledge through the curriculum when
researchers examine communicative competence in school settings:
The process of transmission of knowledge, the form that knowledge
takes, and access to it, is both socially defined and socially constrained. We cannot assume therefore that the problem of cultural
variability in the classroLn can be solved by changes in language
codes or discourse style or even teaching strategies, IF THESE ARE
TAKEN AS SINGLE FACTORS TO BE MANIPULATED OUT
OF CONTEXT. The task of exploring the cultural transmission of
knowledge as communicative competence requires us to see the faceto-face relationships of teacher to student as embedded interactively
within a context of the procedures nf classroom practices within
schools, which themselves are part of an institutional system of
educational policies and ideology. (pp. 19-20)

Erickson (1982a, 1982b) also calls for examining the academic-task
structures in classrooms, not just the social-participation structures. He
specifies four aspects of the academic-task environment to study:
a) the logic of the subject matter sequencing;
b) the information context of various sequential steps;
c) the "meta-content" cues toward steps and strategies for completing the task; and
d) the physical materials through which tasks and task components
are manifested and with which tasks are accomplished. (1982a, p.
154)
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Comparable aspects of the social-participation structures also need to be
investigated (Erickson 1982a):
a) the social gatekeeping of F.ccess to people and other information
sources during the lesson;
b) the allocation of communicative rights and obligation:: among
the various Interactional partners in the event;

c) the sequencing and timing of successive functional "slots" in
the interaction; [and]
d) the simultaneous actions of all those engaged in ;nteraction
during the lesson. (p. 155)

Barnes (1976) describes these structures as comprising a "hidden curriculum" which interacts with the curriculum of the class. He argues strongly
for a student-oriented curriculum.
Ethnographers interested in schooling (Bloome 1981, 1984; Gilmore
1983; Heath 1983; Taylor 1983) indicate that attention should be focused
on literacy as a social event, both in and out of school.

The studies in the following sections reflect the trends mentioned
above. These studies fall into three major categories: interaction in
traditional classrooms, interaction in nontraditional settings, and c-iltural
and home/school differences in interaction.
Interaction in Traditional Classrooms

Teacher-directed instruction in the whole class or in small groups, based
on a basal reading program, characterizes traditional classrooms. Ethnographic researchers have examined the structure and interactional patterns
during reading events and how these patterns influence students' perceptions of reading. The differences between high- and low-reading groups

and the use of nonverbal cues to signal interaction patterns are also
described. A few studies relate interaction to outcome measures.

Building on the tradition of Bellack et al. (1966) and Sinclair and
Coulthard (1975), Mehan (1079a, 1979b) proposed a disccurse model
based on his data from nine reading lessons. He found that each school
day was divided into events: procedural/social time or circles and lessons
(i.e., whole-class instruction, small-group instruction, and work time).
Each lesson was usually comprised of an opening phase, an instructional

phase, and a closing phase. Phases consisted of interactional sequences
initiation-response-evaluationwhich were often topically related in sets,
particularly during the instructional phase. Specific behaviors, topics, and
discourse forms (e.g., getting and holding the floor) were appropriate for
different events and phases. Mehan comments that to successfully engage
in classroom interaction which is mutually constructed but under control
of the teacher, students must know what is appropriate to say and when
and how to say it.
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The pervasiveness of teacher control of classroom talk has been
thoroughly documented (Barnes 1976, Bel lack et al. 1966. Mehan 1979a,
Sinclair and Coulthard 1975, Wells 1981). Comparing interactiuns at home
and in school, Wells and Wells (1984) report,
In contrast with their parents, these children's teachers dominated
conversation, initiating the majority of interac'ions, predominantly
through requests, questions, and requests for display. They were also
more than twice as likely to develop their own meanings as they were

to extend those contributed by the children, this ratio being almost
the exact opposite of that found in the speech of parents. (p. 194)

Mehan (1979b) reports that most of the teacher questions in his study
were known-information questions to evaluate student learning, not true
information-seeking questions. When teachers did not get the expected

response, they simplified and rephrased the questions. French and
Mac Lure (1983) list five types of simplifying strategies to formulate wh
questions: (1) a more specific question, e.g., "What are they planting?"
as opposed to "What are they doing?"; (2) a yes/no question with an
inappropriate option; (3) a yes/no question with the correct option; (4) a
choice of two options, with one a preferred answer; and (5) a correct
statement with a tag question, which only requires confirmation.
French and Mac Lure (1983) make an important point for American
educators and researchers who separate questions from answers (e.g.,
Bloom's taxonomy) and interactional context (e.g., Bloom's taxonomy
and Pearson and Johnson's taxonomy):
What is important is that there is no single possible answer to a
question, and that what counts as an acceptable answer or appropriate

answer is determined not by abstract "knowledge," but by on-the spot assessments by the answerer of what sort of person the questioner
is, what sort of information he is likely to be seeking, how explicit he
wants the answer to be. (p. 196)

In future research on classroom questions, this work shows that the
interactional context must be considered along with the question, the
content and form of the available oral and written discourse, and the
student responses. The functional aspect of discourse may also add to our
understanding of classroom interaction.

Categorizing types of teacher talk, Stubbs (1976) discovered that
teachers spent a lot of time talking about language or metacommunicative
comments. He inferred eight categories from his field notes: (1) attracting

attention, (2) controlling the amount of speech, (3) checking or confirming understanding, (4) summarizing, (5) defining, (6) editing,
(7) correcting, and (8) specifying topic. It would be interesting to ascertain

whether teachers' modeling of these metacognitive behaviors influences
students' acquisition of them.
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Since teacher control is quite obvious in traditional classrooms, students

often adopt definitions, discourse, and behavioral patterns deemed
important by the teacher. For example, Griffin (1977) found that children
definea ,reading as phonics and round-robin oral reading. Comprehension
and reading for real purposes were not included in their definition because
of the patterns established in their reading groups. Interviews also revealed
that these children were more concerned about nonreading factors such
as whose turn it was or how seating affected turn-taking during lessons
or in comprthending a story.

In some situations students learn to present the form of the lesson
without content. For example, Bloome (1981, 1983) discovered that the
isolated, individual experiences of reading in junior high school contrasted
with the social functions of reading in the peer group and at home. The
students were able to use the behavioral patterns and discourse associated

with school readingwhat Bloome calls "procedural display"to avoid
certain interactions or tasks in class. Findings from Mehan (1979b) and
DeStefano, Pepinsky, and Sanders (1982) provide additional data to
confirm the concept of procedural display.
Another group of studies describes the interaction patterns which took
place in low- and high-reading groups and how they related to students'
perceptions of reading. Several researchers (Allington 1980, 1983; Collins
and Michaels 1980; Hiebert 1983; McDermott 1978; also see Cazden 1986
for a review and comments on these studies) show that instruction in lowreading groups concentrated on skill activities (usually word recognition)
and on reading. Students also did more ural reading. Instruction in highreading groups focused on comprehension and meaning. Low groups
were interrupted, and often turn-taking was less predictable for them.
While teachers ignored the errors of a high-group reader, the same errors
made by a low-group reader were corrected. Consequently, less able

children received not only less "time on task," but also experienced
different reading tasks and more disruption. Therefore, these children
defined reading as decoding and isolate ' skills, not as a meaning-making
activity. Slower children may not, in fact, benefit from grouping as much
as the more able children do. Another disturbing finding was that group
membership is rarely adjusted (Hiebert 1983).
Eder (1982) found that high-group members made more bids and were
more successful at gaining the floor, but were reprimanded when their
comments were not topically relevant. Low-group members were less
assertive and needed encouragement. Therefore teachers often built on

whatever they said or ignored inappropriate comments, but rarely
reprimanded them for not being on target. Consequently high-group
members perceived reading lesson discussions as topically relevant,

whereas low-group members did not. In addition Collins (1982) discovered
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that the quality of teacher interaction with low-group students provided
less comprehension practice and less average time in the reading group.
Several studies note that students and teachers use nonverbal cues as a
critical part of signaling participation and meaning in reading groups (see
Bremme and Erickson 1977 and Shultz and Florio 1979 for nonreading
situations). For example, McDermott and Gospodinoff (1979) report that
one student, Angelo, intentionally violated the nonverbal rules of his

teacher in order to get the teacher to discipline another student.
McDermott's well-known study of another student, Rosa, meticulously
shows how nonverbal cues interact with verbal cues to negate them
(McDermott 1978). Transitions from one activity to anothei are often
signaled both verbally and nonverbaily, and if they are changed, confusion
results (Bremme and Erickson 1977).
A few researchers correlate certain interactional patterns with reading
measures. For example, the students of teachers who integrated discussion
during the story reading scored higher on retellings than those of teachers

who waited until the end of the story (Green 1977). Mosenthal and Na
(1980a, 1980b) learned that the registers of student response in class (i.e.,
imitative, contingent, or noncontingent to teacher initiatives) were reflected in their recail strategies.
Interaction in Nontraditional Classrooms

"Whole-language" or language-across-the-curriculum programs are com-

monly used in nontraditional classrooms. In this type of approach
planning, writing, editing, and revising in peer conferences are used in
writing activities with real purposes and audiences in mind. Reading
activities include daily reading of trade books, magazines, newspapers,
and child-written books. Facilitating student selection of topics for writing

and hooks for reading, teachers monitor student activities and hold
conferences and small-group instruction when needed. They prepare a
rich literate environment which promotes language and learning. No two
classrooms are exactly alike (see Graves 1983 and Florio and Clark 1982
for examples).
Because research on this type of classroom is in its infancy, the focus
has been on the writing development of children (Calkins 1983; Dyson
1984a, 1984b; Edelsky 1981, 1983; Graves 1983), the different functions
of writing (Dyson 1984a, Edelsky 1983, Florio and Clark 1982, Greene

1985, Staton et al. 1982), and the teac'aer as collaborator in research
(Clark and Florio 1982; Edelsky, Draper, and Smith 1983; Florio and
Clark 1982; Peri 1983).

Only recently have researchers begun to explore classroom activities
and interactions in whole-language classrooms. The descriptions of these
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classrooms and the teachers' roles differ significantly from those emanating
from the research on teacher effectiveness and management. The major
differences are (1) the delegation of responsibility for learning to the
students, with clear expectations; (2) curriculum stemming from students'
interests; and (3) the use of teacher-directed instruction only when
needed. More emphasis is also placed on learning through peer
interaction.
For example, Platt (1984) describes a first/second grade which stressed

literacy integrated across subjects, purposeful learning, a sense of

community, student decision making, and functional communication to
different audiences in different modes.
LooKing at three multi-age elementary classrooms in which children's
literature wa ised as a teaching tool, Hickman (1981) found seven
"response events" which promoted reading, writing, discussion, and the
enjoyment of literature: (1) selecting quality books, (2) assuring and
promoting access to these books, (3) reading aloud and introducing
literature every day, (4) discussing books using appropriate terminology,
(5) assuring time for extension activities, (6) allowing for sharing and
displaying of work, and (7) planning cumulative experiences to consider
literature in a variety of ways over time.
Graves and his colleagues (Graves 1983, Graves and Hansen 1984,
Calkins 1983) richly portray students' and teachers' experiences with
literacy development. Underlying this mockl of literacy instructicn are
four assumptions: (1) the goal of the curriculum is i, idividual creation of
meaning (i.e., learning), communicated in different ays; (2) the content
of the curriculum is based on children's interests and what they know;

(3) language learning is integrated in terms of reading, writing, and
discussion across subject areas; and (4) language is a functional tool to
accomplish real purposes.
The support system in Graves's studies included many different types
of written materials, writing and art paraphernalia, real audiences (in and

out of school), and teachers who functioned in multiple rolesas
promoter, supporter, questioner, advocate, recorder, and model. Flexibly
shifting roles, teachers helped students stretch, learn with support, and
eventually function independently.

The initial studies in this area provide a rich description of what

happens. However, it is difficult to uncover exactly how the context is
constructed (Erickson and Shultz 1981): how and when teacher goals,
values, social rules and cueswhether implicit or explicit, verbal or
nonverbalare related to selections of materials and activities, classroom
social structures, and students' roles and learning.
A few studies have attempted to document this. For example, how a
teacher organized and orchestrated a whole-language program in a low-
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SES urban sixth grade was the motivating question for Edelsky and her
colleagues (1983). In contrast t the results of the teacher-effectiveness
research, they found that the teacher (1) gave minimal directions, only
when needed; (2) did not break down the lesson int-) small steps; (3) often
suggested complex and confusing tasks for ,tucients to work on; and

(4) allowed longer transitions to providc time for relationships to
strengthen among students and between students anu nerself. She could
articulate her instructional model, which was based on her own model of
language and literacy learning.
Other studies focused on peer interaction during seatwork and peer
tutoring, which is often prevalent in these types of classrooms. Researchers
found that children used a wide variety of social strategies. Students used
much richer language in all student situations than in exchanges with the
teacher (Barnes 1976; Cooper, Marquis, and Ayers-Lopez 1982). For
example, students understood the pragmatic constraints of requests and
employed strategies such as directness, sincerity, specific address, persis-

tence, and politeness to successfully make requests (Wilkinson and
Calculator 1982). During seatwork, students also seemed to know whom
to approach for assistance as well as when it was appropriate to seek help
from a peer or the teacher. Developmental patterns of communicative
competence were also evident (Cooper, Marquis, and Ayers-Lopez 1982).
Cazden (1980) lists three models of peer interaction in tutoring
situations: (1) peer tutoring in which one student is clearly more knowl-

edgeable; (2) equal-status collaboration; and (3) coteaching, in which
resource and learner roles shift back and forth. Peer-tutoring research
(Carrasco, Vera, and Cazden 1981; Steinberg and Cazden 1979) shows
that child tutors use a variety of communicative strategies to accomplish
their tasks, some better than others. The tutoring role permits children
to communicate in ways quite different from typical, whole-class exchanges. Teachers also see students' abilities in a different light.

Since some children are better able to maintain interaction (Barnes
1976) or are more knowledgeable than others (Cooper, Marquis, and
Ayers-Lopez 1982), the question of access to fluent interaction and/or the

"teacher role" has been raised. Cultural differences may also have an
effect on communication. Future research should address how these
differences dfect peer interaction and learning.
HomelSchool and Cultural-Interaction Differences

Differences between language development at home and 'it schoe4 are
txated next, followed by differences in discourse structures for vaAous
cultures.
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Home/School Differences

Research on child language development (see Lindfors 1980 for an
excellent summary) shows that children are active, persistent seekers of

meaning. In their quest for meaning, children learn language, learn
through language, and learn about language (Halliday 1980). They also
absorb social conventions surrounding language use in different social
settings (Halliday 1980, King 1985).
Gordon Wells and his colleagues (Wells 1981, Wells and Wells 1984)

have contrasted language development at home arid in school in one of
the few longitudinal studies from preschool into the elementary school
years. They picture the interaction between parents and children as a
collaboration in which participants negotiate meaning and intention.
Based on their children's needs, the parents in Wells' study simplified
statements, sustained and extended children's interests, provided resources, listened to children, and fielded questions. The children were
active, loquacious partners in this context. Bruner (1978; also Ninio and
Bruner 1978) proposes that parents build a "scaffold" for learning, upping
the ante as the child shows readiness for increased difficulty.
Several studies (Harste, Woodward, and Burke 1984; Snow 1983) have
found that literacy learning at home parallels oral-language learning. For
example, parents used semantic contingency, scaffolding, accountability
procedures, and routines to help children understand what a book is, the
communicative and perceptual conventions of print, and the decontextualized nature of literate discourse. Reading-like behavior or reenactment
and appreciation of stories emerged through repeated readings of favorite
books in the company of a trusted adult (Holdaway 1979, Sulzby 1983,
Doake 1985). Awareness of environmental print also developed children's

learning about print, naturally mediated by others (Goodman and
Goodman 1979; Harste, Burke, and Woodward 1982; Mason 1984;
Haussler 1985).

Understandings of the functions and conventions of writing began to
develop concurrently as children were given the opportunity to put crayon

or pencil to paper to represent messages (Bissex 1980; Ferreiro 1980;
Ferreiro and Teberosky 1982; Harste, Woodward, and Burke 1984). With
the support of others, children moved back and forth between oral and
written modes, between writing and reading, as literacy emerged at home.
This picture of children's language learning at home contrasts greatly
with what happens at school. Wells and Wells (1984) report that in school
children initiated fewer interactions and questions and took many fewer
conversational turns. Semantically their utterances were constrained ana

syntactically they were simplemost often fragments. Rarely were
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children's interests extended by the teacher, who dominated and controlled
interactions. Most of the day children were required to be silent.
There are major differences between the quantity and quality of oral
interaction and the model of language teaching/learning at home and at
chool. Mason (1984) suggests that assumptions by school personnel

about reading instruction, learning, and assessment may create mismatches between what young children already know about written
language and what they encounter in beginning reading and writing

programs.
For example, it is often assumed that children c,innot read at all, yet
they enjoy reenacting stories with their parents and know some soundsymbol correspondences (evident in their invented spellings). Existing

reading programs need to be reviewed to see to what extent they are

consistent with children's understandings about literacy. Another question
is how much flexibility is provided for children who come to school with
different literacy experiences as background.
Most beginning reading programs are structured so that students have
limited opportunities to write. They are told when and what to write,
since it is often assumed that students must learn to read before learning
to write. These practices are quite unlike the self-regulated writing done
at home and are not consistent with the research indicating that many
children can "write" beforz coming to school.
Future research should develop ways to assess young children's
knowledge of oral and written language. In addition, existing models of
language learning used in schools and publishing must be reexamined in
light of the new research on oral and written language development. We
need to build on what children know. We also need to know if cultural or
socioeconomic differences affect children's perceptions of literacy and
literacy learning.

Cultural-Interaction Differences

Some research has been condacted on the different discourse and
participation structure, of minority groups. Boggs (1972, 1985) learned
that native Hawaiian adults used di; t,:t quc.sions primarily when admonishing children. Unlike white middle-class Americans they rarely asked
questions for information. When telling a story Hawaiians cooperatively
took turns to construct the story with voices overlapping, an activity

called "talk story" (Boggs 1985). In addition, Hawaiians delegated
household chores to the oldest child, who, in turn, made sure the work
was accomplished. If children were to learn a new skill, apprenticeship
and close observation were used, not explanation or discussion of the
matter.
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Two other cultural groups have similar participation structures for tasks
and narratives. Philips (1982, 1985) discovered that Warm Springs Indians

also taught through apprenticeship. Cooperation, not competition, was
the norm among peers. This was also true for Athabaskan Indians, who
performed collaborative narratives in groups. Individuals "resonated" in
their own interpretations of the narrative (Scollon and Scollon 19S1, Van
Ness 1981). These cultures used participant structures and discounle

forms which are quite different from typical American classrou.n
practices.
Heath (1983) also documents uses of language by a minority group in

the Piedmont community of "Trackton" which differed from the forms
and functions of language used in school. In Trackton, reading was a
social activity during which adults negotiated the meaning of, for example,

a newspaper article or a tax form. The only example, of reading as a
solitary activity was reading for church or school. Children had a good
functional sense of environmental print for distinguishing, for example,
products in stores.
In Trackton, stories were oral events; audiences participated. Common

characteristics included no routine opening, mutual conr,truction of
context, evaluation of people and their actions, dialogues, an interplay
between verbal and nonverbal cues, and no marked endings. This is in
marked contrast to the prototypical story expected in school (Michaels
1981). Trackton adult questioning of children included analogies and
connectionsnot school-related skills such as labeling, description of
features, or isolated retelling of events in sequence.
Michaels' work on sharing time (1981; also Michaels and Cazden 1986,
Michaels and Collins 1984; Michaels and Foster 1985) shows that some

black children bring different discourse structures to school. White
children generally select a limited topic and organize the discourse
temporally and spatially; black children usually link personal experiences
in an associative style.
Even excellent teachers have difficulty questioning, commenting on,
and reacting to discourse styles different from their own. Quite uninten-

tional, these problems may have limited black children's access to the
kinds of focusing, structuring, and elaborating experiences which might
have helped them produce language closer to the teachers' implicit ideas
of literate discourse (Michaels and Cazden 1986).
Asking why some minority students were placed in advanced literacy

classes and not others, Gilmore (1983) found that "attitude" was more
important than literacy ability as a criterion. Also, informal literacy
activities of minority children did not "count" as literacy in the formal
school system.
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In two of the above settings, Trackton and Hawaii, instructional
programs to teach reading were developed using the cultural research
information as a base. In Hawaii talk story structure and child-run work
groups during reading were added to the basal curriculum. A focus on
comprehension was also added based on current research (Au 1980, Au
and Jordan 1981, Calfee et al. 1981). Reading scores increased (Tharp
1982). In Trackton a new school program was designed with the assistance

of teachers and parents to help children learn about the discourse
structures of school. Their progress in school improved. Teachers also
gained insight into language diversity (Heath 1983).
The conUoversial, politically loaded question concerning intervention
is: Who or what must changethe curriculum, the teacher, or the children
from minority cultures?
Future Research
All fields suffer from a certain kind kJ myopia, and ours is no exception.
The danger is that we focus on preserving our own research paradigms
and institutions (e.g., higher educatio,1, public schools, or publishing)
rather than constructively solving roblems together.
In thh final disutssion I present four broad suggestions for future
research and development in the an.,as of language, learning, research
methodo' ogy, and curriculum.

The first suggestion involves language. A quiet revolution occurred
when Chomsky wrote Aspects of a Theory of Syntax, which changed the
way linguists and eventually educators viewed language form and meaning.
Halliday, Hymes, and Gumperz started another revolution, the effects of
which are just beginning to influence language arts research.

A functional model of oral language and, more recently, written
language developed. Form follows function in social contexts. As different

cultural groups use language in context, they learn language, learn
through language, and learn about language (Halliday 1980). The
experiential differences in context lead to differential development of
language functions, forms, and meanings (Heath 1982).
in many of the studies reviewed in this paper, there is an underlying

de facto model of language, one based on form alone. For example,
instruction using published reading materials has been based on a sequence
designated by the different forms of language, such as sound-symbol

correspondences, words, sentences, and, now, the structure of narrative
and exposition. Little attention has been paid to the functions of oral
language use, writing, or reading, particularly for "real-world" purposes
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(Mikulecky 1982, Kirsch and Guthrie 1984). Implicitly, certain functions
are valued more than others in the school curriculum.
This lack of attention to function has occurred in spite of the fact that
research has shown that purpose is clearly related to different types of
materials and strategy selection in reading. Even more important, it ;s

also related to criterion tasks which are represented by the outcome
measures of the reading in research (Brown 1982). Little creativity in
developing measures of reading for different purposes has been evident.
Function has also been ignored in most of the frameworks in observational
research (Heap 1982).
The first suggestion for future research, then, is to adopt a communicative-competence model of language to drive decisions about research,
instruction, and curriculum development. Perhaps with this as a base, we

would not isolate reading, writing, and discussion from "real-world"
language functions and a search for meaning.
The second suggestion concerns the definition of instruction. In the

fifties, behaviorism dominated. Consequently researchers placed the
accent on the role of the teacher, who controlled and organized instruction.
The research on teacher effectiveness and management still reflects this
orientation.
When Chomsky critiqued Skinner in 1957, a change began to occur in
learning theory. Not only wag a different theory of language explicated,
but a cognitive theory of learning was implied. As attention shifted to the
learner as actively constructing meaning, the view of the learning became
more social and interactivea linguistic exchange between teacher and
student. We returned to our roots in blending Vygotsky and Piaget to
find a new definition of instruction as interaction and as construction on
the part of the learner.
On one hand, t...aching and learning researchers have had a difficult
time expanding their notion of instruction to include social interaction
through language. Just because a teacher performs certain tasks or says
certain things does not mean that these cause learning to occur. On the
other hand, researchers viewing teaching and learning as a sociolinguistic
process have reacted against the behaviorism implied in the model of
direct instruction and have failed to relate sociolinguistic and cultural
phenomena to the outcomes of learning.
The second suggestion, then, is that future researchers focus on the
students, on what is to be learned, and on the kinds of interactions in
varied contexts that facilitate learning, not on one type cf instruction
versus another. Sometimes, lecturing may be useful. Elicitation teaching,
a form of teacher-directed instruction, allows teachers to monitor students'

progress. Other options include open discussion in small all-student
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groups, on-the-job apprenticeship, interacting with materials, and engaging in processes such as reading or writing with the students initiating
bids for assistance.
We need to know which students, which goals, which tasks, which
materials, and which teachers under which conditions fit most harmoniously to promote autonomous functioning and learning by students. We
also need to know how the teaching/learning interactions are constructed
to accomplish this, particularly in classrooms where there are many
minority students who are having the most difficulty learning literacy

skills.

Now for the third suggestion: In preparing for this paper, I read articles

from seven distinct research "camps." What became apparent was the
relative isolation of each camp. Each is defined by a limited set of topics,
specific terminology, and a primary paradigm. There is only minimal

overlap in references between camps. In some ways this is to be expected,
since as problem solvers, researchers must limit their problem space to
make it manageable. The danger lies in myopic overgeneralization and
the inability to see the relevance of other research.
I think that the solution is to create multidisciplinary teams, not unlike
the research group in the Kamehameha Project (Au 1980, Boggs 1985).
If research is to be relevant to the real world, the teams must in, e
parents, teachers, administrators, and even publishers (Clark and FiL.to
1982, Florio and Walsh 1981, Wallat et al. 1981), as well as researchers
from different disciplines. "ilam members, coming from different training
and experiences, will approach problems differently. In an atmosphere of
cooperation and trust, the resulting dynamic tension will foster multiple
interpretations of data and generate further research questions.

Evertson and Green (1986) suggest that research methods can be

viewed on a continuum, with each one more relevant for certain types of
research questions than others. However, by using more than one method
of data collection researchers can look for convergences among the data,
generate new hypotheses, and gain greater insight.
For example, researchers on teacher effectiveness and management

and on comprehension and classroom realities have just begun to

incorporate more open-ended observational techniques from ethnography.
Peterson et al. (1984) have combined proce,s/product and sociolinguistic
paradigms successfully. The ethnographic work of McDermott (1978) and
Cook-Gumperz, Gumperz, and Simons (1981) on low- and high-reading

group behavior was in turn confirmed by Allington (1983) in many
classrooms using a more traditional observational schedule.

In another study Green, Harker, and Golden (in press) performed
three different analyses on the same data: a sociolinguistic analysis, a
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propositional analysis on theme and content, and a response/literary
analysis (i.e., relating the original text to student response and teachermediated response). Each analysis yielded part of the instructional
picture.
Perhaps working collaboratively with a multidisciplinary team using
multiple paradigms and multiple measures and methods of analysis would
help us focus on truly solving the problem of fostering the development
of literacy, particularly among minority children.

The fourth and final suggestion is a much more philosophical one,
which we must answer as members of a society, not just as researchers.
The question rings out from this research: What do we want children to
learn?
The research points to the importance of prior knowledge for reading,
writing, and future learning, yet there seems to be no systematic thinking
about what content (function, form, and content in context) to teach and
how to provide access to all students. With the knowledge explosion
promoted by technology, this concern is even more important so that we
do not end up with a bimodal society of an educated elite and uneducated
masses (Burke 1978). Therefore, my closing suggestion is that we try to
define what we want students to learn, both socially and academically, in
order to develop into literate, well-informed citizens who can function
actively as members of a democratic society in the twenty-first century.
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Commentary

Arthur N. Applebee
Stanford University

These two papers provide a complementary set. Trika Smith-Burke
provides a state-of-the-art summary of what we know about factors in
effective classroom practice (e.g., teacher effectiveness, planning and
decision making, management, comprehension instruction), as well as
what we know about classroom interaction in a variety of settings
(including influences of cultural variation). Bryant Fillion and Rita Brause,

on the other hand, have given a thorough overview of our guiding
philosophies: tht current-traditional paradigm of teaching and learning
in English language arts. Within that paradigm, they suggest a variety of
.:merging and critical issues. Their argument is convincing, primarily
because I am in sympathy with its initial premises.
Nonetheless, I think Smith-Burke's final section may be the most
important and helpful part of both papers. Here, she begins to push
beyond our current assumptions toward new perspectives. As she notes,
"All fields suffer from a certain kind of myopia, and ours is no exception."
I want to elaborate this last point in my remarks, raising three issues
that will shape our research in the next decade.

Issue One: We lack a theory of language pedagogy.

We do have a well-elaborated theory of language learning, presented
clearly by Fillion and Brause. They trace their intellectual forbearers to
Moffett, Britton, Dixon, the Goodmans (and reaching out more broadly
to Brown, Bruner, Piaget, Vygotsky)and so do I. From these scholars,
we have good theories of what is learned, and of the direction of growth.
These theories lead to such conclusions as these from Fillion and Brause:
"All children have a natural facility with language learning."

"Basic literacy is a natural extension of an individual's linguistic
development."
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"Language facility . develops primarily through personally meaningful, active uses of language in the service of human intentions."
.

.

We also have increasingly better (if more recent) theories of classrooms
as social environments. Both papers summarize important aspects of this
understanding, including the following:
I. Interaction within classrooms is rule-governed.
2. The meanings that emerge are context-specific.
3. Teachers play multiple roles in classrooms.
4. Participants negotiate tile roles they will play in interaction with the
other participants.
5. Classrooms are systematic and sensible places.

Yet, as Smith-Burke points out, we have failed to bring these
perspectives together in a productive way. They exist side by side, without
providing us with a theory of teaching. We have no principled understand-

ing of the teacher's role as a source or mediator of instruction and
learning. There are exceptions, and this work will help clarify what I
mean when I say we need a theory of language pedagogy. I am thinking
of the instructional theories stemming from the work of Vygotsky, Luria,
and their students; the studies of Michael Cole and his colleagues in San

Diego; Ann Brown's recent work on reciprocal teaching; Merlin Wittrock's studies of instruction driven by his theories of comprehension;
and Judith Langer's and my own studies of instructional scaffolding.
Perhaps it is helpful, too, to provide some examples of important

studies that, at the same time, operate in a different realm and do not
contribute to a theory of instruction of the sort I am thinking of. These
would include metaphors of learning (such as John Dixon's personalgrowth model), studies of the teaching of particular content or skills
(such as Pearson's and Langer's studws of the effects of activating or
providing relevant background kno...,iedge), and studies of effective
teaching (such as Graves's New Hampshire studies). Important in their
own right, such studies do not contribute to a theory of language teaching.

Issue Two: We lack a full understanding of alternative research
methodologies.

Both papers reflect the conflict in the field between experimental and
ethnographic approaches, and tend to set the two approaches in conflict
with one another. They note, for example, the differing results from the
teacher-effectiveness research and from ethnographic studies and attribute them, at least in part, to methodological artifacts.
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The field as a whole shows some confusion about these alternatives.
There is a tendency to equate ethnographic studies with case-study or

descriptive researchforgetting that both case-study and descriptive
research have a long and honorable history within positivistic traditions.
(Treatment of my own work provides a case in point. It has been cited,
even in print, as part of the recent ethnographic emphasiseven though
it is in fact deeply rooted in
itivistic 'Yperimental traditions.) If case
studies are being adoptc& utninking tito an alternative tradition,
ethnographic work is equally being adopted as "hypothesis-generating"
within a broader view of the research enterprise. Yet my colleagues who
are ethnographers would certainly reject a description of their work as
limited to spinning hypotheses to be studied in more systematic samples
later.
Here again, I want to return to one of Trika's points, and to urge that
our field needs to be fully and honestly multidisciplinary, learning from

each of the research traditions available to us. If we truly accept this
view, we will take conflicting results (such as those from the teachingeffectiveness and case-study literatures) as interesting situations to
examine more carefully, rather than seeking to dismiss them as methodological artifacts. In this case, we may find that the real conflict in the
research may be between what can happen in unusual classrooms with
unusual teachers receiving unusual support, and what typically happens
given the complex institutional and contextual constraints on instruction.
Perhaps there are lessons here about what we should be trying to change
when we seek to reform teaching.
The current concern with teacher-as-researcher can be handled within
this general framework. Teachers bring to this endeavor their own
legitimate and extensive knowledge of teaching and childrenknowledge
which we too often have ignored. But, like the various disciplines and
research traditions that have focused on language learning and language
teaching, this is best seen as one kind of knowledge that contributes to
our total understanding. Little is gained, and much is lost, by blurring

the differences in what each discipline or realm of knowledge and
experience has to contribute.

Issue Three: We are overly simplistic in our understanding of the
relationship between research and practice.
It is easy to be too hasty in drawing implications from practice. Extending

our understanding of what and how we teach is slow and difficult. We
reach incomplete answers and develop partial theoriesneither of which
should reform teaching.
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Much of what we do is best thought of as giving teachers (as well as
) ways of thinking about their subject and their teaching. In

P,m, they will make hcs se of those ideas in their own particular
contexts. Th,- idc
ide frameworks that help them make
one things in their teaching
principled use of the one-thousand
repertoires. I believe there are many different ways to solve particular
teaching problems, and the complexities of classrooms will lead different
teachers to choose different solutions in different classrooms on different

to share new ideas with
"1. his relates, too, to suggestions about i
teachers. There is much emphasis on models and examples, particularly
with videotapes. In providing these models, however, the whys are more
important than the whats of what the models provide for teachers as well
as for children. And again, we are only beginning to address the why
questions in language teaching, and until we do the effect of research on
practice may continue to be trivial.

Commentary

Dolores Durkin
University of Illinois at Urban

,lampaign

Recollections of the years when I was a doctoral student bring to iind
outstanding feature of some of the research that was :iscussed in
va, ,ous courses: its tendency to be superficial. Oftenat least in researc`

on readinga re P archer would give a group of students a test a'
beginning of a school year, return at the end of the year to adrni
another test, and then report correlations that presumably revealed
something important enough to warrant an article. Even as a naive
graduate student, I could not help but think that something of significance

must surely have occurred in the classroom during the long interval
between the two tests. Evidently I was in the minority, for at the time few

researchers seemed to think that examining life in classrooms merited
their attention. Or, as Fillion and Brause state in their paper, at that time

"the world of educational research and the world of the classroom
operated independently."
Given the nature of my initial contact with research, it may have been
natural that my very first study involved classroom observations of the
behavVi- of six boys in the process of acquiring reading ability during first
grade kDurkin 1960). Since that research was done some time ago, I guess

it is also natural for me to respond to the relatively recent interest in
classroom studies with feelings like "It's about time!"
Another response is one that I always have to suddenly popular topics,
namely, that it is all too easy for a type of research or for some particular

topic to become "dangerously popular" in the sense that the interest
spawns a large number of small, noncumulative studies carried out and
reported in a climate characterized by far-too-little healthy skepticism.
As a result, too much is accepted too quickly.
To cite one small example of this consequence for reading, just about
every report or article concerned with student practice will claimas the
literature is being reviewedthat elementary school children spend as
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much as 70 percent of their time during the reading period doing written
exercises. While such a finding may in fact be an accurate description of
a very large number of students, it happens to be info:mation that derives
from a single study (Fisher et al. 1978). In addition, it is a description of
merely one end of a cortinuum. While it is tempting to spice up a research

report with such a fino.ng, it may also be misleading to do soat least
until additional studies i ach similar conclusions.
So is my first reaction Basically it is the hope that interest in classroom
studies persists, but also that the enthusiasm will be disciplined by the
realization that, as with any kind of research on any topic, meaningful
data do not emerge from brief, isolated, one-shot studies, of which we
now have a generous number.
My second reaction relates to what I have learned from some of my
own studies, including the very first effort, which, as I mentioned, was a
casc study of six boys in the process of learning to read in first grade. It

was fortunate that home interviews as well as numerous classroom
observations were included in that study, for, as things turned out, what
accounted for the highest achiever's success as well as the dismal failure
of two of the other subjects had to do with variables in their families, not

factors in the classroom. And it was hardly unexpected to learn that
family factors enjoyed special importance in the next research that I
undertook, two longitudinal studies of children who could read before
they entered school (Durkin 1966). Family factors came out on top once
again in a more recent study, this one of poor black fifth graders who
were very competent readers (Durkin 1984). In this case, preschool help
with reading from grandmothers, which sent the children to school already
reading, was a crucially important factor. Failure to discover this factor
would have allowed for unwarranted conclusions about what contributed
to the subjects' success. All of this is to say that, while observations in
classrooms are rich sources of information, even at their best they can
only supply one piece of a complex puzzle.
My third and final reaction is not confined to classroom or reading
research but, rather, encompasses the reporting of research in general. In

this instance, the reaction is the wish that an enforceable law or rule
existed that prohibited authors from referring to research reports that
they have not read. Based on the many years that I have been reading
journals, and on the innumerable times that my own research data and
conclusions have been so badly mangled that I no longer recognize them
as being mine, I am now convinced that a fairly large number of quoted
passages, interpretations, and misinterpretations arc passed on from one
article to another when no more than a single author ever took the time
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to read the report supposedly being reviewed. Such a practiceif it is as
widespread as I believe it to bepromotes myth making and propaganda,
not scholarship.
But this practice is hardly new. Again, I first became acquainted with

it when I was a graduate student listening to professors and reading
authors of textbooks, each stating with great certainty that children are
not ready to learn to read until they have a mental age of about 6.5 years.
Inevitably, this highly simplistic conclusion was documented with a

reference to research done by Mabel Morphett and Carleton Washburne
(Morphett and Washburne 1931). Curious and skeptical about both the
conclusion and the research that promoted it, I actually read the report
even though it was never assigned reading. Anyone here who has read it
must have shared the shock that I experienced when I examined what,
for decades, influenced the timing of beginning reading instruction. In
truth, an article on flaws in the Morphett-Washburne research would be

longer than their description of it. It is difficult to believe that the
professors and the authors who constantly referred to this study had ever
read it. Still, they quoted it.
I think the moral of the story is that those of us who review and refer
to research almost on a daily basis have an obligation to make certain

that we really know studies before we discuss them. Taking such an
obligation seriously would help to ensure that only good research is
honored by being influential.
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V Developments in
Technology: Implications
for Language and

Literature Education

Introduction
Given the possibilities of word-processing and text-editing systems for
improving instruction in the language arts, concentration on these aspects
of technology in the two papers presented here seems understandable.
The researchers do not see as issues of major consequence such matters
as the impact of computer-assisted or computer-managed instruction on

the language arts. Rather they write out of their own research and
development experience, describing how Project Quill on the one hand

developed at the independent research center of Bolt, Beranek and
Newmanand Writer's Workbench on the othercreated and tested
at Bell Laboratoriescontribute new dimensions to the teaching and
learning of language. What these articles gain in immediacy from the
concreteness of the two projects may result in a loss in their failure to
dwell on all aspects of current research in technology. Still, the vividness
of these two projects, which have changed the arsenal of weapons teachers
have at their disposal, clearly stimulates a vision of where technology may
be leading curriculum and instructiona vision so unsettling to some
seminar participants that it elicited sharply divergent fears and disturbing
imaginings, as well as confident assumptions.
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An Examination of the Role of
Computers in Teaching Language
and Literature
Bertram C. Bruce
Bolt, Beranek and Newman Laboratories

What place should the computer have in the language arts classroom?'
Many people would say, "None at all." If they see any connection between
computers and language learning, it is that the study of language, with its

attendant emphasis on culture and history, especially the study of
literature, should serve as an antidote to a society that seems increasingly
centered on technology.

Of all the new technologies, the one which appears to threaten
humanistic learning and values the most is the computer. Thus, it seems

appropriate to focus this discussion of technology in educz. tion on
computers. But there is a deeper reason, or set of reasons, for focusing
in this way which relates to the fundamental nature of computers. First,
the computer is a tool for representing knowledge through symbols; as
such, the essence of computer use is identical to what we do when we use
language. Second, the computer is a device for interpreting symbolic

structures, for making sense of linguistic representations. Third, the
computer is a communication device. It can store representations of
information, but more importantly, can transmit these representations to
other people and other communication devices. Finally, tne computer is
an object in the process of becoming. Like other tools, the computer can
be used in a variety of ways; unlike the others, its very nature is to be
redefinable.

These aspects of the computer are not assumed in many of the
discussions of computers in their relation to language artsdiscussions
on issues such as video games versus reading, the elevation of science and

technology over the humanities, and methods of or appropriateness of
computer-assisted instruction. By not addressing the deeper aspects of
computers, we foster an either/or atmosphere in which the language arts
1. 1 use the term language arts in a broad sense to encompass classrooms at any grade
level in which the focus is on learning how to use, understand, and appreciate language.
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are often denigrated. Worse still, we fail to asscrt control over the
direction of a tool which has an unquestionably powerful potential for
teaching about language.
In the next section, I discuss the four aspects of the computer's relation
to language outlined above. These aspects derive not just from consider-

ation of computer applications but rather from an analysis of the
computer's essential functions. Following that I describe a classroom of
the future, one which is only a slightly extended composite of today's

classrooms. For each aspect of the future classroom, I have tried to
identify some current activities that capture at least some of its potential.

One pui pose of this excursion into the future is to demonstrate that
"speaking computer" is not so inappropriate for the study of language
and literature. The case becomes, then, not that computers are good or
bad for teaching language, but rather that they inherently belong in that
province, and should be shaped by the people who live there. The last
section of this essay raises some questions for research based on this
thesis.

Computers as Language Machines

We tend to think of the computer, quite naturally, as a device that
computesin particular, as one that essentially adds numbers very fast.
In every field in which computers have been usedincluding the military,
industry, business, mathematics, medicine, science, social science, the
humanities, and educationthe computer was perceived first as a device
for counting and carrying out simple mathematical operations. Thus, the
military used the ENIAC for calculating ballistics trajectories; businesses

used early office machines for keeping accounts; medical researchers
collected statistical data on correlations of symptoms and diseases;

humanists used computer word counts for authorship studies; and
educators put computers in schools to teach arithmetic.
Today, people in each of these fields are beginning to use computers in
quite different ways; specifically, they are using them for help in writing
and reading, for carrying out symbolic transformations, and for communicating with other people. These new uses are not merely additions to
the computer's repertoire but rather precursors of the computer's funda-

mental role as the general language machineor to use Steven Job's
phrase, "wheels for the mind."
Why do we continue the pattern of using computers for numbers first
and words second? Perhaps we have failed to understand some of the
subtle relations between computers and language. There are four of these
relations I would like to discuss here: the computer as (1) a means for
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representing know:edge, (2) a device for interpreting symbols, (3) a
communication device, and (4) a redefinable tool.
Computers as Tools for Representing Knowledge

A computer is, at its core, not just a collection of flip-flops or integrated
circuits. Nor is it simply a big numerical calculator. At the deepest level,
a computer is a device for encoding and storing symbols. Symbols thus
encoded can be associated with other symbols; in that way, symbolic
structures of arbitrary complexity can be constructed and maintained.
Thus, the computer is a tool for representing any knowledge that can be
symbolized.

Computers as Tools for Interpreting Symbols

Other technologies (for example, the book) are also convenient for
recording symbols. But computers differ from books and other technologies in a way which has a special significance for the teaching of language.
Computers are physical realizations of the concept of a totally general
symbol manipulator, a device which can not only store, but also create,

transform, or interpret essentially any symbolic representation. Thus,
when we talk of what computers are, or should be, we must operate in

the realm of Kant, Frege, or Levi-Strauss, not that of the BASIC
programming manual.
Computers as Communication Devices

Computers are also communication devices; they can store and interpret
symbols, but they can transmit them as well. The use of computers in
transforming every other communication device, from telephone to video
discsin fact, the entire communications industry, whether its physical
medium be books, magnetic tapes, or cathode-ray tubesis increasingly
dependent upon computers because only computers make possible the
control flexible and precise enough to transmit just what is needed, or to
record the right data. To a large extent th ,. computer and the communications industry have already become one. The consequences of this fact
for language use are significant.
Computers as Redefinable Tbols

There is a fourth reason why computers are intimately tied to language;
they are redefinable. Unlike typewriters, tape recorders, ditto machines,
telephones, televisions, and other technological devices that might be
used in education, the computer is a tool whose very nature is a process.
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Many tools undergo rapid development, but the computer is itself a tool
for making tools. For example, a computer when unpacked from its box
might appear to be a LOGO (Feurzeig and Papert 1969; Feurzeig et al.
1969) machine. That is, one could use it to carry out the basic LOGO
functions, such as moving a "turtle" about the screen. But one could also
use LOGO, or any general-purpose computer language, to define new

featuresfor instance, a program to find rhymes in a dictionary. The
added functions would mean that one's machine would no longer be
simply a LOGO machine, but rather, a LOGO-PLUS machine. One
could also turn the LOGO machine into a BASIC machine by writing the

proper function (an "interpreter" program). In fact, there is no known
theoretical limit to what sort of machine the computer could become.2

The protean nature of the computer implies that we always need to
look beyond current uses in order to assess whether and how these
machines might best be used. In particular, we need to consider functions

other than the usual ones of classroom management, multiple-choice
testing, drill-and-practice, and frarr e-based computer-assisted instruction.

Most importantly, we need tc

.plore computers as general symbol

manipulators. The next section is designed to encourage some speculation
regarding desirable functions for computers.

The Language Classroom of 2010

This section presents some sketches of how computers have been and
might be used in teaching reading and writing. The first sketch focuses
on the computer as a tool for knowledge representation. The second
emphasizes the computer's role as interpreter of :.ymbols. The third looks

at the computer as a communication devicefor reading and sharing
ideas, for collaborative writing, and for networking. The last sketch looks
at the computer's redefinability and the implications for creativity. For
each sketch we
look in on Hannah Lerner and her classroom in the
year 2010, then look backward to the late 1980s to find precursors of what
we see in hei class.
Knowledge Represe,itation

When students in Hannah Lerner's class in the year 2010 work at the
computer, they engage in what they call "idea processing." idea processing
2. Church (1932) proposed a thesis, now generally accepted, which said, in effect, that
the general-purpose digital computer could execute any function that could be precisely
defined. There are, of course, practical limits to available memory and time (also perhaps
to our imaginations).
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means working at the level of concepts and higher-level text structures,
such as "counter-argument" and "elaboration." When students process
ideas with the computer, they think of what they do as building structurei,
testing, and debugging. Thus, idea processing goes far beyond the word
processing familiar in the 1980s. Similarly, the students might be said to be
programming, but again, the activity bears only a slight resemblance to the
old, rigid procedural paradigms. The focus is on the project they are doing,
not on the syntactic details of either a programming language or a word
processor. What has happened in 2010 is a merging of two earlier modes
4 computational interaction. Computer programming per se has begun to
resemble natural language use, and writing with the aid cr a machine has
come to resemble very high-level programming.
The reason for this is that defining a procedure for a computer to carry
out or creating a text both require the person to formulate and organize
ideas. Writers of programs and writers of texts are concerned with planning

and revisions; they both need to be aware of their audience (Newkirk
1985). With programming sufficiently removed from the bits-and-bytes
level and text processing from the letter-by-let:Pr level, these two oncedisparate activities become essentially one. As a result, Hannah's students
often find themselves working with id ws in similar ways, regardless of the
end producta text, a computer program, a graphical display, or simply a
deeper understanding of a domain of study.
Precursors of the above scenario could have been seen in the seventies
and eighties. For example, programming languages such as SMALLTALK
(Goldberg and Robson 1983) allowed a programmer to define an object
and a set of rules for how that object should behave (e.g., how to display

itself on a CRT screen, how to provide information about its current
status, how to change as a result of changes in its environment, etc.) This
tended to free the programmer from concern about the precise sequence
of actions the computer should take. Similarly, rule-based systems such as
MYCIN (Davis, Buchanan, and Shortliffe 1977) allowed the programmer
to define hundreds of rules of the form IF X THEN Y without concern
for which rule should be checked first.3
While object-oriented languages and rule-based systems were being

developed, artificial-intelligence programmers were also developing
higher-level functions in their programming languages. For example,
transition networks (Woods 1970) were developed as a language for
describing in computational terms the set of grammatical rules for a
language. Each such language enhancement moved programmers further
3. In the case of MYCIN the set of rules could be activated by a patient's history to
help a physician diagnose a bacterial infection,
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from the machine qua machine and closer to the prebiems they were
addressing.
At the same time, word processors were giving way to idea processors

(see Olds 1985). The early signs of this change could be seen in the
emergence of programs to help with planning a text (Planner in Quill,
Bruce and Rubin 1984a), organizing ideas (Thinktank, Owens 1984),
examining texts in a nonlinear fashion (Org in Writer's Workbench,
MacDonald 1983), managing text annotations (Annoland in Authoringland, Brown 1983), and exploring and modifying data bases. As this class
of programs matured, it enabled a form of interaction between a person
and an emerging text in which the linking of ideas, the examination of an
argument, or the search for related concepts was as easy as the correction
of a spelling error with a word processor.
For example, in 1984 Linda Juliano, a sixth-grade teacher in Cambridge,

Massachusetts, wanted to push the limits of how a computer might
facilitate language use. One of her students had written a story about a
trip to the circus which was extremely long and unfocused. The student
didn't know how to cope with revising the text, to some extent because
of the volume of material. The text had been written using a text editor
known as Writer's Assistant (Levin, Boruta, and Vasconcellos 1982),
which had a special feature called Mix that allowed a writer to start every
every sentence at the left margin. Ordinarily, this feature was used to
check for syntactic errorsfirst-letter capitalization, end punctuation,
repetitious first words, and so on. Juliano saw that it could also be used
to facilitate examining and manipulating a long text. She suggested that
the student format his text in the separated-sentence fashion, print it out,
and cut the sentences apart with scissors (a pre-2010 device used by
writers to help in revising). With the sentences apart, it was easy to
experiment with various deletions and rearrangements. Once the student
had formed his revised text as a pile of sentences, he used the text editor
again to recreate the final text. The computer thus became a tool for
thinking of his text in a new way.

Interpretation of Symbols

Although Hannah continues to be the essential teacher of her ciass, the
computer plays an important role as ass:ctant tutor This is possible because
the computer can interpret, not just rep: esenr, symbols. For example, the
computer can analyze stylistic features of the texteverything from spelling

to paragraph formsand provide information for the writer to use in
revising.
The computer can also model processes of revision by showing successive

alterations of a text, together with audio or textual annotations giving the
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reasons the author had for changes. This modeling can be run in slow
mode, showing letter-by-letter changes, or fast-forward, showing higherlevel revisions. Since the computer has stored examples from Hannah's
own writing and the writing of experts, as well as that of students in the

class, the study of various revision strategies often leads to valuable
discussion of writing and writing styles.

Back in 1985 a program which took advantage of the computer as a
symbol manipulator was Iliad (Bates et al. 1981). Iliad had a large amount

of knowledge about transformational grammar (Chomsky 1965) that
enabled it to generate many different possible transformations of any
given sentence (if it knew the pails of speech). For example, the sentence
"Bill ate the cake" could be transformed into the folk,wing: "Did Bill eat
the cake?" "Bill should eat the cake," "Didn't he eat it?" "It might have
been eaten." With this capability, a variety of activities could be designed

to help children develop the ability to express their ideas in different
ways.

Sharpies (1980) developed several programs along this line, together

with a set of activities that he used to teach writing in a fifth-grade
classroom. One of these programs was Gram, w!-:ich generated text on
the basis of a set of rewrite rules. These rules were expanded until a string

of words was generated. For example, Sharpies developed a poetry
generator by specifying that a poem could be rewritten as a title and a
body. The title could be any noun phrase. The body could be any number
of lines. He provided several different possible definitions for a line (e.g.,

noun phrase plus intransitive verb phrase plus preposition plus noun
phrase). A noun phrase in turn could be a plural noun, and a plural noun
might be lilies or frogs. The poetry generator made each of these choices
randomly, thus producing a poem within the constraints of th grammar.

By manipulating the grammar, students came to see how different
constraints produced different kinds of poems.
Another program, Tran, allowed students to write the'r own transformations, like those in Iliad. These were written as pattera-action rules: if
a piece of text matches the pattern to the left side of the rule, that part of
the text is replaced by the right-hand side of the rule. For example, the

rule "nounl 1 noun2noun2 1 nounl" swaps the first two nouns in a
sentence (the 1 between nounl and noun2 allows for a string of any
length). Sharpies worked out a set of activities based on Tran to teach
children sentence combining and other manipulations of sentences. In
one activity children wrote des,Tiptions and the computer replaced all the

adjectives it knew by a star.

he object for the children was to try to

produce as many adjectives as they could that the computer did not know.
These activities allowed children to explore language by manipulating the
language systematically.
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Another symbol-manipulating program was Writer's Workbench (Frase
1983, Gingrich 1983, MacDonald 1983), an automated Strunk and White.
It analyzed a text and made comments that the writer could choose to use
ot ignore. For example, it could point out frequent use of words like seem

or the conjunction and between clauses. It was originally designed for
adults doing technical writing, but was later used as a tool for learning to
write.

Communication via Computer

Hannah entered her classroom well before her students were expected to
arrive. She had found that in the minutes before they appeared she could
check her mail on the computer and review her plans for the day. On this
particular day, one group of students would be completing a botany project
they had begun earlier in the spring. Its purpose was to compare bean

plant growth rates at various altitudes and under various climatic
conditions.

"Good morning, Ms. LernerThe untimely end of the quiet period was signaled by the early arrival
of two of Hannah's students, Kit and Adam. Kit immediately went to his
computer to see if there had been any additions to the plant data base.
Luckily, there was a message from Siio Pauio presenting some data from
their greenhouse project. These data would be incorporated with other

data from Rome, lOkyo, Mexico City, and Hannah's classroom in
producing the science group's botany report.
Meanwhile, Adam sat down at another computer to see what changes

his coauthors had made in their col!aborative novel project. Using a
multicolored screen with holographic projections, he could examine both
the original text and any author's additions or alterations. New portions

of text could be alternately highlighted or blended into the original.
Comments by one author on another's passage could also be examined,
or not, as Adam chose. The three-dimensional quality of the display
conveyed a sense of what texts and comments were available in addition to
those immediately visible. Adam was eager to read what his coauthors had
done; perhaps one had sent in more text last night. lt would be interesting
to see if their semantic network for text, also presentable graphically, had
changed because of any text changes.
Hannah's class in the year 2010 is in a sense a group of people who get

together in one place and time for learning. But in a larger sense, the
boundaries of the class are not easy to define. Students who are away from
school because of illness, family business, bad weather, or whatever reason

often check in via a network that links their homes, the school, other
schools, and the ot tside world. fhis network allows transmission of text,
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pictures, graphks, audiovoice, music, other soundsand video. One
problem that arises is remembering where someone really is. Since it is as
easy to share information with someone at a computer five thousand miles
away as with someone five feet away, students have to learn to observe

carefully the dateline that comes with each message. Networking also
diminishes ihe distance created by time. Lisa can read a story that was
finished on another continent six hours ago while she was sleeping. She
can search a data base containing the entire Library of Congress to read
texts written at any time and place. The process of searching this data base

is similar to the one she goes through in looking for writings of her
classmates, since most of the students' writing is stored in a networkaccessible data base, too. (Lisa also keeps a journal in a traditional blank
book, believing that no single form of technology is appropriate for all
types of writing.)
Back in 1982, Jim Aldridge's sixth-grade class in Hartford was also

using the computer for learning through reading and writing.4 Jim
described a special time in the morning before class when he turned on
the "electronic classroom." There was a television, used for news and

educational programs, a microcomputer, and a tabletop greenhouse
project with vegetables in pots and fluorescent lights. During that time,
Jim, like Hannah, would often do his own writing, or reading of children's
works.

Each of Jim's students had a plant growing in the greenhouse. They
would periodically take the plant over to the computer to record data on
its growth. Another task was to compare diagrams in their science texts

with the actual plant structures, using the computer as a mediator.
Programmed with questions written by Jim, the computer mediated
between the words of the text and the bioloi;ical world of the plant. After
collecting data over an extended time, the students could write lab reports
detainng their observations.
Meanwhile, five girls in Jim's class were using the computer for the
fourth chapter of their romantic novel about Menudo, the Puerto Rican

rock group. The novel was inspired by another project in the class.
writing a prospectus for a to-be-produced class play. But the Menudo
story took a separate course, becoming a secret saga shared among only
its authors and a few select friends. The girls would, at every possible
moment, add pieces to their collaborative text. Sometimes they would
write literally side-by-side, in groups of two or three at the computer. At
4. In this ciassroom example and in several others to follow, the students were using
Quill, a system of writing tools and communication environments (Brace and Rubin 1984a,
Rubin and Bruce 1984). I've chosen to deemphasize the particular technology used since
the function served is a more central issue.
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other times they would add a portion to be read and perhaps modified
their r:ollaborations later.
Unfortunately, these girls had only a text editor for their writing. Text
editors facilitate writing because they enable easy editing and help in the
production of clear copy. But they facilitate neither collaborative writing

nor thinking of ideas and text in larger units. Authoring land (Brown
1983, Watt 1983), in contrast, was a systempartly realized and partly

envisioned in the '80swhich did just that. In the Authoring land
computer environment a writer could modify a text but leave an "audit
trail" which showed other authors (or the original author) what was
changed, when, and why. A writer could also make comments: passing
thoughts, identification of problems in the text, concepts to be elaborated
later, or comments on other comments. The information in the computer
was then no longer a single piece of connected text, but a network of text
parts, ideas, reasons for changes, and notes to think about. The computer
alto .ed a simple and clear graphic representation of relevant portions of
this network, so that the writer could explore it, modify it, or draw from
it a writing product.
Early in 1984, students in Shungnak Elementary School in Alaska
used a satellite to talk with students in the nearby village of Kiana and
the city of Fairbanks. They then used a computer to write, edit, and
publish an article in Educational Technology/ Alaska (Douglas et al. 1984)
about their audio conference:
We talked to Kiana and Fairbanks to learn more about different
communities. To get ready for the conference we wrote letters and

took pictures of ourselves, then we sent them to Kiana and
Fairbanks. . . .
We learned a few things from Kiana and Fairbanks. Kiana told us

how to make an igloo. . . . We found out that Kiana eats the same
Eskimo food we do. Some of these foods are frozen fish (quaq),
Eskimo ice cream (akutuq) and dried fish (paniqtuq). When one girl
in Fairbanks told us her father had a plane and she might come and
visit us, we were very excited.
Towards the end of the conference we sang a song to the other
schools. The song was Pearly Shells. First we sang it in English and
then wc sang it in Inupiaq. . . We enjoyed talking to the kids in the
other communities. We discovered we have many things in common,
but also some of us do things differently. (p. 8)
.

While these students were learning about others through audio
conferencing, reading, and writing, students in other towns were also
using networking to communicate. Some of these students used CCNN,
the Computer Chronicles News Network (Riel 1983), a UPI or AP for
kids. Members of the network wrote stories, poems, editorials, and other

articles appropriate for a newspaper and sent them via a computer
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network to a large computer in Virginia. When a class wanted to produce
a newspaper or magazine, they could then supplement their own articles
with selected articles from CCNN. Naturally, in order to make a selection,
they had to read a large number of articles others had written; in writing
they had to think of their audience, taking into account the fact that their
readers had different cultural experiences and background knowledge.

The computer was doing several things to facilitate the sharing of

writing seen with CCNN. First, an article was transmitted almost
immediately to anyone who wanted to read it. Second, there was
essentially no limit to the number of possible readers. Moreover, the
author did not have to make multiple hard copies and address envelopes
to all the readers. Third, if a reader wished to incorporate a CCNN article
nito his or her newspaper, the text was already in a machine-readable
form so it could be formatted, edited, and merged with other newspaper
articles. Some examples of CCNN articles are included in the appendix
to this paper.

Computer Redefinability

The fact that a computer is a tool for arbitrary symbol manipulation is the
reason that it is the only general communication device. It is also the basis
for computers being redefinabk. In Hannah's class, students think of their
computers as devices for creating. They create ideas, texts, pictures,
graphs, charts, numbers, but also devices for enhancing their own creativity

In other words, the computer is not only a tool but a medium which is
used for symbolic epression. Hannah's students create with the computer
as an aid; they also re-create the computer to express their own ideas in a
dynamic form.
Back in 1984, Nancy Sopp's junior high students in Fairbanks, Alaska,
wanted to write a story in the form of a computer Adventure game (Sopp
1984, Addams 1985). This would be an interactive text in which the next
passage a reader sees depends upon his or her actions. They realized that
to accomplish this it would help to have a program to handle the details
of connecting reader actions to text passages so that readers would focus
on the texts per se. Moreover, this program should be suitable for any set

of texts, not just the first draft they would write, What the students did
was to write an Adventure game-maker using the language LOGO. The
result was a new language, both more powerful and more specialized.
Their project had already blurred the traditional boundaries between
learning about computers and learning about language.

A generalization of the Adventure game-maker was a computer
language called ITI (Interactive Text Interpreter, Levin 1982). ITI was a
"high-level" language that redefined what the computer could do. Using
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it, students or teachers could create poetry generators, Storymaker-like
programs (Rubin 1980) or Adventure games. The sports editor for a
student newspaper, for example, coutd create a tool to use in writing
sports stories that would remind the writer to include the final score or to
conform to stylistic conventions. Levin and his colleagues used ITI to
create tools such as the Expository Writing Tool; Letter Writer, which
helped students learn various formats for letters; the Narrative Writing
Tool; a Poetry Prompter; and Computer Chronicles, a tool for newspaper
writing. These tools showed how the computer could be successively
redefined, first as a PASCAL machine, then as an ITI machine, and
finally as (for instance) an Expository Writing Tool.

Future Research
If the computer is a general language machine, then those interested in
language learning might reasonably be expected to engage in studies of
the computer vis-à-vis language. But the possible connections are many.
What are the areas that need the most emphasis?

One area concerns the computer in its knowledge-representation
function. Today we typically use a computer as a means for representing
linear texts. Thus, we can change the spelling of a wot d insert a sentence,
or delete a paragraph. More complex manipulations of the text tend to
detract from a focus on language use. Yet software can be designed to

facilitate all sorts of nonlinear representations: outlines, associative
networks, multiple connections, annotations, and so on. How to design
and how to make good use of such possibilities are questions that need
much attention.

A second area revolves around the computer as an interpreter of
symbolic structures. Here, more work needs to be done on the computer
as tutor.5 All too often, ideas for the computer as tutor degenerate into

constricted and boring activities that diminish rather than enhance
students' excitement about language. Nevertheless, the computer has a
strong potential as an intelligent tutor for language learning (see Collins
1985). The computer can present problems, act as a coach, or model the

5. Taylor (1980) suggests that we think of the computer as tutor, tool, or tutee. In the
tutor role, the computer teaches directly; in the tool role it assists in doing something, for
instance, reading and writing; and in the tutec role it is used as a device that can be "taught"
(or redefined) to become something new.
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revision process. These approaches need to be explored, especially in
conjunction with new uses of the computer as a tool.
The third area of needed research is in the further extension of the
computer as a tool for communication. For example, the Alaska Quill
project (Barnhardt 1984, Bruce and Rubin 1984b) has begun to look at
networking among teachers, which is potentially more significant than
networking among students (as with CCNN). Also, there needs to be
more work on integrating langua,6e software with software and activities
in other domains, for example, in science and social science.
A fourth area in which research is needed is on the redefinable nature

of computers. Redefinability is a powerful concept that may alter our
undertanding of what language is, or can be. Smith (1982) has argued
that the core problems of computer science are not merely analogous to,
but identical with, those in the philosophy of language. It is no accident
that terms such as self reference, interpretation, syntax, semantics, model,
or reflection appear in discussions of computer languages and architecture.
The notion of redefinability, or definability from within, is central to both

computer science and language. Moreover, at the level of use, the very
act of programming, or redefining, is not unlike the act of writing, with
similar ideas of hierarchy, problem solving, and elegance (see Newkirk
1985). These relations leed to be better understood, as well as applied
in developing useful computers.
Finally, this paper has said little about the larger context of the use of
computers, or of the problems that come with such use. There needs to
be more work on equity of access in terms of hardware, software, and
the way computers are being used (Michaels, Cazden, and Bruce 1985;
Sanders 1985). We also need to question both the reasons that schools
choose to use computers and the alternatives they forego in doing so.
The resources necessary to supply schools with hardware, software, and
training cannot be ignored. But the dollars spent on computers become
insignificant against either the rosiest or gloomiest views of how using
computers may alter our relationship to language and the world. Will
children no longer distinguish the model from reality, as Weizenbaum
(1976) asks? Or will the use of inodels deepen their understanding? Will
our sense of what language is diminish or expand as we adopt computer
metaphors for our own thinking and communicating (Young 1984)? Does
the ease of revision mean that written texts lose the sense of permanence
they once held? What are the consequences of that for society in general?
(I am reminded of Kundcra's [1980] concern about the "forgetting" of
truth in history.) What are the consequences for language learning?
Questions such as these need to Je imestigated Ctoroughly.
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Conclusion
Computers art. fundamentally devices for carrying out essential language
functions such as creating, interpreting, and communicating symbolic

structures. Fulthermore, their capabilities are redefinable, or openended, in much the same way that language itself is open-ended. Thus,
on a theoretical basis, as well as a practical basis, computers are intimately
linked to language.

There are dangers inherent in the use of computers for education;
there are also great potential benefits from their use. But assessing the
likely effect of computers in education is not a simple matter of comparing
lists of pros and cons. One reason is that we simply don't yet know what
computers are or could be. What seems clear, though, is that we have

underestimated the deep relations between computation and language
both at the theoretical and the practical levels. If we are to make the best

use of computers for language and literature education, we need to
ensure that those already involved in that area begin to think more about
what computers can and should be.

Appendix

This appendix contains some articles from the Computer Chronicles
News Network. All of the articles were written by students using
computers and were sent via electronic mail through the Source (PARTI:
CCNN), a commercial information utility.
(Lincoln Vista, California, October 22, 1984)
Article for section on Fashions

The clothing in Vista is probably vely different than the kinds of
clothing you wear in your country. In Vista the girls like to wear
floresaut colors. Persona ly I dor 't think they are that exciting but I
am not the one wearing them. Mini-skirts are also popular but I have
noticed that they are slowly dieing out.
The guys wear Levis (501's) and they usualy roll the legs up so that
they are known as high waters. Hightops are also very popular tor
guys. They are shoes which come above the ankle.
This concludes my article on I:ashions I hope yeu like it
By Marcie Teuber

(Harbor View, Juneau, Alaska, April 24, 1984)
New Store Opens
They are putting up a Fred Meyer shopping center in Juneatt. There
are only two other shopping centers that can be driven to in Juneau.
We either need a boat, or a plane to go enywere else. A lot of people
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are excited about this, becouse things like this hardly ever happen in
Juneau.
By Pete Ellis, Grade 6
(Kamehameha, Honolulu, Hawaii, March 13, 1984)
Sashimi

Sashimi is a Japanese type of food. Anybody can get it. It contains
raw fish. The best kind of raw fish is AHi (Tuna). You could also
make it out of Maguro (Sword Fish) or AKu (another type of Tuna).
Sashimi is a red colored fish. It is made by cutting the raw fish into
small and thin slices. You do not have to cook it. You eat it as an
appetizer. In Hawaii we call it pupus. There is a sauce you eat it
with. The sauce is mad,: of hot mustard aild shoyu (soy sauce). Most
people like to eat it at New Year's Eve. That is the most expensive
time to get it. You pay about $20.00 a pound, but people still Lay it.
Sashimi is my favorite appetizer. If you ever come to Hawaii and you
go to a nice restaurant ask for Sashimi as an appetizer.
By Ana Vidinha, age 10

(Our Lady of Mercy College, Parramatta, New South Wales,
Australia, October 19, 1984)
A Special Birthday

Today is our principal's birthday, whose name is Sister Janet.
Yesterday we collected 20 cents from each pupil to buy her a present.
We hope that she will let us out early today as her present to us.

She will be leaving us next year in August to study in the United
States. It will be an exciting experience for her, and we will miss her
very much.
By Gabrielle and Nicky
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Lawrence T. Frase
AT&T Bell Laboratories

In recr.;nt years my work has moved increasingly toward computing,
although my professional interests remain in the study of reading and
wri1g. This newfound computer enthusiasm results, in part, from
cipation in the development of the UNIX Writer's Workbench

software, a set of tIxt-editing programs. No doubt working in

r,-1

environment rich in technology has also drawn me to computing. But
even more important is the wide public use of computers and the problems
and potentials that this use creates for society. When society changeF, it
is difficult not to be interested.

In this paper, I explore the potential of computers to help or hinder
work in the humanities. I hope this perspective will be useful to people

who have not been involved professionally in software or hardware
development. First, I summarize ger.enli conclusions about research and
computer applications; after that, I discuss development and research
that ought to be pursued; finally, I discuss general resources we need to
do the job right. Discussion of those resources stresses that computer
applications will progress faster if we build development environments
(not just computer programs), create mechanisms for exchanging computer tools, train computer-knowl2dgeable people explicitly for educa-

tional applications, and ensure that research and theories address the
concrete tasks that challenge our reading and writing skills.

Research in Instruction, Psychology, and Composition
Instruction

There are many ways to teach. Brown (1983) and Lesgold (1983), for
instance, advocate carefully developed coaching systems, or "intelligent
tutors." These systems are bas,..d on a theory of errors derived from
294
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analysis of a student's mistakes, or on other features of the student's
current state of performance. Tutorials based on calculations of current
performance may have no predetermined sequence. Brown and Lesgold
strive for elegance and completeness in instruction. But in reality, tutorial
systems most often consist of canned frames of information to which the
student must respond. This "drill-and-practice" teaching is viewed by
many as a misuse of computer resources (Arons 1984); however, drilland-practice has legitimate uses, especially for young students or for
instruction where mastery of specific concepts or skills is critical.
Teaching is expensive. The Open University (United Kingdom), for
instance, spends about one million dollars to develop each college course
(Bjork 1984). Computer instrucl.:on, even drill-and-practice, is also
expensive. An hour of instruction requires about one thousand hours of
course development time. Clearly, less exnensive alternatives are needed,
and the intelligent tutor, adapting so readily to different students, might
seem to be one. However, it is expensive to develop a model of student
or teacher performance, and since not many intelligent tutcrs exist we
can only guess at development costs for these systems. It is clear that
development of expert systems in education will be labor-intensive, so
we must continue to look for other alternatives.
Recently (Frase 1984) I argued that we have the capacity to develop a
new class of computer tools, educational advisory systems, that supplement and go beyond traditional computer-assisted instruction. These
advisory systems could provide information resources for students, with
feedback contingent on student response, without strong management of
student activities. A modest level of tutoring would be done in an advisory
system; the major aim would be to encourage and support independent
problem solving while reducing the need for detailed courseware development. The Writer's Workbench programs (Frase et al. 1985) are an
example of an advisory system. They provide an expert assistant that can
identify and comment on specific aspects of a student's writing; however,
detailed solutions to problems are not given, only the resources to solve
them. Adviscry systems seem relevant for domains in which detailed
control of student behavior is undesirable or difficult. Complex domains

for which methods of teaching are not precise, like the teaching of
composition, seem especially well suited to advisory systems. and there
is ei idence (Ku lick 1985) that adults prefer and profit most from advisory
systems rather than tutorial systems.
Another trend in applications of computers in the schools is toward

their use as adjuncts to existing instruction (Chambers and Sprecher
1980). The aim is to increase the freedom of computer uses, helping
teachers who have to fit technology into ongoing course activities.
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In the extreme, we might transfer all written knowledge into electronic
form and place it at students' disposal. Today, one can access automated
dictionaries, thesauruses, and encyclopedias through computer networks.
The use of such resources might be controlled, for different purposes, by
overlays of teacher-guided activities This "computer-managed instruction" is feasible to the extent that ah appropriate resources for learning
are available on-line. What students do today by running to libraries and
taking field trips might well be done at a terminPl. If a computer provides
students one rich experience after another, who can criticize such page
turning?
Psychology

Studies of expert and novice problem solving (set. Larkin 1983 for a
concise summary) have led to research methods for a tudying the skills of
any domain. The methods developed for these studies seem as important
as their specific findings: they create possibilities for exploring human
performance in domains other than those studied. Advances have also
been made in the study of reading, especially in regard to the important
role of subject-matter knowledge (Glaser 1984) and higher-level strategies
for the learning of new material (Kintsch and van Dijk 1978). In addition,

much has been learned about the effects of adjunct aids on learning
(Anderson and Biddle 1975) that can contribute to the development of
effective ways to control student interactions with computers. The
possibilities tor controlled but flexible Luman-computer interactions

should be explored using research from cognitive psychology as a basis.
Cognitive psychology has taught us to think of reading as a form of
problem-solving activity supported by a set of procedures for processing
information and a base of knowledge for relating the ideas that emerge
from that processing. This problem-solving approach has recently been
extended to the study of written composition, as described below.
Composition

Scardamalia and Bereiter (1986) reviewed areas in which research on
writing has progressed significantly within the. past decade. These areas
of progress include the following:

1. The structure of subject matter (discourse analysis and story

grammar)
2. Instructional techniques (student response techniques, such as the
student-teacher conference and journal writing)
3. The composition process
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To these areas I would add "written products"the study of the products
of cImposition (for instance, stylistics).
Se,,eral books have appeared that summarize major issues and the

jtate of the art of comp-ter applications in composition. A book by
Wresch (1984) is among the best of them; it shows clearly how diverse
today's computer developments are, and it shows the rich intellectual
problems that technology poses for a particular domain of teaching. (See
also Bridwell, Nancarrow, an i Ross 1984.) Tho really interesting questions

begin to appear only when one tries to apply technology to a specific
task.
Much research has been devoted to the process of composition. Models
of how documentation is written (Frase, Keenan, and Dever 1980) suggest

broad areas for the application of computer aids. In addition, cognitive
models of the writing process (Hayes and Flower 1980) specify detailed
activities of writing that might profit from computer support. Models like
these can help build instructional procedures (Flower 1981). Along with
work on the structure of texts, representation of knowiedge (Beaugrande
1980, Kintsch and van Dijk 1978), and discourse theory (Cooper 1983,
Kinneavy 1971), the work on cognitive processes in writing circumscribes
the areas of knowledge we need to make the best tIse of computers. The
problem is how to coordinate this knowledge with new technology, which
I explore in the next section.
Issues in Computing

This section focuses on the creation of new computer tools, especially

how those tools should be implemented in the classroom. Today's
educational spirit recognizes a new set of imperatives. Perhaps for the
better, we are trying to break the chains of drill-and-practice as primary

method of instruction. And we have new theories of learning to
complement our desire to go Oeyond those old methods of instruction.
Through technology we have the capability to educate, not just train; to

encourage creativity and discovery, not just memorization; to teach
communication, not just mimicry. Many people believe that we have the
technology to teach almost anything in any way we want. They may be
right.

In an excellent paper, Reddy (1983) summarized the memory, microprocessor, and output technologies that exist or will be developed in the
next ten years. Whereas today's schools are tied primarily to small 8-bit
machines, he conjectures that by 1990 the state of the art will include a
100-mips (millions of instructions per second) processor, a megabyte of
memory, and four megabytes of read-only memory, all in a package of
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less than 10 cubic inchesat an affordable price. Reddy's review of
future output and input devices is equally optimistic. If anything, the
pace of development seems to be running ahead cf his projections. The
question is not whether we will have adequate technology but how we
should use it.
If we have Lhe technology, do we have the understanding nee,'_:d tG
apply that technology? Certainly not enough of it. We have only a dim
understanding of what to use computers for, how best to use them, and

the consequences of their use. For instance, detailed analyses of the
everyday reading and writing tasks to which computers might be applied
are just now beginning. So we only weakly perceive what human skills

and activities technology might best aid. Furthermore, we are only
beginning to think about domain-specific languages that will help us
transfer human knowledge and skill into computer programs: for example,
to put rhetorical knowledge into algorithms and heuristic procedures that
can assist teachers and student writers in finding errors in a composition.

Our attempts to program computers will force on us a clearer
understanding of subject matter, but for the present our computer use
seems driven more by immediate needs, and a good deal of media hype,
than by reasoned debate. We have no educational equivalent of the
Japanese Ministry of International Trade and Industry's Fifth Generation
project, i.e., a concrete plan to exploit technology to the fullest. Yet, in
spite of weaknesses in our understanding, programmers continue to
invent a variety of computer aids even for such complex activities as
medical diagnosis and writing.
The joy of invention, in this early stage of electronic technology, may

be a dangerous seduction for education. The educational community
lacks prerequisites necessary for producing, deploying, and assimilating

inventions in an orderly and efficient way. A laissez-faire attitude in
commercial educational software development has led to uncoordinated
efforts and poor-quality products. For instance, in mathematics only 30
percent of commercially available software meets minimal standards of
acceptability (Komoski 1985). In short, we are creating pieces of a
technological puzzle that tomorrow will fit together poorly, if at all. We
need a rational foundation for future educational tool development. We
can build such a foundation even though we cannot foresee tomorrow's
educational problems. One aim of the rest of this paper is to prc- ide a
guideline for this foundation.
Concepts to Clarify Computer Use

A recent conference on computers and writing, held at the Bank Street
College of Education in New York City (Pea and Kurland 1984), showed
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how far we have come in our thinking from the simple conception of a

tuden* alone with a computer. A major theme emerging from that
conference was that computer applications are really events within an
organizational and social context; consequently, systems thinking is likely
product he most effective, educationally useful, and durable innova-

tions. What emerged in that conference was not a focus on specific
applications but rather a set of concepts to deal with the relations among
elements in various technological scenarios. One of these concepts was
"symbiosis."
Symbiosis

''Symbiosis" summarizes the notion that computers are more useful if a

thinking person uses them, and thinking people are more useful if a
computer supports them. The idea is that we get more mileage out of
simple computer tools if we use them to do only some taings that humans
do (not that they could do everything humans can), nameli, components
of everyday tasks that are tedious for humans. Symbiosis suggests that

one might have an interactive program that completes much of a task,
then asks for human input, NI hich then allows the computer to resume
completion of the ta:I. in turn , a human would work on z. complex task,
like writing, and request computer help onl ). when rhxded. In this way,
humans might assume responsibility for some ' .sks, computers for others.

Close coupling of human and computer, wi each providing data or
analysis where appropriate, produces a closer working of human and
machine than we often see today. This scenario suggests an intimate
future between humans and machines.
Thinking throu:th *he components of reading or writing tasks in which

symbiotic relations would be especially useful will help us define
requirements for new programs and in turn lead away from naive attempts

to make the computer a complete and flawless tuter. The symbiotic
relation between people and computers will change the way people work
and also increase productivity.
Compatibility

Another concept that emerged in the Bank Street conference was
"compatibility." Compatibility is an important concept relating primarily
to computer software and hardware. There are two kinds of compatibility:
horizontal and vertical. Both are desirable.
Horizontal compatibility. Horizontal compatibility refers to the transferability of resources across people and places at a particular time. For
instance, development of a new word-processing program might be done
in such a way that the program can run on several different machines, or
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software developments in one school might be done so that they are
consistent and easily transierred (electronically) to other schools in a
school district. Horizontal compatibility thus involves various instances
of compatibility that are concentrated at one point in time. The main

point is the potential for resource sharing, for instance , across equipment,
schools, states, or other boundaries.
Vertical compatibility. In contrast to horizontal compatibility, vertical
compatibility reaches across time. For instance, hardware designed today
should fit with hardware to be designed tomorrow, or a word-processing

program developed today should be seen as only one prt of a larger
text-managing system for tomorrow. The person who slowly acquires the
separate parts of a complex system over a Nriod of time can, if the parts
are vertically compatible, integrate the new parts with the old easily when
new parts become available. Vertical compatibility is recognized as an
imponant consideration in the design of hardware and software, especially by administrators who need to keep their systems current. It is also
an at.gument for standards in the development of educational technology.

Adaptability

"Adaptability" was another concept to emerge from the Bank Street
conference. Adaptability reflects the capacity of a system to assume a
form appropriate to a particular person or environment. For instance, a
program might analyze data and produce words for one audience; for
another audience it might produce a graphic summary of the same data.
Thus, the system would deliver alternate representations of information
for different user populations. For example, one form of adaptability,
used in the Writer's Workbench editing programs, allows the user to alter
the form or content of program outputs by adding qualifiers to the
program command. For example, when a user types a command to get
editorial advice about a text, the program normally gives detailed
explanations. However, if the user follows the command with an "-s,"
only the most relevant summary advice is given. The short output is
enough for seasoned program users.
The concept of adaptability suggests that computer tools should be
modifiable by the user, or should modify themselves to adapt to different
uses. Adaptability has useful implications for research and dtwelopment.
For instance, if we believe that programs should be suitable tor different
audiences, then we should do research on how to define those audiences.
Having solved that problem, we then face the problem of changing local
program features to correspond to those audience characteristics. General
human characteristics seem a poor bet for an adaptive focus; for instance,

there are serious doubts about the usefulness of work on aptitude-
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treatment interact:ons. Suppes (1979) concluded that we have nor yet
shown that we can systerna t. cally produce aptitude-treatment effects, and
the extensive treatment of aptitude-treatment interactions by Cronbach
and Snow (1977) supports his conclusion. If this conclusion is correct, we
shouli look elsewhere for a rationale for computer-aided instruction.
The rest of this section empaasizes that computers must be congenial,

unobtrusive companions in the classroom or home. My comments are
based on what seemed to me a consensus in several meetings in which I
have participatea, including a recent conference held at Harvard University (Schwartz 1985) and two earlier onzs (Lesgold and Reif 1983, Pea
and Kurland 1984).
Contextual Appropriateness
One simple, but sometimes ignored, implementation concept, "contextual
appropriateness,' asserts that computer tools only belong where they are

wanted or needed. In other words, some thought should go into zhe
places computers are sent and to the tasks to which they are applied.
One-dimensional thinking is not appropriate herethe aim is to anticipate
the effects of technology on many classroom components.

Contextual aporooriateness includes how computers fit within the
school, home, and community. A wide range of issues concerning teacher
and parent training. appropriate age or grade for introducing computers,
community resources, and so forth emerge from pursuing questions of
context. Contextual appropriateness is thus a rich and useful criterion for
educational computer applications.
Usability

Usability has two dimensions. The first is friendliness, which simply
means that a computer system should be easy to use for whatever purpose

people use it. Friendliness is especially important, since technology is
reaching out to new populations, for instance, young children and older
adults.
The second dimension of usability is self-explanation: we can demand
that a computer carry with it the resources to explain itself at whatever
level the user necds information. '.'his implies an interactive information

system that can explain commands on demand or that can guide the
novice to specific actions using menus or whatever repr?sentation is most
appropriatr....

These two dimensions of usabilityfriendliness and self-uplanation
are important for classroom implementations because they keep the
effort of introducing new technology to a minimum for administrators,
teachers, and students.
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Flexibility

Flexibility concerns how computers might best be used in the classroom.
At one extreme, a computer might be used for one purpose, for instance,
to run complex problems in mathematics classes. At the other extreme,

a computer might be an enigma to be understood, an example of
technology to be studied as an oddity of culture or a way of teaching
computer literacy.

The rational alternative is to treat technology flexibly, making it
available for different uses at different times, so that it tends to be seen
as a pervasive tool, one that can be used for mathematics, for writing,
for graphic arts, for planning activities, and so on. In addition, however,
there should be no coercion to use this technologythere are times when
it is inappropriate.
If we apply the concepts above as a test of the current state of the art,
we see that education has a long way to go before it becomes comfortable
with technology. Our best ccurse is to treat the computer as a powerful,
but not dominant, addition to cur bag of educational tools. To make the
most of this new tool we nec.;-' to develop supporting resouices, which I
discuss in the next section.
Development and Research Needs
Computing technology offers many research opportunities. Lepper (1985)
has made an eloquent appeal for psychologists to study computing before

it has passed them by. But research proposals often just rephrase old
questions. An entirely new development and research effort is needed to

support the exchange of information across the boundaries of the
humanities, science-, and engineering.

It is time that we let practice stimulate the development of theory,
rather than expecting theory to influence practice. Technology will no
doubt introduce constraints that shape the questions we ask. A major
contribution of computing technology could be to make the consequences
of our conjectures and theories concrete and so challenge us with its bald
empiricism. Already we see a move away from abstract general theories
of cognitive performance to those that embody elements of performance
in everyday tasks (expert systems, in particular).
Below I list development and research activities needed to advance
the practical applications of computers to reading and writing tasks.
Tools

Many people have discussed the potential of computers for reading and
writing. A review of current tools can be found in Collins (1983), along
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with suggestions for how computers might be used to shape student
learning. A review of work done on the Writer's Workbench system is in

Frase et al. (1985). A fascinating paper by Weyer (1982) describes in

detail how a "responsive book" might interact with human search
behaviors. In addition, Milic (1981, 1982) has discussed how text-analysis

programs can be used to study various qualities of literature, while a
study by Pollard-Gott and Frase (1985) shows that stylistic analysis can
be used to discriminate between students with different writing experience. Burton (1981) has reviewed work on automated concordances and
indexes.

We seem well on the road to moving the humanities, and education,
into computing. To do that most effectively we need information and
resources that we do not now have. Chief among these I would include
tf need for systematic record keepingtracking the consequences of
computer use through automated course memories and perhaps personal
records that students keep throughout their lives. Without this information we cannot know whether our tools succeed or fail.
Tasks

We need more detailed and practical descriptions of the tasks that people
perform. Task descriptions are necessary for designing new products for
educational or other markets. Certainly we need theory, but if theory is

not translated into practice it has no consequence. Hence, we need to
develop concepts and tools that are relevant to the tasks that we want to
support, and this requires detailed analysis of performance in various
domains of human activity. I have in mind here the level of detail involved

in developing an expert-knowledgebased system (Hayes-Roth, Waterman, and Lenat 1983. ) Detailed cognitive-task description might be the
most important contubution that psychology could make today.
Concepts

Computer technology forces us to recognize a new imperative: to be
clear, precise, and accurate. Many ideas that once seemed so complex as
to escape empirical testing are now testable using computers. A general

test of whether an idea is workable is whether it can be realized as a
computer program; if it can't be expressed in a rigorous form (i.e., a
program that runs on a computer), then there is something unclear about

the idea that probably will not communicate with humans, either.
Although this is an extreme form of the imperative, it is not extreme to
suggest that the computer has opened new possibilities for communication
among different disciplines. The computer can be a common playground,

encouraging the meeting of different disciplines so that each begins to
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understand and appreciate the others' concepts. As work on expert
systems shows, subject-matter experts become the focus for development
of computer problem-solving systems. It couldn't be otherwise, since it is
their knowledge that it is to be described and incorporated into programs.
If the use of computers is to advance in the humanities, members of the
profession will necessarily become the hub around which development
occurs.

Socia Contexts

We should not study just what it is that people like or do not like about
interactions with computers, or whether computer use improves performance, because computers might facilitate a wide range of behaviors, for
instance, social interaction. It is well known that people act differently in
the presence of others than when they are alone. This social effect can
work to improve or deteriorate human performance, depending on the
task and person. There is some evidence (Frase et al. 1985) that using a
computer helps overcome embarrassment at making mistakes (the computer, after all, is not a person). In any case, these social effects should
be researched.
Another type of social facilitation occurs when people communicate

with each other over networks. Opportunities to communicate with
children in other countries, for instance, stimulate a student's writing, as
shown by Levin's (1982) exemplary work with message systems at the
grade-school level, in which students in California exchanged messages
with students in Alaska.
Styles of communication, and their effects on people's accomplishments, should be studied. Computer mail, for instance, might increase
our ability to contact people, but the level of contact may be brief and
certainly less personal than face-to-face contact. Peer tutoring, often an
effective method of instruction, could be done easily and on a large scale
over computer networks.
Other Resource Needs

More effort should be put into the careful planning of educational
technology. Industry has developed many tools and techniques for
planning computer systems. Educators should explore links with business
and industry to make use of this computer expertise.
Training

Colleges and universities should begin to give in-depth compute- 4raining

to students in all disciplines, not only to teach computer literacy but to
make students effective useis and even inventors of computer tools.
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Shared Environments
Charp (1978) lists the following qualities of compuier -assisted instruction
as fundamental cencerns of educators: reliability, accessibility, economy,
ease of use, compatibility of systems, and available software. One way of
achieving these .;ualities i to establish shared development environments
from which inventions can propagate to othei similar environments. A

start has been made in this direction with the wide use of the UNIX
operating system (Kernighan and Mashey 1979) by educational institutions. Efforts to standardize environnwnts in our schools should be
supported by a broad coordination of educational resources.
Data Bases

We have a critical need to move information from paper to electronic
form. Many resources in the humanitiesliterary classics and so forth
are not now on-line. Much high-quality research, including studies of
changes in literacy demands across the ages, has resulted from the
availability of a corpus of literary works in electronic fo:m.
A new range of jobs, with ,issociated training needs, is likely to arise
as we 'aegin to recognize the need to enter, code, and classify information
that is riot now stored electronically.
Software

We need good educational software, but premature concentration on
highly structured tutorial packages will create software shackles that will
be difficult to discard later. A more reasonable approach is to develop
tools, such as course-authoring systems or educational advisory systems,
which can be used in many different ways for many different ends.
Disciplines
Software can be written by individuals, but proper planning and execution
of software rojects requires the cooperation of people from several

disciplines. Development of popular word-processing and text-editing
software invariably has involved a variety of individuals. Products such
as the Bank Street Writer have originated not within the engineering
community but within the teaching community, where the need for such
software was first expressed. We need to encourage team development
efforts focused on solving priority educational problems.
Conclusions

Computing in the humanities has a bright future. Many resources exist;

rAhers must be developed and nurtured. I have tried to cover these
resources and needs in this paper.
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Let me summarize by reviewing the major concerns of our professions
and how technology has addressed them. In these concerns I see a major
shift in the perception of researchers aud teachers.

1. Dissatisfaction with empirical research as a guide for the improvement of practice

2. A shift away from general behavior and learning theory toward
domain-specific and task-specific performance
3. Concern that educational resources be shared effectively

4. Concern for the ability of different disciplines to understand,
appreciate, and communicate with each other

5. Concern for nonverbal modes of representing and transmitting
information
6. Concern that academic work have functional consequences

Careful use and study of computers in the humanities would address
most of the above concerns. Serious computer use, as defined by the
issues that this paper recommends be addressed, would have the iollowing
effects: shared resources, such as programs and data; common languages

for transmitting knowledge across domains (imposed by the languages
and operating systems of the computers used); and common mechanisms
for educational sharing and innovation (such as networks and electronic
mail facilities). Furthermore, we would be forced to be explicit about
what we know in order to program it, and this would have favorable
effects on cur ability to test and communicate our knowledge to others.
Finally, our work would become undeniably functional if coupled with
good applications software. To do this, we don't need a research agenda
as much as a development agenda. We need to step back from haphazard
computer acqui-;tions and do systematic systems planning.
All that I have said entails an important social imperative. People in
the humanities have an obligation to understand, use, and create new
applications for computers. Only in this way will computers evolve to
satisfy more than limited industrial and business needs.
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Commentary

Johanna De Stefano
Ohio State University

Let me begin my discussion of these two papers by paraphrasing Joshua
Fishman's justly famous question characterizing the field of sociolinguistics
as being the study of "What do we say to whom when and how?" To

frame research questions, I ask, "What do we need or want to know

about whom and how?" And I could add, "All to what end?" My rather
generalized answer to that question is I think it crucial to learn how to
enhance students' communicative competence. That competence includes,
in this society, both oral and written language abilities, with a strong
emphasis on literacy.

Within this framework of communicative competence is placed the
question "What do we need to know about whom?" What do we need to
know in order to help students become more competent? And how can
we go about doing that? I offer as a major area of research concern those
students who persistently and pervasively don't do well in our schools in
achieving some of these competencies. They are the children who will hit
a dead end in school and possibly in life, children who will be marginally
literate at best and illiterate at worst. And these students are often
members of groups who are linguistically and culturally different. They
seem to be the ones at most risk in learning to control the forms of
communication demanded by the society. They tend to be, in disproportionate numbers, inner-city children, whether black or Appalachian or
other minority groupchildren whose culture may be based more on
spoken words than on written words. And the children of the poor.
Whether we live low-tech lives or high-tech lives, these children have
been with us and will continue to be with us. I can't foresee any sure end
to the problems we face as researchers in helping educators increase the
communicative competence of these children. It is in this spirit of inquiry,
of feeling impelled by a pervasive problem, that I approached these two
papers and looked for potential applications of the technology to the
improvement of these students' educational possibilities. I am suggesting
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a problem-driven approach to the use of the technology, but one which
counts cn what Frase calls the symbiotic nature of new computers.
Perhaps one of the most important characteristics of the computer in
this senseas an educational tool to help disadvantaged stadents achieve

a level of communicative competence they rarely had beforeis its
symbol-manipulation ability, as Bruce puts it. It seems to me that the
computer as a language deviceone which can interact even nowmust
be used in some way to engage these students in language-use situations
ultimately leading toward the competence deemed necessary by society.
For example, research into language use by children with their peers

often shows them to be much more competent than is Uemonstrated
during their interactions with teachers. Thus, in some way the teacher or
the interactional situation iffolving the adult authority figure inhibits the
use of a wide range of communicative abilities. It may also preclude the
developmcnt of other types of competence. Could the computer serve as
an interactive partner for these children, a patient yet challenging language
manipulator which could be programmed to better match their discourse
styles?

Here I mean not the drill-and-practice that both Bruce and Frase
simply state we must get beyond. What I am talking about is what Frase

calls the educational advisory system, in which there is not strong
management of the tasks but rather information and feedback to the
student using the system. Bruce also envisions the computer as tutor, tool,
and tutee all rolled into one, playing whichever interactive role is needed

at the moment. Could such a system duplicate in a sense an adult who
would not use language largely for control and regulation (i.e., management) but, as Wells (1981) describes the needed interaction, "behave" in
such a manner as to engage in conversation with children, simultaneously
engaging their communicative competence by being slightly ahead of their
understanding? In other words, could a computer, partially through the
use of synthetic speech, help provide the communicative experiences that
children from at-risk groups may need for better school success?

I feel strongly that such use of computers could be an extremely
promising research direction, since the students who often fail to learn to

read, or who don't gain control over a set of registers which includes
forms of so-called standard English, are people who use language in
intense face-to-face interaction and to manipulate, establish, and maintain

control over others. It could be that they wcald well appreciate the
computer system's ability to manipulate symbols and language, and would
react positively to interaction with a machine. We need to find this out,
and I think we have at least begun, based on some of the detail presented
in the two papers.
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However, it has been suggested by researchers such as Mitchell-Kernan
and Kernan (1977) that children in high-risk groups use language Aten
as a vehicle for social meaning, and use the negotiation of relationsnips
as the "content" of the message. When will computer systems in education
have the qualities that allow for personal, contextualized uses of language
(i.e., symbiotic capability, compatibility with and adaptability to the
culturally differentalong with appropriateness usability, flexibility, and
alternative-presentation abilities) and then expand beyond that into the
less personal, decontextualized uses which are part of communicative
competence? It doesn't seem computer systems have those qualities now,
since they have been characterI7ed as forcing us to be clear, precise, and
accurate. This means that currently we have to essentially conform to
their logic, and that we "give" much more in our interaction with them.
It seems that both Bruce and Frase give at least some indication of the
possibilities for applying computers to the per, istent educational problem
of children who fail. But it also seems we have our work cut out for us in
,

the sense that not only will computer systems have to grow in sophisticated
interactional abilities and become more user-friendly, but we researchers
will also have to work with computer scientists in devising the systems
which could achieve the symbiotic effects we may need; combine the roles
of the computer as tutor, tool, and tutee all into one; and help us conduct

the research we need to do to determine a rational use of the tool. In a
sense, to quote Pogo, "We are faced with overwhelmin,, epportunities,"
thanks largely to the capabilities of the "extender of knowledge," as
Wilson Dizard refers to the computer.
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Commentary

Edmund J. Farrell
University of Texas at Austin

My comments will be a bit polemical, purposefully so, but they should
not be interpreted as being adversely critical of the Bruce or Frase papers.
Both of these papers strike me as being very even-handed, very temperate

in their descriptions of what computers and computing sv.;tems or
information systems are capable of at present and what they may be
capable of in the near future.
Further, both papers are cautionary in tone about our not knowing as
yet what the long-range effects of computers and word processors will be
on language learning, including the acts of reading and writing. Finally,
both papers call for the participation of persons outside the computer

industryusers and humanistsin determining the direction that computers will take in the future.

Much of what I have to say argues for research to substanth.te the
computer's merit or lack of merit. In the absence Jf that research, I am
willing to allow my remarks to stand as opinionopinion that I would
like to believe is somewhat informed. Nevertheless, not for a moment do
I wish to imply that I am a computer expert. I am not. I am rather a
person increasingly troubled by the effects that the computer is having on
him as a scholar and as a citizen.

In preparation for this conference and for my part in it, over a year
ago I began gathering materials on the current uses of the computer in
American society, including the computer's present and potential uses in
education. The more information I gathered and read carefully, the more

concernedif not convincedI became that the computer is having at
present a detrimental effect on writing, on reading, and on scholarship;
further, I infer from my reading that the computer's deletPrious effects
will increase rather than wane unless scholars soon take strong steps to
counteract those effects.

Before I proceed, permit me to insist that I am not a neo-Luddite
desirous of smashing mainframes and microcomputers and/or replacing
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them with manual labor. Just as I would render unto Caesar that which is

Caesar's, I am willing to render unto the computer that which is the
computer's. I am pleased that the computer is helping kindergarten and

first-grade students to read and write (ETS 1984); that it has made
revision a next-to-painless process; that it can be programmed to make
congenitally poor 5.pe11ers appear to be in command of sought, rot, mid
accommodate; that it can be employed for international networking
among students, an activity which could with time appreciably lessen the
possibility of nuclear war. I am gratei'ul to the computer for programming
within seconds my airplane ticket to Chicago, for monitoring the flight
and, with it, helping assure the safety of the aircraft which transported
me here. I share Bruce's and Frase's visions of the computer as being
central to innovate curricula, producing curricula in which sophisticated
symbolic systems replace isolated drill exercises or tutor'al systems.
But just as I am unwilling to render unto Caesar that which is nol,
Caesar's, I am unwilling to concede to the computer responsibilities which
it should not possess. At present the computer is, I br:lieve, impeding
scholarship as much as it is abetting it. I work with graduate students
who increasingly are finding it impossible to review the literature for
doctoral dissertations. With neither the time nor the money to review

original source documents, they are being driven to do abstracts of
abstracts. I need not tell those in this audience that an abstract distorts
data. My doctoral dissertation was 395 pages; my abstract of that document
was 3-1/2 pages. Something obviously gave, and what gave were data that
had furnished flesh and texture and individuality to the frail skeleton left

by the abstract. Most professors in even the least of the lesser colleges
and universities are being told nowadays to publish or perish. To the
detriment of scholarship, most are electing to do the former, with the
consequence that both shoddy and sound work is being transmitted via
computer, with discrimination betvven the two being left to the judgment
of the reader, who, if he or she is like me, feels crushed by what seems to
be a continuing onslaught of information, little of it being very important,
even less of it tru:v wise.
Because I am deluged with periodical print about the status of English
in its myriad linguistic forms, I seem to have little time to lead works of

the imagination, works tnat initially attracted me to the profession.
Moreover, I spend far too much time each week sorting through fourthclass computer-generated mail, mail that attempts to be personable, even
chummy (one rule of thumb: any letter that begins "Dear Edmund" is
cast away immediately; even my mother didn't call me Edmund). If I find
it difficult to wade through junk mail, Congress-people find it even more
difficult:
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The development in the 1970s of computerized direct mail, for
example, may have given congressmen a powerful new tool with
which to raise money, but it also gave inte:est g oups a powerful new
tool with which to bury Congress it, trivia. In 1972 members of the
House received 14.6 million pieces of mail; last year the figure was

161 million, and this year mail is running at a rate of 200 million
pieoes. That comes to 459,770 pieces ef mail for each tepresentative.

On a single day th;s fall Tip O'Neill, the speaker of the House,
received five million pieces. One staff aide, who worked for Hubert
Humphrey in the 1960s and now works for one of the Senate's lesser-

known members, recaps, "During the height of the debate on the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, Humphrey got 3,000 letters. This was
considered astonishing. Now we can get 3,000 letters a day even when
there's nothing going on."
Most of the letters are sparked by mass mailing campaigns made
possible by computers and targeted address lists. . . . (Easterb -ook
1984, p. 65)

In an article in The Atlantic, Jacques Barzun argued that scholarship
was coming between citizens and their direct apprehension and appreci-

ation of cultureart, music, dance, literature. Barzun expressed his
belief that most individuals are highly intimidated by scholarship: they
seem to believe that ttiey must first do considerable scholarly background
reading before they are justified in enjoying a painting, a novel, a sonata,
or a ballet. The consequence of this belief is that fewer people are willing
to risk, sans homework, enjoyment of works of art. Because of the evermounting glut of secondary-source materials, Barzun predicts that the
present scholarly systems of the humanities and of the social sciences will
inevitably collapse of their own weight. These systems, which modeled
themselves after those of the sciences, lack the latter's empirical methodology, with the result that one can find no final word on any cultural
phenomenon (B, rzun 1984). In my own library, I have more works about
Faulkner than works by Faulkner, more critical commentaries on Hemingway than novels by that gentleman, more varied perceptions on The
Scarlet Letter than Hawthorne ever dreamed poss:ble. And the computer
only heightens the torrential flow of secondary-source information.
Clearly, I sympathize with Barzun: I do not believe the rush of scholarly
information can continue unabated without readers eventually throwing
up their hands and refusing to indulge the systems further. Without clear
controls being employed to govern the quantity and quality of information
being transmitted by the computer, scholarship in both the humanities

and the social sciences will perforce bog down within a few years.
Determination of who will exert that control and in what ways is a matter

for careful deliberation within each branch of knowledge outside the
sciences.
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Let me exert one final caution about the computer, or rather about the
word processor. An increasiag number of wriiers are expressing concern
about the harmful effects on substance anu style that the word processor

may be having. Anthony Burgess (1985) has warned that the word
processor separates writers from their ears:
Writers write well only when they listen to what they are w.iting
either on magnetic tape or in the auditorium set silently in their
skulls. But more and more writersnot only of pseudoliterature but
of political speechesignore the claims of the voice and ear.
I think that, with the increasirg use of the word processor, the
separation of the word as sound from the word as ,,isual symbol is
likely to grow. The magical reality has become a set of signs glowing

on a screen: this takes precedence over any passible auditory

significance. The speed with which words can be set down with such
an apparatus (as also with the electric typewriter), the total lack of
muscular effort involvedthese
writing into a curiously nonphysical activity, in whith there is no manual analogue to the process
of breathing out, using the tongue, lips, and teeth, and accepting
language as a bodily exercise that expends ertergy.
What is wrong with most writing today is its flaccidity, its lack of
pleasure in the masipulation of sounds and pauses. The written word
is becoming inert. One dreads to think what it will be like in 2O20.
(p. 28)

Edsger W. Dijkstra, one of the world's foremost compt,ter programmers,
shares Mr. Burgess's distrust of the word processor as an instrument at
which to compost. In a keynote address delivered last November to fellow

computer experts, Dijkstra, who himself writes longhard, made the
following observations:
As a refe:Te I have to judge Emily manuscripts, ar
prepared on word-processors are invariably the worst, 0,

.

quality, or qua layout, or qua style, notation, and col...
proposed style cf composingwrite first, improve laterrar4,to a text from which all ill-considered turns have been weeded out.
Finally, the suggestions that the proposed style of composing iteratively would save time is an obvious and blatant lie. And yet the
equipment is sold by the millions.

I repeat: There is much about the computer for which I am thankful;
much about the computer which I find pedagogically promising; and
much about the computer and its handmaiden, the word processor, which
find deeply troublesome. At this point, rather than offer huzzahs to our
newest vehicle for orchestrating human communication, I offer only the
sound of one hand clapping.
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Introduction
Do we stress process or product in teaching the language arts? For all of

our recent dialogue on the process of composing, the process of
comprehending, and the process of thinking, teachers continue to be held
accountable for developing specific skills.
Jane Hansen describv.ts how with colleagues at the University of New

Hampshire she developed ways of studying how pupils grow in the
processes and skills of reading and writing. Significantly, in light of
discussion at this seminar on enlisting teachers in defining and interpreting
studies, her inquiry led her into shared classroom experiences.

Peter Johnston then argues cogently that a balance between process
and content in the language arts classroom cannot be achieved as long as
we use product measures to asses process teaching.
Jerome Harste and David Pearson extend the discussion of collabora-

tive teaching and collaborative researching and offer a mandate for
change, an appropriate finale to the consideration of discrete issues in
research.
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Organization. Management. Control. The writing-process approach to
composition scares many university professors, principals, and teachers,
because we fear we will lose our authority. Classrooms organized around
learners rather than teachers can appear unorganized, hut they have an
internal structure analogous to the roles of an endoskeleton. The writers
support each other, protect each other against nonproductive forces, and
encourage each other's goals.

The interactive classroom is most easily organized by structured
teachers. These teachers deliver information as they did in their productoriented classrooms, but they spend less time telling the students what to
do and more time helping them realize options for decisions about their

work. They want their students to learn as much as possible without
relying on the teacher. The independence they foster in t:leir students
reflects a major difference between a product classroom and a process
classrooma change in the balance of control.
In a process classroom the learners have considerable control over
their learning as they make many decisions on topic, form, audience, and
final product. Teachers' roles change as they allow their students to teach
them. They may know more than their students, but they have much to

learn about their students' topics and writing strategies. The teacher
becomes one of the learners and shares the operation of the classroom
workshop with the other learners. He or she establishes an environment
in which the students come to understand their learning process (Papert
1980) as they work toward final products. This role requires a careful
look at what students do when they learn.
Language development give!' us a model of learning upon which to
build a process/product classroom because both child and adult combine
a process and product orientation during he years the child iearns to
talk. Everyone assumes children's talk wi!l evolve from their own language

into adult lariguage (Dale 1976). Adults expect mistakes, but the child
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wants to produce a clear product and the adults do all they can to find
something clear in the message. The adults' role maximizes the children's
chances of learning to talk.
In this analysis I will draw parailek between the ways we teach children
to talk and the methods we can use to teach them to write and read. In
the fir3t of the three sections I show how adults set the stage for children's
language development by nth airing them in language-rich environments
and by letting the children talk, write, and read about the world as it
interests them. Next I explain how people respond to language. Parents,
other adults, and children themselves respond to the meaning of messages
rather than to the surface structure of language. This is their behavior in

oral communication, and they maintain this emphas;s in writing and
reading interactions. Finally, language is a mode of learning. We often
understand something better after we have talked about it, and writing
about something can also clarify our thoughts. Reading is another way of
learning, especially for readers who insist on making language coherent.
The persistence we see in young children as they learn to talk is a force
we want to capitalize on as we teach them to write and read.

Adults Set the Stage'
Children Use La;!guage Frequently

Young children exist in the midst of language from their date of birth
onward. They unravel the notion of communication as they assess the
talk around them. They want something, so they cry, and gi adually they
refine these b_irsts until the glorious day when Sally casually comments,
"May I please ilave the keys to the car?" They have many opportunities
to learn about language in real contexts (Donaldson 1979, Nelson et al.
1978).

:.;imilarly, wil.ters need to be immersed in writing. When print is used
in their classroom to convey messages, they discover the basic aspect of
1. MI referer.ces in this paper to children, classrooms, mid teachers are taken from data
I've collected since 1981 in two research projects in which I studied relationships between
reading and writing.
I conducted the first project with Donald Graves from 1981 to 1983 in the first-grade
classroom of Ellen Blackburn in Somerworth, New Hampshire. We learned about the
reading and writing processes of three case-studied children each year.
We began the second project at Mast Way Elementary School in Lee, New Hampshire,
and continued until May 1985. Graves and I conducted this project with Ruth Hubbard,
Lorri Neilsen, Ann Marie Stebbins, and Tom Romano, all researchers at the University of
New Hampshire. We worked with many staff members at Mast Way, but we particularly
collected case-study data with Phyilis Kinzie, Janice Roberts, Leslie Funkhouser, Patricia
McLure, John Lowy, and Marcia Taft. We learned about the environment in a school where
ti;achers explored ways to teach both reading and writing from the theoretical perspective
underlying Graves's early research on the writing process.
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print: it deals with something that someone ha

Just as children

nments, they
become w-iters when they have something at stake in the notes, letters,
and messages they circulate among themselves (Newkirk 1984, Matthews

learn to talk in real, meaningful, language-ricn
1985).

Paper and penci-.3 surround the young students, and their teacher, as
a demonstrator, writes notes and messages to the class and individual
children. They want to respond, and they do. The teacher occasionally
writes stories and reads them to the children when he or she shares
literature with them. The children know that their teacher values writing
and that he or she provides time for them to write every day.
Traditionally, writing teachers have not given children time to write.

For example, Florio and Clark (1984) found that students used their
in texts, but
pencils for isolated skillwork on worksheets and eN,
ty ,
'- his is
writing as a composing process happened only onci. .
981).
still a common scene (Bridge, Hiebert, and Chesky 1983; Appleh
ehers
However, recent researchers (Graves 1983, Wolf 1984) say writin,
must organize their schedules so their students will have time to compose

messages.

In the process classroom, writers spend their time reading as well as
writing. They are drawn to the work of other writers, and writing teachers
feel the need to immerse their students in reading. The teachers organize
the school day so the children read as part of their regular activities. To
read a book is to pursue honorable work. It's not just something to do if
your work is done. Reading books is important enough to set aside time
for it in the busy schedule.

Teachers with a process orientation immerse their students in the
entire reading process so they can sort it out and sec how the pieces
work. This is a change from the product-oriented classroom, in which
little reading is done (Mason 1984). Eddie, a new student at Mast Way
School, commented after one week, "In my old school we offiy read a
story a week. In this room we read and write all the time.- Second

graders like Eddie can read at least a book a day. Maybe reading
researchers and teachers need to muster the courage to let students read.
Children Decide What They Want to Say

Sally's parents did not tell her to ask for the car and no one told her to
scream at the age of nine months when she wanted some juice. Sally
decides what she will say. Language is goal-directed, organized by the
plans of the speaker (Wells 1981).

When researchers study language development, they analyze utterances children make on their own volition because children don't say
much when they are told to talk on a researcher-assigned topic. And
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when children are asked to reproduce adult talk, they can't if the speech

patterns are more ccrplicated than those they use. To find out what

children can do with language, we listen to them talk in natural situations
where they make their own decisions about what they want to talk about.
One of the hardest changes for teachers to make when they decide to
let their writing instruction reflect the writing process is to let children
choose their own topics. Traditionally, teachers assign topics, thus putting
students in a position to write about something they may not know very
much about. However, writers can write more clearly when they write

about things they know (Murray 1982). A child who doesn't know
anything about dinosaurs may write a sparse paper, but if, on the same
day, his dog just had puppies, he can write a detailed account. When

research began on the writing process, topic choice emerged as the place
where writers begin; therefore, writing teachers with a process orientation
organize their class filme so students will learn how to choose their own
topics.
Some children make lists of possible topics and add to the list whenever
they think of something they might write about in the future. Others
think of topics when they listen to classmates share their writing. Some
students start to look at their world as an arena of writing topics and
come to school with their writing topics on the tips of thzir pencils, such
as on the day Dariel marched in and said, "I know what I'm writing
about today. Our cat got stuck in the dryer last night."
Other children have topic-choosing conferences when they want input,
as Matt did when he said to Todd, "I have three ideas but I don't know
which one to use."
"What's the first one?"
"I could write about my dad's football."
Todd didn't think that sounded too exciting: "Sounds bol;ng. What's
your second one?"
"I could write about the snake I caught. I noticed it had a thorn in its
tail so my sister held it while I tried to pull out the thorn .
Their conference continued through the third idea and Matt left with
his writing choice ready to go. These children write every day and they

know they have to generate their own topics. They can't rely on the
teacher to get them started. They have to learn to recognize what they

know or what they would like to learn about, and pursue this information
further when they write about it.
When teachers begin to teach writing they find out that their students

think thty have nothing to write about because they don't think they
know anything. But child% -I who wri -e frequently and choose their own

topics come to realize they are stori:houses of knowledge. They look
forward to writing class.
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In the area of reading, the matter of choice is virtually ignored; I can't
find a major piece of research based on what readers do when they read
information that they have selected. The word process has dominated

reading research for several years, but that research hasn't started at
what can often be the beginning of the process. No one has studied the
process Johnny uses to choose a book Nu! i.ts nyone studied the
reading process Johnny uses when he reads something he chooses to
read, wants to read, and insists on figuring out. We have studied the
reading process of students doing assigned reading, but it may be time to
study some independent rearlers so we can determine what they do when
they read.

When I taught elementary school I would have been afraid to let
students choose their own books, and when I give workshops many
teachers express this fear. They think that their students will choose
books that are too easy or too hard. In Somersworth (Blackburn 1984),
we observed children's bool: choices and learned that they chose books
at all levels: easy books, hard books, and books of moderate difficulty.
Books from all categories give them a complete "diet."
The teachers at Mast Way have started to help their students learn
how to choose books. The children reread easy favorites; they return
again and again to a challenge book to monitor thei, own progress until
the day comes when they can read it; and they spend the majority of their
time with books we wouid label at their "instructional level." The teachers
sanction all levels of reading, and when you ask students about the level
of books they're reading, they can tell you if a book is easy, hard, or "the
one I'm working on mw."
Reading class for these children begins with choice. The students ask,
"What do I want to read today? Is there something I want to learn about?

Do I want to sit back and relax? Do I want to enjoy the cadence of
language? What do I want to read today?" The students get most of their
ideas for books from each other, and they know what they want to read
next, next, and next. Similar to adult readers who have a stack of books
on the nightstand, these students plan ahc ad
They know what to do when reading class begins. The label "independent readers" appears to fit students who start to read without the teacher
telling them what to read. Students who haw time to read and want to
read are ready to learn (Parkerson et al. 1984).

People Respond to Language
Adults Are Interested in What Children Have to Say
Young children must get feedback from others in order to know whether

their talk is clear. When children realize that a message didn't come
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through and it's something important, they often choose to try again.
Sometimes children repeat themselves for days, weeks, months, or years
before they can say something as clearly as an adult. But this is not adult-

directed repetition; this is child-chosen, purposeful repetition. Such
hypothesis-testing behavior is a hallmark of the way children learn
language (Galda 1984). When adults respond to these hypotheses, they
respond to the content and meaning, rather than the structure, (f the
child's utteranc... ,Menyuk 1980)

In writing classrooms, kachers are interested in what their students
have to say and write; the teachers are listeners. Their students write
about topics that the teacher knows less about than the students, and that
the teachers want to learn about. When Jon read his piece of writing
about archery bows, his teacher sat with the class and was one of the
responders. She had a puzzled look on her face as she raised her hand,
"You said your bow is bachstrung and ycur brother has a compound bow.

What's the difference?" As when children talk, the adult must be

interested in the message (Galda 1984) because the information, not the
structure, is more important to the writer
A student in one of my teacher-preparation classes learned this for
himself recently after hearing me say it several times. His young son
wrote about a weekend the two of them had spent together. The father
could hardly read the account because the son's emerging writing skills
were minimal, but he said, "It was the most moving piece of writing I've
ever read. Now I know what you mean when you say information is the
essence of writing."
This fall in one of the first-grade classrooms at Mast Way, Roger read
his piece of writing, The Big Fed (the big field), to his class. He knew he
had written a winner because as soon as he finished several hands shot
up: "Which field do you mean? How long is the grass? Did you go alone?
What did you do there?" His classmates and his teacher (who sat on the
carpet with the class) were interested in what Roger wrote. Because of
this interest, he wanted to continue experimenting with writing the next
day.

Roger didn't add information to his piece of writing, but more advanced
writers may choose to elaborate on their information when they realize
that their readers want to know more. Sometiraes, however, revision can
be problematic. In second grade Seth wanted to insert information in his
piece of writing but couldn't figure out how, so his teacher suggested he
make a star to mark the place and then write the information at the
bottom. Seth shared his new process knowledge with the class that day
when they met for a session on "What I Learned Today in Writing or
Reading." In such classrocms, the children not only learn about bows
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and big fields from each other, but their teacher structures the day so that

they teach each other how to assemble their information into clear
messages.
Writing teachers who think meaning is the most important element in
a piece of writing organize their time so they can listen to their students.

In the fourth-grade classroom where I collected much of my data, the
teacher carried a chair around during writing, stopping beside one child

after another throughout much of the time they wrote because she
realized her children knew more than they wrote, and S h e wanted to
learn as much as possible about what they knew. She asked them the
same kinds of questions I hear in the whole-class sharing sessions.
Traditionally, elementary teachers either have their students write while
the teacher is busy with a group of students, or the teachers spend their
time providing spelling words while the children write. However, teachers

who emphasize the process of ;earning not only spend their time as
writing teachers with their students, but they viev a piece of writing as a

point of departure to learn from a student. They respond to the
informadon in the writing.
Response is a new term for reading teachers. Traditionally, reading
teachers haven't responded to what children glean from a book. Instead,

we determine what -:hildren should understandwhich may inhibit
children's thinking (Clark 1984, Doyle and Carter 1984). However, if the

determining factor in a person's comprehension is his or her prior
knowledge of a topic (Anderson 1984), then researchers need to think
aboitt the ramifications of this for instruction. If comprehension is the
interpretation of a message in terms of the knowledge a reader already

has (Anderson 1984), then we may need to base instruction on our
response to what students know. The responsibility of producing a
coherent message rests with the reader (Rosenblatt 1978, Galda 1984),
the student. It is our responsibility in reading, as in writing or speaking,
to learn about the student's message.
If the reading process begins with book choice, then the books students
choose to read can provide the basis of instruction and the instruction
can take the form of response. Many teachers have started to inch toward
a belief in book choice, but they may need to take bolder steps. They set

aside a period of time each day when everyone reads silently from
whatever book they choose, but response to the books is not included in

the twenty minutes. These teachers use real reading as a supplement
rather than the basis for their instruction.

In order to respond, the Mast Way teachers first set aside time to
listen, to learn what their students have to say about what they read.
Initially, teachers tend to think book conferences won't work because
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they may not have read the books a student chooses. However, reading
teachers who also teach writing discover a parallel between writing
conferences and reading conferences. For example, teacher didn't know
about Johnny's camping trip, but she learned about it when he talked
about his writing. If he could write about it clearly enough for someone
who wasn't there to understand it, then he understands the nature of
writing. Similarly, a teacher may not have read The Indian in the
Cupboard, but if the teacher honors the child's reading process and
considers herself a learner, she finds out about the book when the child
talks about it. The teacher considers the child the informant (see Harste,
Woodward, and Burke 1984 for an extension of this concept).
When the teacher responds to a reader, he or she first listens to the
child read or we researchers tell the teacher about the book, such as on
the day Derek told me about the turtle book he was reading: "Look!
This is just like my turtle. Witen he's on his back and wants to stand up,
he uses his head to turn over. He first does this, then this, just like these
pictul es." I didn't know this about turtl so I asked questions and
Derek contHLd to teach me. I didn't kn, if that was t' itu)st important
part of Derek's book, but h..; was itherested, an,
respon,
system in his room based on xhat he chooses as a t
tictioned
reading process and he looked forward to choosing another book the next
,

day.

Derek's teacher scheduled her time so that each day s
about
the classroom for a while to find out what a few of the staents were
reading. She didn't need to listen to each one every day, but she listened
often enough to know what they were learning, and they knew that when
she stopped she wanted to know about their book. Information in this
classroom moved not only from teacher to students; it also moved from

students to teacher (Berliner 1985, Lunenburg 1983). Derek and his
classmates liked to teach the adults in their classroom.
Children Interact with Many People

Children talk to, and receive response from, many peoi

they
learn to talk. Children talk differently to adults than to younger children;
they talk differently to the next-door neighbor than to either their mother
or their teacher. Their language grows in richness as they talk to various
people (Halliday 1978) because outsiders cannot understand them as well
as close acquaintances, so they have tc polish their communication skills.
They have to try harder to get their meaning understood. This interactive
aspect of language development provides teachers with their greatest
opportunities to contribute to children's growth (Lindfors 1980).
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The writing teacher teaches students to respond to each other's
information so that, over time, they learn to adjust their messages.
Students follow the teacher's model when they tell the writer what they
learned and ask questions. The writer feels the urgency of the questions
when his or her classmates really want to know more. The interest of
classmates has more effect on writers than the teacher's interest because

the students care more about writing something their friends find
interesting t!.,an writing something to please the teacher. Writing teachers

realize this and organize their classrooms so that children seek and get
response from each other.
Students share their wriLing with individuals, small groups, and/or the
entire class. They share when the writing is in progress and/or when it is
finished. The children at Mast Way School also share 'icir writing in
other classrooms, and the librarian schedules two times each week when
students from any grade may come to share with each other. One day
recently a child shared his book about his coin collection and the librarian

knew a child in another class had also written about coins, so she
arranged for the boys to discuss coins. This interaction helps students get
to know each other (Pratzner 1984) and enriches their writing.
In typical reading programs, teachers do not organize their instruction
to capitalize on student interaction (e.g., Mason 1984). The purpose of

reading groups is usually not for students to learn from each other.
Rather, teachers want to find out if the students got meaning from the
story. However, reading is a constructive process. A text does not "have"
a meaning; rather, a text is an abbreviated recipe from which the student

elaborates a meaning (Duffy, Roehler, and Mason 1984). In process
classrooms, teachers help student, create these meanings and help them
value each other's construction (Snutf' Ilurke 1985).

In many of the classrooms at Mast Way School, the teachers have
created formats for reading discussions which encourage students to
realize that the control of their reading process rests in their own hands.
For example, the students may come to a discussion with a commem and
a question about the selection they have all read. The format for comments
and questions is similar to the format the students use when they respond
to each other's writing: the comment is something they appreciated in

the writing, while the question is something they didn't understand.
Again, as in writing response the question is an honest question asked
by someone who wants to know more. In this session the students know
they will understand the story better if they bring questions about what
they didn't understand and discuss those concerns with other readers.

Students in the Mast Way classrooms also come together in small
groups or as a cla-s to learn about a book a student wants to share. Or a
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few students may meet, with each bringing the book he or she is currently
reading. The reader tells the others what the book is about and/or reads

part of it to the group. The others tell the reader what they understood
and ask more about the book. And, if the book reri- inds them of other
writing or personal experiences, they talk about these "reminders." The
focus of the group is on the importance of response from others as a way
to increase the reader's understanding.
These various response sessions lead to a classroom climate that
strengthens students' support for each other (Chavez 1984). They realize
what each other knows and use each other's expertise when they need
help. The teachers build their classroom oi ganization on this knowledge.

They establish a workshop environment in which everyone must be
productive and, therefore, must be able to get help when they need it.
The children ask each other for help frequently: "I can't figure out this
page. Will you read it with me?" This atmosphere of ready assistance
permits movement during work time and increases opportunities for
learning to occur.
Teachers worry about control when students seek interaction with their

peers, but this needn't be a fear. A second-year, seventh-grade English

and spcial studies teacher who teaches reading and writing with an
emphasis on process as well as product says, "I have no discipline
problems in my English class. Someday I'll figure out how to teach social
siudies this way." Students don't need to perform antics to get attention,
because the routine response pattern for their work is the acceptance of
what they know. An emphasis by everyone on what each other knows
raises respect both for self and for each other.

Language Is a Mode of Learning
Children who lead busy, active lives have more to talk about than other
children, and they learn about their experiences when they explain them
to someone who wasn't therean interested person who asks questions.
Then, if they have a similar experience in the future, they will understand
this new situation better because of their increased knowledge of the
earlier activity. The more children talk about what they do, the better
they understand their world and themselves. Talking is a way of learning
about what you know (DeVilliers and DeVilliers 1979, Galda 1984).
Similarly, in writing, children write about what they know. They write
about personal experiences, and these may evolve into nonfiction accounts

about squirrels, chickens, and snakes. Or their narratives may become
fictional accounts about weekends with Grandfather and unicorns at
birthday parties. The personal narrative plays an important role because
through it writers come to realize they know something, and someone
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who knows something can write. Writers write best when they know their
topic, so if they know what they know, they
be better able to choose
profitable topics.
Writers of all ages come to appreciate what they can learn when they

write personal narratives. Kathleen Meyer, a professional author of
children's books, was one of my students in the New Hampshire Summer
Writing Program. I wondered what she could ever gain from me, but at
the end of the first week she explained, "I've learned so much because
we write personal narratives. I've never written about mysclf before and
I didn't think I could. I didn't think I'd ever done anything interesting,
but now I know I'm not a dull person. I already know I have lots of things
to write about."
A similar awareness happens in Chapter I reading classrooms. In New
Hampshire the state guidelines ask Chapter I reading teachers to teach
writing, and these teachers say that the first payoff from the writing is an
improvement in their students' self-concepts. These students, who often
have depressed opinions of themselves, take on new life when they realize

that they know interesting things. Writing is a way of learning about
yourself.
Writers also learn about their topic when they write, especially during

revision. However, they don't revise everything, and sometimes they
publish a piece of writing they didn't revise at all because when they
wrote, the words flowed. But even young writers make major revisions as
they work with a topic. A narrative about yucky, -ainy days turned out

to be a poem about all the things six-year-old Daniel likes to do in the
rain. Josh, a fourth-grade writer, wrote a story about frogs, revised it to
science-fiction about frogs in a time warp, and revised it again so that it
was about people in a time warp. When Eric started a personal narrative
about his border collie, he decided he wanted to learn more about this
breed, so writing class became a time for him to research his new interest.

I myself have written five articles or book chapters about our current
iesearch project even though this study isn't finished because writing
about what I am learning helps me sort it all out.
However, writing teachers usually don't view writing as a mode of
learning (Fulwiler 1983). Instead, writing is primarily used as an assessment of what students have already learned (Eblen 1983). Most composition in fichools is for essay answers to test questions, but researchers
and teachers who write regularly (Emig 1982, Kantor 1984) and share
their writing know what it means to say, "Writing is a mode of learning."
When they teach writing, they may view it as a time when their students
can make discoveries.
Reading is also a mode of learning: one way to increase our under-

standing of something is to read about it. Unfortunately, many of our
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students read without comprehension, which keeps them from discovering
both the joys and content of print. However, reading teachers who teach

writers find that their students use reading as a way to learn. This is
evident in the fact that when students put strings of words on pages, they
don't randomly choose those words. They know how print works.
For some time we have divided readers into early readers who are
"learning to read" and older readers who "read to learn" (Mason 1984),
but young writers demand meaning from what they read even when they
have stilted, preprimer texts in front of them. A first-grade boy at Mast
Way wondered why the man had a mop and a top in the sand. This child
questioned writing every day and expected quality writing from his texts
as well as from his friends and himself. He wanted the information in his
preprimer books to make sense (Hansen 1983). His purpose in reading
was to leain what other authors know.

A focus on information keeps children interested when they are
learning to talk and write, and this focus can improve their interest in
reading. The librarian at Mast Way has noticed an increase in the number
of books checked out of the library since the project began, "especially
nonfiction books." When the process of learning receives emphasis,
children seek books from which to learn.

These students often interact with each other when they try to read
their selections. In their classrooms I hear them conduct their own small
learning groups and whole-class discussions. I can watch first-grade
students lead a tweuty-minute discu.sion among themselves with the
teacher not saying a word. They talk about the books and topics they
have chosen to learn about, and they talk about how they will continue
to learn about their choices.
The students usually decide what they will learn because this increases
the chances that they will learn for themselves rather than for the teacher.
They decide their goals and they decide when they have achieved those
goals. If they need help they have a classroom of learners from whom to
receive support. Their activities along the way are realnot contrived,
not isolated from their chosen purpose. When 1 ask them why they are

doing something, they know. They can tell me what preceded what

they're doing now and what they intend to do next.
These children become independent learnerslearners who need other
learners and whom other learners need.
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Assessing the Process, and
the Process of Assessment, in

the Languar, Arts
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Being asked to address the problem of assessment in the language arts,
particularly within relatively strict page limits, is hazardous. The topic

encourages one to perpetuate the serious error, inherent in current
assessment practice, of separating assessment from teaching and learning.
This separation has been responsible for many of our woes in language

arts education. To avoid this problem, I will address the issue of how
assessment fits into language arts education. I shall argue that :here are
serious problems with our current approach to assessment which cannot
be solved within the present measurement framework. The major problem

with the current approach is that it does not focus on rrocesses but
products. The assessment of processes is necessarily less formal (though
not less rigorous) and not externally accountable. I will argue for reducing
the emphasis on formal methods of assessment and transferring control

of assessment into the hands of the teacher and the learner. Viewing
language arts learning as a process which includes assessment by learners
themselves, I will argue for a reintegration of teaching, learning, assessment, and the language arts.

Goals, Assessment, and Education in the Language Arts
Before discussing methodological issues of assessment in the language
arts, I find it crucial to consider the reasons for assessment in the first
place. After all is said and done, whatever we choose as the goal for
assessment has serious implications for the nature of our assessment
procedures.
The major goal of assessment is optimal learning for all. This is the
bottom line. While the reasons given by various writers are often
numerous, (e.g., Baker 1979, Mehrens and Lehmann 1984), most of them
should be thought of as subgoals. Three major subgoals are generally
335
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represented: individual instronal tailoring, selection for special programs, and accountability. In oar attempts to serve these subgoals, we
have elevated them to goal status, out of the context of the original
motive. Accountability assessment, for example, is only one of a number
of potential ways of helping to achieve optimal learning for all. But the

pursuit of the accountability subgoal has not furthered our progress
toward our ultimate goal. Indeed, the reverse is true. Accountability
assessment has forced teachers to adopt as their goal good performance
on tests. However, many important goals cannot be evaluated within the
framework of the current group-oriented model of assessment. Consequently, many highly relevant goals will not be addressed adequately, if at
all, in the classroom (Frederiksen 1984). Similarly, the selection subgoal
is only relevant if one believes that separating some children from the

others for a different program (tracking anti pull-out programs) is an
appropriate part of achieving optimal instruction. This belief is far from
unanimous.
The picture is complicated further by the existence of certain hidden
agendas. These unstated goals are problematic because they cannot be
confronted directly. Some of these second-order goals have to do widi
power and money. The current approach centralizes power, taking it away

from students and teache:s. Furthermore, conservative estimates of
annual expenditures in school testing programs range from 25 to 40
million dollars (Anderson and Lesser 1978, Baker 1979). This represents
a vast industrial commitment to the status quo. A more process-oriented

approach to assessment, if adopted, would reduce this expenditure
substantially while returning control to the teachers and students. Thus it
is not likely to be accepted gladly by the assessment industry or those
holding the power.
Language processes and learning processes also have goals. Why do
children engage in the various language activities, and why should they

bother to improve their performance in them? These are important
considerations, especially when frequently the answers relate more to a
method of assessment than to any personal communicative or aesthetic
goal. There have been many attempts to describe the goals of linguistic
activities. For example, Halliday (1977) proposes the following set of
goals: to fulfill needs, to control, to relate to others, to define self, to find
things out, to imagine, and to communicate intent. While these attempts
differ in their descriptions, it is rare that any of the goals described have
anything at all to do with those invoked in current assessment situations.
Such goai conflicts distort assessments and any instruction and learning
which might be directed by the assessment. We note, for example, that
children's substitutions of nonsense words for real words while reading
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reflect a misunderstanding of the goal of reading. Their misreading of
nonsense words on tests as real words (a common error, as reported by
Walmsley 1979) reflects a misunderstanding of the assessment task as a
reading task. Similarly the perception of an accurate, neat written product
as the goal of writing has consequences for children's development of the
writing process, particularly their motivation and the communicative and
expressive aspects of the process. Assessment practice has the power not
only to influence what a child perceives to be the goal of a language task,
but also to modify the teacher's goals and, hence, instruction (Frederiksen
1984).

For the remainder of this paper, I will assume that both languagelearning activities and assessment are goal-directed processes. In this
regard, I shall go "back to basics" and assume that the ultimate goal of
assessment is optimal learning for every student, and that the goals of
language arts processes are of the type described by Halliday (1977) and

others. Also, since instruction must be oriented toward language and
learning processes, it follows that our assessment should similarly focus
on these language and learning processes.

The Context of Language Arts Assessment
Context is an important factor with respect to processes (Leontiev 1979;
Vygotsky 1962, 1978; Wertsch 1979). Processes are organized around
goals, but there is usually more than one way to attain a goal. Conse-

quently, the actual organization and implementation of a process are
influenced by the context within which the process occurs.
If we are to examine the language arts and their learning as processes,
then, we must take into account the context within which they take place,

particularly in relation to the context created by our assessment. The
effects of context on oral language have been recognized for some time
now, especially in assessment situations (e.g., Labov 1973). There has
been some impact of this realization on the assessment of oral language
in that, in general, researchers recognize that there is no substitute for a
natural language sample (Danwitz 1981). Recent work by Clay (1975,
1979b) and Ferreiro (1978) in the field of reading, and Graves (1983) and
Calkins (1983) in the field of writing, has also stressed the need for natural
samples of behavior. However, if such assessment practice is suggested
within a curriculum which does not allow children time to independently
exercise their own reading, writing, and oral language, there are bound
to be problems. Thus, the instructional context of the assessment process
is important in terms of the assessment options which it allows.
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Similarly, if we are to examine assessment as a process, we must look

at the context within which it takes place. The societal context of
education has had an important impact on how we assess. The teaching
profession generally has a poor public image, especially with regard to
the teaching of literacy (e.g., Broadfoot 1979, Time 1980). Accountability
evaluation is a consequence of this basic lack of trust. Because of its lack
of faith in teachers and students, the public sees force (accountability) as
its only option for attaining optimal learning for all children. However, it
should be noted that this view does not extend to all of the language arts.

Traditionally, children go to school to learn to "read 'n write." Oral
language is learned at home and has generally not been seen as the
responsibility of the schools. Thus, oral language assessment has been
spared many of the indignities impo-,ed by accountability assessment.
Educational assessment of oral language has tended to be limited to
diagnostic assessment of abnormal development. Of course, this exclusion
has been aided by the fact that spoken language is so much more difficult
to measure, particularly in a group test. Individual listening tests, on the

other hand, have been used at least since the thirties (e.g., Durrell
and Sullivan 1937) as indicators of reading capacity, in much the same
manner as IQ tests, and this practice continues (e.g., Spache 1981).
I noted earlier that the public shares with educators a concern for the
insurance of a quality education, particularly in literacy. However, the
concern of both groups is often ill-informed. For example, while the
public is prepared to accept a normal distribution of intellectual capacity,
and even linguistic skill, neither of which is considered to be the province

of the school, it has a different notion about reading and writing
achievement. In these areas, there is concern if any child is reading below

grade level. By definition, this notion ensures massive amounts of
"failure." Rather than a reasonable concern for development, the concern
is inappropriately normatively based. To have one's child "reading below
grade level" is a source of considerable anxiety. This guarantees, even
under optimal instruction, many anxious parents and children. Educators,
too, have had some misconceptions. We have not haLl even a semblance
of a developmental theory of writing and/or reading in our possession for
very long. This lack has hampered instruction in that instruction has been
based on an adult view of language rather than on a child-oriented view.

However, the public and some educators have not noted that this
theoretical void also has affected the assessment of literacy development.
It is unfortunate that the public is less critical of the assessment devices
and the industry responsible for them than it is of teachers.
The present somewhat atheeretical approach to assessment is flawed,
even damaging, and it would help if the public recognized the flaws so
that we might replace the approach with less formal and more individual
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efforts. Given the present social context, however, it seems unlikely that
the public would accept such a replacement. An attempt to cio so would
simply be viewea as a ploy to avoid being held responsible. We have two
potential ways of Jealing with such inclement contexts: we can accept

them and try to modify practice within their constraints, or we can
attempt to modify the contexts. Since the approach to assessment which

I shall discuss is virtually prohibited by the present context, and the
current approach so inadequate, I will argue that we must attempt to
change the context. In particular, we must make substantial efforts to
educate the public and to win its trust.

Problems with the Current Approach to Assessment

The bulk of current assessment in the language arts, particularly in
reading, is based on tests which are group-administered, standardized,
comparative (norm-referenced), and product-oriented. While all tests do
not have all of these characteristics, virtually all have most. Even
individually administered tests have most of the same characteristics as
the group tests. I shall call the model of assessment which this represents
the measurement model. The following characteristics and assumptions of
the measurement model are problematic:
1. Group assessment is more efficient than individual assessment.

The decisich to use group assessment rather than individual assessment
is based on the idea that the trade-off between time requirements and
information quality is a reasonable one. There are several reasons for
doubting this assumption:

1. Most of the important aspects of language processes cannot be
assessed with group tests. For example, the critical concepts about
print (Clay 1979b), phonemic segmentation, prediction, monitoring,
and seif-correction cannot be assessed. The aesthetic component of
reading (Rosenblatt 1978) simply goes away when current assessment

procedures are introduced, since they enforce efferent reading.
Even critics of current assessment practice, while noting the failure
to assess important areas, believe that part of the solution is to test
them. For example, Frederiksen (1984) comments on the importance
of:
how one adopts playful attitudes by deliberately relaxing rules in
order to explore the possibilities of alternative rules.
. [Such
attitudes] also should be taught and tested. (p. 199)
.
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I hope that it will become clear that the mere suggestion that one

"test" playfulnecs is counter-inh.itive, given the measurement
model.
2. When people compare individual and group assessment in terms of
efficiency, the notion of individual assessment used in the comparison
is simply the same standardized test format, only administered one-

to-one. Although this procedure might sometimes be desirable,
usually it is not. Such tests contain many unnecessary items which
are too hard or too easy for each student and the format prevents
the gathering of some of the more important information.
3. Furthermore, when individual and group assessment are compamd,
it is assumed that instruction and assessment cannot take place at

the same time. I will show later in this paper that while this is
necessarily true with current assessment me`.hods, it is not necessarily true of assessment in general. Indeed, optimal assessment often
does double-duty as instruction.
4. Even if current assessment data were highly informative, research
suggests that teachers do not use the information (Boyd et al. 1975,

Dorr-Bremme 1982). Thus, any time spent on such assessment is
not well spent.
2. Individual, informal assessment by teachers is subjective and of little
value. Assessment must be objectiv

There are several misconceptions underlying this assumption. First, there
is the confusion over the meaning of the term subjective. In the qualitative
sense, it means unreliable and biased. In the quantitative sense, it refers

to that fact that only one person's observations are involved (Scriven
1972). For example, the observations made by Piaget and by Vygotsky
would be subjective in the latter sense, but not in the former.

Our current approach to assessment is referred to as "educational
measuremeat." "Measurement" is generally considered to be a detached,
amoral activity, as scientific research in the field has focused on accuracy
of measurement rather than, and quite separate from, the improvement
of learning. Society in general has been indoctrinated well with the notion
that "scientific" tests, constructed by experts, provide veridical, objective,
nonreactive measures. As Baker and Herman (1980) note,
The scientist remains outside of the action of instruction and passive
with respect to creating "better" performance. . . . [A]mong the
most serious errors a scientist can make is to perpetrate reactivity,
where inadvertent effects are produced by the process of measurement
itself. (p. 150)
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This idea of detached, accurate objectiv;t-y is clearly in error. For example,
measurement requires comparability of data (Wolf 1984), which implies

standardization of contexts. The more the assessment procedure is
standardized, the more the context produced differs from the context in
which the process normally occurs, and the more it distorts the very
nature of the process being assessed. The act of measuring changes the
object of the measurement.
A second way in which current assessment is reactive stems from the
comparative, ego-involving (Nicholls 1983) nature of measurement practice
essence of measurement is comparing outcomes and ranking
in

is with respect to greater and lesser ability. Comparative

situatio,, represent threats to individuals' egos. When people's egos are
threatened, they tend to alter their goals from being task-related to being
ego-defenserelated. Thus, by virtue of their comparative nature, most
current assessment practices are extremely reactive. Furthermore, this
reactivity is increased if the assessment has an accountability function

(e.g., Hill 1980).
That reactivity is not generally seen as a problem seems to be because
methods of assessment have become the ends for researchers in the field
of measureihcilt. This is attested to by the fact that the bulk of studies in
the field of measurement involve procedural concerns (Broadfoot 1979).
Method, then, has largely been divorced from motive and consequence.
The consequence of this divorce is that teachers have little, if any, use for
the information derived from standardized tests (Dorr-Bremme 1982).
While the notion of "usability" is cited as being one of the three criteria
for evaluating tests (e.g., Gronlund 1976), we have tended to uw the term
to refer to factors such as cost and the ease of administration awl scoi ing
of the test rather than the ease and likehood of use of the information

obtained. Some test manuals are e'n quite blatant about this. I:nr
example, consider the following quote from the manual for a popular test:
[Ilest results

. . . should be viewed as tentative until substantiated
by additional information. . . . Accept the test results as a challenge
to your ingenuity in finding out why the class or individual pupils
obtained certain scores. . . . (Nurss and McGauvrin 1976, p. 16)

3. Success or failure on a test item is useful information.

Recent research in reading and writing has stressed the importance of
teaching students the processes involved in effective performance. This

implies that we should also be concerned about how to assess these
processes in order to tailor our instruction. Current approaches to
assessment are incapable of being adapted to serve this function. I base
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this claim on the definition of the term process. According to Webster's
dictionary (1979) there are two definitions, each of which is applicable.
The first definition aotes that "a process involves how something was

accomplished." The measurement model focuses on outcomes. The
definition of an "item" is anything for which there is a success/failure
outcome, and test scores are simply accumulations of these outcomes.
One cannot determine how the outcomes were arrived at.
The second dictionary definition of process, "a continuing development
involving many changes," suggests a time course. It implies observing

something in motion rather than as a static entitya shift from the
snapshot metaphor to the cinematic metaphor. In this regard I refer not
only to the processes of reading/writing/speaking/listening but also to the
process of learning to read/write/speak/listen. A consequence of this view
should be a concern for continuous assessment, and progress rather than
success. In a process appi oach, definitions of student difficulty would
revolve around failure to show progress (self-referenced assessment)
rather than failure to accurately complete a given task as well as other

students (norm-referenced), which is the focus of the measurement
approach.

4. Elements of a process can be taken out of the context of the process
without distortion.

Human mental activity is goal-directed (Leontiev 1979, Vygotsky 1978,
Wertsch 1979). This goal-directedness implies that understanding a mental
process requires that we understand its goal. It is important to distinguish
the goals of language processes from the goal of success on a test, since
these are somewhat unrelated. However, that the process is goal-directed
also implies that there is an internal unity and coherence within a process
conferred by the goal-direction. Current assessment practice frequently

addresses isolated elements of language processes, and by focusing
attention on these isolated elements, encourages teaching and learning to

follow suit. Thus, instruction is focused on the teaching of isolated
subskills. This approach to assessment is probably responsible for current

reading instruction, in which children actually read (i.e., exercise the
integrated process) approximately 3 minutes a day (Gambrel! 1984).

5. Standardizing the assessor-assessee relationship and context produces
more interpretable information.
As I noted earlier, the context within which assessment takes place has a

substantial impact on the nature of the procedure. Thus, a processoriented approach to assessment or instruction must be context-sensitive.
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Current measurem9nt efforts deal with context by attempting to eliminate
it as a variable by standardizing the context of performances. The incorrect
assumption is that the resulting highly unusual context does not affect the
performance, and that the standard context will be interpreted similarly
by all those experiencing it.
As I noted earlier, assessment of oral language has generally tended to
be more sensitive to this issue except in an educational context (Launer
and Lahey 1981), and some writers in the fields of reading and writing
(Clay 1979b, Graves 1983) have begun to suggest methods which deal
more adequately with this problem. However, in each case the solutions
focus on samples of the language activity taken in a context which is
nonthreatening, and as natural as possible. This will be discussed more
fully later.

6. The same assessment can be used for both accountability purposes and
accurate instructional feedback to teachers and students.

The act of using a i.est to hold someone publicly accountable makes the

test-taking an ego-involving task. This is the most reactive situation
possible (Maehr 1983, Nicholls 1983). It is likely that in such a situation
an individual will do whatever is necessary to prevent the assessor from
detecting his or her weaknesses. However, in order for assessment to be
instructionally useful, it is essential that weaknesses be personally
confrontedthat the assessment become task-involving (Nicholls 1983).
This fundamental conflict makes the current use of the same test for both
instructional and accountability purposes quite unacceptable. If possible,
assessment should be done when the learner is task-involved and thus is
performing optimally and not concerned with ego-defense. Task involvement requires personally interesting tasks of appropriate difficulty under
no external threat. This is most likely to occur when tasks are self-selected
and individualized.

7 Holding individuals accountable for their teaching and learning will
improve learning.

Accountability assessment is based on several untenable assumptions. It
assumes that teachers are willing to alter their behavior based on student
achievement, and that they are able to do so given that the only information
available is that the last group of students they taught did or did not do
as well as other students. These assumptions and the assumption of "all
else being equal" seem to be somewhat unsound. However, possibly the
most damaging is the assumption that teaching and learning are fundamentally unenjoyable activities. "Giving students something to work for"
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implies that the activities with which the children are provided in school
are not engaging and are meaningless. Frequently, this means that the

tasks are not matched well to the students, particularly the less able
students (e.g., Jorgenson 1977). The whole approach is like a mechanic
mismatching the threads on a nut and bolt and then forcing the fit with a
hammer in the interests of haste, rather than taking the time to find a
better matched thread.
Since intrinsic motivation Es assumed to be unlikely, extrinsic motivation

is seen as necessary. This position is taken in spite of work in the area of

motivation which suggests that (a) extrinsic motivation often has the
effect of eliminating existing intrinsic motivation, and (b) extrinsically
motivated behavior tends to disappear when the extrinsic motivation goes
away (deCharms 1983). Mental processes are motivated, and motivation
implies emotion. Interestingly, emotion is an aspect of the language arts
more often discussed by teachers than by measurement folk. Words such
as enjoy are abhorrent to those involved with the assessment of learning

a situation which, through the constraining effects of assessment on
instruction (Frederiksen 1984), poses a serious problem.

A Process Evaluatien Approach
What characteristics seem most important for effective assessment? First,
we would like to be sure that the information which is collected is useful
and comes in such a form and with such timing that it is likely to be used.

We want our assessments to be reactive in the sense that they change
teaching and learning activities in a positive way. We should be sure,
however, that any reactivity should have only positive side-effects on
children's learning. Second, the procedure must be efficient. I have
argued that the measurement model fails on each of these grounds. Third,
as with any evaluation, we would like quality information. This information

will need to be process-oriented and represent the processing which
normally takes place. Let us take these concerns seriously and consider
how research in the language arts and in evaluation might help us.
Gathering Information Which Will Be Used

What characteristics of assessment information would help to ensure that
the information would be used? Another way to put this is to ask, "How

can we put assessment, teaching, and learning back together?" DorrBremme (1982) has providea some of the answers to this question. The
features of assessments which are most used by teachers include the
following: immediate accessibility, proximity between their intended
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purposes and teachers' practice activities, and consonance (from the
teachers' perspectives) between the content the assessments cover and
the content taught. I would add to this that the information shou!d be
personally "owned" by the teacher and that the information should be
clearly identified in the teacher's mind with thc 3ppropriate student. Note
that each of these characteristics is maximized in the less formal, one-toone approaches to assessment.

As a simple contrastive example, consider a test component in a
kindergarten/first-gr
basal reader. Such a test is likely to have a
multiple-choice word-identification section (some consist entirely of this).
Such a t2st will have a high error component, particularly with the age
group responding to it. It will also take some time to administer the text,
then to score it, and then to transfer the scores to the ciass record sheet.
However, more importantly, if the teacher were asked to describe a given

child's performame, he or she would have difficulty doing so without
consulting the records. Supposing, instead, that the teacher simply called
each child up one at a time to read the list of words, and then entered the

information directly into the class record sheet. First, the information
gained would be of higher quality. Second, there is a good chance that
the whole procedure would take less time. Third, afl.er testirl, the teacher
would be more likely to remember a given child's, perform.rice and use
the information without consulting the class chart at all. Fourth, the
children not being assessed could simply read, perhaps even a book of
their own choosing. Such a privilege is not generally extended to them in
class time.

In the long run, we are not only going to be concerned about the
teacher using the information, but the student must somehow be involved

in its use too, unless we erroneously view language arts learning as a
passive, externally directed activity. Thus, on order for an individual to
confront and deal with weaknesses, he or Ae must also be in a supportive
environment. This is one of many points at which assessment intersects
with teaching and learning. I shall come back to this intersection often.
Vs:e must also ,:onsider. then, how to get students to own the assessment
information
I helie\c there ,ire several approaches to assessment in the language
arts curr(iiir aailahk which reflect these principles. However, they are
not the 0:47,1^ most common use, and they are certainly not the focus of
the hulk
re\carch in the assessment field. Current assessment practices
invoke rather aNA kward relationships between teacher and student which
produce restricted language activity. Graves (1983) has described this
relationship as adversarial. Adversaries sit opposite the child in a higher
chair. ignoring eve contact, and take the child's work. The adversarial
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role conveys to the child that his or her perspective and and position are
not valued and that it is unwise to show any weakness. WhiI Graves's
description is offered at the level of one-to-one interactioc.s, it is equally
applicable at the level of group assessment. The role which Graves nrefers
for the .eacher is that of an advocate. An advocate sits beside the child,
as closL to equal height as possible, engages eye contact, and waits to be
offered the child's work. The role of advocate conveys to children that
they and their concerns are legitimate and deserving of serious attention
by both parties. Holdaway (1979) refers to this relationship as a professional-client relationship. The implicit roles are similar to those described
by Graves in that they accord respect and rights to both parties. Each has

an element of recognizable control, and the client has a guarantee of
confidentiality. The student clients must have confidence in the teacher to
hold an expressed weakness in confidence and neither hold the weakness
against them nor publicize it.
In the field of reading and writing there has been growing acceptance
of the notion of "getting alongside children" (e g., Clay 1979b, Graves
1983, Nicholson 1984). This expression can be taken both literally and
figuratively. In the literal sense, it is represented by the work of Marie
Clay (1979b) in her running records and Concepts About Print Test, in
which, contrary to all mler reading assessments, teacher and student sit
next to each other and work toward the same end. In the figurative sense
this getting alongside the children refers to the alignment of teacher's and

children's goals and perspectives and the adoption of a collaborative
relationship. The ass?,ssor's task is to understand the child's understanding
of the reading or writing process, and to help the child understand what
he or she is doing and how to extend it.
In the field of writing, this approach can be found in the recent work

of, for example, Calkins (1983) and Graves (1983) in the "writing
conference." Within this framework, children's self-reports are taken very

seriously. Indeed, part of the function of the conference is to help the
child to be sensitive to his or her own processes. Within the current
measurement framework, self-reports are considered unscientific and
generally of dubious value. (Indeed, they may be, within the context of
current assessment and teaching practices.) These one-to-one conferences
last perhaps five minutes, are highly focused, and deal with manageable
chunks of information. Resulting assessments are likely to be responded
to actively and accurately by both teachers and students.
Nicholson (1984) desci ibes a similar technique of "interviewing" in

working vith secondary school students in content areas. Paris and his
colleagues (Paris and Jacobs 1984; Paris and Myers 1981) have also used
more structured interviews in eN amining children's knowledge of reading.
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They found that the information gathered about children's knowledge of
planning and regulating aspects of reading was strongly related to reading
comprehension skill. A structured interview procedure has also been
developed by Wixson et al. (1984) for diagnostic use in schools.

I think that the use of the terms interview and conference is also
significant in that both imply trust, client status. and a valuing of the
student's perspective. Current practice has little in common with thi;
relationship. Indeed, since accountability and labeling are major functions
of present assessment, learners are likely to act as if they have been read
their rights: "You have the right to remain silent. Anything you say may

be used against you. . . . " Most students choose silence. Failure to
arcord client status to students drastically limits the information the
teacher is likely to be given. Since the information is not given, the teacher

has to "take" it, but this information will not be the same as the
information which would be given.

Making the Procedure Efficient

A major assumption underlying group assessment procedures is that they

are more efficient than individualized assessments. I noted earlier the
current separation of assessment, teaching, and learning activities. This
separation is extremely inefficient. The reintegration of the assessment
process with the instructional process has been a common thread in
recent research on reading, writing, and cognitive assessment. The
dynamic assessment procedures proposed by Feuerstein (1979) and
Vygotsky (1962, 1978) have many similarities to the work of Graves (1983)
in writing and Clay (1979b) in reading. The assessment is individualized

and involves thoughtful, theory-generated prompting of the learning as
part of the teaching-assessing interaction. This approach represents a
radical departure from the mainstream of psychometrics for a variety of
reasons. The interactive nature of the assessment technique makes each
assessment unique. Controlling or standardizing the assessment is deemphasized in favor of gathering more valid information. This makes it
difficult to compare the performances of different individualsa characteristic which the measurement model assumes to be necessary.
Just as research has emphasized the reintegration of evaluation and
teaching, it also strongly suggests a reintegration of evaluation and

learning. Evaluation is the feedback element which guides the learning
process. Without feedback a process cannot be controlled. In order to be
responsible for one's own learning process, it is thus necessary to gather

one's own continuous feedback. Thus, the central component of the
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evaluation/learning relationship is, of course, self-evaluation. Psychotherapists such as Rogers (1942) contend that no personal change occurs
without an awareness of the need to change. This awareness arises through

self-evaluation. Self-assessed difficulties are at the teachable point at
which instructional effort pays the most handsome dividends.

The importance to learning of self-evaluation cannot be overstated.
For example, in reading, probably the strongest indicator of unhealthy
reading development is failure to self-correct. Self-evaluation is at the
heart of the revision process in writing. Without self-correction, learning
systems cannot become self-improving; and without self-monitoring, selfcorrection cannot occur. When learners do not self-evaluate they must
learn to do so. Questions must be directed at causing "intelligent unt est."
The child's reestablishl tent of control by finding answers to the questions

constitutes real learning. Such questions are "questions that teach"
(Graves 1983). They are reflective and focused. These questions also give

responsibility for assessment back to the student. Graves takes this
responsibility further by proposing, for example, that students be asked
to choose the work which should be included in their cumulative folders.
This practice alone would probably reduce the anxiety involved in student
evaluation.
A critical aspect of current approaches to assessment in general is their

externally dependent nature, which contrasts drastically with the less
formal approach presently being described. An assumption underlying
the latter approach is that students need to be thought of as intelligent
decision-makers in need of information about their own performance.
The same statements could easily be made about teachers and teacher
evaluation. As previously noted, this type of respect has not been a
characteristic of our approach to education.
Assessment can also contribute to children's learning strategies through
the modeling of self-evaluation strategies. We often suggest to teachers
that they model the reading and wrig processes as part of instruction.
It is this modeling which teaches children not only to value literacy but

also how to become literate. Thus it is somewhat dlstressing that we
rarely find suggestions that teachers model self-evaluation for children.

This may have something to do with the fact that current assessment
practices would generally be of very little help to children in developing
self-evaluation. However, consider the possibility of a secondary school
teacher grading a paper in collaboration with a student, thinking aloud
while doing so. Marking papers usually takes extra time outside of school
and contributes relatively little to student learning. Perhaps we are wasting
a valuable resource.

It is similarly distressing that we never hear teachers being told to
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model the listening process. Along with Pearson and Fielding (1982), I
think of listening as an active attempt to understand another individual
through the auditory-oral mode. Thus, the type of questioning described
l083) in writing and Clay, Nicholson, and others in reading is
of fister2ing. These questions are reflective, helping the child to clarify

fcr him- or herself the problem to be dealt with. Easley and Zwoyer
(1975), coming from the field of mathematics education, have coined the

term "teaching by listening" to refer to the same idea. This notion of
listening also involves helping children to be articulate. In order to listen
to them, one has to get them to talk. Listening and speaking are not wellaccepted aspects of schooling in this country.
Questions in current tests, unlike process-oriented questions, demand

a response which is right or wrong by some external criterion. This
approach to assessment has followed us into the classroom to informal
assessment, at least in the fields of reading and writing, at considerable
cost, particularly to the development of oracy and intrinsic motivation.
Consider the grilling which children receive from the questions asked at
the end of basal reader selections. These produce a threatening situation
which will stifle discussion and hence not contribute to the development
of the children's oral language. As an alternative, consider the type of
questions proposed by Graves, Nicholson, and others as described above.
These que:lions are far less likely to be threatening, especially within the
advocate teacherpupil relationship. It is important to note that such
questions gzneraKy focus on processes and foster discussion, the oral
aspect of language. This .neans that children are more inclined to take
risksa crucial part of literacy learning (Clay 1979, Holdaway 1979).
It should be clear by now that I am advocating turning over as much
of the evaluation responsibility as possible to teachers and learners. From
a management standpoint, one could think of this as efficient delegation
of responsibility. From the teaching standpoint it might be thought of as
an apprenticeship model. From the perspective of learning, it can be
viewed as returning independence and control to the learner.
Gathering High-Quality Information

I argued earlier in this paper that the most important information a
teacher needs about a pupil's learning is process information, i.e.,
knowledge of how an activity was performed and the reasons that it was

performed in that manner. In reading, for example, it is important to
know whether a reader predicted. monitored, and verified at the word,
sentence, and text levels. We also need to know the information sources
the reader used for performing these activities, regardless of whether or
not he or she could answer certain questions about the text. Some readers
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blunderbuss their way through passages, comprehending by brute force
and sometimes ignoring even important words, even though they have the
necessary strategies to figure out the words. The longer readers manage
to use such strategies to successfully "pass" tests, the more dirlicult it is
to change the strategies.
How do we find out about these strategies? The first method is by
simple rigorous observation. Researchers in all areas of language have
begun to depend on samples of behaviors which occur in more or less
natural situations. This emphasis came first in the area of oral language,
which is based on case studies of individual's language development.
While such evaluation procedures have been accepted in oral language
research for a long time, in the educational setting clinicians are still
usually bound to standardized tests, despite knowledge of the limitations
of those tests (e.g., Labov 1973). However, only recently have reading
and writing been seriously approached as developmental tasks. They have
generally not been thought of as behaviors which are learned, but rather
as behaviors which are taught. Thus, the onus has been on educators to

structure the learning in a "rational" and efficient manner and assess
progress with respect to what was taught. It is unfortunate that children's
reasoning and structuring of these tasks is not simply that of little aduits
but quite different, and each child differs in tht. manner in which he or
she acquires this knowledge. Thus assessments have been insensitive to

aspects of children's learning which have not been "taught" in the
program, and basal-directed teaching has been less than sensitive to
children's development.
The most important insensitivity, however, has been in teachers whose

evaluations of the children's, and their own, progress has been tied to
tests, particularly ones which cannot provide information on important
aspects of language development. The concepts assessed with the Concepts About Print Test (Clay 1979b), for example, cannot be assessed
other than on an individual basis. Furthermore, because researchers have
until recently failed to come up with developmental models of literacy, it
has been difficolt to supply research-based help with informal observations
to teachers. Freqeently, unless one knows what one is looking for, one is
unlikely to see it. Fot example, :f a teacher does not know that prediction
is important in reading, he or she is unlikely to be able to report on
progress in that area. In writing, unless teachers understand the principles

underlying children's writing development (e.g., as reported by Clay
1975), all they are likely to see is scribble. In this sense, when we talk
about refining the assessment instruments, making them more valid and
reliable, we should be talking about teacher education, since the teacher
is the instrument.
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This argument is particularly crucial when we face the complaint that
observation takes so much time that it is inefficient. Because some aspects
of behavior occur infrequently, it is often necessary to develop probes and

prompts to see what a child can do. To do this efficiently requires
knowledge of the process, and of how context influences the process. One
must know, for example, not to draw a conclusion about the complexity

of a child's language from a formal interview situation, and one must
constantly strive to collect information in less formal contexts. 1 Lis is
what is being referred to by Clay (1979b) when she talks about sensitive
observation and Graves (1983) when he talks about listening to children.
One should certainly not think of informed observation as "soft" data.
Yes, bias and other issues will arise within such a framework, but since
these must be dealt with regardless of the data source, teacher education

is still implicated. Instead of teaching teachers more about standard
scores, grade-equivalents, and the like, perhaps we should spend more
time helping them to learn more about teaching by listening, and about
developing collaborative relationships with children.
I noted earlier that, from a process-oriented perspective, motivation is
very important. Consider what this means in terms of our assessment
practice: Generally, motivation is not assc,-;sed. The reason for this is not
that it cannot be assessed, but that its assessment cannot be done within
the measurement model. To evaluate motivational aspects, one must
supply a situation in which children have choice and note the extent to
which they engage in the activity of their own volition. For reading and
writing, one might simply arrange a room with lots of enjoyable activities
which include reading and writing, and count the collective amount of
time which students spend engaging in literacy-oriented activities. This is
the acid test of a literacy program. As a matter of interest, it is one of the
only tests which, if used for accountability purposes, would have a positive
impact on children's learning.

Tying this motivational issue back to the outcome focus of the
measurement model I think that "success" is more associated with
outcomes and the affects associated with winning and losing, whereas
"progress" is more associated with processes and the affect that comes
from the activity itself (cf. Csikszentmihalyi 1975). Consequently, if,
through our assessment, we focus children's attention on outcomes, their
affect is tied to the success or failure of the activity. They do not get the
affective support for the activity until it is complete. It also sets up a
comparative-competitive situation which is motivationally damaging
(Maehr 1983, Nicholls 1983). Furthermore, since the activity itself is not
self-reinforcing, we would not expect learners to indulge in it when the
reinforcement is gone. The major deficiency of less able readers and
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writers is that they rarely engage in the activity. (And we worry about
time on task in class.)
The same principle might be applied to teachers. If, through assessment, we tie their feelings of satisfaction to educational products, then it
becomes more difficult for them to enjoy the teaching process. Continuous
feedback about processes and progress not only helps focus the teaching,
but provides continuous motivation which is intrinsically oriented, along
with a noncompetitive, nonpunitive atmosphere.
The Notion of Process Evaluation

Some writers in the field of evaluation have specifically addressed the
issue of process evaluation. For example, Hayman and Napier (1975)
describe process evaluation as examining "the reasons why events occur
in a part;cular manner at a particular time" (p. 62). They note that
process evaluation is collaborative from beginning to end, with information being shared with those involved in the process as much as possible.
They also state that it involves flexible formation of short- and long-term
objectives and an action orientation. To complete the extreme contrast to
the measurement approach, they note that,
Both task and emotional or maintel.ance problems arise as a program
develops. Task problems are issues that surround the structural and
operational methods used in an effort to accomplish the program
goals. Maintenance or emotional issues relate to how people feel
about what is happening to them and others as the program evolves
and how these attitudes and feelings influence program outcomes.
(p. 63)

While measurement is seen as amoral, then, evaluation is clearly a moral
activity. Beeby (1977) proposes that evaluation is "the systematic collection and interpretation of evidence, leading, as part of the process, to a
judgement of value with a view to action" (cited in Wolf 1984, p. 3). He

stresses that an important element in this definition is the action

orientation. Furthermore , Wolf notes that whereas comparison is required
in a measurement model, it is neither required nor often even desirable
in an evaluation model. As defined, there is relatively little place for
"measurement" in the educational process because (a) it is not actionoriented, and (b) most of the assessment invol.ves areas in which "the
major attributes studied are chosen because they represent educational
values" (Wolf 1984). On these grounds alone, we are involved with
evaluation rather than with measurement. I believe that the notions of
process and evaluation fit quite naturally together, and fit rather well with
some of the recent research in the teaching and learning of the language
arts. Perhaps we should turn to the field of evaluation for our model of
information collection and use in the language arts.
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I have stressed this more informal, volitional approach to evaluation
in the language arts as if it were related only to the classroom. There are,
however, examples of the application of these principles to populationlevel evaluation. For example, a national assessment in Britain has used
matrix sampling techniques with volunteer schools, in which different

students are assessed on a variety of language tasks. Interviewers are
trained to set up naturalistic tasks and contexts within which oral language
samples can be obtained (Clearinghouse for Applied Performance Testing
1984).

Conclusion

In this paper I have suggested that we take a more radical approach to
the improvement of assessment in the language arts than we have in the
past. I have purposely downplayed formal assessment since virtually all
of our efforts in the field of assessment have been focused on that area
and I am suspicious that we are simply trying to hone a sledgehammer. I
have tried to point out the costs of this focus, particularly in terms of the
value and use of the information obtained and the consequent fragmentation of language arts education. It is not at all clear that our present
methods advance our goal of optimal learning for all children.
While I have deemphasized product-orirmted assessment, I do not wish
to argue that we are not interested in educational outcomes. However, I
do believe that many of the outcomes which we would like to see are in
fact processes. UnlesL the processes are well-developed, independently
motivated, and self-correcting, we are unlikely to see development taking
place outside of school. In this regard, I have particularly stressed the

importance of motivation. If through our assessment procedures we
manage to kill children's motivation to participate in and experiment with

the language artseven though we might teach them how to participate
we will have failed.

There are some components of present assessment techniques that
may be salvageable. I have not dwelt on these. Instead I have emphasized

the need for a fresh approach. To date we have compared children's
learning with ether children's learning in order to evaluate it. A better
standard for eva:uation would be a solid developmental theory of literacy
or oracy. If we shift to a greater emphasis on informal, nonaccountable
assessment, then we will be less concerned about developing instruments

which will accurately measure regardless of the teacher. Our greater
concern will be with teacher development because the teacher will have
become the assessment instrument. We will be concerned about teaching
teachers to be sensitive observers, and about how to teach by listening.
We will have put assessment back into its proper relationship with teaching
and learning.
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I have suggested that if we wish to have such a model of assessment,
we must change some aspects of the context in which we operate. The

most needed change is in society's attitude towards educators. The

Scottish Council for Educational Research (Broadfoot 1979) has expressed
this well:
We stopped short of asking the parents bluntly: "Do you trust the
teachers?" If they do not, then it is time we took steps to remedy our
public relations. If we are not to be trusted, then the whole edifice of
the school falls down, whatever the external supports. We have to
show that we can be trusted, by accepting our full responsibilities
instead of passing the buck. Perhaps if we prove that we know our
pupils, this will challenge the community to value our work more

highly. (p. 23)

Parents (and administrators) need to have less faith in numbers and be
more impressed when a teacher can tell them, without preparation, about
children's literacy development and pull out a file documenting specifically
where growth has occurred. The length ana quality of the description
would seem to be a very effective measure of teacher quality. If such an
approach were adopted, while doubtless initially we would have some

skeptical parents (we have them already), we would also have some
defenseless teachers. Some teachers dtpend on standardized test scores
to provide them with information about the children's learning. The
ability of teachers to provide accurate process information about specific
children on request is a tough test of teacher quality. The only real excuse
for failure is too high a teacher-pupil ratio, and that excuse is not a
reflection on the teache, or the assessment model, but on social values.

Unless we know our students, we cannot presume to tailor our

instruction to their needs, particularly in the language arts, which require
a supportive, communicative context. In order to know our students, we
must listen to them and interact with them on an individual basis. Further,
unless we take the role of advocates, we will find that they will not let us
know them. If they will not talk, we cannot listen. I believe that these
principles hold equally well at levels of assessment above the teacherstudent relationship. Unless trust is restored to the whole educational
enterprise, we will be unable to enter into honest dialogue directed at
improving the learning of our children.
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Commentary

Jerome C. Harste
Indiana University
The thing that both Hansen and Johnston are talking about is curriculum.
Curriculum is that place where theory and practice transact. They call

for "practical theory"for the development of a theory of language in
use. The keys to this advancement are collaboration (between researchers
and teachers, teachers and children, evaluators and evaluatees) and
reflexivity (for learners as teachers and teachers as learners).

These papers are, I think, extremely important. Curriculum is what
aii too often falls in the cracks in recent attempts to improve instruction.
The function of curTiculum is to provide perspective. I read Hansen
as arguing that in organizing a good language arts program three things
must be considered. Children must have opportunities to engage in, see
demonstrated, al tcl come to value the strategies that we associate with
successful written language use and learning.

Hansen's "engage-in" criterion means that teachers must provide
children with multiple opportunities (invitations) to use reading and
writing functionally as tools for learning each day. Reading and writing

must be juxtaposed such that reasoning is highlighted.
Hansen's "see-demonstrated" criterion acknowledges the social nature

of language and language learning and says that classrooms must be
places for authors and authorship, where children see themselves and
their teachers as authors and learn from each other and from the socialparticipant structures that such an environment provides. Teachers need
to write, too. Their engagement in the invitations given to children
provides strategic demonstrations of proficient written language use and
learning in operation, as well as allowing the educator to experience,
savor, and self-critique the currkular experience.
Hansen's "come-to-value" criterion says that lots and lots of oppor-

tunities t3 engage in reading and writing each day, and to be in an
environment where children can learn the strategies of successful written
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language use aucl learning from adults and each other, are not enough.
Children also need group sharing times where what they have learned

from engagement and demonstration can be brought to the level of
conscious awareness. In this process children come to value and revalue

strategies that otherwise would be lost. By stressing this "coming-tovalue," Hansen means that children must be given the opportunity to
talk about what problems they encountered and what strategic moves
they used to soive or circumvent problems. What worked for you can
work for me. This criterion acknowledges the social nature of knowing
and the faci that, if what we know is not confirmed by others, that
knowing will atrophy.

Johnston wants to do lots of things. But when you are talking
relationships (between teacning and learning, teachers and children,
plans and accomplishments, evaluation and instruction), you are talking
curricula. Educators have responsibility to plan. Their paper curricula
are more than lesson plans; they are envisionments of what a literate

learner is. They are envisionments of how learners strategically use
reading and writing as tools for learning. That's what it really means to
be literate. Reading and writing are processes of signification which
permit the users to reflexively explore, expand, and critique thOr world,
and also their formulations for exploring, expanding. and examining that
world in the first place. While reading and writing are ehicles by which
we preserve our heritage of literacy, they are also important ways by
which we re-perceive ourselves and our world for purposes of growth. By
tying the Johnston and Hansen papers together with this response, "paper
curricula" are planes which explicate a series of language experiences
designed to permit children to engage in, see demonstrated, and come
to value the strategies we associate with successful written language use
and learning.
But the paper curriculum isn't "curriculum." Curriculum is always a
relationship. It's a relationship between our plans and the mental trip
that the language user takes. In this regard, we let materials and tests be

our curricular informants. But this is wrong. The child must be our
curricular informant.

There are no inherently good or bad language aciivities. If the
language environment we create does not get the child to take the inental

journey that we think important, then we must revise our plan and
attempt to set up an optimum environment. That is what the processes
of evaluation and curriculum development are all about. And that is why
curriculum evaluation and curriculum development are much too important to be left in the hands of those who rarely come in contact with
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teachers, children, and classrooms. I agree with Johnston: if it doesn't
improve instruction, throw it out. If assessment is to be useful, it cannot
be divorced from the specifics of practice.
Evaluation is a final frontier for those advocating a process approach
to reading and writing instruction. This doesn't surprise me. Evaluation
is such a sordid business that it should surprise no one that humanists
would find the labeling of teaching, programs, and children the least
consecrated ground to walk on.
But assessment must be addressed. We have been using product
measures to judge the value of our process curriculum. In doing so, we
have confused the public, children, and ourselves.

If access to literacy is defined as engagement in the process of
signification for purposes of reflexivity, then collaborationnot conventionis paramount. We have to become, and help our children become,
more interested in understanding the process by which convention and
conventional thinking arise than in convention itself. That does not mean
that the conventions that exist as a function of the strategies of positivism
and reductionism are not worth knowing or doing. Rather, what it means
is that history is alive, and that the heritage of literacy which is given to
us is a potential for taking the mental journeys our parents took and
reflexively going beyond those journeys. The products of literacywhat
appear to be convention and controlare the dinosaur tracks of what
earlier was a dynamic period of existence. Convention and control
represent thought at rest and must be recognized for their potential as a
new beginning, not as a paragon of truth or an admission ticket to watch
the show. The function of evaluation is to help us and chiidren maintain
this curricular perspective. Both Johnston and Hansen are right: little
and not-so-little things do make a difference.
I recently had the opportunity to observe instruction in a series of
elementary school classrooms in an attempt to understand what the
teaching of reading comprehension meant from the perspective of the
participants involved. It was a fascinating experience. One of the
conclusions I too have reached is that little things make a huge curricular
difference. Some even make it unlikely that curriculum will ever be
experienced or addressed by the participants involved.
A similar event occurred in a number of the classrooms I observed,
when a class member would ask the teacher for help in spelling a word.
Although this may seem like a rather insignificant event given the topics
of organizing and evaluating instruction in the language arts, I_ wish to
argue that what happened was of great organizational and evaluative
significance.

While writing a story, Kammi, a kindergarten child, asked Mrs.
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Mattson how to spell the word bird. Mrs. Mattson replied, "Isn't that a
first draft you are working on? . . . Well then, do the very best you
can. . . . We'll take care of it later, if and when you decide to take this
piece to publication."
Later I examined Kammi's rough draft. Initially she had spelled bird
B-R-D, quite phonetically. Her second attempt was spelled B-R-D-A,
indicating that she had said it slowly out loud, listening to the sounds as

she recorded them, i.e., "bir.
.

. .

da." Her third attempt, B-R-I-D,

obviously was made because she didn't like the way B-R-D-A looked.
Kammi wrote her story to go along with a set of xeroxed pictures she

had selected from a book that Mrs. Mattson introduced during Group
Sharing Time. One of the pictures depicted a group of children burying
a dead bird they had found. The epitaph on the tombstone in one of the
pictures read "HERE LIES A BIRD THAT IS DEAD." When Kammi
encountered this picture and its text, she was obviously ready for the
spelling information that was provided, as her final three spellings of bird
were penned B-I-R-D.
In another classroom, I observed a little girl also ask her teacher for
the spelling of the word bird as she attempted to complete a worksheet

on r-controlled words. The teacher, in this instance, gave the child the
word. The child took this information back to her seat and used the
teacher's spelling as a template for her own.
In a third classroom, Maura and Jennifer were writing in their science
journals. Both were members of the Bird Club in Myriam Revel-Wood's
classroom. At one point, Maura asked Jennifer how to spell the word
parrot as she was making an entry about having gone to the zoo. Jennifer

took a scrap of paper and wrote out several versions: P-A-R-O-T,
P-A-R-E-T, P-A-R-A-T-E. Together they hoked at the three and elected
P-A-R-O-T as the best of the lot.
Later, but still writing in her science journal, Maura wanted to record

her observations on an Australian emu she had also seen at the zoo.
Instead of asking Jennifer this time, she simply moved to the top of her
paper and wrote out several versions of the spelling of emu, electing
E-M-U as her final choice.
These stories, for me, are the essence of what the Hansen and Johnston

papers are all about. I agree with Hansen that it is through authoring
creating personal narrativesthat we make sense of our world. Unlike
Moffett, I think this is as true for adults as it is for children. James
Moffett made the following point in Teaching the Universe of Discourse
(1968) in relation to his theory of development:
Whereas adults differentiate their thought into specialized kinds
of discourse such as narrative, generalization and theory, children
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must for a long time make narrative do for all. They utter themselves
almost entirely through storiesreal or inventedand they apprehend what others say through story. (p. 49)

I do not believe only children do this; I believe it to be a cognitive
universal. That is why my latest book is called Language Stories and
Literacy Lessons.

Bat enough! Let me just say that it is these three classroom spelling
stories that helped me make sense of Hansen's and Johnston's papers.
Each of the three stories, curricularly, represent different mental journeys.
If Kammi's teacher had given her the spelling of bird, a quite different
set of cognitive processing operations would have characterized Kammi's

repeated penning of bird in her story. Similarly, if the participant
structures that normally surround written language use were not permitted to occur in Myriam Revel-Wood's classroom, Maura would not have
had such ready access to the successful spelling strategies which Jennifer
had developed. In contrast, in the second classroom, time-on-task was
the battle cry of the administration. In that classroom, written language
use and learning were not permitted to occur, as they were seen as
residing outside of learning and literacy. In fact, the lack of understanding
or appreciation of the sociological as well as the psychological strategies
of successful written language use and learning caused the language arts
curriculum to be subverted. Talk during reading and writing was seen as
off-task. Assertive discipline and direct instcuction, rather than assertive
and direct learning, became the dominant fozmis and the dominant activity
masquerading as literacy.
What you believe makes a difference. It affects how you organize and
evaluate instruction. I am very pleased with the Hansen and Johnston

papers. Their message is clear and direct: think curriculum! For by
thinking curriculum, we ensure that children experience reading and

writing as tools for learningthat children think curriculum, too.

Organizationally and eviluatively, the end result may not be conventional,
but it will be collaborative. Who could ask for anything more, given what
we know about the social nature of literacy and literacy learr ig?
References
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P. David Pearson
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

As I looked at Jane Hansen's and Peter Johnston's papers, I worked for
a theme to unite them. The theme, I think, is transparent: what Jane and
Peter have given us is a mandate and a process for change. But in doing
so, they have complicated our lives and the lives of teachers tremendously,
for they have taken the "convenience" out of being educators.
Jane has told us, at least by example, that we cannot change education

on a massive scale and has suggested that if we want to change we had
better recognize that we may have to do it "one teacher at a time,"
leading, of course, to the conclusion that we should all stop teaching our
methods courses and writing articles and sec if we can convince a teacher
or group of teachers to adopt us.
Peter has told us that information worth getting to help teachers and
students decide where they are with respect to teaching and learning is
going to be hard to get and, once we have it, hard to use because we have
to evaluate those data rather than measure them.
First let me elaborate on Jane's and then Peter's key notions and then
close by returning to the theme of change.
I haven't seen Mast Way School, but I know that what Jane is doing
will work. In a more modest way, it has worked for Rob Tierney and me
at Metcalf School in Bloomington, Illinois. But to make it work requires
much energy, time, and ç ....lence. The energy and 'Lime requirements are

obvious. Patience comes into the scene when one realizes that the
adaptationnot the adoption--of new ideas is all you can hope for. And
we, like the teacher of remedial readers who is thrilled with a student's
decoding of the word horse, take our success in small doses. We are
thrilled when we see that "prior knowledge" has crept into Mary Rozum's
fifth-grade social studies unit on Canada in the form of wall charts that
track the progress of kids' growing knowledge of the products, land forms,
and climate of the prairie provinces. And we are thrilled when Mary Kay
Fairfield puts the skills taught in the basal reading workbook pages to a
363
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reality test by seeing how they operate in other basal selections, in her
writing, and in the kids' writing. And we know this exhilaration operates
at Mast Way; Jane Hansen shared it with us earlier. Maybe one teacher
at a time is our only real option.
Peter Johnston's paper reminds me of an historically relevant quote
provided me by Miles Olson at the University of Colorado: "The examiner

pipes and the teacher must danceand the examiner sticks to the old
tune. If the educational reformers really wish the dance altered they must
turn their attention from the dancers to the musicians" (Wells 1892, p.
382)

I am also reminded of a college classmate of minea fellow debating
team member at Berkeley. As we prepared to march on the San Francisco
courthouse to protest the HUAC hearings, we were lamenting the lack of
free speech in American society and I heard him say, "Well if we're going

to have prior restraint of free speech, let's shut up all those lousy
conservative witch-hunters."

We are in a similar bind in assessment. Do we say, "Well, we know
assessment drives instruction and as long as that is true, let's replace
those bad tests with better onesor at least get our ideas rather than
theirs into the tests"? Or do we side with Johnston and say that the system
is so rotten to the core that we have to ihandon it and start over? Do we
use infiltration or confrontation to change our schools?

While I agree with Peter that standardized tests are evil indices of
product rather than good indices of process, I am surprised that he did
not come down harder on what I perceive to be an even greater assessment

evil: criterion- and/or objective-referenced tests. I see all the mastery
tests in all the basal series we use as even more dangerous to the health
of children's literacy because they have a seductive veneer to them: they
look like they assess what we teach and should therefore be more useful
and valid in our attempts to improve individual literacy achievement. But
these tests are worse than standardized tests because:

1. They focus on bits and pieces; at kast standardized tests require
you to read occasionally.

2. They take on a reality that exists only fin tests and workbook pages:
a workbook pagepassage genre, if you will.
3. They can readily be used to make bad instructional decisions (this
is what David Dickinson found).
4. The skills that are tested become the ends of instruction rather than
the means. Hence we become accountable for things we ultimately
don't care about.
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I could echo Peter Johnston's hope for the future, but if I were not
such an eternal and steadfast Pollyanna optimist, I would say, "Peter it
won't work! We had better try infiltration. By the way, Peter, maybe Larry

Frase and Chip Bruce can help us now. They have prototypes for
interactive, dynamic computer-driven assessment that have the 'right feel'
to run them. They are just hard to do and very expensive."
Now back to change. The schema-theory tradition has provided us with

an alternative worldview about comprehension processes. But it has
emphasized the effect of existing knowledge on comprehension. In the
future, researchers will turn their attention to the more difficult question
of schema acquisition, or, if you will, the effect of comprehension on
knowledge. We will look more carefully at what Bransford, Nitsch, and
Franks (1977) identified as the issue of "changing states of schema." And

when we do, we will, of course, be returning to a recurrent theme in
psychology usually labeled "learning." A vital component of this work on
schema acquisition will focus on the issue of vocabulary (it has, in fact,
begunsee Nagy and Anderson 1984; and Nagy. Herman, and Anderson

1985), for we will finally recognize that words are but the surface
representations of our knowledge.
The text-analysis tradition will change its focus also. Now that we can
do a decent job of parsing texts to characterize underlying relations among
ideas, we will turn to an age-old issue: what makes a text readable? And
our search will be guided by principles very differ
from long sentences
and hard words. In their place, we will substitute principles that come
under the label of considerateness (see Armbruster and Anderson 1981,
1982, 1984); these principles will emphasize whether authors provide
frameworks for interrelating ideas, analogies that permit cross-topical
comparisons, and examples that solidify concept acquisition.
Schema-theory and text-analysis traditions will merge so as to become

indistinguishable from one another. This event will result from our
discovery that the goal of every author is the same as the goal of every
readerto represent knowledge in as coherent a framework as possible.
We will learn much more about basic relationships between reading
and writing (more specifically between comprehension strategi;s
compoFing strategies). The promise of an exciting integrated view of
language processes, expressed so eloquently by many in recent years, will
finally reach fruition.

Finally, we will develop the grace and good judgment necessary to
overcome our tendency to debate whether reading is a word-based process

or a meaning-based process so that we can come to understand the
intrinsic relationship between growth in comprehension strategies and
growth in word-identification abilities, particularly in beginning reading.
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We will discover the precise ways in which writing activities benefit
reading comprehension and vice versa. We will also develop and evaluate
programs in which children are taught to read texts for different purposes
and from different perspectives (see Wixson and Lipson, in press). For
example, we will learn that even young children can be taught to read
texts from the perspective of an editor or a critic, and that such instruction
benefits both their own writing and their critical reading skills.
We will discover that the benefit of explicit instruction found in many
of the existing pedagogical experiments and program-evaluation studies

of the early 1980s derives not so much from the explicitness of the
instruction as it does from the considerateness of that instruction and

from the collaboration that is required when teachers and students learn
that it is all right to share cognitive secrets publicly.
We will make even greater strides in learning how to help students
develop those mysterious evaluation, monitoring, and repair strategies
that come under the rubric of "metacognition." Our greatest progress
will come in the area of repair strategies.
We will learn that we u.an get by without an entire compendium of
comprehension skills in our scope-and-sequence charts. We will finally
admit what we have known for thirty years: they all reduce to a few basic
cognitive processes like summarizing, detecting relationships in an explicit
message, filling in gaps, and detecting tricks authors use to try to con us.
What, then, will be going on in our schools in the year 1990 in the
name of reading comprehension? Will any current or future research find
its way into practice? The answer to these questions is quite complex, for
it requires that we consider not only issues of reading-comprehension
processes and instruction but also issues of dissemination and change.

While I think that the gap between research and practice will always
exist, I am optimistic about narrowing it. My optimism stems from two
observations. First, the tesearch of the last decade is more deserving of
implementation than that of earlier decades. It is more central to what
reading is all about, and it is more focused on issues that influence what
teachers are responsible for in their classrooms. Second, practitioners are
more receptive to research findings now than they have been at any other
time during the last twenty years.
Let me close by outlining what I believe to be the requirements of an
effective collaborative program for promoting educational change in our
schools. There are several essential ingredients that have to be present in
such efforts in order for them to work effectively:
1. Teachers have to want to try something new. There has to be some
disequilibrium in their own minds as a motive for trying something
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new. It takes a fair amount of courage to admit (even to ourselves)
that what we are doing presently is not what we want to be doing.

2. Administrative support helpsthe more the better. Teachers need
someone up there saying that this is good idea.
3. Teachers have to direct the planning for change. Others can tr}
legislate it, but change proceeds much more smoothly when teachers
feel a sense of ownership of the project.

4. Services must be delivered at the level of the people doing the
changing. It's not really enough to give a couple of lectures to a
group of administrators and supervisors. Change occurs more
rapidly when change agents work directly with teachers in their
classrooms and schools.

5. Change agents have to establish a forum in which teachers can
interact with one another on things that matter and in which teachers
are rewarded for behaving professionally. In two efforts I have been
involved with in the last year, I have come to the conclusion that my
most important role as a change agent is to establish such a forum.
Teaching can be a very lonely profession, even when you are in the
constant company of your peers. A friend of mine says that the best

index of the professional climate of a school is the topic of
conversation in the teachers' lounge. She is probably right. Indeed,

the teachers in our two projects have corroborated just such a
phenomenon in their schools: they found themselves discussing
different issues than they used to, and they found themselves using
one another as resources.
6. Change efforts need time!
Now, how does all the stuff we have talked about at this seminar about

comprehension research fit with what I have just outlined as a set of

requirements for effective change? I do not want to conclude that
disseminating k nowledge about research is any better or any worse than
working with teachers directly on change efforts. While direct collaboration is probably more powerful, we might not have any ideas worth
implementing. Materials and tests will continue to have an impact on
practice whether we like it or not; to avoid getting our hands dirty in this

arena is to seal our fate as powerless bystanders. But neithei the new
knowledge nor the new material will do us any good unless we learn to
work together on matters we care about. I see that cooperative potential
all over the country: in Hickory Hills, Illinois, and at Metcalf School in
Bloomington, Illinois; in Orange County, Florida, and in Kalispell,
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Montana; in New York City and in Zion, Illinois; in Fairfax County,
Virginia; in Montgomery County, Maryland; in Honolulu; in Wading
River, New York; and in Media, Pennsylvania. There is hope in our
discontent. Many teachers are tired of -.rricula and testing programs that
drive them into corners and their
,Ls away
books. There is also
hope, and high expectation, amidst the disillusionment espoused by the
critics of education and the fear engendered by those who want to coerce
us into change through legislation requiring new and tougher standards
for skills we know are not at the heart of literacy. Working together is our
only option; if we do not, we will lose the day to the more hostile forces

of coercion. I'd rather we changed our school curricula because we
realized that we had found more effective choices than because some
quasi-official body told us we had to.
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T

My role at this conference is to st. mulate thought about future productive

lines and topics of research that will build upon the studies and theory
presented. I begin with a discussion of our current state of knowledge in
relation to its history. To understand where we are going and where we
might go, we need to understand where we have been arid where we are
now.

Next, I will relate our past to our present and our future by discussing

the perspective that unites the research and theory presented at this
seminar. I will then focus on the central idea I derived from the conference,

which is that research in cognition, English, and reading has recently
developed a knowledge base that enhances understanding of the learning
of language. That knowledge provides a theoretical and empirical basis

for creating a useful theory of the teaching of language. These recent
advances lead to a next step for us to take, which is the central implicatic
of my comments for our future.
The main point about our future that I want to make is that we should
now focus some of our energy on the important problems of developing a

practical theory or theories of teaching language and literacy. Recent
reseal ch summarized at this conference and models of language learning,
curriculum design, instructional activities, teachers' thoughts and learners'

cognitionall of which share a common perspectiveneed to be synthesized into useful conceptions of language teaching. The basis for their
synthesis derives from the same paradigm or worldview that brings us
together, which is that research on cognition in language enhances our
understanding of the learning aixl teaching of English.

The Study of Cognition in Language
The study of cognition in language brings together in a productive way
researchers in English and language arts, psychologists, linguists, and
371
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educational resealchers. It is fitting that a language scholar, Noam
Chomsky, revived in America the ancient cognitive approach to learning
and memory that B. F. Skinner and John Watson had opposed. The
revival of cognitive theory b3 people who study language seems especially
appropriate because rhetoric , the ancient art of public speaking, fostered
its early development. Arist,)tle, Cicero, Quintilian, and the anonymous
authors of ancient rhetorics Nrote about cognition and memory, and about

teaching students, orators, teachers, and lawyers how to remember
speeches and talks.
Aristotle believed that information was stored in images in memory. In
the summary of a section on memory in his work entitled "On Memory
and Recollection," he wrote, "Thus we have explained what memory or
remembering is. It is a state induced by a mental image related as a

likeness to that of which it is an image" (I.15). And later in the same
work, he wrote what I think is the beginning of cognitive psychology:
"Acts of recollection occur when one impulse naturally succeeds another.

. When we recollect, then, we re-experience one of our former
impulses until at last we experience that which customarily proceeds the
one which we require. That is why we follow the trail in order, starting in
.

.

thought from the present or some other concept and from 5omething
similar or contrary to or closely connected with what we seek" (11.10-20).

Cicero carried this theory a bit further and developed some of its
teaching implications. He described a system for training the memory
that was devised by a Greek poet, Simonides: "He inferred that persons
desiring to train this faculty must select localities and form mental images
of the facts they wish to remember and store those images in the localities,
with the result that the arrangement of the localities will preserve the

order of the facts, and the images of the facts will designate the facts
themselves, and we shall employ the localities and images respectively as
a wax writing tablet and letters written on it" (De Oratore II.lxxxvi.354).

The anonymous author of the Rhetorica Ad Herenniunt carries the
pedagogical implications another step further and discusses how to teach
this memory system: "We should, therefore, if we desire to memorize a

large number of items, equip ourselves with a large number of backgrounds, so that in these we may set a large number of images. I likewise
think it obligatory to have these backgrounds in a series, so that we may
never by confusion in their order be prevented from following the images-proceeding from any background we wish, whatsoever its place in the

series, and whether we go forwards or backwardsnor from delivering
orally what has been committed to the backgrounds" (HI.xvii.30).
On this same topic of teaching memory systems, Quintilian wrote,
"The first thought is placed, as it were, in the forecourt; the second, let
us say, in the living-room; the remainder are placed in due order all
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around the impluvium and entrusted not merely to bedrooms and parlours,
but even to the care of statues and the like. This done, as soon as the
memory of the facts requires to be revived, all these places are visitcd in
turn and the various deposits are demanded from their custodians, as the
sight of each recalls the respective details" (XLII.20).
In these ancient writings on rhetoric lie the central ideas of cognitive
approaches to language learning and teaching. These ideas have flourished

for about two millennia. In the Middle Ages they provided a basis for
designing cathedrals, statues, and paintings to make memorable some
abstract religious concepts and some Bible stories and events. In the
Renaissance the imagery and the verbal techniques became generativ,_
and were used, according to the British historian Frances Yates (1966),
to stimulate the construction of new ideas.
In these ancient beginnings and in their newly revived model counterparts we see the fundamental principles of cognitive learning in the
teaching of the art of public speaking. They are, first, that something to
be learned must be associated with some prior knowledge. That's an
ancient idea, even though we may think that it was conceived of only

within the last century. Second, the learner must be active in the
construction of relations between something new and something old.
Learning is a constructive or generative process. Third, the teacher
presents the learner with a strategy, or a system, and guides ;ts use. But
the learner develops the personally meaningful relations between experience and concepts to be presented in a speech, using the strategy.

With this background let us turn to the research presented at this
conference, its central points, and its implications for future research. I
find the research presented here highly encouraging, and I want to support

the directions that it takes. The lines of work fall into three areas:
(1) reading comprehension; (2) relations between oral and written language; and (. the teaching of reading, writing, and literature. These
three lines or areas of research have in common the study of the thought
processes people use to convey meaning and understanding to one another
through language using their prior knowledge, common experience, and
literary abilities. These lines of research also show that it is once again
scientifically respectable to study the cognitive complexities of reading,
writing, r:omposition, and comprehension.

Reading Comprehension

In this area of research, the idea I mentioned earlierthat comprehension
is a constructive process involving the learner's building of relations
between the text, on the one hand, and prim knowledge and experience,
on the other handcomes through clearly.
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Comprehension also involves constructing a structure for the text: an

understanding of the relations among the paragraphs and among the

other parts of the text. And the construction of a text structure or
grammar involves the reader or the listener as well as the author or the
speaker.

From these lines of research on reading comprehension, one of the
next things that we need to do. or that I would suggest we think about
doing, is to study ways to teach the construction of these relations and
structures. This presents a challenging teaching opportunity that we need
now tj pursue and see where it leeds.
The first topic on -_--ading couiplel.ension that we considered was
research on the relations between reading and writing, and our discussion

led us toward the second and third major areas of this conference,
research on the design and writing of ccmprehensible text and the
relations between written and oral language. The papers presented showed

that *:te thought processes involved in comprehension in reading and
writing have important relations with each other that only recently have
been discovered and articulated. We studied those relations because we
employed a cognitive model. As a result of our worldview, we searched
for cognitive processes that might be common across different language
activities and behaviors. That is the primary reason we are now searching
for relations across reading and writing.
The next topic that we talked about regarding reading comprehension
was research on the design and writing of comprehensible text. Closely

related ideas about the writing of text also emerged. These ideas
acknowledged that comprehension is a search for a text design, and that
text design involves themes, distinctive elements, and tin constructing of
links among the elements for different forms of discourse. This is a logical

extension of the argument Calfee presented. It leads to the study of
patterns among his themes, elements, and links.
From a cognitive perspective, effective writing is more than putting
meaning on the pages, and reading with comprehension involves more
than getting meaning off the pages. To pursue this direction further, I
suggest we think about studying composition and reading as different

sides of the same coin, as a few researchers are beginning to do. An
important caveat to remember when we adopt that perspective is that
there may well be differences in the teaching of reading and writing even
though the cognitive processes are closely related or are the same.

Relations between Oral and Written Language

The second major topic was research on relations 1- etwee.1 oral and
written language. Whether or not oral and written language provide
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different ways of thinking (a topic discussed extensively and well at this
seminar), oral language does provide the foundation for reading, writing,
and literature, as well as the source of prior knowledge about language
and common sign systems. This point is one that we can build upon in
future reseaich. The study of cognition in language emphasizes commonalities atid fundamental language abilities.

However, oral language and written language represent somewhat
different types of problems and activities for speakers and writers, as was
stated here several times. For example, writing or giving a talk is quite

different from writing an article or a chapter, as presenters of talks at
AERA meetings or simiiar conferences know. The usual and faulty
assumption of the planners of those conferences is that you can write one

talk, deliver it at the conference, and later publish it largely intact.
However, the words we want to say to people are different from the words
we want to write to people. Speaking and writing require different styles
and different approaches to language. They are different kinds of activity,
different art forms. Yet I believe there are fundamental cognitive processes
that oral language shares with reading and writing.
One of the complexities of a cognitive model is that a commonality at

one level might turn out to lead to a difference at another level.
Commonalities among cognitive abilities in writing and speaking might
produce different kinds of teaching activities for writing and speaking.
Conversely, different kinds of teaching activities in writing and speaking
might involve the same cognitive processes in learners. That is not an
unbearable complexity. That is the nature of relations across different
levels of language (cognition and behavior). We can learn to live with the
complexity and to build on it.
Empirical evidence does show weak relations between reading and
many language skills but strong relations between reading and writing

skills. Reading also involves the same knowledge structures as oral
language. That finding seems well substantiated. The recommendation I
would make regarding these complex findings is that we study relations
between cognitive abilities and teaching activities.

The Teaching of Reading, Writing, and Literature

The best way to comment on the third major topic of the conference
the teaching of reading, writing, and literatureis to discuss research
that's needed. It is clear from points made at this conference that the
teaching of reading and the teaching of writing have commonalities not
understood well before. These commonalities involve knowledge structures. They involve learning how to use decontextualized language (if

there is such a thing). Several participants, in fact, questioned this
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generalization. I do not pretend to know how to resolve that issue; but I

am quite willing to be convinced on either side. The teaching of
composition and the teaching of literature also have commonalities of
cognitive processes not obvious earlier. Again, they too involve the same

knowledge structures.
Some influential models of language learning also could provide the
common substrata for teaching composition, reading, and literature. We
need to test models of language learning that have utility for teaching. In

other words, we have separate models of language learning and of
language teaching. We need models of literature teaching, for example,
that have been built upon models of language acquisition. We also need
to study language development in close relation to language teaching. In

addition, we need to study teachers' models of language teaching, as
Trika Smith-Burke wrote, as well as cultural differences in language
learning. In brief, we need to study the processes, models, and strategies
students use to learn and understand language. Our teaching theories and
classroom interventions will be enhanced by this research.
We then should try to teach strategies relevant to reading and writing
that will refine students' and teachers' models and preconceptions. Tc,
accomplish this goal we need multidisciplinary research teams.
I support these points. However, there are some questions about their
implementation. Should we teach reading and writing in the same way
that we teach speaking? That is a profound problem. As we know, children
learn to talk in quite a different way from the way they learn to read and
write. It has been implied at this conference that if there are basic
cognitive processes underlying language, then we could teach reading and
writing in the same way we teach speaking. Although that logic is sound,
I do not think that we should teach speaking, reading, and writing in the
same way. It is better to teach reading and writing by the best and most
efficient pedagogical activities and curriculum sequences we can design,

even when they are unlike the protracted natural activities used in
informal and natural settings to teach speaking.

Should we be studying the models of comprehension? Clearly we
should. That is an important point that was discussed several times.
Should we be using the computer as a tool? People at the conference
were ambiguous about the uses of the computer. It has possibilities for

use as a tool in the teaching of reading, as I saw with the marginally
literate soldiers that I have recently studied (Wittrock 1984). These men
were afraid of the microcomputer at first. They sometimes did not want

to work with a machine. They would much rather work with other
students, who also could not read, and with a supportive teacher. But in
our study they changed their minds after a few weeks, when they had
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learned some of the possibilities of the computer. The pedagogical use of
the microcomputer is an area that is open for study.
Larry Frase asked, "Can we use the computer and do away with drill
and practice?" There arc good reasons to believe that we can. We ought
to try. Frase also asked if theory should grow from practice, as well as
practice grow from theory. There's no question about that. Theory and
practice should be symbiotic and reciprocal, with each leading to advances
in the other.
We also need to study the effects of student choices upon learning.

Student choices exemplify the age-old idea that learners have to be
mentally active in the construction of what they learn. However, they
should be active not only by making choices (which usually means
curricular decision making) but also active in constructing relations
between what they know and the information in the text. We need
research in all these areas, and it must be unified in its conception of
language learning.
It seems that we need to implement a unifying cognitive approach to
the study of the teaching of Eng!ish. We have adopted such an approach
in research on the basic processes of language, as I mentioned earlier. We
now should apply that approach to the understanding of how language
teachers change their methods.
I believe that change in teaching comes about not through individual
research findings but through changes in the worldviews of teachers and

learners. That perspective implies that we need to study teachers' and
learners' theories and models of language learning before we intervene
with new teaching strategies
Sometimes we are too eager in the study of reading comprehension to

develop teaching interventions without considering these models of
language learning. It is time for us to back off a little and think the matter
through before we tell people how they ought to teach language.
One of the most important topics we took up at this conference in the
area of language teaching was evaluation and assessment. And one of the
most important points about evaluation that I heard was the idea that we
ought to be assessing learners' mediating thought processes. As some of
you know, about twenty years ago, with the help of many others, 1 started

fly' Center of the Study of Evaluation at UCLA. This center has done
many good things. I would like to see it increase its study of students' and

teachers' mediating thought processes, which are central to evaluating
teaching and learning.

We can change education for the better if we can either get rid of
evaluation as it now exists, as was said at this conference several times,

or if we begin, at the very least, to study the ways people use prior
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knowledge, examples, images, analogies, metaphors, summaries, questions, grammars, and other ideas and structures to learn. Information
about these thought processes is useful to teachers. In fact, one of my
students, Helen Schultz, and I (1982) recently completed a survey of
reading teachers in several schools in California. These teachers stated
that process data were the kind of test information that they could
definitely use in their teaching.
For these same reasons, cultural differences and expectations of
teachers and learners also need to be studied very closely. In brief we
need to devise methods to assess the cognitive and affective processes of
learners and teachers.
Research Design and Methods
The main implication I draw about research design is that the cognitive,
mediational paradigm of research on language learning and teaching leads
to produciive findings about teaching language because it includes the
learners' prior knowledge and strategies in the study of writing, speaking,
and reading. In this research, instruction influences the learners' thought
processes, which in turn influence learning. In this paradigm teaching can
no longer be directly related to learning. Teaching relates to learners'
thought processes, which determine or influence achievement.
We also need ethnographic or observational research to identify the
models, strategies, and prior knowledge of the learners which influence
language learning. These studies should include theory-based naturalistic
research on explicit teaching of the strategies of comprehension.
There is room within a cognitive approach for a variety of methods of
research. We need to choose the research method appropriate for the
substantive problems, rather than ally ourselves with one kind of research.
We do not need to classify ourselves as experimentalists or as naturalists,
or to feel that we do only observational research or only case studies.
These narrow conceptions of ourselves put the horse before the cart. We
ought to broaden our conception of ourselves as researchers and use the
appropriate research methods for the problem. The problem should come
first, not the method.
In the coming years, research studies will be much broader in the

methods and forms of data they can accept, now that we are using
cognitive models to shape our worldviews. Many people can play the
research game now. You need not be a card-carrying experimentalist or a
behaviorist. Even introspective data have utility in recent research.
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Summary
One of the most important strengths of the study of cognition in language
is that it brings together researchers from a variety of perspectives and
disciplines, just as we saw here at this conference. It also brings together
researchers and teachers who share a common or everyday vocabulary
that enables them to communicate with each other better than they could

in the days of behaviorism. Through recent research on the cognitive
processes of language we now have a knowledge base relevant to the
improvement of language teaching and to the development of useful
models of teaching. We should now direct much of our energy to this
development.

Although we have most of the building blocks of a useful theory of
teaching, we are still missing several of them. We a' e, for example, not
knowledgeable about the affective processes of I- nerstheir motivations and self-conceptsas I discovered when I s, ued reading comprehension among marginally literate soldiers. Some of the most important
problems we faced in the teaching of reading comprehension were the
problems of motivation and self-concept. Many of these young men felt
that they could not succeed in or out of schoolthat they could not get
married, could not have a family, could not get a job in the Army, and

could not get a job out of the Armyall because they could not read.
These were pressing problems for them. The emotionally laden problems
made learning stultifying. They destroyed the formal opportunities the
soldiers had to learn.

We also need to study learners' models of comprehension and why
learners persevere in these models. An inadequate model of comprehension is difficult to unlearn or to replace. People sometimes believe that if
they just learn vocabulary they then can read with understanding. Even
when you show them that their model is not adequate, they still do not
give up the model. I do not understand why these models persevere, but

they do persevere. We need to change learners' beliefs about reading
comprehension and their roles in it. Many poor readers feel that
comprehension is an automatic process that occurs if they just read the
words on the page. That model has to change. How do we go about that
change process?
In sum, we need to turn some of our energy toward using a cognitive

paradigm to synthesize findings and knowledge about the cognitive
processes of language learning, curriculum, instruction, learners, and
teachers into testable and practical theories of teaching, as did the ancient
teachers of rhetoric, who developed pedagogical procedures from models
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of the cognitive processes of memory. We have come full circle. The study
of language and rhetoric continues today to be a primary source of ideas
about cognition and teaching, as it was in ancient Greece and Rome. Our
proud heritage brings us together today and provides us with useful ideas
for synthesizing knowledge and improving on teaching.
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Themes and Progressions
in Research on English

John T Guthrie
The University of Maryland

In this reflection I will first remark on the current of methodology for
research in English and suggest three polarities that characterize the
substantive trends. Then I will suggest three forms of progress that have
occurred in the first half of the 1980s.

An appraisal of current progress, however, is remiss without the
inclusion of an historical landmark. Since I am commenting on a review
of research, my landmark will consist of another review of research. In
1941, William S. Gray published a synthesis of social and behavioral
science research on reading. Originally appearing in the Encyclopedia of
Educational Research, it was reprinted in 1984 by the International
Reading Association under the title Reading.
According to Gray, there had been 1,951 "scientific studies relating to
reading" published by 1941. He observed that in the first half-century of
research,
Only a limited number of studies [had] related specifically to the
mental processes involved in the apprehens;3n of the meaning of
what is read. All investigators agree that these processes are numerous
and complex. . . . Only in so far as the reader's experiences relate in
some form or other to the concepts or situations to which the author
refers can the reader comprehend what is read. . . .

In the act of reading, however, one cannot always rely on the
meanings which he has previously attached to specific words. This is

due to the fact that they are often used by the we r in a new or
different sense. As a result the reader must search, sometimes quite
vigorously, for the specific meanings implied by the words read. The
essence of this phase of the reading . . is to select and combine
.

relevant items of experience that are implied by the immediate
context, by the author's mood, tone, or intention, and by everything
the reader knows that makes clear the meaning of a passage.
.
.

.

. The reader may engage also in a number of supplementary steps
or processes of which the following are examples: drawing inferences,
. .

seeing implications, and judging the validity of the ideas presented;
381
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making judgments concerning the quality, effectiveness, or complete-

ness of the author's presentations; comparing the views o' different
authors concerning the same issue; applying the ideas gained to new
situations; using the information se,:etred in the solution of personal
and social problems; and integrating the ideas gained through reading
with previous experience to acquire improved patterns of thinking
and of action. Whether an individual compares the ideas read with
previous experience, judges their validity, or applies them in the
solution of a personal problem depends on his motives, purposes,
attitudes, and interests at the time. (pp. 26-29)

This was Gray's understanding of reading in 1941. Although I do not
know how widely shared this viewpoint was, the conceptual framework is

remarkAly similar to the understanding of the reading process that is

conveyed in this mid-decade appraisal of progress. An important distinction between then and now is that reasonably controlled empirical studies
have been performed to verify the importance of most of the features of
this view of reading. Modern-day formations of literacy indeed entail all
of the complex dimensions that Gray expected. The following commentary

will address two questions. First, what themes describe these recent
findings from research? Then, what forms of progress can be observed?

Themes

There are three polarities that may be used to construe the trends
reported at this conference. The first polarity pertains to the research
findings, and consists of literacy processes on the one hand and instructional strategies on the other. Knowledge about literacy processes is
based on observations of readers and writers but rarely on interventions
with them. Although experiments may be conducted in whicn performance is compared on different tasks to draw inferences abcut reading
strategies, the experimental conditions are not serious ir.structional
de/c:opments. We seldom learn about students' basic processes from
engaging them in instruction that will be durable and con! equential in
other educational activities. The conference participants reiterated that
while knowledge of process may inform people who construct teaching
models, it does not in itself have strict implications or prescriptions for
an instructional theory.

Instructional research, in the iin, has been oriented to relatively
global literacy processes that may ix, measured by standardized readingcomprehension tests or the primary-trait scoring of written essays. This
research has emphasized characteristics of teachers, students, texts, and
their connections as they may influence a composite literacy that is rarely
enlightened by literacy-process research. Instructional research, then,
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has not shed light on the nature of the literacy processes. Although we
know, for example, that the quality of writing depends on distinctions
among purposes in writing, systematic instructional research has not
taken the teaching of purpose in writing as worthy of separate attention

and deliberate analysis. This is not to say that purpose should be
disembodied from other aspects of writing but rather that we have too
few empirically documented strategies for improving literacy processes.
A second polarity is methodological. There is a tension between our

ed for discovery and our need for verification. The papers ;n this
conference incorporated a broad array of scholarly fields and the methods
that are indigenous to those disciplines. A brief accounting shows that
the authors drew from experimental psycholinguistics (Schallert), socio-

linguistics (Harste), the philosophy of language (Myers), systematic
classroom observation (Fillion and Brause), educational anthropology
(Hansen), correlational research (Smith-Burke), system design (Frase),
rhetorical text analysis (Calfee), applied measurement (Johnston), literary
criticism (Schallert), computer science (Bruce), and semiotics (Tierney).
Findings from all of these areas have been woven into the fabric of the
presentations in this conference.
Despite the pluralism of sources for inquiry, the issue of methodology

was conspicuous by its absence. The study of method, consisting of
thinking about the nature of evidence and its limits, was not evident in
the papers. Epistemological qualms may have occurred to the authors
while they were composing them, but I ,uspect not. The tone of these
papers is rather one of discovery. Their separate searches for good sense
about literacy processes or teaching have led these authors to unearth a

plethora of new concepts. These concepts have been adopted to the
degree that they are novel, provocative, and reasonably capable of being
related to the authors' perspectives. Discovery of relationships, trends,
and future possibilities has been the tenor. By contrast, descriptions of

verification, either within a disciplinary research method or across
disciplines, did not appear. In the search for relatively broad, complex,
and inspiring intellectual frameworks, the threshold of empirical and
logical verification has been lowered. This process is overdue and healthy.
I have no doubt that skepticism will return in a cycle and uproot the few
perverse notions that inevitably sprout in periods such as this.

The third polarity relates to the recommendations for research that
were made by the authors. This polarity can be referred to as contextualism versus isolationism. Several authors recommended research that
will illustrate the fine detail in the pragmatics of literacy. How do the
functions of reading elicit different strategies for accomplishing those
functions? How do the purposes for writing lead learners to produce
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different forms? How does the social context of communication influence
what is said, written, or learned?
Contextualism also pertains to instruction. Recommendations from

the authors include the notion that to learn about teaching, we need

more direct study of effective teachers and tutors. This study of instruction
cannot take place in a detached setting but must occur in the classrooms
and communities. Contextualized studies of instruction also need to be

both global and analytical. They may be analytical by focusing on a
particular process such as purpose, word use, revision, or rhetorical
structure. This focus need not, however, eliminate the contextual back-

ground that gives literacy its essential properties.
Attempts to understand literacy processes apart from one another or
to conduct research on independent instructional techniques have been
discouraged. Because literacy processes are part of a communicative
milieu, they must be studied in their natural habitats. Since instructional
techniques are never used in isolation they must be examined in situ.
The ecology of instruction for literacy processes must be understood. We
need to learn about the laws of natural selection for activities in
educational environments.

Progressions
The notion of progress in research is a substantial challenge for philosophers of science. Without attempting to fully meet that challenge in this

limited space, I nevertheless submit that three forms of progress in

research r.n English can be observed in this conference.
The first form may be termed improvements of theory. I presume that
the basic aim or goal of science is understanding, and that this understanding is achieved through theoretical knowledge. Theoretical knowledge is
distinct from conjecture or opinion since it is supported by empirical facts

or observations. Theories improve in proportion to their increases in
predictive accuracy, internal coherence, external consistency, unifying
power, fertility, and simplicity. As theories improve they become more
inclusive than previous theories and resolve apparent contradictions from
previously conflicting perspectives. If new theories emet3e with reasonable
frequency within a community of scholars, progress may be considered
to occur in that field (Mosenthal 1985).
One basic phenomenon in English that calls for a theoretical account
is the processing of written language. Passages of narration or exposition
are composed by writers and comprehended by readers. Gray (1941) was
attempting to explain this phenomenon with his proposals, and the same
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phenomenon has drawn attention during the 1980s. Accounting for
written-language processing has been improved by moving beyond the
word and the sentence to the macro-structure of language. The understanding and active use of story constituents and information hierarchies

in exposition have been documented. In addition, metaprocessing,
consisting of plans for understanding language structure, has been found
in both writers and readers. These advances fulfill the criteria of increasing
predictive accuracy and enhancing external consistency with the theories
and disciplines outside of English.
A second form of progress in research on English is a change in values.
In scientific inquiry of any kind, value systems necessarily undergird the

enterprise. Human consciousness gives rise to beliefs which are the
ground from whit both theories and observations spring. The physicist
Fritjof Capra captured this notion when he said, "My conscious decision

about how to observe , say, an electron will determine the electron's
properties to some extent. If I ask a particle question, it will give me a
particle answer; if 1 ask a wave question, it will give me a wave answer!"
(1975). Different definitions of a phenomenon are often interpretations
about its character.
A plurality of values, however, does not make us dependent on mere

social consensus for establishing progress. The continued use of the
criteria for improvements in theoretical explanations, that is, predictive
accuracy and so on, will prevent the aimless wanderings of relativism.

Changes in beiief bring new concepts and conjectures. These are
eventually entered into the competition for scholarly respectability. To
the extent that these beliefs are verified by independent observations and
critical analyses, they may lead to theoretical advances.

Several changes in value may be seen in the reviews of research
presented at this conference. One of them is based on the theme of
contextualism. The conference participants for the most part embrace the

perspective of semiotics as necessary to defining the phenomenon of
language comprehension. In this view, the text as a written language
artifact cannot be processed by the reader or writer outside of a social

and personal milieu. Such factors as the reasons people have for
communicating and the assumptions they make about who they are
communicating with are defined as part of the phenomenon of literacy.
The belief is that reading should be understood as part of a personal and
social endeavor. The social context does not account for reading or explain

it in some sense; rather. the social context is the ground of literacy, its
nec!!ssary condition.

Another belief stated in these reviews is that the facets of literacy
should be considered in unison. Reading, writing, exposition, and
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narration are seen as interconnected. Value has been placed upon the
similarities rather than the differences among these aspects of written
language. The belief that we should emphasize and extend our understanding about the cognitive basics of all literacy stands in contrast to the
attempt to fractionate the processes into parts and subparts that prevailM
in the 1970s and is retained now in certain research communities.

A third aspect of progress is the practice of English. An endless
stream of human actions are literate or enhance literacy in some way.
One such action is the reading event. Another is the action of teaching
literacy. Practices in English that might have been discussed in this
conference and might have been thought to progress have regrettably

suffered neglect trom researchers. There is little value placed on
determining, for example, how much people read, and little theory to
account for the phenomenon of the quantity and quality of reading
activity.

Substantial progress has been made in identifying teacher behaviors
and cognitions that are correlated with or causally related to student
acquisition of literacy. It is interesting to note, however, that research on

teacher behavior has been related to literacy achievement and not to
literacy behavior. No studies mentioned instructional conditions or
teaching activities that are successful in meeting literacy goals, or the
criterion for inducing students to achieve oc;rsonal goals through literacy.
It is probable, however, that the semiotic perspective, which has come to
be valued, will draw attention to the act of literacy as a purposeful, social
tactic. Since action for literacy has entered the definition of the phen-,rn-

enon of literacy, it will beg for a theoretical account. As a theory of
action evolves we are likely to learn to foster teaching that will engender
high amounts of time engaged in literacy activities among learners of all
ages.
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James R. Squire
To assess the changes in research in the English language arts occurring
during recent decades, one needs only to compare the discussions at the
Mid-Decade Seminar with the proceedings of similar national conferences
called earlier in this century. Julie Jensen did this in her commentary,
pointing to the interest in British and Swedish studies in 1972. But more
startling in contrast was the conference twenty-five years ago, Needed
Research in English, convened at Carnegie Institute of Technology in

1962 during the last academic reform movement. Only one of the
particirauts in NCRE's Mid-Decade Seminar participated in the Project
English Conference, but mo:-It were affected by the recommendations
arising from the conference, since they defined for years the priorities
used by the Cooperative Research Branch of the U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare in allocating research funds.
A summary of these deliberations by Erwin R. Steinberg (1963), the
conference convener, reviewed the major concerns, most of which no
longer guide thinking about research in English and reading.
Surprisingly, in retrospect, the topic which elicited the greatest reaction
in papers and in discussion twenty-five years ago was whether grammar

should be taught, and if so, which grammar: traditional, structural,
generative, or some synthesis of the three. By 1985 these issues remained
unmentioned by conferees, if indeed they had not been resolved.
A second high priority in 1962 concerned the structure and sequence

of courses (referred to as "multilevel research")----an important issue
always but not one for which today's professional leaders would seem
likely to turn to research for answers.

A third problemthe relation of what is taught in school to the
subculture from which the student comesremains a major concern, but
in 1985 concern focused more on basic literacy instruction than on content
and subject.

In analyzing what happened at Chicago in 1985, Robert Dykstra,
president of NCRE, also saw striking differences in attitudes toward
387
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reading today from those expressed in a 1962 research conference that
considered what came to be regarded as the First Grade Studies. At that
time, according to Dykstra, leaders of NCRE were primarily responsible
for obtaining financial support from the U.S. Office of Education for a
cooperative study of beginning reailing instruction. Research proposals
were solicited with the understanding that each study was to address the
basic issue of how we could improve the teaching of reading. The principal
investigators of the funded research projects then met as a group to work
out ways in which they could cooperate in order to obtain the best

possible data. Dykstra recalls that the overriding question addressed at
the meeting of principal investigators was "What is the best way to teach

children to read?" He reflects on how the conferees addressed that

question:

I am sure that research to most of us in 1962 meant "horse-race"
research of the A versus B and C variety. We were interested in
comparing the relative effectiveness of conventional basal readers
v ith newfangled instructional materials, such as the initial teaching
alphabet, words in Lolor, so-called linguistic programs, and the
like. As recall, there was little discussion about any research
design other than that of the horse-race experimental model.
2. We tended to consider instructional method as being synonymous
with published materials. We looked to published instructional
programs to provide the answer to "What is the best way to teach
children to read?" In fact the basic comparison that emerged was
that between the conventional Dick and Jane or Alice and Jerry
sight word-emphasis basal reading series and the "Dan can fan
Nan," so-called linguistic readers or similar published phonicsemphasis basal series.
3. We tended to ask, "What is the best way to teach a child to read?"
rather than asking, "How can we better assist children to learn to
read?"
4. We tended to view the teacher's role as that of a technician whose
responsibility was to administer the treatment, which meant that
his or her responsibility was to follow explicitly the mandates of
the publisher and basal series author as set down in the teacher's
1.

manual or teacher's guide. Any deviation from the teacher's
manual was perceived as a threat to the study. In short, the
instructional method resided in the materials.
5. Assessment of the relative effectiveness of the various published

programs was carried out by means of standardized reading
achievement tests. Emphask was en the products of instruction:
on children's ability to identify words and to answer questions
about very short passages.

These questions led to a cooperative research endeavor which found
that in general children who were taught to read using materials that
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emphasized a good deal of phonics scored better on standardized reading
tests at the end of grades 1 and 2 than did children who were taught to
read using the conventional basal readers of the day. This finding was in

agreement with the conclusions reached by Jeanne Chall in her thencurrent best-selling book, Learning to Read: The Great Debate. Within a

relatively short time, moreover (a matter of a year or two or three),
primary-grade children were inundated with phonics drills and work
sheets. Not only did a spate of supplementary phonics materials hit the
market, but conventional basal readers were quickly revised to include
earlier and more intensive phonics. How different the basic view of the
process of reading and the researchable questions in 1962 from th,we
expressed in Chicago in 1985! How different are our views of teachers,
instruction, and the change process! "Horse-race" research is now iiot
only largely ignored but is an approach vigorously rejected by several
seminar participants because of the negative impact it has sometimes had
on teaching.
Conferees in 1962 also worried about research methodology (albeit
from a limited perspective), an issue also widely discussed at the San
Francisco Research Conference in 1963 and the Minneapolis Conference
of 1972, but not a major problem to those in Chicago in 1985. At all

conferences, of course, the discussion addressed the usefulness of
research, the kinds of answers it could and could not provide, and the
research questions most likely to be productive. But unlike their forebears
in 1962 and 1972, those who gathered at the Mid-Decade Seminar were

less concerned with the profession's insistence on carefully controlled
experimentation than with the negative impact that certain interpretations
of experimental research could and often did have on practice.

What happened during the intervening twenty-five years to explain
these changes in perception of researchers in English? One factor was the
shift from research paradigms grounded in behavioral psychology to those
informed by studies of cognitive and conceptual development. In 1960,
Jerome Bruner's The Process of Education was only beginning to influence

deeply our professional thinking, and Piaget and Vygotsky were just
beginning to be read or understood. In addition, the rise of courses on
the language development of children, the growing understanding of
Norm Chomsky's work, and the 1:oncern with interactive process which
came to influence our views of language acquisition were largely yet to
come.

Judged from the deliberations at the Chicago Seminar, today's major
concerns are legion and seem sharply identified in the pdpers, commentary, and discussion. Still, the seminar returned again and again to
discussing six overriding issues:
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1. Research in English and reading will become truly effective only as we
are able to engage classroom teachers in defining and modifying the
researchable questions and in drawing teaching implications.

Virtually all researchers at the seminar spoke to the need for valuing the
expertise of teachers and their knowledge of teaching and learning.
Researchers unable to enlist such expertise in interpreting findings clearly
limit the value of their work. Indeed some discussants felt strongly that
basic researchers may be almost incompetent when they draw teaching
implications. The concept of the researcher as change agent was largely
discredited. Thus, more significant than any specific recommendation of
the seminar may be changes in the way we think about research. The
assumption that research alone should drive teachers an_i teaching is
questionable, at best. Direct participation of teachers with researchers in
exploring researchable Issues and in rethinking classroom practice can
have more potent effect than isolated studies and lists of implications for
teaching.

2. Basic research in literacy skills requires substantive redirection.

Seminar participants recognized that the acid test of literacy is found in
the time a child engages in reading and related literacy activities. Yet too
frequently the skills of reading are separated from the act of reading.
Indeed a substantive number of seminar participants felt that literacy and
literary instruction are inseparable. Disabled readers too easily disassociate literacy from reading and writing, and thus require much teacher
help.
Further, research in literacy among members of lower socioeconomic
groups must recognize the interplay of different attitudes, values, social

rulesindeed a different knowledge base. Given recent research by
William Labov suggesting an increasing divergence in the nature of the
language used by blacks and whites in our society, the lack of involvement
of researchers from minority groups in studying the requirements of
literacy is a priority concern that must be addressed by the profession.
3. Critical differences and critical commonalities in discourse processing
need to be studied more precisely, par:icularly at thc activity level.

We need a much clearer perception of the specific events in speaking,
reading, and writing that have real impact on learning. Seminar participants agreed that too little attention has been focused on oral language
and that much of the work on interrelationships has tended to study
reading or writing separately. Few researchers have concerned themselves
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with discourse processing in relation to teaching behavior, learning,
student backgrounds, or even desired learning outcomes.
Conferees seemed to agree that speaking, reading, and writing may
be similar aspects of basic cognitive processes, even though differences
are apparent at the activity level. Some of these differences may be most
visibly studied in the processing that occurs through speech events which
seem to underlie development of both oral and written language. In any
case, speech-event analysis, applied to writing as well, can help connect
the taxonomy of writing with larger linguistic structures.
Conferees also observed that oral language may provide the foundation
for literature as well as writing and reading, and for prior knowledge
about language and our common sign system.
Relating research in mai language, reading, and writing in important
new ways thus becomes a research priority.
4. Studies of meaning making in reading comprehension and response to
literature may help to identify crucial central tendencies which can be
taught.

Current research in meaning making in comprehension seems to suggest
that readers in time learn to control the rhythm and nature of discourse
processing. For decades studies of response to literature have indicated

similar behavior. Readers skip around, refer to outside sources, and
sharpen and level impressions as they relate perceptions to their own
experience. Developmental studies may inform us as to which of these
modes of response are desirable behaviors in mature readers and thus

perhaps should be taught.
Further, more studies are needed to clarify the ways in which different
kinds of relationships develop between the distinctive elements employed
in the processes of languaging, the ways in which various learners employ
mediating thought processes as they respond, the ways in which readers
use prior knowledge, their understanding of story grammars, and their
use of specific strategies in the complex interplay of forms and function
in the_ various disciplines. These seem fruitful lines of inquiry.
5. Research should play a major role in helping the profession reintegrate
the processes of evaluation with the processes of instruction.

Present assessment procedures used in America's schools are frequently
counterproductive. We use pro:luct measures to assess process goals. We
confuse internal and external tests. We have permitted most evaluation
proce3ses to become adversarial in nature. In fact, the long-range i-npact
of criterion-referenced measureswith their emphasis on picky, discrete
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skillscan now be seen as having a disastrous impact On the teaching of
reading and writing. The results are mirrored perhaps in the lack of
progress in reading of most Ameri-an children reported in the 1984
National Assessmeat of Educational Progress (NAEP 1987).
On no issue were seminar participants more vocal or more unified
than on the issue of assessment, and researchers with strong backgrounds
in experimental studies and research design were among the most critical.
All agreed that many important aspects of language processes cannot be
measured by the current group tests employed by schools throughout the
country. Assessment which does not serve the needs of instruction should

be thrown out. Critical steps must be taken to ensure that decisionmakers in education understand the full significance of assessment
requirements in relation to basic instructional needs.
6. Research in language learning and language development needs to be
more concerned with WHAT and WHY, and much less with HOW
We require a greater awareness of purpose and meaning in language use
and language development, and we may achieve this only with more
investigations of the philosophical and social aspects of language, and
fewer studies of a strictly sociolinguistic nature.
Certainly we sorely need a broader perspective on language development, language learning, theory of language pedagogy, the impact of
content on skills, and similar conce.rns.
Conferees differed on whether unifying theories best emerge from
practice or whether such theories are needed initially to generate practice

and research. But the group agreed that th- current spate of language
studies frequently seems overly descriptive and a bit mindless when
viewed as a total cluster.
Models which relate teaching and learning seem to need both practice

and research. Current interaction models are incapable of explaining
instruction because they don't take into account the role of the teacher.
Knowledge of process is useful for those ; ,nstructing learning models,
but not for developing prescriptions for instruction. The separate models
for language teaching and language learning currently available offer
insufficient guides for practice and research. Changes may come onl:! as

we develop unifying models that are coherent and understandable,
whatever their source.
Thcre were other issues, of couTse. The range is reflected in the papers
and commentaries presented in this volume. But the concern of today's

researchers with the above overriding issues reflects the tone of the
seminar.
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Many of those who participated at Chicago will direct the significant
studies of the next decade. If the discussion and analysis succeeded in
modifying the way in which they think about research in English and
reading, we can look forward expectantly to the insights of the nineties.
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Expository writing, 73, 97, 113, 384-85
marking devices in, 99
structure of, 72-73, 99, 113-14
switch in genre in, 97
text analysis of, 82-83, 101, 103, 104
Expository Writing Tool, 288
Expressive text, 73
Extrinsic motivation, 344

Fifth Generation project (Japan), 298
First-graders
performance of, on reading tasks, 20
sharing time narratives of, 154
spelling skills pf, 164
and whole-class discussions, 332
First Grade Studies, 2, 388
Flexibility, in computer systems, 302
Focus-ground distinctions, 67
Folk-tale analysis, "i1
Follow Through programs, 227
Form, 68
versus function, 110, 114
Frame semantics, and differences in inner
speech, 127
Function, 160, 251
vemus form, 110. 114
Functional language learning, 23
Function-driven text, 110
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General purpose digital computer, 280n
Genre. See Text genre
Goals
0' linguistic activities, 336
of optimal learning, 335, 337
in reading/writing, 52-f;3
in text processing, 32
Good/poor reader research, 149-50, 190
Gradualist perspective of interactive
language development, 122, 123
Gram (software program), 283
Grammar, teaching of, and student
compositions, 91, 239
Grapheme-phoneme correspondencs, 1718, 20, 35, 104, 148, 170
Graphics
in reading/writing, 28
in technical writing, 99-100
Graphophonic patterns, 35
Graphophonic strategies, 40
and reading comprehension, 40-41
Gioup assessment, efficiency of, 339-40
Group discussion activities, improving
reading skills through, 214

Headings, as a text design e:ement, 99
Hierarchically organized narrative style, 210
Hierarchical rhetorical structure, 99
High achievers. See Achievement level
Highlighting function of macro plans, 38
Historians, as researchers in classroom
research, 219
History text, chronologica: order of, 68
Home
experiences at, ano ansv ....ring of text

questions, 155-56
experiences at, and reaciii4,
achievement, 18, 155, 156-5,, 271
language development at, 218, 246-48
value structure in, 210
Homophone, 164
Horizontal compatibility, 299-300
Horse-race research, 388, 389
Hypothesis-generatino research, 207. 208,
268

Hypothesis-testing research, 203, 206-7,
208, 326
Idea processing, usc of a computer for,
280-81
Idea unit, 100
Iliad (software program), 283
III.teracy, problem of, 82, 309. See also
Literacy
:magery, research on, 114
Imagining, relationship between knowing
and, 191-92
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Subject Index

Inauthentic writing, 160
Independent clauses, mean length of
utterance in, correlation with
reading success, 156
Independent learners, 332
In&pendent readers, 325
Independent seatwork, observa'.ional
studies on, 238
Indirect influence as teaching variable,
research on, 204
Individual assessment
efficiency of, 339-40
as subjective, 340-41
Inferencing ability, development of, 235- 36
Information-processing theory, 122
Information-processor approach to
teaching reading, 136
Informing function of macro plans, 38
Inner language
development of, 125
semantic abbreviation of, 127
Instruction
application of shared structure theory
to, 192-93
cognitive basics approach to, 29-31
designing effective, 22-23
megacognitive aspects of, 230
potentials of computers in, 294-96
research in, versus research in basic
processes. 21-23
Instructional materials. See Curriculum
Instructional research, 21. See also
Research; Research design;
Research needs
orientation of, 382-83
versus research in basic processes, 21-23
Intentionality of authors and readers, issue
of, 114

Interaction
cultural differences in, 248-50
social, in reading/writing aNuisition, 44
Interaction analysis, 201-2
Interaction theory, or. reading/writing, 22,
28, 29, 392
Interactive classroom, 328-30
organization of, 321-32
Interactive language development
gradualist perspective on, 122, 123
separatist peispective on, 123-24
structuralist perspective on, 122, 123
Interactive learning, in early childhood, 119
Interactive piocess
comprehension and composition as, 1011

writing as, between writer and

audiem, 110, Ill
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Interviewing, technique of, 346-47
Intrinsic mmivation, 344
Inven:ed spelling, 171, 248, 3o0-61
Isolationism, versus contextualism, 383-84
ITI (Interactive Text Interpreter), 287-88
JOU f nal writing, 296

Kindergarten children, use of talk by, 122
Knowledge
abstract level of, 10
experiential level of, 10

and language awareness. 16545
Language. See also Language acquisition;
Language awareness; Language
development; Language learning;
Language processing; Oral
language; Oral/written language
decontextualized, 123, 156, 158, 171,
375

as goal directed, 323
historical dee!opment of, 16
human response to, 325-28
individual development of, 16
influence of purposes and goals on use
of, 76
interrelations between oral ard written,
13-14, 375

macro-structure of, 385
as mode of learning, 330-32
plurifunctionality of, 162
study of cognition in, 371-73, 379
and text structure, 71-72
as tool, 85
use of, by children, 322-25
Language acquisition, 14, 16, 40, 125, 322
25

and curriculum, 21
home and school research on early, 218
Language-across-the-curriculum programs,
244. See also Whole-language
classrooms
Language arts
changes in research in, 387-93
interrelationships among, 9
process versus product in teaching,
319

role of speaking/listening in, 119
teaching of, 375-78
Language arts assessment
context of, 337-39
goals of, 335-37
problems with current approach to,
339-44
process evaluation approach to, 344-53

Subject Index
Languat e awareness
art) cognitive contr 31., 166

and curriculum development, 21
and early reading, 164-65
importance of literacy to, 165
and knowledge, 165-66
and learning to read, 164
Language development
differences in, between home and
school, 246-48
as interactive process, 328-30
model of, 321-22
research on, 323-24, 392-93
student-initiated interactions in. 212
Language learning
models of, 376, 392
research in, 21-23, 219-20, 393-94
Language/literacy relationships
dependence on language-processing
abilities, 168-69
independence of modalities, 170
interdependence of knowledge
structures, 169
support by oral language, 169-70
Language pedagogy, 215-20, 226-27, 392
Language processes
and assessment, 392
common origins of, 13
interactive nature of, 10, 28-29
Language processing
automaticity in, 14
good/poor reader research on, 149-50,
190

modes of, 20-21
reading model research in, 148-49
role of orthographic systems in, 148
Language structure
implicit knowledge of, 161-62
relationship between thought struTture
and discourse, 63
Learner
accountability of, in product
assessment, 343-44
and extrinsic/intrinsic motivation, 344
role of, in literacy instruction, 22
role of, in reading/writing connections, 12
Learning
classroom studies of, 211-12
impact of oral language on, 190
language as mode of, 330-32
reading as mode of, 331-32
writing as mode of, 331
Learning outcomes. See Outcome
measurement
Learning to read, and reading to learn, 237,
332
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Letter-sound relaticnships. See Graphemephoneme correspondences
Lettei Writer (software program), 288
Lexicalization process, 74-75
Linear model of discourse processing, 114
Linear model of reading, 27
Linear model of writing, 27, 96, 97
Linear string rhetorical structure, 97
Linguistic activities, goals of, 336
Linguistic data pool, 34
Linguistic structure, knowledge of, and
reading ability, 14
Linkas.:, issue of, 84, 90
Listener, as component of con munications
process, 75
Listening
and achievement level, 20-21
need for, by teacher, 326, 328, 348-49
need for skills in, 9
Literacy, 167. See also Language/literacy
relationships
access to, 360
developmental models of, 350
development theory of, 353
growtii of, in children, 18, 20
importance of, in personal
development, 187
importance of, to language awareness,
165

level of, 82
and minority students, 249
as natural extension of linguistic
development, 216

need for quality education in, 338
programs for, 30-31, 53
research into development of, 159
as social event, 241
student acquisition of, 386
teaching of, 386
Literacy skiils
redirection of research in, 390
spontaneous acquisition of, 158-59,
171

Literacy universals, in readinWwriting, 31
43, 53

Literary appreciation and oral language,
167-68

Literary interpretation theory, relationship
to reading theory, 137-38
Literary models, effectiveness of, in
improving writing ability, 11
Literary processes, research on, 382-84
Literary text, 73
role of, in language education, 215
Literate-style discourse, 152-53
Literate-style narratives, 152, 153-54
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Subject Index

Literature
developmental progressions in
children's response to, 167-68
as an experience, 187
influence of speech events on the
teachiag of, 137-40, 194
resnarch into response to, 391
as teaching tool, 245
LOGO, 280, 287
Logographic system (Chinese), 148
Low-achievers. See Achievement level

Macro plans, 38
Macro-proposition, 75
Macrostructure, importance of, in reading/
writing, 37-38
Markers
nonuse of, by dyslexic readers, 150
as text design element, 99
Mastery learning, research on, 204
Matrix rhetorical structure, 94
Matrix sampling techniques,
Mean length of utterance, and reading
success, 156
Measurement. See Assessment
Medium, 86
Memory
human, 10
impact of writing on, 121
training of, 372-73
Mentioning, 211
Message, 86
impact of, on text design, 110-11
Meta-analysis
of recent research studies, 205-6
techniques of, 203
variations on, 204-5
Metacognition, 13, 366
Metacognitive activity, reading/writing as a,
13

Metacognitive aspects of instruction, 230
Metacognitive learner, characteristics of,194
Meta linguistic abilities
correlation between oral language
acnievement and, 14, 20-21
correlation of, with language processing
mode, 21
Meta linguistic awareness, 14
Metaprocessing, 385
Method, 86
Methodology, research on, 383
Micro-proposition, 75
Minneapolis Public School testing
program, 3
Minority groups, cultural differences on
interaction among, 248-50
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Mixue studies, 28
Modality-related differences in reading, 148
Modality-specific processes, knowledge,
and skills, 170
Mode
classification of, 73
effect of, on text production, 42, 44
Modeling, 129, 130, 132
Models, interaction, 392
Monitoring, use of, by 'anguage user, 39
Morpho-phonemic level, 14
Multidisciplinary teams, use of, for
research projects, 252-53, 268
Multilevel research, 387
Multiple interpretation, teacher
effectiveness in teaching, 239
Multivariable studies of reading
instruction, 213-214
Multivariate analysis, of reading/writing,
42-43
MYCIN, 281

Nariatives, 35, 72-73, 89, 384
content of, 93
literate-style, 152
as mode of learning, 330-31, 361-62
oral style, 152, 153
Sharing Time, 154, 210
simple, 92
structure of, 72-73, 96, 99
switch in genre in, 97
text analysis of, 82, 101-3
Narrative Writing Tool, 2b8
National Assessment of Educational
Frogress, and reading achievement
level, 82, 392
National Council of Teachers of English,
and oral langutrge/reading/ writing/
literature response, 147
n-dimensional thought, tension between
one-dimensional language and,16
Needed Research in English conference,
387

Networking, role of computers in, 2S4-85,
287, 304

Nontraditional classrooms, interaction in,
244-46
Nonverbal cues, to signa! interaction
patterns, 241
Norm-referenced assessment, 339, 342
Observational research, 204, 217, 238, 252,
378. See also Classroom research
Observational schedules, criticism
concerning, in teacher- effectiveness
research, 232

Subject Index
One-dimensional language, tension
between n-dimensional thought, 76
Open-classroom studies, 199
Open University, 295
Operation (in Russian psychology),
definition of, 52
Optimal learning, goal of, 335, 337
Oracy, developmental theory of, 353
Oral language. See also Language; Oral/
written language
assessment of, 337, 338, 343
and common sign system, 375, 391
effects of context on, 337
as foundation for literature, 391
impact of, on teaching and learning,
190

importance of, in learning, 119
importance of, to disabled learoers, 119,
189-95

and literary appreciation, 167-68
and prior knowledge, 391
reading and. See Reading and oral
language
relationship between orthographic
systems and, 148
relationship between skills in, and early
reading success, 155-56
skills in, 9
wliting and, 13-14, 160-61, 391
Oral-style narratives, 152, 153
Oral/written language
behaviorist approach to, 135-36
collaborative relationship of, 133
cultural relationships of, 123-24
historical perspective of, 121-32
lower-level details of, 186
rationalist approach to, 136
relations between, 374-75
and speech event analysis. 122-41
and young children's knowledge cf
reading, 16
Oratory, 86
Orthographic features in written language,
20, 34

Orthographic systems, relationship
between oral language and, 148
Orthography, encoding of, 18
Outcome measurement, 212. See also
Standardized tests
controversy over assessment of, 212
criticism concerning, in teacher
effectiveness research, 232-33
use of standardized tests for, 212, 227,
232-33
Overviews, importance of, in technical
writing, 99-100
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Pacing, and research into teacher
effectiveness, 231
Paragraph(s)
definition of, 90
as design element, 89, 90
to nark switch in text genre, 97
ees of, 90
usf: of sentences to form, 90
Parallel reading/writing studies, need for,
44

Peer interaction
learning dming, 245
during seatwork, 246
and teacher control, 330
Peer tutoring, 246, 304
Personal development, importance of
literacy in, 187
Persona' narrative. See Narratives
Persuasive text, 73, 89
Phoneme(s), 165
Phoneme-grapheme correspondences, 20,
35, 148, 163, 250
Phonetic analysis, 134

nlclmnsurement of reading ability, 42
Phonetic elements in print, 16, 23
Phonics, 43, 389. See also Decoding
and measurement of reading ability, 42,
82

and measurement of writing ability, 43
Phonograir 3, linkage of, to oral language,
148

Phonological rules, anJ measurement of
reading ability, 169
Physical science texts, content of, 106
Pictographic system, linkage of, to oral
language, 14.;
Planning
importance of, in writing, 75
in text processing, 32
use of, by langtrge user, :,8-39

Plot, nil
Poetry generator. use of computer as, 283
Poetry Prompter (software program), 288
Positivistic studies, 268
Practice, gap between theory and, 2
Prereading exercises, classroom use of, 237
Preschool children
differences between oral and literate
language in, 153-54
know'edge of print by, 16, 15E-59, 163
writing of, 159-60
Presentations
as different from conversation, 134-35
speaker-audience relations in, 135
as speech event, 129, 130, 131, 132
"Pretend" reading, 153
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Prewriting, 28
Primary grade texts. structure of, 92
Primary school children, writing
development of, 35
Print
awareness of in environment, 247, 249
inefficient processing of, and reading
problems, 150
learning the function of, 163
preschoolers' knowledge of, 16, 158-59,
163

role of, in children's communication,
322-23
Prior knowledge
arsessment of, in classroom, 239
and cognitive learning, 373
and common sign systems, 375
and comprehension, 10, 327, 363, 37778

and comprehension instruction, 234-35
impact of, on vocabulary, 235
impcIance of, for future instruction,
253, 377-78
and oral language, 375, 391
and reading ability, 10, 150-51
research needs regarding, 235
role of, in reading/writing, 44, 53
role of, in story comprehension, 71
role of, in text processing, 31-33, 3739, 44

roL of, in writing process, 44
Problem solving, influence of speech events
on, 141

P; ocedural display, 243
Pt ocess(es)
definition of, 341-42

reading and writi4 as, 44, 52, 342, 359
as term, 52
Proce4s analysis, of readit.g/writing, 28-29,
44, 66
P:ocess assessment, 339-44, 359-60, 39192

Process classroom, 321-32
comparison with product classroom,
319, 321, 323

Processing, 129, 130, 132
Process teaching, 321-32
problem of using product measures to
assess, 319, 335-54
Process/product classroom, 321-22
Product classroom, comparison of, with

process classroom,n1, 323
Product measures, problem of using, in
assessing process teaching, 319, 33554

Product studies, 206
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Proficiency exam, 134
Programmed instruction; research on, 204
Project English Conference, 387
Project Quill, 275, 285n, 289
Pronouns, ambiguities involving use of, 155
Proposition, 100
Psycholinguistic models, of the reading
process, 147, 184-85
Psychology, use of computers in, 296
Punctuation
evolution of rule systems for, 161-62,
170

and measurement of reading ability, 42
need for knowledge of, in writing, 36
relationship between spelling and, 164
use of, for expression, 160
Quasi-experimental studies, on
comprehension, 233
Questions
classroom research on, 209-10
process-oriented, 349
role of listening in, 349
teacher use of higher-order, 230
techniques of, as aspea o. teacher
effectiveness, 227-28
Quill, 275, 285n, 289

Rationalist approach to teaching reading,
136

Reader-respcnse theory, 53
Readers
as component of communication
process, 75
cor.trol of reading process by, 114
creativity in, 193-94
influence of socio-personal fac tors on
perception of, 63
purpose of, in reading, 113
response of, to text, 80-81
Reading. See also Reading/writing
and achievement level, 20-21, 82
acquisition of skills in, 16-21
as activities, 65
as bottom-up phenomenon, 27, 28
developmental trends in, 42
development of skills cf, in children,
15-21

as development process, 350
early exposure of children to, 16, 18,
155, 156-57
importance of choice in, 325
influence of, on construction of
schemata for rhetorical structures, 35
influence cf speech events on the
teaching of, 135-3'/

Subject Index
continued
and language awareness, in acquisition,
164-65

as linear phenomenon, 27
measurement of ability in, 42, 53
as mode of learning, 331-32
and oral language, 9, 13-14
paradigm shift in, 28
as process, See Process(es); Process
analysis, of reading/writing
relation to Ipow ledge factors, 150-51
as reverse of writing, 66
role of, in child's understanding of
written language, 36
role of psycholinguistic processes in,
184

theory of, 137-38
top-down processing in. 33
transactional view of, 33, 73
underlying process of, 66
use of, across the curriculum, 214
word-by-word, 27
Reading and oral language, 13-14
impact of, on good/poor reader
research, 149-50, 190
and orthographic systems, 148
process and knowledge factors in, 15051

and reading models, 148-49
Reading comprehension. See also
Comprehension
definition of, 65-66
Reading discussions, holding of, 329-30
Reading event, 386
Reading experiences, effectiveness of, in
improving wri.ing ability, 11
Reading instruction
classroom practices and classroom
interaction during, 226-53
on content-area texts, 72-73
goal of, 85
methods of, .188-89
Reading readiness
age of, 272
role of family factors in, 271
Reading to learn, and learning to read, 237,
332

Reading/writing,1-11
classroom stucucs of instruction in, 211
as cognitive abilities, 14-15
as context-bound, 13
corrclational studies of, 11 40, 42, 52.
as cfr-velopmental phenomena, 13, 1521, 42, 44, 338
differences from oral language, 162-166
effect of proficiency on, 43
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continued
future research on, 43-44
generalizations about, 13-21, 53
interactive natnre of, 10, 28-29
as language-based processes, 162
linguistic and cognitive similarities in, 11
multivariate analysis of, 42-43
and oral language, 13-14
relationship of structural components
in, 42-43
resear:h studies on, 11-12, 23, 40, 4244, 374
nd socio-personal factors, 44, 66
universals of, 31 -43,
Reciprocal teaching, 267
Reductionism, 54
Referential text, 73
Research
function of, 202-3
and number of scientific studies, 381-82
relationship between practice and, 26869

Research design
case studies, 12 268
classroom process studies, 202-14
classroom research, 217-20, 226-53,
270-72
cluster analysis, 204-5
correlational studies, 11, 12, 28, 40, 42,
52, 147, 151-58, 165, 216

descriptive studies, 268
developmental studies, 42, 44, 154-55,
391

discourse analysis, 203, 241,196
ethnographic studies, 12, 15, 167-68,
194, 199, 203, 204, 207, 209, 233,
239, 241, 252, 267, 268, 378
ethnomethodological approaches, 202
experimental studies, 11, 157. 233, 267
gradualist, 122, 123
hypothesis-generating, 207, 208, 268
hypothesis-testing, 206-7, 208, 268
impact of, on practice, 367-68
for instruction versus basic processes,
21-23
interaction analysis, 28, 201-2
longitudinal analysis, 271
meta-analysis, 203, 204-6
methods of, 84, 383, 389
miscue analysis, 28
multivariate analysis, 42-43, 214
observational, 217, 252, 378
parallel reading/writing studies, 44
positivistic, 268
process versus product analysis, 28-29,
44, 66, 360
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continued
quasi-experimental, 233
reductionist,
separatist perspective, 123-24
sociolinguistic analysis, 127, 252-5-2,, 09
structuralist, 122, 123
teacher-evaluation, 2, 199, 202, 226,
228-33, 386
Researcher
definition of, 57
hisrorians as, 219
role of, in reading/writing connections,
12, 57-58
teachers as, 219, 268, 390
Research needs, 74-76, 33-84
on application of language arts research
on teaching and learning, 195
on basic processes versus instruction,
21-23

on children's knowledge of oral and
written language, 248
on classroom practices and interaction,
250-53
on comprehension, 373-74
on computer applications, 288-89
on conceptions of reality, 74
creation of multidisciplinary teams for
research projects, 252
current interests in, 390-93
on curriculum, 23
on decontextualized language and
reading/writing skills, 171
oh functional aspects of
communication, 76
on influence of speech events on
problem solving, 141
in language pedagogy, 266-67
on lexicalization process, 74-75
on mimicking oral language learning in
school environments, 171-72
on prior knowledge, 235
on readabh text., 112
in reading/w.-if.ng relationships, 43-44,
57-59
on understanding alternative research
methodologies, 267-68
Research report, redefinition of, 58-59
Research technology, developments in, and
classroom research, 203
Resolution, 101
Response, as text category, 72
Review, 211

Revision
process of, 28
use of, by language user, 36, 39, 326-27

use a computer for handling, 282-83
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Rhetonc
ancient writings n, 372-73
definition a, 86
impact of, on text design, 83-103
text types in, 73
Rhetorical predicates, 72
Rhetorical structure, 35, 74
att ntion to principles of, 106
hierarchy, 99
linear string, 97
matrix, 99
topical net , 97
Rhetors, 86
Ritual, as speech event, 129, 130, 131, 132,
137

Round robin reading, 229
Sc ffolding, 247, 267
Schemata
as aspect of explicit knowledge, 68, 69
md assessment, 365
development of, for w-itten language,
34-35
influence of reading on construction of,
35

reader's use of, in text processing, 28,
31-33, 69
for rhetorical structures, 35
Schema theory, 365
Scholarship, impact of computer on, 313,
314

School
instructive role of, 22
language development at, 246-48
School behavior, research on impact of, 213
School testing programs, costs of, 336
Scientific testing, 340
Scottish Council for Educational Research,
354

Script, 68
Secondary orality, 124
"See-demonstrated" criterion, 358
Self-directed talk, 160, 169-70
Self-evalnation, strategies for, 348
Self-explanation in computer systems, 301
Self-monitoring, and effective teaching, 232
Self-referenced assessment, 342.
Semantic contingency, 247
Semantic features in written language, 34
Sentence(s)
as element of paragraphs, 90
as element in text composition, 87-89
Sentence combining, 56
Separatist perspective of interactive
language development, 123-24
Sequential writing, 89, 93

Subject Index

Serial arrangement, 90
Setting, 101

Shared Book technique, 157
and oral language learning, 171
Shared classroom experiences, 319
Shared environments, computers in, 305
Shared structure theory, ai..)plication of, to
instructional practice, 192-93
Sharing Time
narrative styles used during, 154, 210
opportunities for developing writing
skills in, 160
research on, 249
Sign systems, 121, 123-24, 124-25, 121 132
Signal words, 90
Silent reading comprehension, and
measurement of reading aility, 42
Silent sustained feading (SSR), 157
SMALITALK, 281
Social context
importance of, in development of oral
language, 159
and reading and writing ability, 44
Social studies, content of texts, 106
Socioeconomic status
and literacy, 393
and measurement of reading and
writing abilities, 42
and pacing of instructions, 231
and relation to rea,ling achievement,
155-56, 212-13
and teacher criticism and praise, 231
Socio-functional rispects of communication,
63, 66, 74-75, Ill
Sociolinguistic a lalysis, 309, 392
of classroom practices in leading
instruction, 252-53
Sociolinguistics, and differences in inner
spee:h, 127
Softwar:., development of educational, 298,
305

Sound-symbol correspondences. See
Phoneme-grapheme
correspondences
Source, the, 290
Speaker-audience relatims
in conversations, 135
in presentatMns, 135
in the speech event, 128-29
Speaker-subject, relationship between, in
the speech event, 128-29
Speaker-text, relationship between, in the
speech event, 128-29
Speech act, 127, 160, 193
Speech act theory, and differences in inner
speech, 127
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Speech-code representations, and reading
and oral-language relationships, 149
Speech event(s)
ant.lysis of, 138
definition of, 127, 131
influence of, on problem solving, 141
and 1iterature study, 194

projected roles and participants in, 139
Spelling
correlation between word recognition
and, 164
evolution of cute systems for, 161-62
and measurement of -eading/writing
ability, 42-43
need for knowledge of, in writing, 36

relationship between punctuation and,
164

relationship of, to cognitive
development, 166
in the writing process, 360-61, 362
Standardized tests
for assessment of learning, 227, 340, 354
criticisms ef, 232-33, 341
as index of product, 364
for outcome measurement, 212, 227,
232-33, 239
usability of information derived from,
341-42, 344-47, 377-78
Story comprehension, role of prior
knowledge in, 71
Story fragments, and text comprehensitn,
92

Story grammar, 71-72, 92, 101-3, 296
Story .eading/telling
correlation of, with reading sutzess, 13,
155, 156-57
emergence of reading-like behavior
from, 247
or.:l tradition of, 152 S3
Story schema, and text
--ehension, 70
Story .tructuic
-e 1
and comprehenz
research on, 23t,
Stra:egies. See also
stra:egies
definition of, 37
in text processing, 36, 37, 38, 150, 351
Structural analysis, of text. 10, 11
Structuralist perspective of interactive
language development, 122, 123
Structure
multidimensional relationship between
content and, 65-76
of text, 70-74
Student(s), relationship with 6mchers, 34546, 354
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Student achievement, relationship of
teaching to, 204
Student choice(s)
in book selection, 325, 327, 332
effects of, on learning, 377
in the writing process. 324
Student talk, importance of, in learning,
212

Style, children's understanding of, as term,
167

Subschemata, as variables in schemata, 68
Summaries, importance of, in technical
writing, 99-100
Surface orderings in language, formation
and use of, 74-75
Syllabaries, 16
Symbiosis, 299, 310, 377
Symbols, 121. See also Alphabetic systems;
Sign systems

interpretation of, by computers, 279
manipulation of, by computers, 280,
283-84, 310
Symbol systems, 132. See also Sign systems
Syntactic features in written language, 34
Syntactic patterns, 35
Syntax
impact of literacy experiences on, 169
need for knowledge of, in writing, 34,
36

Talking-aloud-to-self behavior, 125, 160
Talk story, 248, 250
Teacher(s)
accountability of, and impact on
learning, 343-44
as classroom managers, 227-28
complaints of, concerning badly written
texts, 111-12
and educational change, 363, 366-67
importance of listening by, 326, 328,
348-49
instructive role of, 22
involvement of, in research process, 390
relationships between students and, 44,
345-46, 354
as researcher, 219, 268, 390
role of, in organizing student learning,
321-32
role of, in reading/writing connections,
12

training of, 107-8
Teacher accountability movements, 202
Teacher-centered instruction, effectiveness
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Teacher-directed instruction
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organization and management of, 210
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Teacher effectiveness
and classroom management, 226-33
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of reading and writing, 211
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complex, 94-100
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process, 75
content of, 67-70
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as function-driven, 110
as interactive process between author
and reader, 110
as model for comprehension, 10
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preparation of, 10
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simple, 92-94
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structure of, 10, 70-74
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Textbook publishers, and text design, 106
Text ,,:omprehension. See Comprehension
Text design, 374
and comprehension, 81-83, Ill
principles of, ;13-85
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Text-editing systems, 275, 282. See also
Word processing
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research using, 35
switching of, 94-96
types of, 93
Text processing
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28, 31-33, 37-39, 44, 69
transactional view of, 32-33
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Thesis sentences, and speech events, 135
Thought structure, relationship between
language structure and, in
discourse, 63
Time-on-task factors, research on, 204, 362
Top-down comprehension processes, 100
Top-down model of writing, 27
Topic-cent .ted stories, 152
Topic-chaining narratives, 152, 154
Topic choice, in the writing proces!,, 324
Topical net rhetorical structure, 97
Toronto Pedagogy of Writing Project, 219
Traditional classroom, interaction in, 24144
Training

of teachers, 107-8, 326
ese of computers for, 304
Tran (software program), 283
Transactional view
of reading, 73
of text processing, 32-33
T:iangulation of theories in reading/
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peer, 246, 304
potential of computers as, 288n, 29496, 304
UNIX, 294, 305
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User friendliness
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impact of literacy experiences on, 169
impact of prior knowledg..: on, 235
importance of, to reading/writing
relationship, 43
measurement of, 42, 53
and reading ability, 42, 150
and schema acquisition, 365
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Whole-class instruction, as providing direct
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Whole-language classrooms
classroom activities in, 244-45
definition of, 244
organization of programs in, 245-46
sharing sessions in, 327, 329, 332
Word-by-word model of leading, 27
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Word identification strategies, of children,
20

Word meaning, and measurement cf
reading ability, 42
Word processing. See also Computei(s)
dubious value of, 315
for improving language arts instruction,
275

and text revision, 282-83
Word recognition
correlation between spelling skills and,
164

and measurement of reading ability, 42
Word recognitionword production
relationship, 43
Word-rhyming abilities of children, 20
Words, as element. in text composition, 88
89

Workbook exercises, classroom use of. 237
Writer's Assistant, 282
Writer's Workbench, 775, 282, 284, 294,
295, 300, 303
Writing. See also Reading!writing
and achievement level, 20-21
acquisition of skills in, 16-21
advances in research on, 28-29
appeal of, to young children, 159
as communication system, 34-37
contribution of, to schemata for written
language processing, 36
development of skills of, in children,
15-21

development of understandings of
functions and conventions of, 247
developmental trends in, 42

continued
differences between authentic and
inauthentic, 159-60
distancing ability in, 36
early exposure of children to, 18
evaluation of samples of, 42
impact of differences between oral and
literate style on, 154-55
impact of, on memory, 121
inherent linearity of, 96
interactive theories of, 28, 29
as linguistic activity, 75
measurement of abilities in, 42
and oral language, 9, 13-14, 160-61
as problem-solving activity, 75
process of, 28-29, 66, 350, 359
as reverse of reading, 66
and spelling, 360-61, 362
teaching of, and topic choice, 324
as top-down phenomenon, 2, 28, 33, 37
valuing of, in the process classroom,
323
Writing class
importance of meaning in, 327
need for teacher in'eerest in students'
ideas, 326
Writing conference, 36, 161, 296, 328, 346,

3a
Writing plan, need for knowledge of. in
writing, 70
Written language. See also Langliage, Oral/
wntten language
processing of, 384-85
relation to reading and oral language,
13-14
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